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I. Executive Summary  
This report describes the activities of a Collaborative Project Order (CPO) agreement between 
the Air Force Research Laboratory Materials and Manufacturing Directorate (AFRL/RX) and the 
Wright Brothers Institute (WBI), in which the Pennsylvania NanoMaterials Commercialization 
Center has served as a major subcontractor, principal performer of all project work and principal 
interface with AFRL/RX.  CPO 9024 was initiated in October 2006 and has been serially 
renewed or extended on an annual basis since its inception through April of 2013.   
 
This final technical report summarizes the three major components and deliverables that have 
been successfully achieved during the course of this program. These derive from the statement of 
work described in the Attachment of the Subrecipient Agreement# WBSC 9024 PN between 
Wright Brothers Institute (WBI) and the Pennsylvania NanoMaterials Commercialization Center 
(PA NanoCenter), as modified under Mod 8 (August 10, 2011). The Prime Agreement is 
FA8650-06-3-9024.  
 
A. TECHNOLOGY AREA PLANNING  
The Pennsylvania NanoMaterials Commercialization Center, working with AFRL, and its core 
industry partners defined a Technology Roadmap. The Roadmap is a 5-page document that has 
been periodically upgraded and fashioned to most effectively engage and communicate the 
technology needs to the PA NanoCenter stakeholders. It defines the specific focus of 
nanomaterials and its application to (A) Active Functional Materials; (B) Passive Functional 
Materials and (C) New and Enhanced Structural Materials.  
 
The PA NanoCenter funded a number of technology development projects that as a direct result 
of the funding could advance the technology for both the commercial and/or non-commercial 
stakeholders. This development is evident as project teams have reported on the success to 
leverage the funding and secure next stage engineering dollars and joint development agreements 
with the commercial or noncommercial stakeholder. For the contract period November 2006 
through January 2013 the PA NanoCenter opened 10 rounds of proposals submissions. A total of 
338 technology commercialization proposals were submitted and 46 were funded by the PA 
NanoCenter.  
 
In October 2009, with input from the AFRL representative on the PA NanoCenter's Technology 
Advisory Committee, an additional technology thrust was added to the Technology Roadmap 
which focused on nanomaterials for new energy applications. Energy is expanded to include (a) 
Generation; (b) Conversion; (c) Utilization and (d) Storage.  
Traditionally the PA NanoCenter has used print and web media to showcase the Technology 
Roadmap. This is being expanded to include a more far reaching approach using social and 
virtual media.  
 
The PA NanoCenter has matured its model and able to extract best practices to advance the goals 
of accelerating emerging technology commercialization. An example of this activity includes 
hosting a webinar series to support the goal of using the Technology Roadmap to communicate 
the nanomaterials industry and market needs of the stakeholders. The webinars provided a virtual 
forum for the technology provider and researchers to hear a firsthand account of the commercial 
and non-commercial partners in support of their contribution to the roadmap. The goal was to 
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engage in Q&A to evaluate and bring to light emerging technologies that match the market need. 
The PA NanoCenter managed the engagement and outcomes of potential partnerships.  
 
B. PROJECT MARKETING AND SELECTION  
The PA NanoCenter developed a visibility strategy to (a) market the technology 
commercialization program to the primary stakeholders and (b) showcase the technology 
developments of the portfolio organizations. The result was that the technology development 
being proposed and subsequently selected for funding (a) was aligned with a clear market need; 
(b) had a project team that includes the potential customer and (c) outlined a feasible path to 
prototype development.  
 
The PA NanoCenter used a selection of media tools to showcase the program and the successes 
of the portfolio companies and their technology development projects. The marketing formats 
included (i) an official web site; (ii) quarterly electronic newsletters; (ii) press releases and 
announcements; and (iv) regular presentations at conferences and meetings. In addition, the 
Center facilitated targeted university-industry workshops to match market (and AFRL needs) 
with university technology capabilities. AFRL representatives attended the workshops.  
 
The PA NanoCenter continued to expand the visibility of the program by launching a series of 
marketing initiatives. These included the complete re-design of new brochures, publishing 
business success stories on the website, e-newsletters and submitting these to print media 
publications like TEQ- publication by the Pittsburgh Technology Council with national 
distribution and specific academic communications. The new brochure highlights case studies, 
economic impact data and is intended to showcase the impact of nanotechnology as it applies to 
the advanced materials industry. 
  
The PA NanoCenter also expanded its resources and engaged qualified consultants to broaden 
the network and develop new opportunities for the commercialization of emerging 
nanotechnologies. These activities focused on (i) funding and partner opportunities for the 
portfolio companies and their technologies as well as the (ii) strategic development opportunities 
for the PA NanoCenter.  
 
The PA NanoCenter assembled a 21 person Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) that reviewed 
and vetted all proposals submitted for funding. The TAC includes participation from the PA 
NanoCenter's four university partners (Carnegie Mellon University, University of Pittsburgh, 
Penn State University and Lehigh University), partner and portfolio companies, federal labs 
(AFRL, INL, NETL), serial entrepreneurs and early stage investors. The individuals on the TAC 
had expertise and extensive experience in a combination of technical, new business and product 
development. After a 2-stage review process the TAC recommended prospective projects to the 
PA NanoCenter Board of Directors for the approval of funding.  
 
The TAC was charged with the following activities under the joint supervision of the TAC chair 
and the PA NanoCenter's Executive Director:  

• Form sub-committees of the TAC as needed and as requested by the PA NanoCenter's board 
for the purposes of making changes to the TAC charter, addition of new members or other ways 
to improve the review process for the PA NanoCenter. One such sub-committee was formed to 
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develop the Energy component of the Technology Roadmap (as described in the Technology 
Area Planning section above)  

• The PA NanoCenter developed the proposal criteria and review process that has been 
continually improved and used for each proposal round.  

• An IP Policy (and subrecipient agreement) for both university and company participation was 
implemented. The PA NanoCenter had increasing and innovative proposals submitted while 
meeting the federal IP requirements.  
 
C. PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
The PA NanoCenter managed the project management of all funded technology developments 
under this agreement. This project management was designed to increase the probability of 
successful outcomes for the PA NanoCenter's projects. The project management support 
included: 

• A requirement that prior to project start, each project plan follow the PA NanoCenter's 
standardized Statement of Work (SOW).  

• Defining measurable milestones and deliverables that match the scope and timeline for the 
project.  

• Outline congruent technical and commercialization development tasks for the SOW.  

• A documented change order process.  

• Regular (every two -three months) project reviews with formal progress reports.  

• Other advice and support provided by the PA NanoCenter to its project partners on technical, 
manufacturing or business issues as needed.  
 
The PA Nano Center facilitated regular, annual Technology Showcase Days at the AFRL 
facilities in Dayton, Ohio. The one-day meetings were designed to showcase the technology 
developments of the portfolio companies to the AFRL program managers and contractors. This 
typically took the form of a series of presentations and one-on-one engagements. The PA 
NanoCenter was actively involved with follow-up communications to leverage any opportunity 
for continued development of the technology towards commercialization.  
 
The PA NanoCenter has been able to fund a total of 46 projects, 59 technologies and 19 
commercial products have been developed. These are technologies that have been evaluated by 
the customer and assessed for the potential market. The economic impact of the investments 
show that 92 jobs have been created and 129 jobs have been retained. The funded technologies 
have been able to leverage the invested funding to the amount of 54.2M. The leveraged funds 
represent private, federal and engineering dollars that the portfolio organizations are able to 
secure for next stage and joint developments.  
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Appendix – Final PA NanoCenter Subcontractor Project Reports 
Pa NanoCenter has final reports for the following projects.  They are included in the Appendix. 
 

Table 1. PA NanoCenter Subcontractors 
 

Plextronics, Inc.  2180 William Pitt Way, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 

07-001 03/22/2007- 03/25/2008 

NanoRDC, LLC 526 S. Main Street, Akron OH 
44311 

07-002 03/16/ 2007- 08/31/ 2007 

Integran Technologies  2541 Appletree Drive, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15241 

07-005 09/26/2007- 09/15/2008 

Plextronics, Inc.   2180 William Pitt Way, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15238  

07-009 05/28/2008- 05/26/2009 

Strategic Polymer Sciences, 
Inc.  

200 Innovation Blvd. State 
College PA 16803 

09-012 11/18/2008- 11/16/2009 

Bayer MaterialScience  100 Bayer Road Pittsburgh, PA 
15205 

09-013 12/18/2008- 12/18/2009 

Arkema 900 1st avenue 
King of Prussia, PA 19026 

09-021 05/07/2009- 06/30/2010 

NanoGriptech 5520 Raleigh Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 15217 

09-020 05/06/2009- 06/05/2010 

Kurt Lesker  1925 Route 51, Clairton  PA 
15205 

10-023 11/06/2009- 11/23/2010 

NanoLambda, Inc.  510 William Pitt Way, 
Pittsburgh PA 15238 

10-022 10/29/2009- 10/28/2010 

Industrial Learning Systems  4244 Yarmouth Drive  Allison 
Park PA 15101 

10-035 06/03/2010- 06/02/2011 

Liquid- X 4400 Fifth Avenue  
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 

10-039 10/14/2010- 09/30/2011 

SolarPA  8740 Lyon Valley Road, New 
Tripoli PA 18066 

10-040 09/30/2010- 09/30/2011 

Lehigh University  111 Research Drive Bethlehem 
PA 18015 

11-046 06/07/2011- 12/15/2011 

NanoGrass Solar  860 Skyline Drive Erdenheim 
PA 19038 

11-047 06/02/2011- 12/15/2011 

NanoGripTech 5520 Raleigh Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 15217 

2011-0050 05/26/2011- 06/30/2012 

EC Power  200 Innovation Blvd. State 
College PA 16083 

2011-0057 01/26/2012- 01/08/2013 

SenSevere 7070 Forward Avenue 
Pittsburgh PA 15217 

2011-0058 12/20/2011- 10/31/2012 
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APPENDIX - FINAL PA NANOCENTER SUBCONTRACTOR PROJECT REPORTS 
Appendix A – 07-001 (Plextronics, Inc) 
 

 

RONICS 
Light. Power. Circuitry~" 

High Performance OPV Cells via Novel n-type Acceptors 

Final Technical Report 
PANCC and Plextronics 

March 28, 2008 
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RONICS 
Novel n-type Project Stage Summary Light. Power. Circuitry.',. 

Iteration n-Type LUMO Jsc Voc FF Eff. Notes 
Purity Level (eV) 

Baseline <98% -4.11 9.4 0.82 0.65 -5% 

Cycle 1 99% -4.11 9.5 0.85 0.68 5.3% 

Cycle 2 99.5% -4.0 9.56 0.86 0.67 5.51 

Cycle 3 > 99.5% < -4.0 10.5 > 0.90 > 0.7 5.8% 
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RONICS 
Light. Power. Circuitry~ 

Fine tune promising materials: 

Plextronics n-types for OPV 
Final Stage Deliverables 

- C60-indene bisadduct- Jalapenos: S, T, W, U, U2, U3, U4, X, X2,X3 

- Jalapeno X - achieved best performance at 6.1% (World Record) 

- C60-indene trisadduct (Habanera) optimization 

Screening new n-types: 

- C60-PCBM-indene monoadduct (Chili-PCBM), 

- C60-PCBM-indene bisadduct (Chipotle), 

- C70-bis-PCBM (Barker) 

- C60-bis-PCBM (Tepin) 

Milestone: Fine tune promising n-types identified as likely candidates for OPV 

commercialization scale-up and module manufacture 

Oeliverables: Final technical report and prototype OPV device utilizing new fullerene 

material (03/25/2008) 
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Light. Power. Circuitry?" 
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RONICS NREL Certification of Plexcore PV-F3 
Light. Power. Circuitry:"' 
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u!:~w~LSi~'" Materials and Device Development Update 

Materials Development 

During the course of this program Plextronics has evaluated > 40 n-type materials in 
active layer formulations. 

Plextronics module scale-up is currently focused on Jalapeno:P3HT 

Extensive iterative optimization around key parameters such as purity, formulation 
and device fabrication complete 

Plextronics has eliminatated unwanted isomers and impurities and significantly 
improved the performance of n-type materials leading to novel design rules: 

Voltage of OPV cells scales with LUMO level of n-type (p-type fixed) 

- PCBM and Pepper substitutions give different voltage response allowing tuning 
of Voc and cell optimization 

• 7% and beyond is expected from this approach 

Lab-Cell OPV Device Development 

Plextronics fabricated lab-cell devices on 2" x 2" patterned ITO-coated glass 
substrates (- 20 ohm/square). 

Plextronics have continued their development efforts and have since achieved 
internally tested lab-cell efficiencies of 6.1 %. 
Plextronics continues to optimize the most promising material set The devices have 
been sent to NREL testing facility for certification_ 
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Novel n-type Summary RONICS 
Light. Power. Circuitry~ 

N-type Jsc(mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF Efficiency 

Barker 3.9 0.68 0.52 1.38 

Tepin 

Chili-PCBM 

Chipotle 4.4 0.95 0.48 2.04 

Habanera 5.6 1.0 0.47 2.61 

Barker - bis-C70-PCBM 
Tepin - bis-C60-PCBM 
Chili-PCBM - mono-indene-C60-PCBM 
Chipotle - bis-indene-C60-PCBM 
Habanero - tris"indene-C60 
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PANCC Project Summary 
2007-2008 

)> Set of new n-types with various LUMOs have been developed. 

~ n-type with high LUMOs are very sensitive to impurities and isomer distribution 

)> Purification is especially critical to observing intrinsic performance of n-type with 

high LUMOs 

)> Further elimination of unwanted isomers and impurities significantly 

improve the performance of Jalapeno and results in new record 6.1 %. 

);;> The most promising new n-types are identified - Habanero and Chipotle. 

);;> Optimization of morphology of Habanero and Chipotle is in progress. 

> Transient spectroscopy will be applied to high indenes for testing limit of LUMO 

of n-types. 

)> Jalapeno has been chosen as the best candidate for scale-up to commercial 

module production (in progress) 
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METAL COMPLEXES FOR ENHANCED DISPERSION OF NANOMATERIALS 

By Rick Simons 

NanoRDCLLC 
526 Sout/1 Main Street, #811 
Akron OH 44311 

INTRODUCTION 

Applications for carbon nanotubes (CNT) are enormous due to their mechanical, thermal and 
electronic properties. The electrical properties of CNT make them ideal conductive fillers in 
nanocomposites. Incorporation and dispersion of CNT into polymers has proven difficult due to the 
inherent bundling of the CNT due to van der waa.l forces and incompatibility at the polymer/CNT 
interface.(1) Mechanical methods of dispersing nanotubes has demonstrated the dispersion of the 
CNT as small bundles dispersed throughout the polymer matrix,(2) Other attempts to aid the 
dispersion of CNT include functional izing the nanotubes with a covalently bonded group thus 
separating the bundles into individual nanotubes.(3,4,5,6, 7,8,9) This method is pr·imarily useful for 
dispersing nanotubes in organic solvents. Mixing functional ized nanotubes in pristine polymer 
matrix requires extensive functionalization and the inherent properties of the nanotubes can be 
altered tremendously. Ideally, non-covalent modification of the nanotubes is preferable so that the 
nanotube properties are not disturbed. Non-covalently, the dispersion of nanotubes in aqueous 
media is achieved by using ionic surtactants such as sodium dodecylsulfate. (1 0) However, 
surtactants have limitations with organic solvents and this limits their usefulness in polymeric 
systems. Another non-covalent method of dispersing nanotubes in polymers is to pre-treat the 
nanotubes with oligomeric and polymeric highly conjugated and highly aromatic systems. These 
systems are employed to interact with the nanotubes through 1t·1t interaction and to effectively 
wrap themselves around and separate the nanotubes. This method has found promise with 
polyimide/SWNT nanocomposi te applications.(11,12, 13). NanoRDC has been developing a 
proprietary treatment for carbon nanomaterials. Our approach is a non-covalent interaction 
between nanomaterials, preferably nanotubes, and metal alkyl sulfates. Our initial investigations 
have demonstrated that silver-4,4-bipyridine-dodecyl sulfate is a very effective reagent for 
increasing the dispersion of CNT into aqueous and organic solvents, plastics and composite 
matrices. The technology has many benefits and advantages. First, the reagent is non-selective 
and will operate effectively on any nano-graphitic type materials such as carbon fiber (CF), carbon 
nanotubes (CNT) and carbon black (CB). Second, the amount ot metal complex adsorbed onto 
the surface is controlled by the steric requirements of the alkyl metal sulfates, and on average, the 
degree of treatment is approximately 1 0-35 wt% depending on the graphitic surface type (i.e. CF, 
CNT or CB) and the sterics of the alkyl sulfate anion. Third, although silver was the initial metal 
investigated, our results have demonstrated that copper can be used effectively as a oost efficient 
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replacement for silver. Fourth, maybe out of the scope of this project, but we have discovered that 
our treated nanotubes can be used to produce aqueous dispersions of CNT that are far superior to 
any technology on the market. We are currently pursuing the use of aqueous CNT dispersions to 
produce conductive latex gloves for the electronic industries. 

OBJECTIVE: 

The main objective of this project was to demonstrate the feasibi lity of producing treated carbon 
nanotubes (t-CNT) for use as electrical conducting fillers with improved dispersibility into 
themopla.stics. The t-CNT will be useful to plastic compounders because they will enable 
compounders to use existing melt compounding equipment to produce conductive plastics. In 
these regards, the treated carbon nanotubes will have tremendous commercial value. NanoRDC 
plans to work closely with BMS to produce a treated Baytube with increased dispersibility. The 
treated Baytubes will be marketed to plastic compounders as electrically conductive filler. 

NanoRDC worked together with BMS to optimize both the treatment technology and the 
compounding parameters. The present project was sub-divided into 5 specific tasks (See Task 
descriptions below). Specifically, Task 1 was to be completed by NanoRDC at the NanoRDC 
facility in Akron, OH. Task 2 was to be completed by BMS at the facility in Germany. 

PROJECT PLAN 

TASK 1 - SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF TREATED CARBON 
NANOTUBES (T-CNT) 
• Detrne operating parameters and throughput rates tor effective debundling and dispersion quality 
Milestone: Optrmum parameters and rates established 
Estimated time for completion: 2 months (March 1 -May 1, 2007) 
Deliverable: Brief Report on preparation and dispersion of t-CNT 

TASK 2- MELT COMPOUNDING AND EVALUATION 
• Prepare t-CNT composites with polymers of interest (e.g. polyurethane, polycarbonate, nylon) 
• Optimize compounding process for each system 
• Evaluate and optimize parameters that effect injection molding 
• Optimize electrical conductivity for systems of interest 
Milestone: Reproducible procedures for preparation of optimized t-CNT polymer composites are 
established 
Estimated time for completion: 5 months (May 1 - October 1, 2007) 
Deliverable: Report on melt compounding and evaluation of t-CNT 

NannROC LLC 516 S. Main Street, #811 , Akr·on Ohio 44311 (33(1) J71i· l 893 
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TASK 3- COORDINATE SCALE-UP WITH BAYER MATERIALSCIENCE (BMS) 
• Develop engineering specifications 
• Develop manufacturing processes 
• Transfer materials and protocols to BMS 
• Provide problem-solving support for the scale-up process 
Milestone: Technology successfully scaled by BMS 
Estimated time for completion: (May 1 - October 1, 2007) 
Deliverable: Brief report on the scale-up to production 
9/19/2007 Page 2 of 2 

TASK 4- DEVELOP AND VALIDATE WITH BAYER MATERIALSCIENCE A 
STRATEGIC MARKETING PLAN AND A STRATEGIC BUSINESS PLAN TO BRING TCNT 
POLYMER COMPOSITES TO THE MARKET 
Target date: (July 1 -October 1, 2007) 
Deliverable: Copies of marketing and business plans 

TASK 5 - FIRST DRAFT OF JOINT IP AND LICENSING AGREEMENT WITH BAYER 
MATERIALSCIENCE 
Target date: (August 1 - October 1, 2007) 
Deliverable: Copy of joint IP and licensing agreements 

TASK 1 

Originally, Task 1 was planned to provide BMS with 1 KG of CNT treated with a silve( complex. 
The 1 KG was supplied to BMS for evaluation, and subsequently, BMS determined that an 
additional 3 KG of treated CNT would be needed for complete evaluation. As part of Task 1, 
NanoRDC completed the following. 

1. NanoRDC had originally developed the treatment of CNT using a bench-top procedure. We 
treated the original 1 KG of CNT at a scale of 1 0 g per batch according to the following 
procedure. Sodium dodecyl sulfate (1.5 g) was added to an aqueous solution (5 ml) of 
silver nitrate {0.85 g) and the resulting mixture stirred for 1 0 minutes in 20 mL chloroform. 
The resulting solution was added to a chloroform (500 mL) suspension of CNT (1 0 g) and 
sonicated for 5 minutes. A chloroform solution {200 ml) of 4,4-blpyridine (0.75 g) was 
added and the suspension was sonicated for an additional 5 minutes. The resulting 
suspension was collected in a 5- gallon bUcket. Approximately 1 00 batches were treated 
and collected according to the aforementioned procedure. The treated CNT were 
eventually filtered under reduced pressure and the treated GNT were washed with 
chloroform. The treated CNT were dried at 80 oc for 3 hours to give approximately 1200 g 
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of treated CNT. The percentage of treatment was determined to be ca. 20 wt % by thermal 
gravimetric analysis (TGA). 

2. Pilot Scale Dispersion Operation: A pilot scale dispersion operation was designed and 
assembled to accommodate larger scale treatment and/or dispersion of CNT. The 
operation is illustrated in the following schematic and consists of a 11 0 liter tank that 
contains the CNT, the dispersing liquid and the treatment chemicals. From this tank, the 
dispersed CNT are pumped through a flow cell that houses a sonicating horn. Within the 
flow cell, the bundles of CNT are de-agglomerated so that the treatment can be applied to 
the surface of individual CNT rather than bundles of CNT. The flow cell and sonicatihg horn 
operate at a preset 20 KHz and the sonicating power (watts) is controlled by a generator. 
The phenomenon responsible for de-agglomeration of the CNT bundles is cavitations at the 
CNT surface. There is a direct relationship between the amount of cavitations and the 
pressure of the sonicating medium within the flow cell and surrounding the sonicating horn. 
For instance, the degree of cavitations and amount of de-agglomeration is increased with 
increasing pressure. Other parameters such as flow rate through the flow cel l and viscosity 
are also important and play a role in the efficiency of the dispersing operation. The 
maximum efficiency as a function of pressure can be approximated by monitoring the power 
consumed/converted from the system generator (watts). Our work showed that a pressure 
of 25-30 psi is sufficient to achieve excellent de-agglomeration. In addition, the pressure 
must be non-pulsating. Our initial choice of pumps was a peristaltic pump because it 
contained no valves that could be clogged with nanopartlcles, however, the natural 
operation of the pump is pulsating and this proved unacceptable. We found that the correct 
parameters such as flow rate and pressure and the need to pump slurry could be met by a 
progressive cavity pump with an inverter duty motor and controller. 

3. Efforts to reduce cost of treatment. 
a. It was realized early that the cost of chemicals needed for the treatment, including the 

dispersing medium were quite expensive. For instance, laboratory sc;ale purchase of 
silver nitrate cost approximately 250 USD per 100 grams (1 00 g will treat 1 KG CNT) . 
NanoRDC investigated the replacement of the silver nitrate with copper nitrate 
because copper nitrate could be purchased at the same scale for 25 USD per 100 g. 
Initial investigations into the replacement suggested that the copper was a viable 
alternative to the more expensive silver; however, BMS expressed their interest in not 
replacing the silver with copper in the treatment formulation. 

b. The dispersing medium (chloroform) was also a cost concern. The price for 
chloroform is ca. 250 USD per 25 L. In order to reduce the amount of chloroform 
consumption and reduce the price, we set up a large scale distillation operation. All 
used chloroform was distilled for re-use. 

4. Treatment of 3 KG CNT: Due to engineering difficulties and time restraints, we completed 
the treatment of 3 KG CNT using our initial bench-top operation according to Task 1 #1. 
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TASK2 

FORMATION OF CNT/POLYMER COMPOSITES. 

According to Task 2, NanoRDC initially sent BMS 1 KG of treated CNT for evaluation. BMS 
responded back to Nar.oRDC that they had some engineering difficulties and the results were not 
scientifically relevant. BMS expressed to NanoRDC that they would need an additional 3 KG of 
material to complete Task 2. According to Task 1, NanoRDC sent BMS an additional 3 KG of 
silver treated CNT for evaluation. 

BMS performed melt compounding trials. The choice of thermoplastic was polycarbonate and the 
trials were run with loadings of 2, 3 , 5 and 7.5 wt% filler. Polycarbonate was chosen as the test 
thermoplastic because BMS had previously performed trials with polycarbonate and CNT filler and 
they have a potential market for polycarbonate/CNT composite materials. While NanoRDC ran its 
trials in nylon and polyurethane, the decision to run the trials in polycarbonate makes a lot of 
sense. For example, there was a need to test the treated verses untreated CNT dispersion into a 
thermoplastic that had been extensively examined. NanoRDC found in their previous studies that 
when using less shear and lower mixing times, t11ere is a great enhancement in dispersion of 
treated CNT when compared to untreated CNT. However, as the mixing time and the degree of 
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shear are increased, the gap in performance between the treated and untreated CNT filled 
composites narrows. For instance, NanoRDC found that there is a large increase in performance 
resulting from treated CNT and a short mix time on a banbury type mixer when compared to a 
similar test using untreated CNT. The gap in performance is narrowed considerably when the 
mixing is done on a twin screw extruder because of the increase in shear provided by the twin 
screw configuration. 

The filler was either treated CNT from NanoRDC or untreated CNT. The melt compounding was 
performed using a twin screw extruder and the press plaques were prepared using compression 
molding techniques. The results are summarized in the Table below. The following Table shows 
that the surface resistivity of the resulting composite materials is lower/better when using the 
untreated CNT. For example, at 2 wt% the surface resistivity of the composites With untreated 
CNT measured two orders of magnitude lower than the composites with the same level of treated 
CNT. Also, as the loading of treated CNT is increased from 2 wt % to 7.5 wt %, the surface 
resistivity measurements show an increase Which is the opposite of what would be expected. In 
comparison, the untreated CNT gave the expected result. For example, with increasing CNT 
loading, the surface resistivity decreases gradually to a final value of 1.0E+01 ohms/sq. 

Data Summary for Polycarbonate/CNT Composites Data Summary 

Wt%CNT Surface resistivitv lohms/sq) Surface resistivity (ohms/sq) 

Baytubes C 150 P AQ-functionalized Baytubes 
2 1.24E+02 1.10E+04 
3 4.30E+01 3.3E+04 
5 2.70E+01 1.9E+04 

7.5 1.00E+01 1.0E+05 

TASK3 

Task 3 was designed to coordinate the scale-up of the treatment operation and transfer the 
protocols to BMS. During the course of the project, issues arose that changed the directions and 
goals of BMS. The most pressing issues are listed. 

1. The treatment operation proved to be quite expensive and labor intensive. For example the 
use of chloroform as the dispersing and treatment medium led to cost issues and 
environmental as well as safety issues. 
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2. A business decision was made by BMS to concentra,te on selling CNT as a commodity 
product. BMS would sell the CNT as an untreated material. This became a more favorable 
option for a couple of reasons. 

a- New technology developed by BMS made it possible to offer CNT at a very 
reasonable cost to its customers. This allowed the end user to add higher loadings to 
the composites materials without adding to much expense. 

b. The development of melt-compounding techniques advanced with regard to 
dispersing the CNT into thermoplastics. This enabled end-user to disperse the 
untreated CNT into their polymers more efficiently. 

c. In the case of polycarbonate, the treated CNT gave poor results when compared to 
the untreated CNT. 

In conclusion, the advances in the production of CNT and advances in the dispersion techniqu&s 
left little advantage in treating the CNT. Specifically, for melt-compounding applications, the 
treated CNT were more expensive and left little advantage. And in some cases the treatment of 
the CNT could be a hindrance. For example, the trials run at BMS, show better results when using 
the untreated CNT. Finally, the best scenario is to achieve the desired performance using the 
untreated CNT becaus.e the treatment adds a variable in the final product that could be adverse to 
the performance. For instance, when compounding advanced composite materials, the addition of 
additives (e.g. plasticizers, anti-oxidants) is common. These materials and their interaction with 
one another have been well studied. The addition of treatment, in the form of treated CNT, into the 
composite formulation adds a variable that is not well studied and could possibly be problematic. 

TASK4 

The purpose of Task 4 was to begin and coordinate a strategic alliance and business plan between 
the BMS and NanoRDC. Originally, it was envisioned that BMS would license the technology from 
NanoRDC. Currently, the CNT are being produced at the Bayer (Germany) facility and it made 
good sense to perform the treatment at the same location as the CNT manufacturing process. As 
stated in Task 3, it became obvious to NanoRDC and BMS that this was not going to be an option 
due to reasons already stated. As a result of the issues stated in Task 3, NanoRDC has focused 
on producing aqueous CNT dispersions. Our new business model revolves around this decision 
and an executive summary is presented as Appendix A. 

TASKS 

The purpose of Task 5 was to develop and draft a joint IP and licensing agreement. As stated in 
Task 3 and Task 4 above, the treatment of CNT became an unfavorable option due to cost and 
safety issues . 
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CONCLUSIONS FROM TASK 1-5 

During the course of the present project, several items arose involving the a) treatment technology 
b) cost of CNT and c) the melt compounding technology and these items changed the goal of 
NanoRDC and BMS. Final remarks on these issues are addressed below. 

Treatment Technology. While there were many reports that stated that sonication was the most 
effective method of de-agglomeration of CNT bundles, the reports focused on bench top 
operations involving small scale batches. To our knowledge, there were no reports of large scale 
operations that would have industrial applications. This gave NanoRDC little information to guide 
the engineering of the envisioned continuous operating CNT treatment operation. Several issues 
arose that were problematic. 

1. The use of chloroform as the dispersing medium added material limitations andfor 
specifications to the equipment used in the op.eration. For example, all piping, gaskets, 
seals, shafts and more specifically, any part of the operation that would come in contact with 
the chloroform must meet compatibility requirements. In most cases this was achieved by 
the use of Viton® (flouroelestomer) and/or stainless steel. The downside was the added 
expense and availability of the more specialized components such as the flow cell/sonicator 
and the progressive cavity pump. 

2. The pressure/efficiency of cavitation relationship was not well documented and establishing 
the correct parameter (pressure, viscosity, and flow rate) for the pilot operation was 
experimental in the beginning. 

Cost of Raw Materials: With the advancement of the technology involving the CNT manufacturing, 
the price of CNT reduced considerably. Actually, the price of the CNT became less than the price 
of the treatment when you considered the cost of Ueatment chemicals and the cost of operating 
the treatment facility. 

Advancements in Melt-Compounding Techniques: The melt compounding of CNT into 
thermoplastics has evolved considerably and experienced compounders can achieve excellent 
dispersion of CNT into thermoplastics resulting in high performance composite materials using 
existing equipment. 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

While it has become obvious that treatment of CNT for enhanced dispersibility is not feasible when 
considering melt-compounding, it might still have applications in other areas. Some examples are 
listed below: 

1. Aqueous CNT dispersions have become a major focus for NanoRDC. The main reasons for 
this are due to technology and business decisions. Regarding the technology, it is more 
environmentally friendly and less labor intensive. When considering the business aspects, 
NanoRDC is a small startup company and our best outcomes will result from pursuing niche 
high end products. 

2. Applications where the use of shear is llmlted might benefit from the treatment. For 
instance, in the case of carbon nanofibers, excessive shear has been shown to damage the 
carbon nanofibers. 

3. In applications where the CNT can re-agglomerate. Aqueous and organic solutions of CNT, 
under prolonged storage, can re-agglomerate and be held tightly together by intermolecular 
forces. This would require the CNT to be de-agglomerated by the use of shear. T his might 
not be a viable option depending on the applications and end-user capabil ities. 

4. Applications where the use of the treatment adds a property to the CNT. For example, the 
addition of silver complex to the surface of the CNT could add an anti-microbial action to the 
CNT. 
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APPENDIX A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY FOR NANORDC LLC 

THE COMPANY 
NanoResearch, Development and Consulting LLC (NanoRDC) operates an office and laboratory in 
Akron, Ohio, Our mission and the goal ot founder, Rick Simons, is to commercialize useable 
compositions of carbon nanotubes (CNT). 

THE PROBLEM 
Applications for CNT are enormous due to their mechanical, thermal and electronic properties. 
However, dispersion of CNT into aqueous and/or organic media has proven difficult and expensive 
due to the inherent bundling/aggregation of the CNT. 

THE SOLUTION 
NanoRDC has developed a cost effective chemical additive and dispersion process that produces 
stable aqueous CNT dispersions. The CNT dispersions have several benefits that add value for 
the customers. 

THE BENEFITS 
1. The CNT are treated and dispersed into water as single CNT strands rather than 

aggregates. Depending on the application, this lowers the cost of the final product by as 
much as 50% because the desired electrical properties are achieved with lower CNT 
loadings. 

2. Our dispersions can be custom formulated regarding% solids and viscosity. Additionally, it 
could be advantageous to pre-disperse additives. 

3 . Our CNT dispersions produce high end products with unique properties and specifications. 
4. Our customers can now produce high-end nano products using their existing manufacturing 

operation(s). 

THE APPLICATIONS 
1. Electrical conductivity for latex materials e.g. gloves and finger cots 
2. Conductive coatings and paints 
3. Conductive textiles 
4. Thermal conductivity for a range of polymers 

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 
Our CNT dispersions are compatible with any waterborne applications and impart excellent 
electrical properties to applications and products. This remarkable technology is owned by 
NanoRDC LLC and protected with an International Patent Cooperation Treaty. This is the result of 
two years of research and development by NanoRDC and collaborations with CNT suppliers and 
experts in the field of commercializing nano products. In 2006, NanoRDC was awarded a grant 
from the Pennsylvania NanoMaterials Commercialization Center to advance the technology toward 
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commercialization. Currently, NanoRDC seeks strategic partnerships and/or customers that will 
result 111 mutual financial benefits for all parties. 

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 
NanoRDC's competitive advantage is our position within the carbon nanotube supply chain. Our 
patented technology describing the treatment of CNT and their use to impart value to advanced 
composite materials enable end users to market advanced products with added value and unique 
properties. In addition, we hold a strong hold on high end markets that incorporate CNT. As a 
startup nanotechnology company, we will maintain our competltive advantage by co-developing 
and marketing high end nanoproducts with strategic partners that have existing customer base and 
a reputation for producing cutting edge products. 

PROPOSED BUSINESS MODEL 

NanoRDC current business model is to focus on niche markets that have annual sales of one to 
two billions USD. The niche markets will be pursued based on the following criteria. 

1. Annual sales of 1-2 billion USO_ 
2. High potential for market growth. 
3. Unique position on the market due to our patented technology and/or trade secrets. We Will 

form strategic partnerships that will promote a monopoly on the chosen niche markets, 
however, we will never license our technology to carbon nanotube suppliers. This will 
protect our position within our own markets. 

EMERGING NANOTUBE MARKETS 

Conductive Gloves: 
Even the slightest static existing in the work environment can be destructive to electronic 
components. As the speed and intricacy of electronic devices increases, they become more 
vulnerable to disturbance from static, Conductive gloves are electrically-conductive, thereby 
eliminating static discharge which would ruin del1cate electronic parts. NanoRDC has the 
capability to produce treated carbon nanotubes Which can be dispersed throughout the latex 
(untreated nanotubes will not disperse). Because of the properties of NanoRDC's treated 
nanotubes, very little would be needed as filler material in the latex. Because of this, ·the gloves 
can be made very thin, which is favorable when working with tiny, delicate parts; unlike the bulky 
ESD (electrostatic dissipative) gloves that are on the market right now. Workers can work faster 
and have greater dexterity while using these novel "nanogloves." NanoRDC's treated nanotubes 
are superior to compeHtors' because of technology developed that allows the nanotubes to keep 
their ideal properties and characteristics while dispersed throughout a material. The conductive 
glove market has annual sales of over one billion USD. NanoRDC has formed a strategic 
partnership with the largest international manufacturer of conductive gloves. 
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Conductive coatings 
Conductive coatings are marketed world wide as a material that can be applied to devices, 
buildings and in general to any article that needs ESD and/or RFI protection. State of the art is to 
incorporate silver powder and/or copper coated silver powder into an aqueous dispersion 
containing a binder (e . .g. polyurethane). Our aqueous dispersions of carbon nanotubes will allow 
the manufacture of conductive coatings using CNT instead of precious metals. The combination of 
lower loadings of CNT needed and the reduced price of CNT when compared to precious metals 
will produce a conductive coating market with added value to the customers. For instance, in any 
composite material, the highest quality is obtained when the loading of fillers is low. The cost 
savings resulting from the low loadings and raw material cost can be passed on to customer to 
promote sales and market growth. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
www.nanordc.com 
Rick Simons email: rsimons@nanordc.com 
330-983-7886 cell 

Disclaimer: The data reported here were generated using generally accepted laboratory methods 
and is believed to be an accurate representation of the typical characteristic of the materials 
tested. NanoRDC LLC. makes no claims or warrantees herein as relates to the suitability of the 
materials tested for any intended use. 

Copyright NanoRDC LLC 2006 
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Pennsylvania NanoMaterials Commercialization Cen1er 
Attn: Alan G. Brown, Ph.D., Ms. Jeanne Straw 
2000 Technology Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219-3110 

Final Federal Finacial Report 
Contract# Nano-07-002 

Cost Element Period 3/17/07 to 
5/31/07 

Direct Labor 
Labor 15,000 

Other Direct 
Sub-cost 1,000 
Supplies 4,000 
Other 4,000 
Total Other Direct 9,000 
Cost and 
expenses 

Total Project Cost 23,000 
and expenses 

Cost Share 20,600 

Period 6/1/07 to 
10/1/07 

18,250 

1,000 
4,000 
4,000 
9,000 

28,250 

8,895 

Please Make Check Payable for $5,000 to NanoRDC LLC 

10/17/2007 

YTD 
Period 3/17/07 to 
10/1/07 

33,250 

2,000 
8,000 
8,000 
18,000 

51 ,250 

29,495 

I certify to the best of my knowledge and belief Signature: 
the data is correct and that all outlays were 
made in accordance with the agreement Name: 
conditions. 

Date: 

Budget 

$29,250 

$10,000 
$7,000 
$5,000 
$22,000 

$51,250 

$20,600 
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EXPLANATION FOR CHANGES TO ORIGINAL BUDGET 

Labor: 
Initially we had budgeted $ 29,250 for labor. This amount inceased to $ 36,000 for two reasons. 
First, the project was extended from 8/31/07 to 10/1/07. Second. the treatment of the CNT proved 
to be more labor intensive and NanoRDC hired a lab technician. 

Sub-contractor Cost: 
The initial budget of$ 10,000 was reduced to$ 2,000. Originally, we had planned to do test the 
efficiency of the pilot operation/flow by SEM analysis. However, the entire 4 KG was tested by 
bench top procedures. The sub-cost accrued are due to engineering of the pilot operation. The 
flow cell had to be mounted on the wall of the lab. However, a metal bracket had to be constructed 
at the machine shop and the lab wall had to be reinforced before the flow cell could be mounted. 

The budget for laboratory rent also increased from the original budgeted amount of $5,000 to 
$8,000 for the project period due to our move into the incubator. 

The In-Kind Contributions were purchased that were not part of the original In-Kind items 

Additional In-Kind Contributions 
Progressive cavity pump-----$3900 
Flow cell--------------------------$ 4996 

Original In-Kind Contributions 
IN·KIND CONtRIBUTIONS 

CONTRIBUTOR ITEM 
NANORDC PILOT PLANT HARDWARE 
NAN OR DC SONICATOR 
NANORDC CHEMICALS 

BMS PURCHASE OF i·CNT 
BMS NANOTUBES 

TOTAL 

COST 
2000 
4200 
2000 

10,000 
2400 

20600 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The reel-to-reel wire plating tool capable of continuous production of co-axially 
nanostructured electrical wire is in operation at the Pittsburgh-based facility. Continuous 
wire lengths are limited only by the total continuous length of the supply-substrate wire, 
which is cmTently - 5000 ft. Single strand testing has been executed to evaluate the 
properties of the wire for iterative development and to provide preliminary product data 
of the optimized wire. 

Table I sununarizes the preliminary product data in comparison with the materials 
performance indices (MPis) identified in Technology Development Report- Task Tl and 
the properties of the competing high-strength conductor material, beryllium-copper alloy 
CS95. Additionally, characterization has been executed to examine the surface 
morphology, the coating-substrate adhesion, and the diameter of the wire. 

Table I-Sununary of Preliminary Product Data 

MPI-1 MPI-2 MPI-3 
Materiai!MPis Tensile Strength Ductility Conductivity 

MPa(ksi) 'YaEL %lACS 

Materials Performance Indices -Targets 1025 (155) 6 56 
NanoMetal Enhanced Conductor - Actual 950 (138) 7-8 58-59 

CS95 -Beryllium-Copper Alloy 655 (95) 6 63 

The preliminary product data indicates that the 38 gauge co-axially nanostructured 
electrical wire has good potential to ultimately provide a conductor material that can be 
utilized to realize weight savings in the electrical wiring systems of aircraft. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Aircraft electrical wiring accounts for a significant fraction of an aircraft's total weight 
and can be upwards of5000lbs depending on the aircraft type[JJ With a constant drive for 
weight reduction in the aerospace sector,_ this creates a conunercial opportunity for the 
development of a technology that can ultimately reduce the weight of electrical aircraft 
wiring. The most effective method of reducing the wire weight is to modify/substitute the 
conductor material (the metal core of the wire), as it accounts for the majority of the 
overall wire weight. However, stringent conductivity and strength requirements, among 
many others mentioned in this report, limit the selection of suitable materials. Thus, a 
new conductor material that eXhibits both high-conductivity and high-strength is 
required. 

A co-axially nano-stmctured electrical conductor with enhanced strength-to-weight and 
optimized conductivity is the proposed solution for a new material. By utilizing a 
proprietary process developed by Integran, a high-strength nanocrystalline metal can be 
electrodeposited onto a substrate in order to significantly enhance the overall strength of 
the conductor while maintaining a relatively high conductivity. The final result is the 
ability to meet design requirements using significantly less conductor material, resulting 
in an overall weight reduction. 

It is anticipated that this concept would be a relatively simple drop-in for existing wire 
production processes because the v.ast majority of copper wire that is in use today is 
already coated (often by electroplating) for corrosion resistance. In addition, the 
nanomaterials will be applied by a proprietary electrodeposition technique that is 
straightforward, mature, easy to scale up to mass production quantities, and relatively 
inexpensive. Hence, the possibility exists for widespread sizeable electrical wire weight 
savings at a low overall cost and extremely low technical risk. 

Preliminary mechanical and electrical testing results indicate that a significant weight 
reduction of greater than 30% can be realized by adopting the nano-structured design as 
the conductor material. 
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2.0 AIRCRAFT WIRE REVIEW 

2.1 Aircraft Wire Types 
Aircraft wire is generally categorized into two main types: power wire and signal wire. 
Signal wire accounts for the majority of wire on an aircraft and is exposed to relatively 
low electrical loading. This allows for 
utilization of small wire sizes, typically in the 
range of 24 to 20 A WG (nominal diameter -
0.0201 to 0.0320 in.). Signal wire is used for a 
number of functions including: flight control 
systems, feedback and monitoring systems, 
discrete DC low voltage supply, and safety 
ground wiring. Table 1 shows the relative 
amount of 24 A WG signal wire compared to 
the overall wire used in specific Airblls 
aircraft models. Power wire, on the other 
hand, is exposed to very large electrical loads 
and is utilized to supply power to the 
electronic equipment. Consequently, power 
wire sizes are of a relatively large diameter, in 
the range of 12 AWG (nominal diameter -
0.0808 in.), and are therefore kept as short as 
possible in order to minimize weight.[2

•
3
•
4·1 

Figure 1 - Schematic of cockpit instrumentation 
and wiring (References for all figures can be 
found at the end of the report) 

Table I- Approximate Lengths of Wiring on 
Commercial Aircraft 

Total Length of 
Total Length of24 AWG 

Aircraft Model Wires All Gauges, km 
Wire. (signal wire) Only, 

km 

Airbus A320 120 80 
Airbus A340 300 200 

Source: [5] Galengh1en, J.L. and A. Synodmos 

2.1 Wire Specifications and Standards 

In order to ensme that aircraft wire can withstand the severe conditions experienced 
during flight-i. e. vibrations, bending loads, temperature changes, abrasion, etc.-the 
wire must meet certain standards. These standards are often military (MIL) or SAE 
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International (AS) approved, and specifications are consistent between the two. For 
example, documents MIL-W-22759 and AS22759 both cover the requirements for 
"Fluoropolyrner-insulated single conductor electrical wires made with tin-coated, silver
coated, or nickel-coated conductors of 
copper or copper alloy". Specifications also 
exist for electrical connections, wire testing 
procedures, installation, etc. In some cases, 
AS or other new standards, such as 
Approved American National Standard 

I 
a 

Figure 2 - Example of a 22759 wire showing 
(ANSI), supersede older existing MIL a) exoosed conductor and b) insulation 
standards, but are for the most part 
equivalent. 

Wire specifications, such as AS227 59~ define requirements for the wire as a whole, which 
consists of two primary constituents: a conductor (electrically conductive metal core 
material) and an insulator (electrically resistant polymer/composite exterior material). 
Since. wire standards are specific to a certain insulator type, the requirements for the 
insulator are often included in the standard. Requirements for conductors, however, are 
commonly referenced to a secondary document, M/L-W-29606, which defines 
requirements for "Wire, Electrical, Stranded, Uninsulated Copper, Copper Alloy, or 
Aluminum, or Thermocouple Extension". This document has been superseded by a more 
current standard, ANSIINEMA we 67, consistent with MIL-W29606 and including 
additional specifications for copper-clad steel. Thus, the We 67 standard is a fundamental 
guideline in the design of new conductor materials, outlining the requirements for 
strength, conductivity and other key perfonnance characteristics 

3.0 CONDUCTOR REVIEW 

3.1 Conductor Construction 

Conductors are most often constructed from a bundle of finer strands, rather than a large 
single end (solid) strand. This construction improves the flex fatigue life (the ability to 
withstand vibrations or repeated bending) of the conductor [6] Stranding designs are 
generally either concentric lay (Fig. 3), assembled in a geometric arrangement of 
concentric layers helically wound about a central strand, or bunch-stranded (Fig. 4), 
strands twisted together with no specific geometric arrangement except for lay d.ireetion. 
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Conductors within a 30 to 10 AWG (minimum stranded diameter - 0.0105 to 0.106 in.) 
size range are constructed from a concentric lay of 7, 19, or 37 strands.[7,S,9J For example, 
a 26 AWG (min. stranded diameter - 0.0175 in.) conductor may consist of 19, size 38 
AWG (nominal diameter - 0.004 in.) strands.[sJ The construction is such that the cross 
sectional conductor area is near-equivalent to a solid, single end 26 A WG conductor. 
Conductor and wire sizes are often designated in A WG, or American wire gauge, and 
increase in diameter with decreasing gauge size. 

Fig. 3 - Schematic of a 
concentric lay construction 

Fig. 4- Schematic of a bunch
stranded construction 

3.2 Conductor Specifications 

Fig. 5- Photograph of a 19 strand, 
concentric lay conductor 

ANSI/NEA,fA we 67 is the current standard for uninsulated conductors used in electrical 
and electronic applications, replacing military standard MIL-W-29606 as previously 
mentioned. we 67 defines requirements for the following conductor materials: 

1. Bare (Uncoated) Copper (BC) 
2. Tin Coated Copper (TCC) 
3. Silver Coated Copper (SCC) 
4. Nickel Coated Copper (NCC) 
5. Heavy Nickel Coated Copper (NHC) 
6. Silver Coated Copper Alloy (SCA) 
7. Nickel Coated Copper Alloy (NHA) 
8. Tin Coated Copper Alloy (TCA) 

9. Heavy Nickel Coated Copper Alloy (NHA) 
10. Silver Coated Ultra-High Strength Copper Alloy (SCU) 
11 . Nickel Coated Ultra-High Strength Copper Alloy (NCU) 
12. Aluminum Strands (ALU) 
13. Type K Thermocouple Extension Conductor (KPH, KPS, 

KNH, and KNS) 
14. Nickel-Coated Copper-Clad Steel (NCCCS) 
15 . Silver-Coated Copper-Clad Steel (SCCCS) 

Specifications are given for the constm ction of the conductors as well as the following 
conductor testing procedures and properties: 

1. Diameter 4. Conductor DC Resistance 7. Weight 
2. Elongation to failure 5. Continuity of Coating 8. Solderability of Tin and Silver Conductors 
3. Tf:nsile or Break Strength 6. Coating Thickness 9. Worksmanship 
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It is important to note that we 67 does not define requirements for flex fatigue life, 
crimpability (the ability for a conductor to be electrically connected via crimping to 
plastically deform the conductor), flexibility, or other important properties that may limit 
a material for use as a conductor. Yet, these are important properties to consider when 
designing a conductor material. 

We 67 outlines resistance requirements for all conductor types. However, strength 
requirements are only designated for copper alloys (often referred to as high-strength 
copper alloy) and ultra-high strength copper alloys. The requirements for strength and 
conductivity of nickel coated copper alloy (NHA) and nickel coated ultra-high strength 
copper alloy (NCU) conductors are displayed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. It is beyond 
these requirements that a new conductor design must perform in order to successfully 
replace existing technologies. 

Table 2 -Requirements for NCA Conductor 

Size Configuration Max. Resistance Min. Tensile Break Min. Elongatio~ 

(AWG) (countxAWG) (Oiun/1 OOOit) Strength (Ibs) (%) 

28 7 X 36 79.0 8.2 6 

26 19 X 38 49.4 14.2 6 

24 19x 36 30.1 22.4 6 

22 l9x 34 18.6 35.8 6 

20 19 X 32 11.4 58.1 6 

fANSIINEMA WC Cl - Table 2E -Details of Alloy Ccnductocs - (Nt~l Coated High Strength Alloy) 
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Table 3-Requirements for NCU Conductor 

Size Configuration Max. Resistance M.in. Tensile Break M.in. Elongation 

(AWG) (countxAWG) (Ohm/lOOOit) strength (lbs) (%) 

26 ! 9x38 58.4 21.5 6 

24 19x36 37.7 34.0 6 

ANSI!NEMA WC 61 - Table ZE - I)aa!lS of Alloy Conductor.; - (Nickel Coated Ultra H1gh-Slr€11gtl1 
Alloy) 

From Tables 2 and 3 it can be seen that NCl1 conductors require a higher minimum break 
.strength than NCA co!lductors, approximately 1.5x stronger, while allowing for a greater 
maximum resistance. This effectively demonstrates that there is a generally accepted 
strength vs. conductivity trade off when designing conductor materials. 

3.3 Strength vs. Conductivity Tradeoff 
The strength vs. conductivity tradeoff must be accepted in designing a conductor 
material . This is because strengthening tecluriques, such as introducing alloying elements, 
heat-treating to produce second phase particles, increasing the grain boundary density 
(i.e. nano-structuring a material), or cold working to increase the dislocation density, all 
introduce scattering points for electrons traveling through the material. An increase in 
scattering points reduces the overall conductivity of the material (i.e. electrical 
attenuation). Figure 6, below, demonstrates this effect for the case of a copper-zirconium 
alloy. As zirconium is added to the alloy the tensile strength increases while the electrical 
conductivity (%lACS) is reduced. lACS stands for "International Annealed Copper 
Standard for conductivity" and represents the conductivity of a material relative to the 
conductivity of pure copper, which has a %lACS of 10 I%. 
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Figure 6 - Strength vs. Conductivity 
tradeoff for a copper-zirconium alloy 

to 

3.4 Current Conductor Materials 

The majority of common conductor materials are copper-based alloys because of the high 
electrical conductivity of copper. Table 4 displays 1he relevant properties of some 
common alloys, as well as additional materials for comparison. 

Table 4-Properties of Common Conductors and Other Materials [3, 9,lOJ 

Material Tensile Strength, ~a %lACS Density, kg/m3 Min. %Elongation 

Pure Copper 200 100% 8920 25% 
C10200 (Cu- 0 Free) 350 1 000/o 8900 45% 

PD135 (Cd-CX-Cu Alloy) 480 91% 8940 ula 
Cl 6200 (Cd-Cu Alloy) 485 89% 8890 6% 
CS95 (Be-Cu Alloy) 655 63% 8830 6% 

Pure Aluminum 125 57% 2670 6% 
AISJ 1095 Steel - Oil Quenched 1270 9% 7850 13% 

304HN Stainless Steel 725 2% 8000 500.{, 

Table 4 shows that one of the strongest copper alloys is CS95, which is a beryllium
copper alloy used to construct ultra-high strength copper alloy conductors[ 111 The 
properties of stranded CS95 conductors, calculated on the basis of monolithic tensile 
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strength and conductivity, are shown in Table 5. These values are comparable to the 
specifications for ultra-high strength copper alloy conductor, Table 3, defined by WC 67. 
This is the "incumbent alloy to beat" in designing a new high-strength, high-conductivity 
conductor. 

Table 5 - Theoretical Properties ofCS95 Conductors, Stranded 

Size Con figur ation Resistance Tensile Break Elongation 

(AWG) (#xAWG) (Ohm/10000.) Strength (lbs) (%) 

26 19x 38 53.6 22.7 6 

24 19x 36 34.3 35.4 6 

4.0 NANOMETAL ENHANCED CONDUCTOR DESIGN 

4.1 Defining the Product 
The first step in defining the product was to determine the specific wire type to target, be 
it signal wire or power wire. Due to the heavy electrical loading of power wires, 
conductivity requirements and minimum size constraints generally do not appear to allow 
for any reduction in weight! conductivity by reducing the amount of conductor material. 
Signal wires, on the .other hand, offer significantly more flexibility in conductivity and 
size requirements, as they are used to carry lower electrical currents. Furthermore, signal 
wire accounts for tl1e bulk of the overall wire weight on an aircraft. Thus, signal wire is 
the product of choice for this program. 

Determining the. conductor size and requirements was the second step in defining the. 
product. Through interviews and conversations with industry professionals and wiring 
specialists, it was deternlined that 24 A WG CS95 conductor was the current 
standard[12

•131 Designers desired to use a 26 A WG wire in order to minimize weight 
contributions, but were often forced to increase the size to 24 A WG in order to meet 
-strength requirements. 

The target product was, thus, defined as a 26 A WG [19 x 38AWG (nominal diameter-
0.004 in.)] signal wire conductor, wifu a tensile break strengfu equal to or greater than 
that of ~ 24 A WG CS95 conductor, 35.4 lbs, and wifu a comparable resistance of less 
than 60 Ohm/! OOOft (i.e. a conductivity of approximately 60 %lACS). To reiterate, the 
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goal is to provide the systems designer with a 26 A WG replacement option that is just as 
strong as the existing 24 A WG ultra-high-strength (CS95) copper material while still 
maintaining -60 %lACS level of electrical conductivity. It is important to note that there 
may be many different NanoMetal + pairing material combinations that may meet the 
variety of conductor performance requirements for both aerospace and non-aerospace 
applications. 

4.2 Design Requirements- Materials Performance Indices 
Once the design requirements have been determined, identifying the proper Materials 
Performance Indicies (MPis) provides a systematic method for material selection in the 
design process. In this case, designing a high-strength, high-conductivity conductor, the 
following MPis have been identified as the most important design paran1eters: 

MPI-1. Strength (Tensile Strength, MPa) 

• Ensures that the conductor will meet strength requirements 
MPI-2. Conductivity (%lACS) 

• Ensures that the conductor will meet conductivity requirements 
!viPI-3. Ductility (%Elongation) 

• Ensures tlmt the conductor will have sufficient ductility to avoid catastrophic failure 
l\1PI-4. Specific Strength (Tensile Strength!Density, MPa/(kglrrf)) 

• Optimizes strength-to-weight ratio for maximum weight reduction and comp arison 
with competitor designs based on lighter weight metals, i.e. aluminum 

!viPI-5. Strength-Conductivity Quotient (Strength·Conductivity, !viPa·o/olACS) 

• Optimizes material to achieve maximum strength and conductivity 

Other design parameters include flexibility, crimpability, and flex fatigue life, yet these 
are not intrinsic material properties and are dependant also on the geometry and 
configuration of the design. Ultimately, determining whether a design possesses these 
qualities requires prototyping and testing. 

The strength and conductivity MPls can be estimated by back calculation from the 
projected tensile break strength requirement of a 24 AWG CS95 conductor, 35.4lbs, and 
a resistance ofless than 60 Ohm/1 OOOft. for a 26 A WG. The ductility MPI can be set by 
equating it to the % elongation of CS95, which is 6 %. These calculations yield the 
following results, with conservative rounding: 
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MPI-1 - Strength 1025 MPa (Rounded up from 1022MPa) 

MPI-2 - Conductivity = 57 %lACS (Rounded up from 56.4MPa) 

MPI-3 -Ductility 6%EL 

It is important to note that these MP!s may end up being beyond the final product design 
requirements and that, due to the myriad of product requirements and corresponding 
performance tradeoffi; associated with aircraft electrical wire conductors, a material that 
does not meet all three MP!s should not necessarily be immediately discounted. 

The identified MP1s facilitate material selection by limiting materials that do not pass the 
fust three MPis and then optimizing the final two MP!s to determine the best material. 
However, if the first two MPis are applied to the cunently available materials, see Figure 
7, it is quickly established that no material is suitable for the required application, since 
no existing materials presently reside within the upper right hand quadrant. This 
generates a need for new materials or material combinations if enhanced performance is 
to be achieved. The incumbent high-strength Cu alloy, CS-95, has been highlighted in 
order to draw attention to the perfonnance of the existing product with which the 
N anoMetal-enhanced design will likely compete. 
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Figure 7- Material property graph displaying strength and %lACS with horizontal and vertical lines 
representing the strength (MPI-1) and conductivity (MPI-2) MPis, respectively. 

4.3 Integran'sNanocrystalline Materials 
Integran's process allows for the unique tailoring of material properties by controlling the 
grain size and chemical composition via precise control of the pulsed electroplating 
parameters and bath chemistry. The properties of some of Integran's nanomaterials are 
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shown in Table 6. As a result of grain refinement, tensile strength will increase and 
electrical conductivity will decrease. Thus, grain size control is one method by which the 
property trade-off can be optimized. Figure 8 illustrates the dependence of yield strength 
and conductivity of pure copper with respect to the grain size. 

Table 6- Properties oflntegran's Nanomaterials 

Mater ial (Gr ain Size) Tensile Stren gth, MPa %lACS Density, kg/m3 

nNi (25nm) 1300 16% 8900 

nNi (100nm) 860 19% 8900 

nCu (- 200nm) 665 800/o 8920 

nCu + GBE-HT* (- IOOOnm) 300 93% 8920 

nCoP (IOnm) 2000 6% 8900 

nNi-8%Fe (15nm) 1480 14% 8700 
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Figure 8 - Y ield strength and conductivity ofptu-e copper as a filllction 

of grain size 
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4.4 Conductor Design Concepts and Calculations 
Design Concept- I, shown below in Figure 9, is the primary design and utilizes a 
commercially available copper core substrate in order to provide conductivity in 
conjunction with a load-bearing nanocrystalline metal outer layer to provide strength. 
Design Concept-2 is a secondary option that may, in some circumstances, be a better fit 
with customer performance needs. 

Nanocrystalline CoP 

Flgur e 9 - Design Concept - I 

Ultra-Fine Grained 
High-Purity Copper 

1 0.0025" 1 (0 06:l'i mm) 

High-Carbon Steel or Alternative 
High-Strength Core Material 

Figur e 10 - Design Concept- 2 

Theoretical calculations for the optimum conductor material combinations are shown in 
Table 7. Break stress and conductivity were calculated by using the rule of mixtures, 
while ductility was determined by choosing the lowest % elongation of the two materials 
(i .e. the NanoMetal coating). From the table it is seen that this Design Concept-I can 
result in a conductor material that meets or surpasses MPis 1, 2 and 3, if a 44% volume 
fraction of nCoP is applied to the copper substrate. All other coating materials meet the 
requirements for MPis 2 and 3, but fail to meet the strength requirement defined by MPI-
1. These coating materials, however, should not be immediately discounted as other 
factors may determine the final coating selection. 
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Table 7 - Theoretical Properties for Design Concept-1 

Coating Initial Strand Di or Coating Coating Break Stress Conductivity Ductility 
Material AWG In in T hickness (In ) Fraction(%) MPa %lACS %EL 

nNi 40 0.0030 0.0040 0.00050 44 766 63 7 

nNi 39 0.0035 0.0040 0.00025 23 573 80 7 
nNi-8"/oFe 40 0.0030 0.0040 0.00050 44 845 61 6 

nNi-8"/oFe 39 0.0035 0.0040 0.00025 23 616 79 6 

nCoP 40 0.0030 0.0040 0.00050 44 1072 59 6 
nCoP 39 0.0035 0.0040 0.00025 23 737 78 6 
None 38 0.0040 0.0040 0.00000 0 351 100 45 

Wire 
Size 

AWG 

24 

Table 8 shows that by replacing a 24 AWG CS95 wire with a 26 AWG nCoP coated 
copper wire, a weight reduction of approximately 35%. is realized. A comparable weight 
reduction is seen for all NanoMetal + copper combinations, as they all have relatively the 
same density. 

Table 8 - Wire Replacement Weight Savings for nCoP +Copper Comhtctor 

Current standard Wire Replacement Wire 
Copper Beryllium- (CS95) nCoP Coated UNS C10200 Copp er 

Break 
Resistance Weight Replace with: 

Br eak 
Resistance Weight 

Strength 
Load %lACS Load Increase %lACS 
lb-f 

ohm/IOOOft lb/ l OOOft Size- Coating 
lb-f 

ohm/I OOOft lb/I OOOft 
(%) 

35 34.3 1.43 63 26 -44%nCoP 37 57.3 0.921 4.8 59 

Some potential limitations in terms of flexibility and ductility may be a concern for 
Design Concept- I, due to the nature of its construction (i.e. a very hard outer layer 
providing structural support to a soft internal substrate). Ductility is of considerable 
importance in application because conductor connection points are generally secured by 
crimping conductor ends. Thus, potential for failure at connection points may be 
accentuated for a design utilizing a relatively hard, load-bearing outer layer. 

Design Concept-2 is proposed as a fallback option in the case that the applicability of 
Design Concept-I becomes limited under certain circumstances. This secondary design 
utilizes a high strength-to-weight core material, such as high-strength steel or carbon 
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fiber, with the application of a thick fine-grained copper coating offering high
conductivity and high-strength with enhanced ductility. Applying the ductile, conductive 
thick coating as the outer layer should allow for sufficient "crimpability". 

Ih order to identify optimal coating + substrate combinations from a calculations 
standpoint, comparisons of MPis are shown in Table 9, with the two most promising 
designs from both design concepts highlighted Projected weight reductions resulting 
from a 26 A WG wire replacement over 24 AWG CS95 wire are also provided. 

Table 9- MPI Comparisons 

Design Concept Material MPI-1 MPI-2 MPI-3 MPI-4 MPI-5 Weight Reduction .. 
IVIPal (gJ cm3

) # Coating I Substrate MPa %lACS %EL (MPa)*(%IACS) (%) 

- Pure Copper 200 100 20 22.4 20000 

- CS95 655 63 6 74.2 41265 -
1 44%nNi /Cu 766 63 7 86.1 48270 35.5 

1 44%nNi-8o/oFe I Cu 845 61 6 95.9 51742 36.1 
1 44%nCoP I Cu 1072 59 6 120.5 63296 35.5 

2* 75 % nCu I Steel 1098 62 9 126.9 68411 3 7.3 

2* 7 5% nCu+Hf I Steel 827 72 9 95.5 59886 37.3 
.. 

*Destgn Concept -2 calculattons utthze a high-carbon steel substrate: tenstle strength - 2400 MPa, hardness - 59 Rc. 

**Weight reduction upon switching from a 24 AWG CS95 conductor to a 26 AWG NanoMetal +substrate conductor. 

Optimal NanoMetal + substrate combinations show a specific strength (MPI-4) increase 
of 62-71% from the traditional CS95 material, resulting in a final potential weight 
reduction of ~36%. Figure 11 shows a material comparison on the basis of specific 
strength and %lACS (conductivity), with the applied MPI-2 cutoff of 57 %lACS. It can 
be seen that the NanoMetal + substrate designs result in the highest potential specific 
strength for materials meeting the conductivity cutoff ofMPI-2. 
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:-- --------:----------- - -------- i-----------

' -- ..... .... .... -------.-------- .... -.-----------. ! 
' 

··-- --------:-- --1-----------

;--- V\Jl'ought austen~ic stainless steel, AISI 304, HT grade C --

' 

Silver-bearing oxygen-free, h .c. copper, hard (wrought) (UNS C1 0500) + 
' . . 

0 ·-- - - - ---- - ··- - . ·---. - - -·--

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

%lACS 

Figure 11-Material property graph display ing specific strength and conductivity with 
MPI-2, conductivity, app lied (vertical line) 

Again, it is important to note that identified MPis alone may not be sufficient m 
determining the final product, i.e. a specific NanoMetal + substrate combination. 
Additional properties and processing costs/considerations will undoubtedly impact the 
final design decision to some extent as well. 
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5.0 PROTOTYPE REEL-TO-REEL WIRE PLATING TOOL 

5.1 Continuous Wire Plating 

Continuous reel-to-reel wire electroplating is a well-established and widely practiced 
technology with processing patents dating back to the mid-to-late 1800's [1;2]. The 
plating of wire is notmally carried out in order to provide corrosion protection, whereby 
metal coatings such as tin, nickel, cobalt, or silver are applied to the electrical and/or 
structural wires [3]. Operating in a continuous process allows for consistency in the 
quality of the finished wire and is also the most economical production method. In most 
cases the process involves feed (un-spooling) and take-up (re-spooling) mechanisms that 
effectively pull the wire tlu·ough a series of cleaning/surface activation and plating 
tanks/cells and, sometimes, other processing steps to produce the final metal coated wire. 
Section 5 goes into specific detail on the reel-to-ree1 (continuous) wire plating tool 
designed and constructed to produce NanoMetal-enhanced conductor prototypes. 

5.2 Initial Prodcut 

While the reel-to-reelline as constructed is capable of producing various wire sizes and 
coating-substrate combinations of co-axial wire, a specific design concept was chosen as 
the initial product. Figure 12 shows a schematic for this design: a high-strength 
nanocrystalline Co-P coating, with a thickness of -0,0005", in conjunction with a 
conventional copper core substrate, with a diameter of 
-0.003". Calculations in the T1 report have shown that 

~ Nano Co-P Coating 
....--

,_.---Conventional Copper 
Core Matenal 

this design concept was the most promising in terms of ~ 
strength and conductivity [ 4]. The final construction of 6 

the conductor will consist of 19 concentrically laid 
strands of the 0.004" diameter NanoMetal coated wire to Figure 12 - Schematic of 

NanoMetal coated conductor 
(Coating thickness = 0.0005") 

result in a size 26 A WG conductor. 

5.3 Initial Challenge and Design Constraint 
The relatively small diameter, ----0.003", of the conventional copper substrate wire in 
combination with the inherently low strength of copper posed a major constraint for the 
design and fabrication of the reel-to-reel wire plating tool. A calculated yielding load of 
less than 1 lb set stringent requirements on both the drive system (feed and take-up 
devices) and the potential number of friction points (e.g. electrical connections, guide 
rollers, etc.) in the plating line in order to ensure that the wire would not break during the 
electroplating process. 
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5.4 Description of Reel-to-Reel Wire Plating Line 

5.4.1 Overview of Reel-to-Reel Wire Plating Line 
The reel-to-reel wire plating line is comparable to existing wire plating lines and involves 
similar chemical cleaning and activation steps as well as similar plating -and activation 
cell designs. A color-coded schematic ofthe constructed wire line is shown in Figure 13, 
with an arrow indicating the direction of wire travel. The single stranded wire passes 
tluough a series of rectangular line cells (supported by the scaffolding). Each cell is 
constantly fed solution from its respective sump (reservoir) tank sitting below. Wire feed 
and take-up mechanisms (red) are stationed at the start and end, respectively. It is 
important to note that components such as the plumbing, heaters, controllers, and 
rectifiers are not shown for simplicity. 

Figure 13-Schematic of reel-to-reel wire plating line. Arrow indicates the direction of wire travel. 
(For simplicity the plwnbing. heaters, controllers, and rectifiers are not shown in this diagram). 

The path of the wire is as follows: 

1. Substrate wire un-spools at feed mechanism (red, left) 

2. Wire is cleaned by anodic polarization in an alkaline solution (light blue) 

3. Wire is rinsed in de-ionized water (dark blue) 

4. Wire is activated and further cleaned in an acidic solution (yellow) 

5. Wire is rinsed in de-ionized water (dark blue) 
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6. Wire enters first electroplating cell and is cathodically polarized to deposit 
nanocrystalline metal (green). 

7. Wire enters second electroplating cell and is further coated with 
nanocrystalline metal (green). 

8. Wire undergoes a final rinse (dark blue). 

9. Finally, the NanoMetal coated wire is re-spooled at the take up-mechanism 
(red, right). 

A photograph of the wire plating line is shown below in Figure 14. The footprint 
dimensions are approximately 28' long x 5' wide. 

Figurel4 - Photogroph of reel-to-reel wire platUJ.g line 
(WiJe travel direction i~ left-to-right) 

The following sections provide more detailed descriptions of the components of the reel
to-reel wire plating line: drive mechanism. line cells, sump tanks, and structural 
scaffolding. 
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5.4.2 Drive Mechanism 

The wire drive mechanism was designed and constructed with the ability to pull various 
wire sizes and types at a constant and monitored speed, with constant tension. The drive 
mechanism consists of two components; a wire feed device and a wire take-up device, 
which are shown schematically in Figures 15 and 16, respectively. A photograph of the 
drive mechanism is shown in Figure 17. The design is such that the take-up mechanism 
controls the line speed of the wire with a DC drive motor, while the feed mechanism 
controls the line tension with a torque motor. The torque motor has the ability to apply 
torque on the order of 1 Oz-in, allowing for the application of tension to the small 
diameter copper wire without yielding. 

~ 
1" 0 ~~ -~J 

~ .. . e 
• _ _ 8 

n R R 9 

1' 1' 

Figure 15 - Wire feed mechanism. Clockwise 
from top: 3-D view, front view, and side view. 

Motor 

I 
1' 1' 

Flgure 16-Wire take-up mechanism. Clockwise 
from top: 3-D view, front view, and side view. 
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Figure 17 - Photograph of the drive mechanism showing wire feed 
(lefi) and wire take-up (right). Note; 1n operation. the actual spread 
between feed and take-up ts approximately 25ft. 

Control of the entire drive mechanism is 
carried out on a s ingle unit, shown in 
Figure 18. A digital controller is used to 
set the precise line speed and to monitor 
the length of plated wire. Analog 
controllers are utilized to control the 
torque motors on both the feed and take
up mechanisms. The torque motor on the 
feed mechanism controls line tension of 
the wire while the take-up torque motor 
ensures that the take-up spool is 
constantly in operation. Independent 
operation of the drive control and the 
take-up spool allows for a constant line 
speed regardless of the amount of wire on 
l11e take-up spool. 

~ Contnll1r for DC Drive Motor 

Figure 18 - Photograph of drive mechanism control 
unit. 
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5. 4. 3 Line Cells- Design and Design Strategy 

Many wire plating teclmiques utilize idler rollers to direct the wire into various 
electrolyte baths and through other processing steps. However, as previously mentioned, 
the small size and low strength of the copper substrate wire places constraints on the 
number of "friction points" (e.g. rollers) along the plating line. A buildup in friction 
across the wire could cause it to break during production and, thus, friction must be kept 
to a minimum. In order to eliminate the need for rollers, the line cells were designed such 
that the wire enters and exits through narrow slits at opposite ends of each cell. This 
design, schematically shown in Figure 19, is similar to previous designs used to plate 
wire [5] and also minimizes the number of bends that the wire must make during 
process1ng, producing a straighter 
finished wire. 

During processing, the wir•e passes into 
the cell through the slit at point A and 
then into solution through the slit at 
point B. The wire I.S plated (or 
activated/rinsed depending on the type 
of cell) between points B and C, Ufltil it 
exits solution at point C and finally exits 
the cell at point D. Naturally, solution 
will spill out of the slits at points B and 
C. This spill over is captured between 
baffles A and B (and C and D) and 
dmined through exit ports to the sump 
tank via a piping system. Thus, each cell 
is designed to self-contain :its spill over. 
To maintain the liquid level in the cell, 
each is constantly fed solution from its 
respective sump tank. A photograph of 
an activation cell showing the exit port 
drains between the outer baffles and the 
solution feed inlet positioned in the 
middle is shown in Figure 20. 

Figure 19 - Schematic of line cell, specifically, a 
plating celL Activation and rinse cells are similar, but 
shorter in length. 
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Figure 20- Top view photograph of an activation cell showing inner 
and outer baffies w ith exits ports on either end, and the inlet feed 
(grey) positioned in the middle. 

5.4.4 Processing Steps 

In order to execute the necessary processing steps for producing the NanoMetal coated 
wire, two size lengths of line cells were designed and constructed: activation/rinse cells 
with a length of 2 ft (Figure 9) and plating cells with a length of 7 ft (Figure 8). The 
details of the processing steps are as follows: 

1. Activation Cell 1 CVolmne ~ 8L) -The first processing step is a 10% Soak 5000™ 
alkaline cleaner. The solution is heated to approximately 140°F and the wire is 
subject to an anodic polarization utilizing mild steel cathodes on either side of the 
wire. Electrical contact is made through a sliding metal contact that is kept moist 
with a wet, lint-free sponge. This processing step clo:ans the wire of oil and debris to 
ensure complete continuity of the NanoMetal coating. 

2. Rinse Cell 1 (Volume ~ 8L) - The wire is rinsed in a de-ionized water cell to 
remove excess alkaline solution. 

3. Activation Cell 2 (Volume ~ 8L) - The wire is the subject to a room temperature 
activation in 7.5% Hydrochloric Acid. This step "activates" the wire by removing 
any oxides on the surface, ensuring a good bond bo:tween the wire and NanoMetal 
coating. 

4. Rinse Cell 2 (Volume ~ 8L) - The wire is rinsed in a de-ionized water cell to 
remove excess acid solution. 

5. Plating Cell 1 (Volume ~ 50L) - The wire is coated with NanoMetal in the first 
electroplating cell by cathodic polarization in the Co-P electrolyte utilizing titanium 
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anode baskets containing electroly1ic-grade metal cobalt rounds on either side of the 
wire. The electrical contact is made in the same manner as Step 1. Operating 
conditions for the electroplating cell can be found in the Co-P Technical Data Sheet 
[6). 

6. Plating Cell 2 (Volume ~ 50L) - The wire then enters the second electroplating 
cell whereby the same conditions as the previous cell are applied and the wire is 
further coated with NanoMetal. 

7. Rinse Cell 3 (Volume~ 8L)- A final de-ionized water rinse is applied to the wire. 

Currently, the copper core supply wire is clean enough to by-pass the alkaline activation 
step witl1out any negative impact on coating-to-substrate adhesion. However, the design 
retains the capability to clean the wire in an alkaline solution should the need arise. 

In order to prevent the formation of a double layer coating (i.e. the formation of two 
independent, circumferential NanoMetallayers with an oxide barrier film in between) a 
"bridge" was constructed to maintain submersion of the wire between plating cells, which 
is shown in Figure 21. Prior to the use of the bridge, tl1e double layer coating formed 
during processing (shown in Figures 22 and 23) was determined to be detrimental to tl1e 
final mechanical properties of the conductor. Namely, tl1e tensile elongation was limited 
to approximately 3.5 % EL at failure, with an average tensile elongation at failure of 
approximately 2.5 %EL. Electrical testing showed negligible differences in the electrical 
conductivity of wires with and without the dual-layer coating. However, the limited 
tensile elongation required elimination of the dual-layer coating. 

Figure 21 - Top view photograph of the "bridge" connection between plating 
cells. 
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A B 
Figure 22 - Scanning electron micrographs of the fracture surfaces of co-axially nanostructured wire 
exhibiting a double-laye•· NanoMetal coating encompassing U1e copper substrate wire. 1\ote: 
Micrographs are from different ITactured wires. 

A 
Figure 23 - Optical micrograph$ showing the cross-sections before <A) and :tftcr (B) etching in l\itol of 
co-axially nanos!ructured wires exhibiting a dual coating layer of nCoP encompassing the copper core 
substrate. Note: Black spots in Fig. 7A are a result of polishing contamination and are not part of the 
microstructure. 
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5.4.4 Electrical Connections 
The original locations of electrical contacts (to the wire) were placed at the beginning or 
end of each plating cell (e.g. beginning of Plating cell 1 and Plating Cell2, OR beginning 
of Plating Cell 1 and end of Plating Cell 2). However, it was found that the current 
distribution across the wire was extremely non-unifonn and that the majority of the 
coating was being applied within the first 1-2ft. (from the electrical contact) ofthe plating 
cell. This was determined by stopping both the applied current and the drive mechanism 
simultaneously, then removing the section of wire within the plating cell, and finally 
measuring the diameter along the submerged length (6 ft.) of the wire. Table 10 shows 
the measurements result from this analysis, which indicate that plating of the wire is only 
occurring within the first 24inches of submersion. This finding, however, did yield a very 
promising conclusion: the small diameter wire can be coated vvith NanoMetal at much 
higher plating rates than previously thought, thus allowing for a higher overall 
throughput. 

Table 10- Wire Diameter on Length 
(When plating with a single electrical contact) 

Location (Approx), Diameter, 
inches l-Ull 

0 (Start) 82 
6 97 
12 105 
18 107 
24 109 
30 109 
36 
42 
48 
54 
60 
66 

72fEnd) 109 
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The problem of plating only at a select area was solved by utilizing three electrical 
contacts across the plating cell. The cmrent locations of the electrical contacts are: (1) at 
the entrance to Plating Cell # 1, (2) at the "bridge" between Plating Cell # 1 and Plating 
Cell #2, and (3) at the exit of Plating Cell #3. A photograph of the electrical contact at the 
entrance to Plating Cell # 1 is shown in Figure 24. A wet, lint-free sponge is utilized on 
the top of the electrical contact to help maintain physical contact to the electrical 
connection to prevent arcing and to cool the wire. 

Figure 24 - Photographs of the electrical (sliding) contact located at the 
entrance to Plating Cell # 1. 

It is important to note that the electrical contacts located at the entrance of Plating Cell # 
1 and the exit of Plating Cell # 2 are not submerged with plating solution, while the 
electrical contact at the "bridge" between the plating cells is submerged with plating 
solution. This effectively demonstrates the processing flexibility in terms of the ability to 
scale up to a higher-through put plating line. 

5.4. 6 Sump Tanks and Plumbing system. 

Sump tanks and a plumbing system are required in order to maintain the solution level in 
each line cell. Additionally, the use of sump tanks provides a reservoir where control and 
monitoring of the solution temperatme and chemistry can be executed without interfering 
with the electroplating process. A photograph of the electroplating sump tank, which 
feeds Plating Cells I and 2, is shown in Figure 25, with a description provided in the 
figure caption. 
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F1gure 25 - Photograph of the electroplating sump tank showing FiglD"e 26 - Photograph of the 
the plumbing system. Solution is pumped from the side outlet near temperature controller for the 
the bottom of the tank, through a fine particle filter column, and electroplating sump tank. 
then fed up to the electroplating line cells above, which then drain 
back into the sump. 

In total, four smnps are uWized in the wire plating line: an alkaline smnp, an acid smnp, 
an electroplating sump, and a rinse water sump (see Figure 2). Each sump tank and its 
respective line cell(s) utilize its own pmnp and plumbing system in order to maintain 
solution flow. To maintain and monitor the temperature of the alkaline and electroplating 
solutions, submerged heating elements, thermocouples, and temperature controllers are 
utilized. Figure 26 shows a photograph of the electroplating smnp temperature controller. 

5.4. 7 Strnctural Sciiffolding 

A 28 ft long U-~trut channel scaffold was constructed to ~upport the line cells, drive 
mechanism, and control units of the reel-to-reel wire plating line. The scaffold provides a 
raised and level surface where the line tanks can rest, and allows for the easy mounting of 
the plmnbing system and control units. Thus, the system is a "stand-alone" set-up 
requiring no additional supports such as desks or ceiling brackets and is easy to 
breakdown for shipping to a new location, if necessary. Additionally, the scaffold can be 
very easily modified to accommodate any future adjustments to the wire plating line. 
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5.4.8 Laser Micrometer 

In order to ensure that the wire plating tool is properly operating during sample 
production, a method of continuous diameter measurement is required. The most 
effective. and accurate option is to utilize a laser micrometer at the out-put end offue wire 
plating tool. This provides the necessary response variable for sample production, and 
will allow for accurate measurement of samples prior to mechanical and electrical testing. 

The laser micrometer used is the Xploreline 13xy/200/B dual axis (two beam) measuring 
unit Data is collected and recorded on a PC unit. 

5.4.9 Sp ooling Unit 

A proper spooling unit was necessary to produce. customer samples on a properly 
packaged spool, allowing the customer to un-spool the sample for single strand testing or 
for braiding to produce a stranded conductor. Without the wire spooling unit, samples of 
appreciable length (>200 ft.) can not be properly packaged and will very likely incur 
damage or breakage during un-spooling attempts by the customer. Additionally, the wire 
spooling unit provides a simple and effective way to prepare customer samples of a 
specific length. 

The spooling unit used is a the Modular Wire Takeup System (MTS), with a winding 
pitch modified to meet the needs of the small diameter wire (- 100J.1m) produced in this 
reel-to-reelline, manufactured by Showmark Corporation 

5.4.8 Production Considerations 

The throughput rate of the reel-to-reel wire plating line is dependant on the line speed of 
the wire, which is in tum limited by the plating rate and the total submerged wire length 
within the electroplating cells. Currently, the wire plating line is designed to produce 
NanoMetal coated wire at a rate of 2-3 ftlmin. However, the production rate may be 
increased by maximizing the plating rate and the current density applied to tl1e wi~e. The 
implem entation of these methods, however, will be limited by the current carrying 
capacity of the wire and the electroplating reaction kinetics. 

Further improvements in the throughput rate of the wire are available by increasing the 
submerged line length within the plating electrolyte. This could realized by rurming 
multiple wires through the line cells with a number of independent drive systems, adding 
additional plating cells in series to increase the linear length of the plating area, or by 
simply adding additional wire plating lines that would operate in parallel. These methods 
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of increasing production are only limited by the amount of available footprint space and 
will be explored as the program progresses. 

5.5 Initial Sample Production 

Initial samples produced were of lengths up to 150 ft on 4 inch spools. A photograph of 
some preliminary samples is shown below in Figure 27. These samples were used for 
iterative sample development, procurement of preliminary wire data (mechanical, 
electrical, characterization), and to provide initial customer samples. To generate interest 
a customer sample kit containing various wire samples and corresponding data was 
produced. The sample kit communicates the value of the NanoMetal coated electrical 
conductor, comparing it to the current high-strength electrical conductor alloy, CS95 
(Beryllium-Copper). The samples contained in the kit are 1' in length and are appropriate 
for interactions with customers insofar as the NanoMetal strengthening value proposition 
is clearly demonstrated. 

F1gure 27- Photographs of some initial wire samples (44 Vol.% nCoP on OFHC Cu, d = -107~). Wires 
are packaged on 4"diameter spools (3.75" barrel). 
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6.0 WIRE SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION & TESTING- METHODS 

6.1 Su1face Characterization and Diameter 
Surface characterization of the co-axially nanostructured electrical wires was executed by 

~scanning electron microscopy in order to observe the sillface morphology of the wire 
samples. A JEOL - JSM 840A SEM was utilized to record images ranging from 500x -
1200x magnification. 

The diameter of the wires was measl.rred utilizing an optical microscope with bottom 
lighting to observe the shadow cast by the wire. Digital images were. recorded and 
measured utilizing Image-Pro Express analysis software to determine the wire diameter. 
Additionally, wire diameters were measl.rred using a hand-held digital micrometer. 

6.2 Coating-Sub~1rate Adhesion 
The coating-substrate adhesion was qualified by analyzing the fracture sillface of the 
tensile specimens. Scanning electron microscopy; utilizing the same set-up described in 
2.1, was executed to examine for areas of delamination between the substrate and coating 
by recording images ranging from 800x- 2200x magnification. 

6.3 Mechanical Testing- Tensile 
Tensile testing was executed utilizing an Instron-3365 Tensile Tester fixed with Capstan
style wire grips in order to determine the tensile break strength and elongation at failure. 
A photograph of the wire grips mounted onto the tensile tester is shown in Figure 28. 
Tensile testing was carried out on individual wire strands utilizing methods described in 
ANSIINEMA WC 67: Standard for Uninsulated Conductors Used in Electrical and 
Electronic Applications [1]. Further tensile testing will involve bundled 19-stranded 
conductor wires for fi.ruil evaluation. 
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A B 

Figure 28- Photographs of the tensile testing set-up, utilizing capstan-style wire grips. 

6.4 Electrical Testing - Resistivity/Conductivity 

The electrical resistivity of the conductor was determined utilizing a 4-point probe set up 
with a Hewlett-Packard 6632A System DC Power Supply to provide the current and a 
Hewlett-Packard 34420 Nano Volt/Micro Ohm Meter to measure the voltage differential. 
Testing was executed on individual wire strands utilizing methods described in FED Test 
Method STD. No. 228 - Method 6021 [2]. From the resistivity of the wire, the 
conductivity was calculated by comparing the resistivity to that of pure copper. 
Additionally, testing of pure copper wire was executed to verify the accuracy of the test 
apparatus. Further electrical testing will involve bundled 19-stranded conductor wires, 
tested in accordance withANSIINEMA WC 67 for final evaluation. 

6.5 Handling and Flexibility 
The handling and flexibility of the NanoMetal-enhanced conductor was qualitatively 
assessed by ductility wrap testing tlu·ough a modified ASTM E 290 test. In this test, the 
wire is wrapped around a mandrel of a known diameter and is then observed for any 
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surface damage (e.g. microcracking). If there is no stuface damage, then the wire is given 
a pass for IJ1e given diam<::l<::r. 

7.0 WIRE SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION & TESTING -RESULTS 

7.1 Sur face (;haracteri:r.at ion 

Scanning electron micrographs of the co-axially nanostruetured electrical wire revealed 
the cauliflower morphology, which is typical of elcctrodeposited NanoMetals. Scanning 
electron micrographs of lhe wire surface art: shown in Figure 29. This surface 
morphology is not expected to have negative impacts on the performance of the wire as 
the individual "nodes" are typicaUy less than 5 microns in diameter. However, a sim.ple 
electro-polishing step could be added to the plating line to smoothen the surface if future 
performanct: evaluations indicate problems aris ing li·om the surface morphology. It 
should be noted that the nodular surface morphology could be advantageous for the 
application of organic/inorganic insulator coatings. 

B 
Figure 29 Scanning declron utic.:rographs of the co-mually nanostruclured electrical \\~re swface at 
(A) 500x and (B) 1200x magnitications. The micrographs revealed the cauliflower morphology which 
js typical of eleciTodeposited NanoMetak 
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Diameter measurements of the wires confirmed that the size was within the 38 gauge 
range of 0. 0040" - 0.0043" (0.1 02- 0.109 nun), with a diameter of approximately 0 .0042 
(0.107 mm). Processing conditions were set to target this diameter in order to achieve a 
NanoMetal volume fraction of 44%, the target volume fraction determined by the 
preliminary design calculations. The final diameter of the co-axially nanostructured wire 
was s lightly larger than originally predicted due to the var iabi lity in diameter of the 40 
gauge copper substrate wire, which can range from 0.0010" 0.0032" (0.076-0.081 mm) 
and Lends to be closer to lhe upper range with a measured d iameter of 0 .00315" (0 080 
mm). 

Diameter measurements along the length of the co-axially nanostructured wire verified 
the consistency of the diameter with negligible variance. Additionally, measurements by 
the optical microscope in conjunction with analysis software were in agreement with 
d iameter measurements by the digital micrometer. 

7.2 Coating-Substrate Adhesion 
Scanning eleclron micrographs !Yf the wire fracture surfi1ce, Fracture by uniaxial tension, 
showed good adhesion between the NanoMctal coating and the copper substrate. FigUre 
30 shows scanning eleclron micrographs of fractured wire surfaces reve<lling good 
adhesion and no delamination. 

A 

NnnoMetul Co;tiing 

...i.ll.il:
B 

Figure JO - Scanning elecll:on micrugrap}IS of the fraclut·e surHtces of co-axially nanostrucl'ured 
elect.Iical wires at 800x (A) anu 2200x. (B) magnification;;. 
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7.3 Mechanical Testing-Uniaxial Tensile to Failure 
Tensile testing results were in relatively close agreement with the properties predicted in 
Technology Development Report- Task Tl. Table I shows the predicted conductor 
properties in comparison with the actual properties, as well as those of the competing 
high-strength beryllium-copper alloy CS95. 

From Table I it can be seen that the tensile strength of the co-axially nanostructured 
electrical wire exceeds that of the CS95 alloy by approximately 1.4-1.5x. However, the 
tensile strength failed to meet the criteria set forth by MPI -1 (tensile strength 2:. I 025 
MPa) by approximately 7%. The tensile elongation exceeded the criteria set by MPI-3. 

(Jble 11- Tensile Properties 

Material 
Tensile Strength Elongatioo at Failure 

Mpa (ksl) o/oEL 
N anoMetal Enhanced Conductor- Predicted 1072 (155) 6.0 

NanoMetal Enhanced Conductor- Actual 950 (138) 7-8 
CS95 - Bery Ilium-Copper Alloy 3 655 (95) 6.0 

BareOFHCCu Wire 300 (44) 10-12 

Stress-strain curves obtained from the uniaxial tensile testing of the NanoMetal-enllar!ced 
conductor and the bare OFHC copper core are shown below in Figure 31. It can be seen 
that applying the NanoMetal to the copper core yields an overall strength increase of 
approximately 320%. 
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Figure 31- Stress-strain curves obtained from uniaxial tensile testing of the coaxially nanostructured 
electrical wire and the bare OFHC copper core substrate. 

From the stress-strain curves the yield strength of the wire was determined to be 
approximately 525-550 MPa (76-80 ksi), by the 0.2% off-set method. The yield strength 
of the co-axially nanostructured wire is greater than 8x the yield strength of the copper 
conductor material (-65 MPa). The significantly enhanced yield strength indicates that 
the co-axially nanostructured electrical wire will exhibit notable improvements in fatigue 
resistance compared to both copper and CS95 conductor wire. 

It is also important to note that the ductility of the nano-CoP coated wire is not 
significantly decreased from the original ductility of the core OFHC copper substrate, 
indicating that the NanoMetal has good ductility. Scanning electron micrographs of 
fracture surfaces of the NanoMetal-enhanced conductor are shown in Figure 32. A 
significant reduction in area can be observed indicating that the conductor material 
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exhibits good ductility. Furthermore, in some cases, the wire exhibited a ductility of 
greater than 10 %EL at failure, while still maintaining a tensile strength of950 :tv1Pa. This 
fwiher reinforces the fact that the wires can c'illibit relatively high ductility. 

A B 

Figure 32 Scamli.ng elec.tron micrographs of showing fractures surfuces of the NanoMetahnhanced 
conc!nctor from 1mia'<:ial tensile te.-ting at magnifications of (1\) 400x and (11) I I OOx. A significant reduction in 
area can be observed i.ndicalillg Utal the NanoMetal-enhanced condU<:lor e.xltiuits good ductility. Red lines 
mark (h~ N anoMetal coali ng. 

The tens ile properties along the length of the produced wire were relatively consistent, 
with a rew ~::xceptions. Tn some cases, wire samples exhibited a limited ductili ty of less 
than 6% EL. The exact mechanism of the limited ductility may vary depending on the 
sample (i.e. there could be more than one cause that leads to limited ductility). It is 
believed that the Jimite.d ductility could be a result of one or more of the following: 
damage (kinks) to the core conductor prior to plating, damage to the sample after 
processing but prior lo testing, improper samples testing (i.e . nol uniaxial tension), and/or 
pO<)r substrate-to-coating adhesion. 
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7.4 Electrical Testing- Resistivity/Conductivity 
Results of the electrical testing determined the conductivity of the co-axially 
nanostructured electrical wire to be in close agreement with the properties predicted in 
Technology Development Report - Task Tl. Table 2 summarizes the predicted and 
actillil electrical properties of the wire, as well as those of the competing CS95 alloy. The 
electrical conductivity of the co-axially nanostructured wire met the criteria set by MPI-3, 
an electrical conductivity of2: 57 %lACS. 

e - ectnc roperues Tabl 12 E l . alP 

Material 
Resistivity Conductivity 

JlQ-cm o/oiACS 

NanoMetal Fnhanced Conductor- Predicted 2.90 59 

NanoMetal Enhanced Conductor- Actual 2.90-2.95 58-59 

CS95- Beryllium-Copper Alloy 2.71 63 

7.5 Handling and Flexibility 
The handling and flexibility assessment of the NanoMetal-enhanced conductor showed 
promising results. Scanning electron micrographs of the undanmged surface of the wire 
in the ductility wrap testing are shown in Figure 33. The diameter of this mandrel is 
0.024" which corresponds to a wrap ductility of 14% [Wrap DucWity =(Wire Diameter) 
I (Wire Diameter+ Mandrel Diameter) * 100). This is a promising result in terms of the 
ability of the wire to be processed into a stranded conductor and to be flexed, bent, 
properly handled, and crimped in service. 
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Figure 33 - Scanning electron micrographs of the NanoMetal-enhanced conductor wrapped about a 
mandrel of 0.024"in diameter at magnifications of (A) 43x, (B) 70x, and (C) lOOx. The absence of 
surface damage can be obseJVed, indicating a "Pass" for a mandrel of this diameter. 

8.0 PITTSBURGH BASED TECHNOLOGY AND MARKETING CENTER 

Design and development of the reel-to-reel wire plating line was conducted at Integran 
Technologies in Toronto, ON, Canada. The line has recently been relocated and 
reconstructed in the new Pittsburgh Based facility located at 2580 Smallman St., 
Pittsburgh, PA 15222. Installation of a ventilation system and safety equipment (e.g. eye 
wash, spill control kit) has been completed. The reel-to-reel plating line is operational. A 
photograph of the wire line at the Pittsburgh based location is shown in Figure 34. 
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F1gure 34 - Photograph of the reel-to-reel wire plating line in the new 
Pittsburgh facility. 

9.0 FINAL REMARKS 

The reel-to-reel continuous wire plating tool is in operation and production of the 38 
gauge co-axially nanostructured electrical wire is underway. Preliminary product data 
shows promising results with actual properties that exceed MP!s 2 and 3 and a tensile 
strength that nearly meets MPI I. A summary of the preliminary product data in 
comparison with the MPis and the properties of competing high-strength conductor CS95 
are shown below in Table 4. 
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Table 4 Summary of Preliminary Product Data -

Material 
Tensile Strength Ductility Conductivity 

MPa (ksi) o/oEL %lACS 

Materials Perfonnance Indices- Tar~ets 1025 (149) 6.0 56 

NanoMetal Enhanced Conductor- Actual 950 (138) 7-8 58-59 

CS95 - Beryllium-Copper Alloy 655 (95) 6.0 63 

The preliminary product data indicates that the co-axially nanostructured electrical wire 
has good potential to ultimately provide a conductor material that can be utilized to 
realize weight savings in the electrical wiring systems of aircraft. Additionally, the wire 
design may be modified to meet various product requirements by altering the substrate or 
coating materials and by varying the NanoMetal-to-substrate material volume ratio. 

REFERENCES 

1 National Electrical Manufacturers Association, ANS/INEM4 WC 67: Standard for Uninsulaied 
Conductors Used in Electrical and Electronic Applications, Rosslyn, Virginia (2005) 

Federal Test Method Standard No. 228 (1967) 

1 Fisk, E., Developments inA/loy Conductors> Wire and Cable Technology International, (2003) 
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Executive Summary 
11Je P~m)sylvania NanoMoterials Commerciauzatioo Center aJotlg witb fJext.1'0J\iCl< Inc. bas 
come together in a yearlong p r.ojec·r to investigate and make semi-continuous processed organic 

p hotovoltaic devices. Th~ project was broken up inttr 5 milestones each consisting of a 

commercial development portion, involving key business· pl.;mning areas such as Qost analysis of 
flexible vs. rigjd, market opportunity. market entry points, and VOC, and 1ectutical deliverables 
related lo materials, equipment, optimitation, aud device perfonuance. 'l11is work has lead to an 
understanding oft he current and potential future markets for or-ganic photo voltaic devices 
constructed on flexible substrates and has deJu<mstntted tbe feasibility of mauufaduriug such 
devices.. this report will outline Ple>.ironics' teclmical accomplislu.nents, from the screening of 
pMential substrates through the construction of de-vires, and teview their commercial• fi11dings .. 
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Technology Development 

Summary 
The technical developn1ent be-gan with the proposal of a semi-continuous process to make 
flcx~ble o~:gnruo ppotovoltajo. (OPV) devices Substrate- c>audidatc$·Were soreeuedtbr 

compatibility with the proposed process along with Plexcore® PV ink systems. Initial concerns 
about the efficacy of flexible substrates were quelled by making small area devices on 
Polyetl1ylene terephtl1alate (PE'l') by spin coating the organic layers. Parallel efft5rts fo~:.-used on 
obtaining uttifbnn films of the desired thickness oo the Mi:ni-Labo Microgravure'I'M coater. With 
the proper mesh gravure roller and optimjzing fue coating parameters both !he- hole transport 
layer (HTL) and photoactive layers could be made reproducibly in a roll to roll manner. The 

device architecture involved a couple l,iitferent pattems of hJdium tin oxide (11'0), one 19 
optjmize the chanc¢ of gertittg a wotking diode (3mm tab) and the other to drive· up efficiency 
Omm stt.ipe). Both designs made fui1ttioning organic solar cells. 11\e substrates were purchased 
in rolls with our substrate design already formed witl1 01e ITO. Ousite we CO;ileq both I be HTL 
<md photoactive inks in a roll to roll man11er befbre C\ltting the s ubstrates O\tt for the final stages 
of processing, Annealing, laser ablation (depending Ott substrate) and cathode .deposition were 
carried out in a nitrogen glove box. With a more efficient design and tighter 'lolerru1ces the :Zmm 
stripe desig11 required laser ablation of the organic layers from certain areas of the ITO. The 
champion qevice ltlld an active area e.fficiency of 0.98% and lll.'ea of93.5 om' , well above the 

goal of 50 cru2 
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Milestone 1 

Tasks for Milestone 1 

Sign devdopment contract documentatiOJl on 05/27/2008, Plextronics invoices 
$5(},000. 

ITO coated 11m 

Guld<>Roll 

Mcrogr-avl.l'el1<4 
Coater 

Oryor 

! Flexible Sub$1tates (- SO em' 

V 
active area) ·Transfer 

To Evaporator For cathode 
oe7Sitlon 

,.--------r:---
l -- Film Cutter 

Coated Film 

t 
OoctwBiade 

Figure 1. P lextronics' proposed semi-conHnuous processing using gravure coater 
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Milestone 2 

Tasks for .Milestone 2 
1. Delit\e Initial materials speci 11cations for ll~xible OPV devices. 
2. Develop Laboratory scale flexible OPV devics:s. 
3 . .Iuitiate development of Roll. to.roiJ (R.2R) OPV process. 

Deliverables- for Milestone 2 
1. Update report on materials screening and perfonnance .specifications fbr 
prototype flexible OPV device. 
2. Re-port on development and testing of prototype of flexible laboratmy scale 
OPV device. 
3. Secure, install and make operational the Microgravure•• coater to be 
used in flie R2R OpV t'<1brication. process. 

ln order to enabl.e rapid evaluation of OPV peetortnaJlce. on fle:..-ihJe substrate~ . polyethylene 
~erepbtbalate (PET) was chosen as the substrate. PET is readily available and, when supplied as 
11eat4teated, it is able to withstand rea.~onable annealing tempetat11res. Additionally, there are 
commercial sources of PET with custom-patterned ITO so we were able to obtain suitable 
sub~:trates to make OPV devices~ Other flexible polymcJic fibll$ such as poiy~tbyleoe 
naphthalate (PEN). polyimide (PI) and polycarbo11ate (PC), were considered as substrate 
material. 

For the active layer ink our initial tests were rwi with our Plexcot·e-® PV 1000 and Plexcore411 PV 
2000 itik. lcits. 'l'llese inks have a proven track. recm·d for petfonnance, shdf life, and 
consistency. Othet• active layer material evaluated was the Plexcore® PV ) 100 ink kit which 
utilizes less aggressive solvents which are more appropriate fc:u a manufitOiul'ing process due t-o 
EH&S i~sues with <>-dichlorobenzene. 

For devi\.w fabrication ITO-patterned l'8T was cut to 2"x2" squru:es to matcl1 our current design 
on glass and was then cleaned by sonication for 20 minutes each in an optical soap, Dl water. 
and finall y iS<>pr<>pyl alc<>hot (Tl' A), The flexible sllbstrates WeFe attached t6 glass substrates 
with double sided tape. or a reversible adhesive which provides a platfonn Cot fabrication in 'Ol!r 
current equipn11mi. Before spimling the- IITL the PET films were UV ozone treated for 10 
minutes to clean I treat the surface. The Hn, wa$ spun in air and then annealed in the nitrogen 
atmo.sphere of a glove box for 15 minutes ,at l20°C (see Table 1). Next, the active layer was spin 
coated onto the subslfates and a:tso annealed iJ1 the glove box for J 5 .minutes at 120.,C. Tbc 
cathode was I hen deposited by 'thenmd vapor deposition. Encapsulatiou was achieved via a llV 
cure epoxy and a glass microscope slidu. 
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Table J : Snin conditions 
Film SJll'e-.td Spin . \nnl!'al 

HTL 3 sec @ 350 l min @ 500-1500 IU'M (depending on 120 oc for 15 
Rl'M fonnulations) minutes 

A..:tiw 3 sec @ 350 lmin @ 400 RPM 120 oc for 15 
Layer Rl>M minutes 

Testing was done with botl1 forward and reverse bias to show a functioning diode (see Figure 2). 
Table 2 contains 1l1e results of an OPV device made ou the PET substrates . These results m•e 
representative of other devices made in the same manner !Uld c}eru·ly show our tcclmology is 
capable of a 2% eft1oient flexible OPV device. 

P3HT / PCBM 
_.,_pl<l'l ll~h· 

100 .00 -
~ ........ ~ltl:'l_} lighf 

10.00 

~ ~ ........ ;.n)· ... l_'ll~h* 
~.00 r rr 

f 0.10 

.J -~ile1!!L'1,t'l ! 

~ 0.01 

~ ~f"illl!l iD"tk 

~ 0.00 

- ()t)"•·d_1D" tk 
0 .00 

0.00 1i';*ll,> 0\lrY-

0.00 

·2.00 ·1.00 o.oo 
Voltogo (V) 

1.00 ot-"'""' AD•-'< 2. 

Figure Z OPV cells on PET substrate usingP3HTlPCBM nclivc layer 

T;oble 2 : Flexible OP\' Device-Perfo•·m;mce Metrics 
Pixel Jsc Voc FF E(%) 

1 6.27 0.58 0.55 2.00 

2 6. 13 0.57 0.54 1.88 

3 5.43 0.58 0.54 1.70 

4 6.77 0.57 0.54 2.07 
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The lab space farihe Micro gravure unit was secured and the electrical and ventilation installed. 
'l'he Microgra\1\ll'e tltlit was to b~:: set up and operafional by the end ofthis milestone however 
there was a, "hiccup in vendor·s ordering I follow-thro·ugh process." 11n~ Microgravure was 
ii1stalled and operational by the <~nd of September. 
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Milestone 3 

Tasks for Milestone 3 

I. Continued screening/development of materials for flexib le OPV devices. 
2. Continued development of laboratory scale flexible OPV devices. 
3. Develop 'Microgravure·· coating process for organic materials. 

Oeliverables for Milestone 3 

1. Update rep01t on materials screening and performance specifications lor 
prototype flexible OPV device. 
2. Report on development and testing o[ improved prototype of llexible 
laboratOiy-scale OPV device. 
3. Demonstrate R2R coating process for organic materials. 

The Mini-labo instrument is on site and fitted with the proper engineering controls. Shown 
below in Figure 3 on a bench top, actual coating was done with the instrument placed in a fume 
hood. 

Figure J Mini-Labo Microgr·avure unit 

Using literature data and in-house screening methods it was decided that PET was tl1e best 
substrate for this project Table 3. PET has been proven effective in roll to roll processing, is 
available with our ITO panern at a reasonable price, has high transparency, and is chem ica]Jy 
and lheonally compatible with our processing. 

'1'1iblc J Substrate screening mclrics 
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Plutronics data .. 1 \Velti'ng c.onmc:ta~_le 

llterntufed~a 
chcmr031 MeOJI~-iu.(': Mt.OHwit)(' 

e,ompatibnr MPOI-1 • tmin lN M~OH ' 1 min l)V 
lhe:r.mal-ttebn!!'C • t . ~jpe otone \1@_4:!- 01MP 

Elontatlo Tensile Glass 
nat bt «'ak strenct Tr.,sitf 

SUbstrlrte Tracle MD hMD on 100 DIC Toluen r•ate-d tretned/ t relfted/ tr-ested/ 
material (%) (pSI) (•c) ·c 1~o ·c 160""C ts-.o~c • . /front front front fron t 

slfe.ht l14}nd~ 

tAt- lin@IJt deiOrml::lli btdld!\ ..-aSitv; 
PIT 504 180 26000 uk t!~.silv d oudv "" uk uk ·~ 90? 9.1 

stlg!ll S1iaW 'lltlll 
M('lin~'X" tlnfQm•<~ti d"rttrmttfi · rofori'!l~ li~ 

P£1 4~4 "" .axooD •• n·dnudy n; rloudy ol. ok ok •• 3b.b l l 

Mt'lii)PX bend~ 
PET HS<l4 ·~ .~ doudV <loudv "" ·~ •• oK 38.6 n• 

T~ on~x 

Unf!UedPLi~ QG!t •• '31900 l ZO ok •• ok •• .. .~ ok '"' <lO <10 

from 
PET Sheldahl ok ok ok ok ole ok ok ok 37.2 <10 

Our PV 1000 and PV 2000 ink kits that produce ·~ 3.5% and 5.0% efficiency on glass 
respectively were the main inks for th is test. Althougl1 the l)V 1000 and 2000 contain 
halogenated solvents that is n!)t an issue for ·this small scale testing. Non halogenated inks may 
also bt.> screened as they become avaitable. 

TI1e tilm thickness ofthese thin organiciihns cannot be measured on PET substrates with our 
proli lometer or elipsomeler. 111e substrate is too son to scratch only the organic for the step 
height analysis of the profilometer and PET poses reflectance problems for the elipsometer. To 
verify O\lf film thickness we initially used the spectral absorbance of our inks on glass with films 
of known thickness, and then correlated the UV-vis ahsorption at a specilic wavelength to the 
film thickness. TI1is enabled us to get a ro\rgh idea ofthe film t hickness ou PET. Later in the 
project a Filmetrics spectral ret1ect!u1ce instnnnent was used to detennine organic film thickness. 
Figure 4 depicts tbe absorbance pro.ftle imd measured thickness of the films on glass. Figure 5 
depicts 1)1e adjustahilily the Microgravure coater bas based on these absorbance calcuh1ted 
thicknesses. 

r;;p.J loNe .. !4lilo.r.e r--"' . 
:w 

t S ,.,........ 
l6 ~II 

l4 

~ 
y-~~ / -lllffM•~rm )l!ll 12 R"oo9HJ / 

~: 
--i,(X)I+M~ Cflrm F'lD 
~-I]J ... f / . Ali.dy.r 

104 -~:~nm ~ ~ - RI<Wick'¥'1 
02 0 

0 0 O'l 01 ~Ill l2 14 J6 
3l) 4II Sl) wRil/rgh~ Sl) ill) jQl) 

Figure 4 Photo>Jdive layer abso.rbuncc on glass Qcft) and measured thickness (right). 
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A ctlvelay~~r Film thickness on PET based on absorbance 

0 ,. "' "' "' "' "" Oravu,. spttd (rpm) 

t.lnt-l.~bo:onttOI!IOro¥1dt~ob•I(V~«f,ltn~~;:~l'lt!ls,Q\Ioi'\Wr4blt 
F< 1 

F'igure 5 ~'ilm thickness can be controlled by gravure speed 

Typically spun films have an Rq in the single digits as measured by AFM. The Microgravure 
coated film in Figure 6 is not much rougher than a typical spw1 film. 

Topography Image 
Rq: 8.63 nm 3-0 Image 

Figure 6 AFI\1 images or PJHT/PCBI\1 photoactive ink on PET 

Using Gen L. S ITO pattern on PET device efficiencies for PV 1000 and PV 2000 were - 2 and 
- 3% respectively. The organic layers were spun on the PET and the devices were processed just 
as rigid substrates. 
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OPV on PET 
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k ~ +_-------;;iL--_:_i __ 

1 - • .• p.J lOOU- F l-· -r O - - - PVl DOO -1-l-
(" ·1 ,<---(r ·2 +------:·-;...· _ _,_.. __ 

1
·-43 :"- .:-
+-----;,:"--.·---

·5 <. '· ..;.... __ _ 
-{i .• 
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~ 4------.------. 

0 .00 0 .50 1.00 
Voltare IVl 

Figure 7 Curl'~nt r.lensityV!i. Voltage plot offl~"¥ibl~ OJ>V dtvice. 

Table 4 Key solar cellmelrics for lab ce ll device 

Champion Device Performance 

PV1000 PV2000 

Jsc 6. 77 rnA/crr-f 6.25mA/cffil. 

Voc 0.57v 0.84v 

FF 0.54 0.58 

Effidency 2.07% 3.07% 

Pmax 0.19 0.28 

For making an Ol'V device wi th a stripe design, a laser is require.d l<> remove the organics fr(nn 
specific areas of the stripe design ITO panem to optimize etfic.ieucy. While ITO is resistant to 
the 248 nm eximcr laser the PET substrates arc not impervious. Laser testing was conducted to 
defme laser parameters required for removing organics w ithout harming the riD on the PET 
substrates. Many laser controls an.· available to adjust such as: voltage, hertz, aperture size. # of 
atlenuators, II of passes, and speed. 
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Milestone4 

Tasks for Milestone 4 

l- Deftne uiaterials ~;pecjiications for prototypeJ1e~ibie OPV d~vioe. 

2. Continued development of laboratory scale. flexible OPV device-s. 
3. Develop proce-ss optimization for large ,area flex.ible OPV processing. 

Dellverables for Milestone 4 

1. Finni report on m aterials, process and performance spe-cifications for 
protoiype flexible OPV device. 
2 . Report Qn development and testing of 1mproved prototype of flexible 
laboratory-scale OPV device. 
3_ .Repot1 ql} optimized process for large areaD.oxibJe OPV proce10sing, 

.Techni(lall\l~ston('S 

• Define matt'riills specifications for protot)'pe fiexibk OPV dnic~ 
Iu order to enable rapid evaluation of OPV performtulce on flexible substrates, polyethylene 
len~pht.h;dale (PE"Q was chosen as 'IJ1e substrate. llu~re are commerci~l sources of oustom 
pattemed JTO on PET so we were able L(l obtain sujtal.Jie sub!ilrale:,; to evaluate performance Qll 

flexible substrate via spin coating ofthe orgMic laye.rs. PET film is compatible wrth the process 
we intend to employ, lhe lhemJal conditions ret}uired, and the inks that Ute substrate:). will be 
exposea. lntemal tssling also proved that the wetting properties oftl1e inks on the lilm will be 
acceptable, The specific filtn chosen is Melinex ST504~ a clear, 1\.igb gloss, heat stabilized, roll 
of tilro tliat is 7 1uil thic}<. It is provicled with 60 Ohms!Sq patterned JTO and a p(otective film 
on boU1 sides of the suhstrale. ·n1is was the lowest resistivity Hexible substrate available off-the
shelf. Intemal testing confirmed the resistivity ofthe ITO. 

For the active layer ink. our initial tests were run with poly 3-hexylthiophene/.f6,6] phenyl C61 

butyric acid me01yl ester (P3HT/PCBM) in o-dichlorobet}zene. Thig ink along with our aqueous 
based HTL ink comprises our PVlOOO ink kit ·nulsc i11k.s have a proven track record for 
perfonna11ce, shelf life, u:n.d consistency. Other active layer mntcriuJs to be ev~uated wiJJ be the 
PV2000 ink kit whicb is a blend of proprietary p/n - type semiconductors enabling high 
t'fficie):lcy. Ourtesting has also· concluded that Microgravure coated films of uniform 1l1ickness 
can be made repro~ucibly and within our targeted thickness range. 

• Continued development oflaboJ'Idory seale tlexible OPV devl.ces. 
E'or device fabrication, the lTO~patterned PET was processed as described in previous 
milestones. Tmproveme.nts in '{l~rfOmJance have been gained by adjusting the ann~aling 
Gonditions and improvements in handling the substrates. Figure 8 highlights fue improvements 
in perfonnance sjnce the p1·eviou~ milestone. Table s, si1ows the solar device metrics typica;lly 
l1$ed to cliara.cterlt.e perfonnance. 
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OPVon PET 
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l'igure 8 Cun·ent density vs. Voltage plot of Oexible Ol >V d evice. 

Tahir 5 Key solar cell mctrics fur lab scale ncxihlc protuty(K'. 

Champion DeVice Perfol1Jianre 

PV 1000 PV2000 

Jsc 8.09mA/cm 2 6.98mNcm 2 

Voc 0.60 v 0.85 v 

FF 0.45 0.58 

Efficienc-y 2.17% 3.47 % 

Pmax 0.20 0.31 

• J>evclop process opt imiza tion fo r lar~c area fle~ible OPV pmcessing. 
The Fihnetrios th.in film measurement sy!.1em arri·ved has the ability to measure thin films on the 
llexible PET substrate. In-house technitjllCs such as profilometry and elipsomeler proved 
incapable of reliable results. The Filmellics tool uses spectra.! reflectance to detennine film 
thickness. It is non destructive, quick. and relatively easy once set up. 

Using the Microgravure we were able lo make ftlms with uniformity similar to spin coating. 
·n1is unifonnity wa$ achieved by adjusting the speed of ·the web, the speed of the gravure, 
tension on the film, and annealing co1iditions such as fan speed and temperature. Knowing the 
fmal concentrations of our inks Jet us choose a gravure mesh that would get mak-e films of the 
desired thickness. The ratio of the gravure and web speed also gives minor adjustability in film 
thickness. Using the Filmctrics and the Microgravure film thickness could be measured and 
predictably controlled in our targeted range. 
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Figure 9 Thickness vs. speed r atio of the photoactlve (left) and HTL (right) Inks as measured witll the 
Fllmetrlcs system. 

Annealing is a key parameter for device perforrnar\Ce specifically with the photoactive inks. A 
designed experiment was set up look at the time and temperature of both the HIL and the active 
layer anneal steps. The HTL performed as expected at reduced times at 150°C and experienced 
only minor dips in JSC at 1 00°C. The Photoactive ink saw more of a hit specifically in fill factor 
at reduced temperatures, Figure 10. 

BoxplotofE(%) 
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Figure 10 Lower annealing temperatures of the photoactlve Ink have an adverse effect on efTiclency 

For the large area substrates it was decided to use several patterns to optimize the chance of 
success in the project. Substrates with tabs were designed to not require laser ablation. It is 
difficult to ablate the organic layers without damaging the ITO underneath, specifically because 
the PET is more susceptible to laser damage than standard glass substrates. Laser ablation of the 
organic layers enables a more efficient device architecture. All of the substrates have an active 
area greater than 50 cm2 which is required for Milestone 5, 
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Figure 11 Each of the 8 patterns is a sub;1rate dl'5ign (some arc duplicatt'S). 
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Milestone 5 

Tasks for Milestone 5 

1. Produce large area (-50 cmz) large area R2R prototype OPV device. 
2. Evaluate large area (-50 cruz) large area R2Rprototype OPV device. 

Deliverables for Milestone 5 

1. Demonstration and evaluation oflarge area prototype device via semi 
continuous R2R process. 

2. Final Report. 

Two major ITO patterns were made to optimize success for this project. The 3 mm tab design 
has loose tolerances to make alignment easy and does not require any laser ablation. Although 
this design is almost certain to produce a photovoltaic cell, the design is not geared towards a 
highly efficient OPV device. The best performance with this design was 0.13% (active area). 
The 2 mm stripe design has much tighter tolerances and requires laser ablation of the organic 
layers, but is more architecturally sound. The best efficiency with the 2 mm stripe design was 
0.98% E (active area) . 

Figure 12 The 3 mm tab substrate with active area of 95.4 sq em (left), and the 2mm stripe design with active 
area of 93.5 sq .em (right). 

These large area PET substrates were coated on the Mini-Labo Microgravure first with the HTL. 
The film was then rewound and coated with the Active layer. The substrates were then cut to 
size and annealed in the glovebox on a hotplate @ 120°C for 15 minutes (in some cases 
additional annealing was done just before deposition of the cathode). The 3mm tab design was 
then placed in the evaporator for cathode deposition, leads cleaned, and then tested. The 2 mm 
strip requires laser ablation of the organic layers from a section of the ITO prior to cathode 
deposition. It is imperative that the laser does not harm the ITO and is in the proper location 
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Figure 13 Cross section of device prior to laser ablation 

Figure 14 Proper cathode placement aller laser ablation of organic layers 

The major challenges of the stripe design are the alignment of the laser, alignment of the 
cathode, and laser power. If the laser is too strong it will damage the ITO and increase the 
resistance, or even short out the device. If the laser does not remove all of the organic layers the 
cathode will not contact the ITO. To accommodate variances in the film thickness and laser 
power, resistance testing was done on a test substrate prior to laser ablation of the actual device. 

11 K volts 
&:orr.lwl ITO 

11.7'Kvoltll 
Does not remove 

organica eul'llclent~ 

1:5.7' K YOI11 
ITO '"lltance ur.fflctlld 
and o11111nlaa llppMr to be 

ret1IGWid 

F1gure 15 50x microscope view oflaser ablation at 175Hz, stage motion 20 mrnlsec, 2 passes, and 2 
attenuators. 

With successful alignment and laser ablation the 2mm stripe design did boost the efficiency. 
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Currant Density vs. Voltage 

0 l 2 3 4 .5 ~ 

Voltage(V) 

Champion Device 
Performance 

Jsc 0.48mAJem2 
Voc 5.66v 
FF 0.36 

Active area 
Efficiencv 0.98% 

Pmax 90.67 

Substrate 0.007" PET with 60 Ohm/sq ITO 93 5 cm2 
HTL ... 50 nm of PI ex core PV 1 000 HTL 

!Active layer ~ 200 nm of PI ex core PV 1000 photoactive ink 
Cathode 10 nm Ca/200 nm AI 

.Figure 16 Champion device perfor mance and conditions via semi lU.R processing conditions 

Smrumuy 
PV 1000 ink kit, both HTL and photoactive ink, coupl.:d with !TO patt.:med PET was 
succ.:ssfully cOaled onlhe tvlicrogravure. The~e films wen:: then cul and lransfer!<ld loa glove 
box for annealing and lasct· ablation (depending on the desig11) a second anneal cru1 be petf'orrncd 
just before placement in the evaporator for cathode deposition. After Cal AI cathode deposition 
the. devices were tested immediately upon removal from the glove box because of lack of 
encapsulation. Active area emciency of0.98% was achieved on a 93.5 sq. em ITO pattemed 
device via semi-continuous roll-to-roll processing. 
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Commerc.ialization 

Summary 
Flexible OPV presents a uumber of uuique features that have tbc possibility of opeuiug tlllique 

tU.1tket opporttJnities that wotJld not be possible to. achieve utiliziug.a rigid substrate. TI1e. key to 
market succ.:ss with OPV is to identify those applications lOr which OPV's value proposition 
al~s with the needs oftfte customer. TI1is work has identifi.ed market oppo.rtunities, qualified 
which ofthose Opportunities represented possiole market.~ for entry for OPYtechnology, :\nd 
gathered customer feedback to identify the kcyd\}C]sion mctrics and identifY product 
opportunities. 

Initial investigations ranked a number of possible markets on the basis of market site and growt:h 
potentiaL Individual markets were then systematicalty ranked based on 1l1c alignment of!heir 
needs with OPV's per.fonnauce. From this, Consumer Power and Consumer Indoor markets 
Wl!re found lobe tb¢ best fit for the near Lenn perfonuance levels. lUis analysis indicates that 
po:rfonn;mce must be improved to Ser¥e tbe largo:r on grid markets, but that there are also a 
number of smaller markets U1a:t can be s~;rved' in the interim period, providi11g, a rondm.ap that 
shows a natural progression from off-grid to all-grid applications, 

Ne,\1, 11 detailed investig4tion of the manl.lfactured co$l was pedbnued to quantify the !ldvlllltag_es 
or flexible OPV. Tl) is anal:ysis showed that the cost of Jlcxihle modtlles is. dominated by 
materials costs lllld that, currently. those materials are too high to be competitive for on-grid 
applicatious. TI1is result agrees with the rrulkiug performed previously, but also gives insight to 
what would be needed to cre.ate cost competitive flexible Ot'V. It was fotmd that substrates and 

encapsulation materials that provide the neC'essary banier prope11ies are simply too expensive 
and would need to realize signillcant cost reductions to enable· OPV to be a tmly game changing 
technology. 

Recognizing that lhe- ourre.nt cost ~1rtlctijre excluded on"grid applications, {he fmal step was to 
find alignment between potential m-arkets and opv·s near tenn expected perfonnance to IdentifY 
potential entry markets for this technology. Through customer interactions. P.leJ..'tronios 
identified the dJ,iving neeQs for <:OWJUmer battery churgiug application$, powering 
olectrophoret\clelcct.rochromic display applications, powering var:ious mil itary aj.>plicoiious, 

driving educational applications, and tllin film battery charging applications. From these. the 
emer.gillg techtlology arotmd electropf1oretic and electrocllromic displays was quickly found to 
align with the strengths ofOPV. Similarly the chargi(lg orthin film batt<~ries was found to be a 
good fit. fn 1:\oth these oases, the weight savings aiTorded by the flexible form factor as well as 
the 'flex-ibility itself meshed well with the envisioned applications for these t QchnQlogies. 

OveFo~ll, Ple~1ronics· analysis·shm\fed that for near tenn applications., those markets tl1at value 
the unique properties of a l'le>iible OPV device, i.e. the weight savings and fllil>.ihiliry. would be 
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accepting, of OPV technology whereas those applications that are more oost driven would 

gravitate to rigid designs because of its low,er cost. 

2.1 
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Milestone2 

Tasks for Deliverable 2 

• Perform market opportunity analysis to defrne key mateJia.ls and efficiency requirements 
for flexibh: OPV proc~s~ing. 

Oeliverables for Milestone 2 

• Report ou market opporlw1it.y analysis. 

Plextronjcs has identified a number of m;~rkets for flexible OPV products and h11s petfot1ned ;m initial 
ranking as io w•h.ich oftho$C markets arc m(tsl attractive. Tni tial ana lysi~ sho\1/s lhal Hcxible OPV docs 
not yet have the petformartce to compete irt on·gl'id applications as these tend to have rigorous 

perfonnance demands. 111e intent of this exerdse is to :identiJ:V those <tpptic;ltions thai better align with 
OPVs near term performance levels .. Table 6 gives descriptions of the m~jor otT-grid market segmtJnts 

that have been investigated. 

Remote 
Industrial 

Remote 
Habitation 

Gonsumer 
POINef 

Grid
Connected 

Consumer 
Indoor 

Ta ble 6 Off-grid market dr,~criptions 

Appltcatton Segments 

• Communioaffons & Telemetry 
• Calhodio Protection 
• Transportation Signals 
• SCAGA (SUpervisory Control and Data Acquioition) 
• Homeland defense 

• Water Pumping 
• Villa9e Power 
• Outdoor Li.ghti119 
• Other miscellaneous applications 

• Re~reatlonal 
• AUtomotive. elo. 

• ReSldenllal 
• COOlmerdal 
• Ulllity (Distribution and Central) 

• Consumer and Novelty Items 

Market Oescrtptton 

' Requl<es a high degree of rellabilily 
• BuYe< Is f'll·knoWiedgeable 
• Requl<es less PfodUct supporr 
• Typlcall)l poweqnodules •75 watl'i, though ean use 

lOWer walla,ge module for some mobile ap~lcati<lfls 

• Compelltive will> oilier renewable• 
• Buy., is f'\1-knoWiedge~bie in industJlsliZed 

Countries, but not in developing countries 
• large market in de·..,.etoping COlintsie~ 
• Requires high reliability/produet support 
• TypfRtlly power module3 SOwatb lo 7·5 wntt~ 

growing marl<et f<> 100-m~ modules 

• Buy• f'\1-knOINiodgeable 
• lndUstrlafized countries 
• Niche mal~et 
• Requires Nl!le P<oduchUI>Port 
• Independence I• 'a key drwer 
• SmaR• modUles, <70 watts 

• Considefed too expensive 
• Long Nfetime required 
• Growing in induGtrtaliz_ed countries-
• Potential ubl~ fit for concentrators 
• Powermodules >124watts 

• SatUrated m•ll<et 
• Broad base 
• Rellablfity not required 
• Lovi morgin 
' Produ~ have short ftfe 

As a first screening orthese mark~;;~ts. they were assessed for their pohmtial market growth and 

the existing m arket size. 'T11c t'csults are plotted in Figure 17. 
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2006-2011 
Market 
Growth 

. Grid- Utility 

Grid - commerf 

Grid - Residential Cat 
Pro 

~ d' Other Outdoor 
oc JC H bit f 

t ctio~' ~Lighting 
Water e Vi lage Power 

Trans. Pumoina 
Signals • Communications 

- 10% 

Consumer & Telemetry 
Power 

e Consumer Indoor 

.J. "' 'it_ 
.___. _ 1: 

- $100M 

2006 Market Size 

~lgu•·e I 7 Market att•·activene$s of various on:grid mm·ket segments 

From this we can see that the on-grid application represent large markets with large growth 
potent ials and represent 'the longer term gal for OPV teclmology. For this analysis a method of 

ranking the many market segments that are cun·ently small, but have large growth potential as 

those represent the potential for OPV to capture large market share. A number of criteria vvere 

chosen on which to ra.nk the different markel~, the defi nitions of which ane: given in Table 7. 

Table 7 Defi nitions of ma rket ranking cl'ih• rlu 
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Key Filters Description 

q Market A measure of the size and growth rate of the 
Attractiveness application segment 

¢ Efficiency A measure of the required power density; 
important for space-constrained applications 

q Lifetime The required MTBF for the application segment; 
typically quantified by T80 

¢ Weight The importance of a light-V~.eight product for the 
application segment 

Q Durability The importance of product ruggedness for the 
application segment 

c:> Flexibility The importance of product ruggedness for the 
application segment 

The different criteria were each assigned a weight and each market segment was ranked, with a total 

score derived by multiplying the ranking by the weight for that category. The results of this ranking are 

shown in Table 8. From this Consumer power application and Consumer indoor applications are found 

to be the best fits w ith OPV. The on-grid markets rank nighly, due mostly to large market size. 

Additionally remote transportation signaling was an unexpected application with which OPV was fairly 

well al igned. 

Table 8 Market ranking r esults 
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Milestone3 

Tasks for Deliverable 3 

• ('..'lrry oiJt aual~is ofmanufat;tuting cost comp<ll'ison for rigid versus flexible OPV~. 

Oeliverables for Milestone 3 
• "Preliminaty report on cost.oomparison of flexible I'S. -rigid proc~ssing for OPVs. 

Summa1-v 

At present, flexible OPV motlules are more expensive to manufacture than 011 rigid glass 
su·ostrates. Today' s air and water sensitive aetive layer lh<lterials require strit\gent bartiet 
pJ'Qperties to del i\rer > lyr lifetime. 'In is drives flexibl~ Ol'V costs substantiaUy higher 
tlmn on gluss which is a low ~ost, high quality bam~•-. 

Above a cettaiu miniunnn scale. module cost is dominated by mnleria\ costs. As a re-sult, 
high throughput of roll priuting does oot provide substatttial cost bene11ts· 
Cotnparetl ~vith other vacuum deposited thin film PV technologies. OPV (r(g)d or 
flexible) is more capital efllcient Roll processing provides l).n even further advantage 
The key to deliVering cost competitive flell.--ible OPV is to reduce the material cost to 
parity with glas~'-based OPV. Once achieved, the capita.\ efficiency ofroU processing 
promjses t6 deliver low cost per watt and high return on invested capital (ROIC). The 
primary lever to reduce cost is to improve the ;1ir stability of the active ~aye-r materials. 
tl1erehy el iminating the need fur expensive harrier solutions, Anot11er option is to drive 
down 1he cost of ·flexible barriers and/or find altematives to tlte solutions available today 
l11e potential of extremely higb Cllpitat etlicieucy of roll processil\g oflers the possibility 
of low cost -per watt and high ROIC .once a competitive flel:ible product can be delivered 
to serve tl1e nuu;s grid-connected murkets 
In the near tem1, flex-ible OPV cau successfully serve ma.rkets wbae its unique valu~ 
propositions outweigh the added e~;pense. As input costs decline. additional mari.."Bts will 
ope11 in the medium tem1. in 111e loilg term, flexible Ol'V may be a majot source of Qll
grid goo~ratiou capacity. 

F¢r thls deli-vcUable, four cases were modeled to compare thetnanufactnring ofOPV on rigid an 
fle"ible substralt~s. l11e fir$t two cases .milize Gen 5 and Gen 8.5 rigid glaiis substrates with areas 

of 1.43 m7 and 5. 72 m7 respectively. TI'le Gen 5 case is ou.r o<We cas<: tot comparison and the 
Gem 8.5 repressuts a scaled up process that is also capable of' higher throughput. lri addition, to 
represent the advancement in OPV materials that would occur in the time it would take to scale 

to the larger subs!rat~ size. tf1e efficiency. assumed to be 5.7%-for1he Gen 5 module, is increased 

to 7% for the Oen 8.5 module. For the flexible cases, a 0.5 m web width was used iu both the 

base case and the higher throu,ghpnt case. Again, we assume th~ base C8$e ·to have .a module 
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em cicncy of 5.7% and lhe high throughput module to be at 7%. The difference in these cases is 

based on the an iuve.-sion of the device architecture and the switch from a polyrner substntle lo a 
metal substrate wl1ich, together, allows us to transition fi·om a 3m/min web speed in our base 

case to a 30 m/min web sp~ed in the high throughput case. TI1ese assumptions are summarize-d 

in Table 9. 

• 

Rigid
Base 

5.7% 

Gen 5 (1.4m2) 

Vacuum 

Etch paste, 
shadow mask 

15DK $larts/yr 

Tnble 9 Modeling as.~umptions. 

Rigid
High Tput 

7% 

Gen 8 (5.7m2) 

Vacuum 

Etch paste , 
shadow mask 

35DK starts/yr 

Flexible
Base 

5.7% 

0.5m width 

Screen-
printing 

na 

3m/min 
1.58M linear 

fn/yt 

Flexible
High Tput 

7% 

O.Sm width 

Continuous 
printing 

(gravure, 
flexogra phic) 

na 

30m/min 
15.8M linear 

m/yr 

Using Plcx1ronics ' sophisticated manufacturing cost model, the CapEx cost for the 

manufacturing facility, the total annual plant output, and tl1e cost per watt were calculated. "l11e 

results are sh()Wn in Table 10. As we can see, the lhroughput btmefits of nexible processing are 

outweighed by the increased materials C0!.1:S based on today's known technology and costs. To 

undersland why th is is, we must examine lhe breakdown of the cost. 

Table 10 Modeling Results 
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High $.81/ w $3.50/W 

A Throughput 111 MW 524 MW 
(7% efficiency) $37.2M Capex $25M Capex 

Base 
$1 .99 / W $4.64/W 

11 MW 43MW 
"- (5. 7% efficiency) 

$18.6M Capex $22 .7M Capex 

Efficiency & 
Throughput Rigid Flexible 

Improvement 

I > 
Improved 

Capex Efficiency 

Figure 18 shows the cost pareto for the fom modeled cases. In all cases. the materials costs are 

the dominant cost driver with the materials being more and more dominant as we move to higher 
and higher throughput processes. l11i~ is expected as the hjgber throughput allows the fixed 

costs to be spread over a larger number of devices. 

::. 
t; 
0 

(.) 

0 
e 

.~ v 
l!! u. 

100 ~--------------------------------------------~ 

90 ··············· ····- • Rigid Baae 
... 0 Rigid HT 80 ........ 
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70 .... ,. ................... · · · · · · · · · ·· ·········•••• · ·· ................ ··•·•·••········· 0 Flexible HT 

60 ····· 
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40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

.... h: ···· ~-c······ iih:···· ···~~····~ 

Figure 18l>ist ribution of costs rrom Ute modeled scenul'ios 

Next we investigate the e!Tccts of scale and saw tlu1t, 3!! plant capacity increased, the cost per 
watt leveled otl'as shown in Figure 19. ·n1is shows that. after some initial economies of scale arl! 

re.alizcd, there are 110 more cost reductions that can b.- .achieved simply by iucreasiug throllghput. 
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TI1is con·esponds to the production level where the variable cost ofthe module dominates the 

uosl structure. 

N" 
.E $400 
~ 

$350 .._. 

"' tii 
0 $300 
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>< w 
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$ 
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l'lgure 19 Cost isoquanh showing the location of the modeled ~cena1·ioc• 

Having found the materials cost to he an important driver, we next looked at a hreakdown of the 
costs that go into· a module. TI1e breakdown of materials costs for flexible and tigid OPV 
modules as modeled are shown in Figu re 20. For the tlexible module, it is clear that the materials 

costs are being dominated by the substrate aod encapsulatio11 costs whereas the rigid module-cost 
is driven by the cost of the active layer materials. It should be noted that these two cases use the 

sume cost for the adivc: luyer1nks so the uomparison is u valid one" 

Tl m nn" EVu:~rfl'.li(UX• 
~1 1"-W.t:m.l 

-.Lowr 
JuncoorBI» i:Ol&IYV(47o/..,l 

lJ'I('('./W,\3~1 

!.OO.Wifl~l 
Hll Odi~·l'!l 

;o IJ2NII2"') iO O.l!Wt•~<>l 

Gh:l'>i' ~1~~tt 1:11d IT•) 

$Q IQIW(;l<l'") 

J"igure 20 Cost Ureakdown ror n exible (Jell) and rigid {right) Ol'V modules (2012$s) 

Conclusions 
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Flexible OPV is more c&pital efficient than rigid OPV 
1l1e speed of continuous roll processing enables· mmmfacturing high vofumes with relatively low 
capital investments. This high throughput and low Cap Ex investment minimizes the contribution 
or depreciation to tlte roodule cost. 

Module cost dominated by variable co~ts 
Materials are largest cost contributor for either "flexible or rigid OPV. Rigid cost contributors are 
led by active layer m!llerials. Or flell\bJe, on the oOu~r band, substrate and encal?su}ation 
materials account for almost 2/Jfd of the total cost far flexible OPV. 

In the short tet1n, rigid QPV delivers a lower cost overall 
'I)1e lower materials cost for rigid translates to a lowQr ov.e~allm1it cQst. Modeling indicates lbat 
reducing fhe cost of flexible substrates and harrier films will g.o a long wa.y to making 1:1exible 
OPV cost competitive. If it can be proven to be cost competitive, flexible OPV has 1he potential 
to deliver high ROJC due to its capltal ~lliclcncy. 

Materials costs must be comparable iu or(Jer for flexible to realize the full beneJit of 
tlrroughput and be tess expensive tb•m rigid. 

M<.Jdeling .indicute~ th<J,1, were harri<lr svbstl;<lles to be cost competitive with glas~. aod thin .film 
encapsul<~tlon cost$ Were 1o be in line With their1igid counterparts, tlel\;ble OPV would be poised 
io deliver very competitive costs as 1ow as $.65JW. 
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Milestone4 

Tasks for Deliverable 4 

• Continued analysis of manufacturing cost CQinparison for rigid versus ilexible OPVs. 

Delivetables for Milestone 4 

• Update report on cost-comparison of flexible vs. rigid processing for OPV 

Initially Mile.stoJle 4 was proposed to reprosenl conti1rucd refinement ofthe commercial analysis 
for flexihte OPV. Additional analysis require.~ addition;ll inputs and the te~huical side oftbis 
project reached a chosen design more quickly than was originally intended. Jhls lack of new 

inptlts on materials or ptocess selection meant additional analysis. was not meaningful This 
update Was a report .con !inning of our previous finding$ based on customer intMactions that 

occurred suwe Milestone 3. 
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Milestone s· 

Tasks for Deliverable 5 

• J)efine strategic 11l3.1'ket entry poit11.$ for '(lexiblc OPVs, 

Deliverables for Milestone 5 
Report on VOC analysis for lat~·area flexible ()J>V devices. 

Flexible OPV devices have the pofeniial to be used in a number of widely diffenmt markers by a 
variety of end uselil . .. TlJis report outlines Pl<~.x:rronics· eJTo.rts to investigate the tnore proiDising 

applications For Ol'V and convey the feedback gatlieted from customers in tlmse markets. The 

markets investigated were: 

• Consumer battery chargutg products 
• Blectrophqn:tic/eleclrochromic displ·ays 
• Military appJicati011S 
• E<lucation 
• TI1i11 ti11n battery charging applications 

Consumer battf'JV charging ptroducts 

St11deuts at Carnegie Mellon University were chosen to represent technology-savvy consumers 

who would .qualify as early adopt"CrS of new teehilology s4ch as OPV. In a grQt!p discussion 
tocused on the requiremel'rts for a solar charging pmduct, they repeatedly stressed that 
integration was a key requirement for tltem and fhey expressed littJe ·jntercst in having a separate 

cl1llFging device. Though not stated explicitly. the requirements desqibsd exclude a rigid 

solutio.o for a nu.roher of reasons. To acbieve the confoRnahitity and intet,>Tahon into t{le end 

product, H was concluded that rigid OPV would borprohibilive and flexible Ol'V was n:q_uired. 

Electrophorctic/dectrochromic displays 

'fbe second market/application that was investigated was powering electrophoretic. and/or 

~Jieotrochomic displays such as the e-blk display in the Amazon Kindle+ The power 

requirements for these devices match· up wdl with.Ol'V's cuuent perfonnance. '[he C\.lrrcmt 

it1cam.ation ofthese devices are r igid readers and could be integrated with a rigid OPV panel to 

provide power. Based on our contacts witltleading companies in both electrophoretics and 
electrochromios, t ltis indnstJy looks to tnke advruttage ofthe inherently tbin, flexible nature of 

the display and readers that can be rolled are already being worked on. Clearly this drives the 
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requirement that the OPV be flexible as well, ideally co-deposited on the same flexible 

substrate, further reducing the cost to produce them. 

amazon~ ~r die -

Figure 21- Electrophoretic displays on the Amazom Kindle (left) and 
an electrochromic display on a smart card (right). 

Be it flexible readers or displays for smart cards, there are numerous potential applications for 

this technology and that translates into a tremendous potential for OPV, specifically flexible 
OPV, to power those devices. This market represents a great opportunity for flexible OPV. 

Military applications 

Military interest in OPV stems from an increase demand to power field equipment and also a 

desire to decrease the weight and bulk of the charging gear. Currently batteries comprise 15-
20% of a soldiers gear and a typical SOF team member deploys with 27 lbs of batteries. 

Continually increasing amounts of communication and sensor gear necessitates more and more 
batteries and creates the need to recharge those batteries in the field. Flexible OPV has the 

potential to be a very good fit in this market as it will be able to meet the flexibility and 

durability requirements at a significantly lower cost than competing technologies. 
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-100 lb. load 

~'iguFe 22 - A typical soldier's gcilr (Jell) contains il signilic,.nl "mount of b1rilery weight Solnr charging 
tents (1·ight) "rr currently being tested as a 111cthod of cha1·ging these bllttcrirs. 

The current p<!rfonmmce of tlexible OPV devices, however. must be improved before they wi ll 
be ready to serve this m::etl . Addi rional work on erticiency and encapsulation will enable these 
applications. 

Education 

One market that was not originally going to be considered was the educalion market. 11tis 
comprises custom demonslration units for schools and museums t·o help teach about renewable 
energy and solar power. i\Jter being approached by the Carnegie Museum to parlicipate in a 
upcoming exhibition. we idenlitied a number ofuniljlle requirements for customers in this 
marke·J. As these producl s tend to be displays that are not necessarily interactive, durability is 
not as much as a factor compared to some ofrlte other applications already discussed. Instead, 
the aesthetic requirements, lead to a strong design for a conformable photovol'taic device that 
can be easi ly i11tegrated into the displays, in this case robots. Flexible OPV tits this need nicely. 
Additionally, OPV's perfom1anee under artitieiallighting and in lower lighting conditions 
compared wiU1 other PV technologies is and additional benefi t as it lends some llexibility to the 
exhibit designer who can nnw use less light to operate the devices. The improved p~:~rf0m1ance 

also means that thc:re is less of an etTiciency requirement for the tlexible OPV devices in these 
kinds of applications. 

In our discnssions \\~th lhe Carneg1e :Vlusemn, we were also introduced to 1inother applicalion 
for OPV . As part of lheir Powdermill Nature Reserve, I here is a program that is working on 
tracking the migratory pat1erns of golden eagles using GPS unils nnached to the birds. "l11ese 
devices are currently powered by high efficiency solar cells. These cells are very difficult to use 
as they are rigid and mounting them is inherently very difticult because of that. The people 
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Final Report Submitted lo Pennsylvania NanoMalerials Comrnerdalization Center 
"Fabricaliou Of Flexible Organic Photovollaic Devic~ via Semi-Conlinuous Processing" 

Plcl\1ronics, lnc.; Date: 06/08/09 

leading tbis project had ;1 cle-ar desire for a Hexiple sohJtion a,s it would be more durable and 
easier to work witJ1 while also. ideally weighing less. Flexible OPV however is not am ideal 

match to this application due to the etlicieney requirements. Currently, the size of the required 

OPV device would be too large. though. with gains in efliciency. applications such as I his could 
open up. 

Thin lilm bnttcnr charging applications 

Thin iilm batteries, new emerging class of battery teclmology. present unique charging 

opportunities, especially for technologies like OPV. These a re low power, exlJemely thin 

battedes designed to power small semi-disposable circuits such as sensors, smart card, etc. 
Typically these batteries ·will have power capacities of mAh. Clearly this is not ve1y much 

power, but it is ideally suited to lhe niches it is ta rgeting. 

Figure 23 Typic:al Thin Fllm BuUerks. 

Like the electrophoretic displays discussed earlier, there is a desire to :tind a charging technology 

that can mirror the tl1inness of the product Flexible OPV can achieve that level of thinness and, 

even with its current performance, can meet the charging requirements. Currently, major 

players In this market have expressed interest in using OPV to chHrge their balleries and a 
number of demonstrations have already been carried proving the suitability oftbc technology. 

Conclusions 

Taken together the feedback received from tl1e customers in the various markets serve~ to 

highlight the point that, When it comes lo OPV, there is no ' ·one size tits all'' solution. Different 
applications place different demands on the photovoltaics and. because of that, alig11 differently 

with ·the current· OPV capabilities and track differently with it projected pc1fonnauce. Some 

applications such as the thin film battery charging and I he electrophoretic/electrochromic 
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1i'inal Report Submitted lQ Pennsylva.nia NanoMaterlals Commerciali~ti(lo Ceoh:r 
''Fabrication OfFlexib1e Qxganic l?hotovoltaic bevices via Semi-Con1in.noll$ {'roce$sing" 

Plex1ronics, Inc.; DMt.: 06/08109 

displays ;llign well with OPV's near tenn expected perfonnance. Other applications such as 
oonsnmer banery chargil1g present more rigorous requirements <111d must b<! thought of as loJ1gl!t 
tem1 fits to the technology. 

Irt aiJ cases, however, there Were some common tbre<tds..tfoJU. which we can gain insight into the 
factors that willle.adto OPV's.final acceptance as a cotnlnercia11eclmolo~y. In all cases, 
flexible OPV was a valued solution because of its durability and confonnability compared to 
rigid substrates. Flexible OPV is inherently more durable than its rigid counterpart and, by 
virtue of it:;; 11exibility, can end·ure uses ihat would damage a rigid OPV module. Additionally, 

marty oftbe appJieation.s bad a desire to have the OPV elemeul become partoftbe tlesigu ratber 
than m1 ;:lement flun needed t.o b~designed around. Flexible substrates enable this type of 
design integratio11. Overall we feel tl1at U1ero are a number of ollrortunities for (lexible OPV in 

bolll the near ru.1d_,;;hort term and the key to c<)mmercial success if finding those applications 
when~ Ol'V's unique value propositionjs best ;tligned with the customer's neeqs . 
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1. lntroduction 

In this program, Strategic Polymc::r Scicr1ces, Inc (SPS), teaming up witl1 St. Jude:: Medical 
(SJM) and the Pennsylvaoi11 State:: Universil'Y (PSU), bas been working together to develop 
compact filin cap:1citors by utilizing .nanoteclmology and SPS proprietary high dielectric constant 
polymer thin capacitor films. This advanced capacitor can be used in pulsed power applicatioins 
such as implant:1ble cardioverter defibrillator (ICD), external automatic defibrillator, milit:uy 
directed energy weapons systems to reduce their size/weight/cost and imp••ovc their reliability. 

Two families of polar tluoropolymers have been dc::vdoped l>y Dr. Qiming Zhang at PSU. 
The:: lirsl are terpolymers of vinylidene fluoride (VDP). trit1uoroethy lene ( l'rfi'E), and 
chlorofluorocthylcnc (CFE) or chlorotrifluoroethyclcn (CTFE) with K of 50 and energy density 
of 10 J/cc. Titc other family consists of copolymers of VDF with CTFE (P(VDF-CTFE)) and 
VDF \Vith hexafluoropropylene (HFP, P(VDF-HFP)) witl1 K about 12-20 and DBS up to 700 
V/pro .. Energy density al)ove 25 .1/cc has been achieved at tl1e fi lhl level. SPS was founded by Dr. 
Qirning Zhang and Mr. Ralph Russo in 2006 to commerc.lalize these l1igh-perfmmance polymers 
for energy storage. SPS has obtained exclusive licenses from PSU for all these PVOF-based 
ma~erials and related blends tmd oanocomposites. 

Figure 1 benchmark" the performa1we of SPS capacitor filin with commercial biaxially 
oriented PP (BOPP, K 2.2) and polycarbonatc:: (PC, K 3.2) capacitor film. SPS capacitor films 
have similar d.ielectric breakdown strength as the comltlemial BOPP and PC film, but with a 
dielectric constant that is 4-20 times higher tl1an the latter. 

Therefore, SPS PVDF copolymer capacitor fums have significao11y higher energy dcr1sity 
than the commercial BOPP and PC basc::d on the:: same test proloc.:ol. For example. at 600 \1/J.lm, 
the directly mc::asured discharged energy density of SPSOl, SPS03-c. and SPS03-d is 24.2 J/cc, 
17.0 J/cc, and 15.6 J/cc, respectively, while it is only 4.6 J/cc for PC and 3. 7 J/cc fbr BOPP. 

60 (o-mpamon of 1011'S Filma~ Commwc:ta1 
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Fig 1. Capacitor tilm perlormance of selected SPS polar f1uoropolymers benchmarking 
with commercial BOPP and PC capacitor films. 

Recent development eff01ts at SPS 
have demonstrated that the high
performance capacitor film can be 
inexpensively manufactured with current 
capacitor film production f.<cilily, paved 
the way for future film 
commercial i7.ation. Tn a typical 
processing line, film will1 thickm:ss of 
50--100 J.tm is extruded from pc>lymer 
melt through a film die, and is then 

stretched in two directions to get thinner Figure 2. Capacitor film manufacturing process. 
film with improved electrical and 
mechanical pesformance. Figure 2 ill u.<;trates the capacitor ·film manufacturing process. The 
production machine is widely used by the packaging film and capacitor film industry. 

Prior to the start of this project. SPS had developed its fust 
generation capacitor film; and prototype capacitor devices J( Jr 

milit.ary di(ect-energy weapon applications. Rolls of capacitor fi lm 
with thickness of10 ~tm was metallized and wound into capacitors 
(Fig 3, SPS private fund ing) iJl early 2008. 

More recently in June 2008, it was demonstrated that the 
capacitor film with thickness 3-4 ) .. Un can be prod11ced by using 
state-of-the-art capacitor film processing machine (Figure 4, 
Sponsored by US DoD and private funding). I\ roll of 3 )..Lm film 
wi th length over 1,500 m was prouuced. 

However, it should be pointe.d out that the previous 
development had only demonsb·atcd the feasib ility of commercial 
scale mamdacturing; capability. 'fhe polymer resin, capacitor .film, 

.11' i.llilliiffi ··; 

~'l/IH ~!r. ~\\1 
. ' 

metallization. and capacitor winding still did not have the high quality required to achieve the 
high energy densily, high rt)l iahility , 11nd lifetime at I he p;u:b.ged c:apacilor. lewd T he de.fcc:l.s 
from the resin and tho:: film signilicantly reduce the operating electric field and energy density in 
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tl1c packaged large prototype capacitors. For example, in lab-scale capacitor film with area of I 
cmz (capacitance from JOO pF to I nF), the average dielectric breakdown strength is higher than 
600-700 V/~Lm and the discharged energy deiJSity is up to 27 J/cc. However, in a LOO ~lF 

pmtotype capacitor using o ver 1 m1 aclive capacitor film, the dielectric breakdown su·ength 
decreased to less than 200 V/J.llll and the disc harged energy density was lower than 2 J/cc. 

Figure 4 . SPS capacitor fi lm, Lelt 3 J.lm film roll > J ,500 m long; Middle/lighl : 2 .26 J.lm film . 
The 2.26 ~-tm film broke after running for3 min and the processing should be further improved to 
produce a large roll of capacitor film. 

In addition LO the relatively poor resin and capacitor film quolfty, the first generation wastes 
about 30-40% of the energy during the charge-discharge process due to the high leakage current. 
dielectric loss. and remnant polarization. 

2. Project Acbievemcots 

Currently. polypropylene (PP) dominates the film capacitor market. Capacitor grade PP resin 
has been continuousl y improved in the last sixty years in terms or purity. chain isolactic 
regularity . crystallinity, and molecular wcigbr distribution by Exxon Mobile and Borealis. On the 
other hand, PP capacitor film quality has also been improved since 1950's and 2.5 ~un thick PP 
capacitor film is now commercially available for certain applications. The main manufacturers of 
PP capacitor fil m include Torny, Kopalilm, Bollol'e, Steinerfilm. etc. The dielectric breakdown 
strength of PP film capacitors has been improved from below 100 Yl~m1 in 1':>50's to over 700 
VIJ..tm now for pulsed power applications. lttakcs over 60 years and costs likely hundreds or 
million dol lars. R&D for PP capacitor lihn to achieve the cun·cnl excellent performance and 
market dominance. 

SPS was founded in 2006 ro develop the P(VDF-HFP) based resin and capacitor film. With 
the support of the Pennsylvania NanoMaterials Commercialization Center (PA Nano) and others, 
significant progresses have been made to enable the transfer of the high energy density film 
capacitor technology from an academic lab to prototype devices that can be tested by different 
potential customers. Wi thiu less than 4 years and $3M investment, large scale production or 
capacitor resin and film has been demonstrated, and the l1igh energy density has been achieved in 
prototype capacitors. 

The main achievements o flhc PA Nano prqject include: 
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1. Significant improvement in capacitor resin quality. Special resin compositions and 
manufacturing process have been developed by Solvay Solexis. TI1e new resins are 
developed for high speed manufacturing of ultrathin capacitor film with high purity. 

2. Capacitor fi lm manufacturing has been improved. At the end of the project, it was 
demonstrated that 2.0 ~un thick capacitor film can be produced at pilot scale and 
capacitor film rolls with length over 3,000 m has been produced. Prior to the project, the 
capacitor film thickness of stable manufacturing was limited to 3.0 ~u. 

3. 111e defect level in the capacitor film has been reduced from 30/ 100 cm2 to less than 
5/ 100 cm2

. 

4 . Nanodielectric blocking layer deposition has been developed to achieve high charge 
discharge efficiency. 

5. Prototype capacitors with 2 ~n thick film have been developed. 

6. Discharged energy density over 6 J/cc has been achieved in large prototype capacitors. 

7. Prototype capacitors have been delivered to various commercial and military customers 
for evaluation. 

8. A provisional patent was convet1ed into a formal US patent application. 

9 . Technical results have been presented in two major conferences . 

10. TI1e capacitor film products have been marketed at two major tradeshows. 

11. Sell of capacitor ti lm has been stat1ed to niche markets. 

12. Three additional employees have been hired to work on the capacitor development 
programs. 

3. Swnmary ofTedmical Milestones 

In this very aggressive project, we perfonned capacitor resin development, ultrathin capacitor 
film production, silicon nitride deposition, and capacitor winding and test. This final report 
summarizes the main milestones in the order of technical logic. 

3.1. Silicon NitJide Deposition 

Milestone 3, March 2009 

Optimization of PECVD of Si3N4 nano dielectric blocking layer: targeting Si3N4 dielectric 
breakdown strength > 800 V/~n, energy density > 10 J/cc, efficiency > 80% at 37 oc, deposition 
temperature below 150 °C. 

Tl1e deposition of Si3N4 is controlled by several parameters: plasma intensity, feeding gas 
ratio, feeding gas flow rate, deposition temperature, distance between film and plasma source, 
etc. It was reported that the quality of Si3N4 is dramatically influenced by the deposition 
conditions. T11e breakdown strength, dielectric constant, dielectric loss, resistivity, and even 
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composition vary wilh the deposition conditions. ll1erefore, the deposition was systematically 
optimized to achieve high dielectric constant, low dielectric Joss, high resist ivity, and high 
diekctric strength without damagil1g the PVDF-copolymer capacitor film.. 

A desig11 of experiment was perfonntld to find the relationsl1ip of the deposition condition 
wiih the ShN4 perfom1ance by depos iting it on sil icon wafer (Table I ). 'l110 Run Order represents 
the randomized order of experiment. The factors include plasma uttensity. chamber temperature, 
ru1d the distance between the film ru1d the plasma. 

T U 1 D . f E ale CStgn 0 ' XlJenmcnt CJ 0 .. fS' N PECVD 1art or t 1c Jptmnzat1on o l J 4 ' 
Run T ("C) SiH4fNH3 RF Power (W) Deposition rate (nm/s)* 

1# Tl GJ Pl 3.8 
211 1'1 G2 P2 8.5 
3# T l G3 P3 10.4 
4H Tl G'l P2 3.7 
5# T2 G2 P3 7.6 
6# 7'2 G3 Pl 6.7 
7/1 T3 Gl PJ 4.0 
8/1 T3 02 P2 7.6 
9# T3 G3 Pl 8.0 

'TI1e SiJN,1 on Si wafer was characterized by dielectric breakdown strength since their 
dielectric constant is sunilar. Figure 5 presents the dielectric breakdown strength of three of the 

best conditr-io=-=1-"ls'-'-.-----------------------------, 
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All three samples have Wei bull dielectric breakdown strength above 800 V/~uu . 
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l11c 800 V/~un dieleott'ic hreakdown strength for Si3N4 is an internal target at SPS. l11e goal 
for this target ill to m.ake sure the qual ity of !:lilicon nitride is good ~nough for the final bilayer 
eapacitor film. Tiul silicon nitride will be C<)aled at the surface or SPS capacitor film and the
bilayer capacitor film will be operated at an electric field below 400 V/~m1 . The SOO V/~un 
breakdown strength of m:at Si3N,1 will ensure that it c;\n work with high reliability in the bi layer 
capacitor film. 

TI1e discharged energy density and efficiency or the Si3N4 layer on Silicon wafer were 
measured by SPS and the results are summarized in ~igure 6. 
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Figure 6. Dit~lcctric breakdown strength ofSi3N~ on Si wafer. 

The pure Si3N4 (with a thickness of ~1 ~tm) can discharge energy of 19.6 J/oc with an 
efficiency of99.8% at 800 V/~tnl. 

'T11e same Si3N.1 sample w ith th.ickncss of 1.2 ~un was also delivered t<'l the cust<'ltn er for-their 
evaluation. They used a Keithley sourcemeter to meas11re the energy density of the Si3N4 ftlm 
and Figur~ 7 summarizes their test results. 
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Figure 7. Discharged energy density ofSi3N~. 
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At 800 V IJ..Lm, energy density of over 17 J/cc can be achieved. 

Although the pure silicon nitride itself is a very good dielectric material for energy storage, it 
will be prohibitively expensive (even for medical devices) since more than 1,000,000 layers must 
deposited layer by layer to accumulate the thickness necessary for a large ICD capacitor. On the 
other hand, as an inorganic material, Si3N4 will be brittle for thickness above J..Lm and cannot be 
wmmd into a round capacitor. 

Milestone 5, October 2009: 

Develop and test the process for deposition of the blocking layer on the polymer film. Will 
produce lab-scale capacitor film with nano blocking layer to achieve the following specs: 

• energy density > 10 J/cc 

• efficiency > 80% at 37 °C 

Based on the deposition procedure optimized in Milestone 3, Si3N4 was deposited onto 2 J..Lm 
capacitor film to improve the charge discharge efficiency. The deposition procedure is defined in 
Table 2: 

RFPower (W) 
450 3.5 

The deposition was performed for 600 seconds to accumulate 2.1 J..Lm thick Si3N4. The total 
thickness of the final capacitor film is 4.1 J..Lm. 

40 nm thick Aluminum was deposited on both sides of the capacitor film using thermal 
evaporation under high vacuum. To minimize the damage to the capacitor ftlm during the 
thermal evaporation, the substrate was cooled with -10 °C recirculation fluid. 

Figure 8 shows pictures of the metallized SPS capacitor film. 

Figure 8. Si3N4-coated capacitor film with AI electrode on both sides. 
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'Dte ShN4-coated capacitor film was then tested wilb Ute capacitor ..:harge-discharge system 
developed by SPS. The charged energy density and discharged energy dens ity were calculated 
from r<lcorded vo)lage/current/tit11e data. 11te charge-di~charge efTidency was calculated from 
the ratio of di s..:hargedlcharged energy. The test was perfomtcd at 37 oc;_ SPS us~d a high
performance Trek 5/80 power amplifier, which is ccmtrolled by Lab View program through a Nl 
DAQ. TI1e h igh-speed DAQ collects voltage and cLUTent data every 0.015 second. 

Figure 9 summarizes the test results. 
r--r~~,--,--~~--~~--r--r/~r; ~ 
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Figure 9. F.nergy density a.nd e nlciency of SbN~-C(laled capacitor film. Red dashed lines in 
the figures refer to the proposed target energy density and efficiency. TI1e customer 

requested energy density of 4 J/cc (capacitor) and efficiency above 75%. 

Tite discharged energy density increases gradually wi1J1 itlcreasing electric field. 3.6 J/cc can 
be discharged at 400 V / f.llll. and it increases to 10.1 J/cc at 650 V lr.tru. 
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Tite charge-discharge efficiency is an important parameter required by the customer. Original 
uncoated SPS capacitor film has efficiency of ~60%. 

Tl1e ShN4 coated capacitor film has charge-discharge efficiency of 96% at 100 V/ f.Un. It 
decreases to 92% at 400 V/1-llli, and 86% at 650 Vhtm. The lower efficiency at higher electric 
field is a result of the increased charge injection at high voltage. 1l1e role of the Si3N4 is to 
reduce the charge injection. 

111<~ test results of uncoated SPS capacitor film are also included in Figure 2 for comparison. 
the original film has energy density of 16.5 J/cc at 650 V /~un, as compared with 10.1 J/cc for the 
Si3N4 coated film sample. However, the efficiency of original SPS capacitor film is only 67%, 
well below that of the Si3N4 coated capacitor film. 

3.2. First Generation lJltrat.h.in Capacitor Fibn Production 

M ilestone 2. February 2009 

Make initial rolls of capacitor film at partner facility to the following specs: 

• thjckness of2.5 11m 

• thickness variation < ±5% 

• width > 650 mm 

• length > 1,000 m. 

Tirree rolls of capacitor film have been produced in a continuous 40-hour film production 
trial: 

T bl 3 R II I fi fS PS Y.r I E a e 0 n onnatton o to 1 "nergy D ens tty c apacttor 1 111 

No. Thickness (~un) Length (m) Width(mm) 
I' A Nano-01 2.5 393 690 All meet milestone of 
PA Nano-02 2.5 3,043 690 Febmary 15, 2009. 
PA Nano-03 2.5 1,509 690 

1l1e thickness distribution of Roll No 02 is summarized in Figure 10. 
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Start: 10.122008 12:21 :17 PM Thtckness Act. 2.55 Scans: 265 
End. 10.12.2008 1;38:03 PM Th\Ckne~s Set 2.50 ~m UneSpeed: 40.0mlmill 

Maclllne: Bal Le1111th: 3043m 2·Sogma: 0.086 
Campaign: slm_BOPVDF_V.51()().188_ Wldtll' 650mm 2·Sigma ~: 3.392% 

Actual Roll P1 ollie 

Thicltness Mln· Thickness Avg: Thickness Max: 2-Sigma: 2-Sigma %: 
2.44 2 55 2.63 0, 09 3. 39 

Figure lOa. Thickness distribution along the fi lm width direction. Thickness measured with 
online IR thickness monitor. The thickness variation is less Lhan 3.4% in the width direction., 

Actual Roll T1e11d 

3 ,0 . ---- - ~ - ____ ___ _ _:_-- ..... --- ~- . . . -------- •... -.--- - ... ---------------------
! : . . 

2 ,8 . -----~--------- ; __ :----------:-- --· 

. . ------------.1.----------l· ------·------

2.2 . ---- -~. ----

2 .0 · -- ·r ·- --- ...... . ... -··r· . . ---- , ..... -- ,. -- . . 

1225:38 PM 12:37:47 PM 12:51 :04 PM 1:03:47 PM 1:15:38 Phi 1:27:2:9 PM 
112m 65&n 118&n 1696m 216!111 2642m 

Thickness Min· Thickness Avg: Thickness Max: 2-slgma: 
2.52 2.55 2.57 0.02 

2-Sigma%: 
0.83 

F igure lOb. Thickness distribution ofroll No 02. The thickness uniforminity is better than 
0.83%. 

The pilot-scale capacitor film production was performed at BrUckner, Gennany after 
evaluating the capability ofthree potential machine manufact11rers. 
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Since SPS has accumulated lots of experience in the capacitor film production from 2007 to 
2008 and has done a thorough homeworl< before the trial, film with thickness of 3 ).l.m was 
achieved after 12 hours and wound film rolls with length over 2,500 m were successfully 
collected. 

However, it took another 18 hours to successfully produce 2.5 ).l.m film. Although the 
thickness was reduced by only 0.5 )l.Ill, or 17% from 3 ).lm, winding the 2.5 )l.Ill thick film 
represents a tremendous challenge for the winding control system. The tension that applied on 
the film must be controlled very carefully. If the tension is too tight, there will be wrinkles along 
the machine direction and the film will also break easily. Ifthe tension is too low, the film may 
be wrapped onto anyone of the rollers and broken eventually. The film was running at a speed of 
---40 m/min. 

With fine adjustment of the winding system and film stretching process, the 2.5 ).lm film was 
fmally wound onto a 6 in ID tube with length above 3,000 m. There was not film breakage and 
the winding was switched to another winding tube to continue the winding. 

Figure 11 shows pictures of the large roll of 2.5 )l.Ill thick capacitor film produced by SPS in 
December 2008. 

Figure 11. SPS high energy density capacitorfilm rolls with film thickness of2.5 )l.Ill. 

The 2.5 )l.Ill capacitor film produced at BrUckner was evaluated in SPS lab and inside a cla:5s 
1,000 cleanroom. 

The thickness was verified with optical interference approach assuming a refractive index of 
1.42 for the polymer. Nine locations were measured on a 4 in by 4 in sample and the results were 
summarized in Table 4. 
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Tbl 4 Tl . kn a 1:! liC ' M ess 1 fSl'S C easurement o · .apa~;1tor filn R ll N 02 1 0 0. 

Position I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Menn Std Dev 

t (!llll) 2513 2.543 2.524 2.515 2503 ~.539 25 82 2 598 2 577 2.544 0.034 

l'ig\n'.: 12 presents a summary of the en.:rgy densitY, and efficiency. 
18 SO% 

r:~ .. ~-~:: .. ::= · =:~.~=::=: ==::::=~ : ===:t:=:. -::¥ . 
/ 

200 300 400 500 600 
E (MV/m) 

Fig11re 12. 'fl1e di.schargl:!d .:nergy d..:nsity ;md efficiency ofllie SPS capacitor film. 

TI1e energy density ofthc capacitor fil m is over 10 J/cc and m<1el$ the requirement of the lCD 
capacitors. However, th.: charge-discharge elfici~ncy is only 60o/o-70%J and below the 70% 
requirement ofthe lCD application. 

3.3. Fi1.-st Generation TCD C11 p11citm· Development 

Milestone 4, ,JuJy 2009: 

Develop First Generation Prototype Capacitors for !CD ApplicatiOn Based on 2.5 ~un Thick SPS 
Capacitor Film: 

• Establish ha.~eline technical performance of current SPS tllm capacitors ba.~ed on 2.5 !J'll 
thick film technology 

• Capacitance > I 00 ~tf 

• Deliver Energy > 35 J to 50 Q resistor at 37 °C. 

llw metallization of the 2.5 f1111 capacitor tilm was perfonned using a roll-to-roll process. 
Under vacuum_ the capacitor mm was ~irst treated with plasma to clean and activate the surface. 
TI1is improves tbe adlHlRion between the P(VDF-IIFP) capacitor !ilt11 with the evaporated metal 
electro(!~:!. 

The design of the met~ Jiizatjon is critical to the electrical p~rformance. There are several 
parameters that require ancntions: 
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• 'Hte type of metal. 
• 1he thickness of the electrode and the surface resistivity . 
• Tite metallization pattern. 
• Width ofthc capacitor film, width ofthc free margin. 

Co.nsideri t\g the abow four factors and learning 
capacitors fo1· automatic extenml defibrillators, a 
heavy edge metallization patkm with Al electrode 
was used to metallize the 2.5 ~011 tbick lCD 
capacitors (Figures 13 and 14). 

Pilm v .. ·idth of 30 mm was selected to optimize 
tbe winding efficiency. There is 2.5 rum wide 
margin at one edge of the fi lm that was not 
metallized. 2.5 nun was used for the required 850 V 
opo::ration vollage of tho: capacitor witl10ut nashover 
arom1d tbe free margin. Tbis can btl detennined by 
the known surface resistivity of the capacitor fi lm. 

The mt!lallization pattern il> a heavy edge de~ign, 
l11e main body of tlw film has very thin /\1 electrode 
with snrfac:e resistivity of 100 nln , <Uld the edge bus· 
thicker J\1 eleull·ode with surface resistivity o r 10 

!'l/1J. 1' he thin electr<)de in the active film an~a is 
used to faci litate the self:healing and inct'case the 
euergy density of the ICD film capacitor. TI1e heavy 
edge was used to enhance the end co1mec1ion witl1 
external power supply ru1d load. 

During the metallization process, there were 
probkms with handling the capacitor film due to the 
strong static charges am1 the smooth film SLLrface. 
'l11e metalli::1ation machine was designed to metaJize 

3 ~m1 thick polypropylene (PP) capacitor fi lm, which 
has 100% higher mechanical modulus than P(VDF
HFP). Several special tools and tricks were 
developed to enable the band ling ofthe capacitor film. 

from the metallizat.ioJl do:sio of fUm 

Metallization 
Heavy edge 2.5 mm 

<10 0/0 Aluminum margin 

i-tg;cc:zJr;I&&tffa;;;;;;t,,,~ 
I• 30 mm •I 

Winding 

-ll:L::zrr:k;;;;Q§l@Qtt%§iftl 
liiimwmmmw:ggg;;;;;;;;;;;m;w., 

Figure 13. Metallization Desigr1 oftl1e 
TCD Capacitor Film. 

Figure 14. A roll of the metallized 2.5 
~~ thick P(VDF-HFP) capacitor film. 
There a.re s till wrinkles in the lilm (Oll. 

The metalized 2.5 pm film was wound into prototype capacitors. 64 capacitors with 80 pf 
capacitance and 50 capacitors with 120 ~lF capacitru1ce were produced. Table 5 sturunarizes the 
capacitQf design and dimensions. 

Table 5. Design of Prototype Capacitors Based on 2.5 )Un Thick P(VDF-HFP) Capacitor Film 

Capacj tance Film Length Total Film Active Film Capa.citot' CapacitoJ' Capacitor Capacitor Packaging 
(uf) (,m ) /\rea (nt

1
) Area (m1

) W idtb (mm) Diameter loun) Vol (cc) Weight (_g) Eff (%) 

80 94 2 82 2.26 30.34 2 1.96 l L5 20 49% 
120 141 ·1.24 3.39 30.6ti 25.13 1.5.9 28 53% 
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Tt can be seen fi·om Table 5 that the packaging eftlciency of the 120 !-!F is only 53%, that is, 
only 53% of the volume is active capacitor fi lm while other 47% consists of inactive fi lm area 
such as free margin, offset area, winding mandrel and wrapping materials. The efficiency is even 
lower for the smaller 80 !-!F capacitors. 

The packaging efficiency can be improved in the future by using smaller winding mandrel 
and narrower free margin. At this time, the goal of this project is to demonstrate the voltage 
performance of the prototype capacitors. 

Figure 15 shows pictures of the prototype capacitors. 

Table 6 and Table 7 summarize the electrical perfonnance and the dimensions of the 80 ~tF 
and 120 ~tF capacitors, respectively. 
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Table 6. Ca)..r .. .;it,."""' and Dimensions of the 80 J.tF n1v.v1 rl'"' Capacitors 
SPS08b11· 100Hz 101)( Hz 101)( IHZ Diameter Hei!tlt GrossVol~me Weight 

170·80-10X X Cp (J1FJ D I Cp ()11'1 D Cp()J.FJ D em em co g 
1001 11 06! )05124 6971 ) 29127 10~ 4 3818 21 3038 1126 19541 

1002 77 02E )06152 67 7~ ) 37936 227~ 98473 220~ 30~9 11.53 1981 
1003 •.081 )06128 72 1! ) 21670 5373 6.2864 211$ 3021 1126 19.9! 

1004 11357 )03308 14 68 ) 13311 129541 4 1341 2160 3016 11A8 20 32 

1005 78.99E )0<56: 69 78 129861 !691 6.25541 21 .61 30: 11.34 20.36 
1006 •.962 )03376 77.43 113321 24 930 2.7091 2185 3058 11.46 203$ 

1007 77.59! )03612 76.88 )21179 10 12E 4.2481 2U8 2993 1126 20.~ 

1008 78.052 )03392 7302 ) 25462 5 824 5.$574 2187 3048 11 . 19 
1009 18 318 )03061 1106 )09341 362541 21007 2191 3038 11A5 198A 

1010 77.749 )02765 77 43 I 13327 30010 2.4639 2168 3058 11.49 20. 18 
101 18.28$ )0<930 76.40 ) 21439 5.087 6.7159 218$ 30.30 11.40 20.33 
101: 78437 )02745 14 9' ) 13176 17800 35114 2210 2987 11A5 2051 
101: 77.697 )0<306 73.88 '16780 6036 5.6924 22.01 30 12 1145 20.40 
1014 1.843 )06520 84.74 ) 55495 llil ~ 2W ~ 11.66_ 1W 
1011 18004 )06590 6HO ) 37927 I 805 10~40 2195 3012 11.39 1992 

1016 03539 7444 I 13246 20 1541 .. 2758 1.93 3036 11.46 19.62 
101' 77.3~ )0<239 7243 ) 29860 3281 8.2174 2203 3026 11.63 19.51 

16 14' 03041 108 )0980, 291~ !5591 2196 3050 11.66 19 5! 

76 201l )0<946 6955 ) 29814 3 861l '0510 2200 3021 11.48 19 
76.375 )03805 74.2' 117697 24541 3.6815 21.97 3044 11.63 19.81 

75 281 03180 7416 ) 13559 20 ~5606 2197 30: 11A8 199! 

76 359 )0<351 74 36 ) 21513 6435 5 77~2 21 9~ 3065 11.63 199! 
1023 77.300 )03153 74.44 113792 17700 3.3734 21.94 3046 11.61 1993 

1024 71: 0393: 14 9: ) 13630 413~ !10 2915 11.18 1993 

1025 76103 )07992 74 44 ) 13792 10930 4 1999 2220 2922 11.30 2001 
11TL6 76.387 )2697 l.6: ) 09540 29 1.5610 12.0$ 304: 11.66 20. 
1027 76.663 )03115 76.91 I 13640 23 030 3.15< 2215 3033 11.68 20 27 
1028 76.100 ) 0<491 7024 ) 2957 1 '030 7.4547 2212 3040 11.68 203! 

75 47! 03359 ,,. 13630 1574ll ·2791 3065 11.90 20 39 

53.606 ) 37289 63.51 I 12039 8 314 4.9612 2213 3049 11.72 20.06 
75.5()4 )03112 73 18 I 13559 12 94ll 4.1067 2216 3041 11.72 20.08 
16 561 ) 0<478 70: 12955! 340! 691~ !15 3036 11.69 1978 

7682 ) 09203 23 62E 3.7704 22.20 3045 11.78 20.05 
1034 76.827 )02976 744~ I 13792 2307~ 3.1579 22 IE 3055 11.78 204~ 

1035 18030 )06616 69 78 1297: 105 7918 t~O 3049 11.90 20 38 

1036 76.926 )03672 7<44 I 137' 146~ 3.3104 2245 3043 12.04 20.48 
1037 77.47! )03529 1444 I 13792 130~ 3.5329 2172 3044 1121 19.• 

1038 73.585 )01354 7645 I 14392 29 130 2.5680 21 3033 1122 1943 

1039 71.661 )03997 73.8: ) 21439 5092 6.4629 2175 3033 1126 1912 
1040 78081 )03330 1743 ) 13792 23900 55303 2161 30 24 1111 1904 
104 78 228 )0<652 74 44 I 13691 I 84~ 3.6530 21 3024 1127 19.12 

1042 11.66<1 )03083 16.82 )08271 29 22E 2.5540 21 3044 1142 19 38 
104: 78081 )03133 1366 ) 21678 6347 5 7923 2176 3031 11.27 1956 
1044 58 24~ )08782 74 62 Ill 12 530 4.2374 2111 3021 1126 19.59 

1045 77.315 )02837 7691 ) 09203 21OM! 3.0169 2184 3042 11.39 19.88 
1041 I SA: !205 768: )0950: 29 230 •7551 2188 304: 11 19 75 
1047 '298 l03m 77. 15 I 13096 20 OS<J 3.2618 21.92 3059 11.54 19.64 

1048 18.087 )02608 76.91 ) 13116 220611 3.2405 2174 3007 11.16 1942 
104! 76.166 )01494 599 )45503 I 325 13.2300 2L83 3022 11.31 1966 
1050 79 375 )04362 7634 ) 21361 5783 1 2541 2161 304! 11.37 1984 
1051 78 643 )03384 769 ' ) 13176 21 0611 31513 2187 3043 1143 2003 

105' 16 22E )03179 769 I 13176 24 92E 2.6929 2208 3031 11.60 20 25 
1053 76192 )02353 741! )09123 210641 21668 21 9l 3062 11.66 20 26 

1054 75 227 )02732 7413 ) 09820 35 7611 22302 2211 3060 11.75 2014 
1055 .11· )04514 6933 ) 29565 2 758 8.3400 21 .82 3032 11.33 19.69 

1056 76663 )03428 7359 113744 21400 39087 2196 3000 11.36 20 31 

1057 76186 034: 734~ ) 1159, 8 631i 4 9601 2192 30: 1142 1955 
1058 76.37~ )03959 14 68 113 191 7611 3.3760 21 .81 3044 11.45 19.81 

1059 76018 )03116 1682 ) 13172 29 191l 25502 2161 3067 11.46 20 31 

1060 75 100 ) 1)<450 6933 ) 29565 3 123 8.5205 22 IE 3041 11.72 20.15 
1061 76620) )03184 1606 ) 13592 2397~ 34094 2201 3044 11.64 2024 
1062 75.375 )07919 61.78 )45601 I 279 13.7970 21.93 3028 1143 20.32 
1063 76.9~ )07113 76.88 )08901 291541 2.5558 219$ 3052 11.69 20 28 
1064 16 34l )02965 7694 ) 12611 26030 28303 2200 3061 11.63 1991J 
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T bl 7 C dD' fll 120 F P t t a e apa.cttance an unenstons o te I-ll roo ype c apacttors 
100Hz 1000Hz 10000 Hz Diameter Height Gross Volume Weight 

Cp(J.LF) D Cp ()iF) D Cp ()iF) D em em e e g 

1001 114.85 0.07342 112.0 0.67861 291.6 14.4320 25.68 30.79 15.94 28.19 

1002 115.66 0.03667 112.9 0.17900 368.4 5.3852 25.59 29.89 15.37 27.92 

1003 114.92 0.05242 112.5 0.32823 364.5 10.9830 25.65 30.44 15.72 27.66 

1004 114.66 0.03476 112.1 0.15963 378.7 4.7671 25.70 30.46 15.79 27.62 

1005 114.33 0.38610 111.7 o.19n7 368.7 5.7328 25.75 30.32 15.78 27.82 

1006 113.56 0.04006 111.1 0.21736 375.3 6.8421 25.79 3 1.49 16.44 27.60 

1007 113.89 0.03284 111.4 0.14605 360.3 4.1503 25.80 30.66 16.02 27.69 

1008 114.50 0.04025 11.8 0.20867 382.7 6.5792 25.76 30.3 1 15.79 27.77 

1009 114.36 0.03274 111.9 0.14651 370.1 4.2974 26.02 30.57 16.25 28.60 
1010 113.58 0.03460 111.1 0.16208 368.1 4.7997 25.82 30.48 15.95 28.51 

1011 114.52 0.03516 112.1 0.17975 377.3 4.9560 25.96 30.78 16.28 29.18 

1012 114.99 0.03397 112.6 0.15930 376.1 4.7952 25.93 30.92 16.32 28.96 

1013 114.59 0.03583 111.9 0.17394 372.2 5.0015 25.89 30.71 16.16 28.48 
1014 113.86 0.03849 111.2 0.19987 354.1 5.1350 26.01 30.6 1 16.26 27.89 

1015 113.78 0.05500 111.3 0.25586 339.2 10.9110 26.00 30.56 16.22 28.21 

1016 113.61 0.03705 111.2 0.18919 393.1 5.9826 25.94 30.49 16.11 28.12 

1017 114.03 0.04368 111.3 0.25256 370.1 7.7150 26.07 30.63 16.34 28.31 

1018 113.98 0.03466 111.5 0.16344 379.7 4.9483 26.05 30.6 1 16.31 28.31 

1019 114.43 0.04579 112.0 0.28623 350.2 10.5440 25.64 3 1.07 16.03 27.70 

1020 114.08 0.03444 111.6 0.16142 363.4 4.7278 25.56 30.69 15.74 27.94 

1021 114.26 0.03390 111.8 0.15990 371.6 4.5875 25.55 31.14 15.96 28.15 

1022 114.10 0.03699 111.6 0.18424 353.8 5.2253 25.54 30.72 15.73 27.89 

1023 114.88 0.03288 112.4 0.14780 367.6 4.2943 25.62 30.97 15.96 27.56 

1024 114.54 0.04219 112.1 0.23663 354.7 7.1509 25.64 30.63 15.81 27.53 

1025 114.60 0.03449 112.2 0.16314 375.5 4.9249 25.63 30.94 15.95 27.44 

1026 114.19 0.03424 111.7 0.15996 375.8 4.8123 25.77 30.84 16.08 27.57 

1027 115.13 0.03642 112.6 0.17216 393.7 5.4384 25.69 30.62 15.86 27.67 

1028 116.92 0.09154 115.6 0.49174 359.5 18.7480 25.64 30.73 15.86 27.67 

1029 116.29 0.03903 112.8 0.18499 362.5 5.1342 25.65 30.44 15.72 27.97 
1030 113.6 1 0.04726 110.0 0.20757 323. 1 7.9000 25.23 30.GS 15.36 27.52 

1031 115.14 0.03743 112.3 0.18903 303.7 4.3967 25.38 30.95 15.65 27.56 

1032 114.79 0.03599 112.3 0.17698 361.0 4.9986 25.36 30.67 15.48 27.43 

1033 114.23 0.05934 111.9 0.3513 1 407.6 7.6748 25.60 3 1.66 16.29 27.28 

1034 114.16 0.03495 111.6 0.16299 360.3 4.6302 25.58 30.44 15.64 27.30 

1035 113.71 0.04011 111.1 0.20307 329.1 5.9573 25.60 30.62 15.75 27.45 

1036 114.03 0.03442 111.4 0.16198 329.6 4.1860 25.55 30.48 15.62 27.39 

1037 114.25 0.03472 111.4 0.16250 347.2 4.3517 25.67 30.45 15.75 27.58 

1038 115.09 0.03472 112.1 0.20188 315.8 4.8668 25.62 30.51 15.72 27.81 

1039 114.2 1 0.03517 111.8 0.16988 386.1 5.31n 25.74 30.73 15.98 28.09 

1040 114.68 0.03938 112.2 0.20070 390.1 6.4753 25.74 30.60 15.92 28.38 

1041 113.07 0.03613 110.7 0.17926 370.9 5.4337 25.80 30.62 16.00 28.43 

1042 113.04 0.03431 110.6 0.15971 317.6 4.0881 25.80 30.74 16.06 28.34 

1043 112.94 0.03783 110.5 0.19479 350.0 5.7070 25.87 30.66 16.11 28.21 

1044 112.70 0.05705 110.0 0.34129 353.1 7.4921 25.93 30.46 16.08 28.11 

1045 112.64 0.03347 110.2 0.15122 354.9 4.3037 25.95 30.52 16.13 28.06 

1046 113.56 0.03967 111.0 0.20750 356.5 6.0640 25.98 30.46 16.14 28.16 

1047 113.97 0.03786 111.5 0.19176 350.5 5.6659 25.92 30.62 16.15 28.24 

1048 109.77 0.06956 101.9 0.16940 278.9 3.7636 25.93 30.32 16.00 28.52 

1049 116.25 0.04187 113.8 0.23592 424.3 8.4429 25.59 30.79 15.83 28.15 

1050 116.72 0.03626 114.1 0.16431 385.6 4.9937 25.50 30.58 15.61 28.07 
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TI1e prototype capacitors were tested at SPS following the test protocol defmed at the 
beginning of the project: 

• Test done at 37 deg C 

• Charge to 800 Vat 10 mA constant current 

• Discharge to 50 Q load resistor 

• Calculate discharged electric energy 

At SPS intemal test, the prototype capacitors can deliver an energy of 40-44 J. 

After preliminary evaluation at SPS, five prototype capacitors were delivered to SJM for 
their evaluation. 

Table 8. Prototype Capacitors Delivered to SJM 

Capacitors made from 2.5 um thick 1000Hz Diameter Heiatht Volume Wei«ht 
film. 30 mm wide, 2.5 mm margin 1 Cp (uF) D em em cc g 

mm offset 

SPS08B17·157·120·1002 110 0.042 2.606 3.163 16.86 
SPS08B17·157·120·1003 111 0.043 2 .683 3.171 16.61 
SPS08B17·157·120·1004 106 0.044 2 .608 3.166 16.90 
SPS08B17-167-120·1007 110 0.046 2 .620 3.192 17.20 
SPS08B17·167·120·Hl09 108 0.044 2.606 3.248 17.29 

ln general, SJM found most of the capacitors can pass their 850 V high-voltage test 'I11ey 
found the energy density is - 2.1 J/cc. In general, the capacitors can deliver the required 35 J 
energy for defibrillation, however, the energy density needs to be improved. 

3.4. Second Gcncntf.ion Ultr·ath.in Capacitor Film Production and High Encr·gy Density 
Capacitoi"S 

Milestone 6, April 30, 2010: 

Develop second generation film capacitors based on improved capacitor film to achieve energy 
density > 4 J/cc in the packaged capacitor 

1l1anks to the support of PA Nano, we produced P(VDF-HFP) capacitor film with thick11ess 
of2.1 !J.IU - 3 1-1-m in December 2008. 

In June of 2009, we worked with Steinerfilm on the metallization of the 2.1 ~11n capacitor 
film . A roll of 2 .1 !J.Ill thick film with length of 1,300 m was used. However, the film was 
damaged in the roll-to-roll metallization process. 
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As part of the risk management plan, we decided to produce another batch of capacitor film 
using our private funding. 

In October 2009, we performed a third-round of pilot production of high-dielectric constant 
capacitor film. As discussed in our last report, SPS and Solvay So lex is jointly developed a new 
P(VDF-HFP) resin which has optimized composition and high purity. Solvay produced 2,600 kg 
of such resin in September 2009 and SPS paid over €100,000 for the pilot film production. We 
produced 24 rolls of capacitor film with thickness from 2.0 ).Un to 7.0 ).Un. Table 9 lists the roll 
information of the 2.0 ).IIIl capacitor film. 

Tab! 9 SPS 2 0 e. . ).llll c ;<II ac1tor 1 n ro uce Ill cto er F'h P d d . 0 b 2009 
Roll 111 ickn ess ()lm) Length (m) 

SPS09-11 2.0 2,009 
SPS09-12 2.0 1,509 
SPS09-13 2.0 1,510 
SPS09-14 2.0 1,680 
SPS09-15 2.0 1,344 
SPS09-16 2.0 2,510 
SPS09-17 2.0 2,009 

Figure 16 shows a picture of the 2.0 ).Un thick capacitor fihn roll. 

Figure 16. A roll ofSPS High-K capacitor film with thickness of2. 0 ).Un. 

The special resin developed by SPS and Solvay exhibits significant improvement in the 
capability for pmducing ultrathin capacitor film. The .commercial resin contains more gels and 
the ultrathin capacitor film breaks frequently during the film production due to poor resin quality 
and contamination. By contrast, production of2.0 ).Un film with the new resin was very smooth. 

Lab-scale evaluation of the capacitor film confirmed the improvem.ent in fLhn quality. Figure 
17 summarizes the. results. 
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500 600 
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14.96 658.0 60 

700 800 

Figure 17. Dielectric breakdown strength SPS High-K capacitor film with thickness of 5.0 ~un. 

'l11c capacitor film produced in 2008 has dielectric breakdown strength of 576 V I!Jlll, and it 
increase~ to 658 V/~un in the 2009 capacitor film. More import;mtly, for the 60 tcstc;~d specimens, 
there were 11 with DUS helow 500 V/,Lun i11 the 200R tilm, while all 60 specimens in 2009 tilm 
have DBS above 500 Vhtm. This conlim1s the improvement in film qttality, which is critical for 
implantable medical devices. 

Since the 5 f.U1l thick capacitor ftlm bas improved dielectric breakdown strength, a roll of 5.0 
pm film with length of 2,510 m was u.scd t() fubricate the capacitors. 

Figure I X shows the design of the metallization. Figure 19 shows the pictures of the
pmtotype capacitors. 

For a 50 p.F capacitor using 5 J.Ltll thick tilm. the active are.a is 3.14 m2
, which is about 8,000 

times larger than the 111m test at lab scale (4 cm2). Due. to th~ existence or the free margiJL the 
total film area is 4.48 m2

• To wind the 50 p..P capacitor, 149 ill long film was used for each 
capacitor. 
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Metallization 
Heavy edge 4 mm 

<20 O/o Aluminum margin 

i.tamexu:£LBgu:i,,,,r 
11( 3o.o mill ·I 

Winding 

-ltJI:::mwMMM««t< 
k4K«MMMMMR®!MM«Zkw 

Figure 18. MetaHization Design ofthe 
Prototype Capacitors Using 5 f.llll 1bick 

Capacitor Film 

Figure 19. Prototype Capacitors 

The discharged energy density of the prototype capacitors wa~ measured by using a special 
test setup developed by SPS following the ~ame test protocol u~ed by our primary customers 
such as medical defibrillator and navy rail gun. 

During the test, the capacitor is charged to preset voltage at con!>1a111 current (- 10 mA) using 
a modified Trek 5/80 amplifier. The capacitor is hold at the preset voltage for 10 seconds, and 
thel) discharges to a load resistor through a high power IGBT switch. TI1e cun·ent flowing 
tlu·ough the load resistor is recorded with an oscilloscope. A Lab view program was developed to 
control the test process and record the charging and discharging data. 

Figure 20 Slllll lllaJ-izes the ruscharged energy densi.ty. 

Discharged Energy Density 

1f 6 of 50 J.1F Packaged Capacito rs, 1----loo,,.-+-----6.1 
23; Capaeito rs NOT Fall 

~ s 
·;;; 
r:: 
~ 4+-------~--------1-----~~~------1 

~3+------+------~~--~~----1 
r:: 
w 
] 2 +---------r---~~~--~~---+--~----, 
~ 
~ 1+---.. ~~~~~--~---------+--------, 
u 

"' 3 0~--~--~----~--~--~--~----~--~ 
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E (V/J.Lm) 
400 500 

Figure 20. Energy density of prototype capacitors made with U1e new 
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capacitor film produced In 2009 as compare with the film produced in 2008 
(prior to project start). Improvement in film quality leads to higher dielectric 

breakdown strength and higher energy density. 

With the support from PA Nano, we produced capacitor ftlm with higher film quality and 
higher dielectric breakdown strength, and the packaged prototype capacitors exhibit energy 
density over 6 J/cc, double the energy density of piototype capacitors made with film produced 
before the project started. 

The metalized capacitors exhibit significant size reduction as compared with previous 
prototype capacitors. Figure 2 1 shows pictures of SPS capacitors made from 3.1 ~u11, 2.5 ~tm , and 
2.0 ~un capacitor film. as well as commercial PP capacitors with 3 11m thick capacitor film . Table 
I 0 summarizes the size and capaci ranee density of these prototype capaci tors. 

Figure 21 . SPS prototype capacitors. 

a e T bl 10 C fS PS P ompan son o rototype c apac1tors 

Thickness 
Capacitance Diameter Width Volume Weight 

!lF/cm3 ~tF/g (I!F) (mm) (mm) cm3 (g) 

3pm PP 30 
Commerc[al for 

49.5 67.3 0.61 0.45 
benchmark 

3.1 j.lm 85 32.2 24.6 15.4 28 5.52 3.04 
2.5 um 110 30.7 25.7 15.9 28 6.92 3.92 
2.51!m 75 30.4 22.0 11.5 20 6.52 3.75 
2.0 )Am 89 32.5 19.3 9.5 15.7 9.37 5.67 

It is clear that significant progress has been achieved in this project Before the project we 
produced 3.1 j..tm film and an 85 ~t.F capacitor is about 15.4 cc in size and 28 gin weight At the 
beginning of this project (April 2009), 2,5 ~m wa1; developed and a 110 f.!F capacitor has size of 
15.9 cc and we.ight of28 g. The capacitance density is improved from 5.52 !!Flee for 3.1 ~tm film 
to 6.92 ~tF/cc. At the end of the project, we reduced the tilm thickness by another 34%. and 
produced the ultrathin 2.0 11111 tltick capacitor film . The capacitance density was further improved 
to 9.37 pF/cc. 

It should be pointed out that these are only preliminary prototype capacitors and no 
optimization of capacitor design has been performed. for example, all current capacitors are 
wound around a core wi1J1 diameter or 9.5 mm. The size of this core is about 2. 1 cc. and it 
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contributes to 22% of the capacitor volume. By using much smaller winding core or no core, the 
size of the capacitor can be further reduced. 

4. Summary of Comme•-cial Milestones 

TI1e commercial milestones include customer test of SPS capacitor film and capacitors, cost 
analysis, IP development, and capacitor film marketing. 

M ilestone 2. Febr uary 15, 2009 (Com plctcd) 

Commercial capacitor film manufacturing evaluation, including 

Cl. Evaluation of the feasibility of commercial capacitor film production process. 

C2. Cost analysis of capacitor films and manufactUJing facilities 

'Tite production of the ICD capacitor base film with thickness down to 2.0 ~un in a 
conunercial scale has been demonstrated with the successful film nm perfonned by SPS in 
October 2009. 

However, the film line costs over $10 million US dollars and is well beyond SPS budget. 
Furthenuore, the ammal consumption of the lCD capacitor film is approximately 6,000 kg and it 
can be produced even with the pilot line in two weeks. 

'Tite machine manufacturer and the pilot line owner have oiTered SPS for toll manufacturing. 
Once the prototype capacitor perfollllance developed in this program has been confinned by the 
!CD manufactmer, SPS can lease the pilot film line for 2-3 week$ and continuously produce the 
polymer film for ICD capacitor application. 

For the film run performed by SPS, the cost of the film is about $500/kg. However, this price 
can be reduced to below $150/kg if the film line is nmning continuously 24 hours a week and 7 
days a week for 3 week. 

One ICD capacitor will use less than 10 g SPS capacitor film. Assuming the film sale price is 
$1,000/kg, the film cost of one ICD capacitor is only $10, which is well below the current ICD 
capacitor price of $150. 

SPS is also developing high energy density film capacitors for other military and commercial 
applications. If the market of the film is over 100,000 kg/year, SPS may consider buy a special 
film line to manufacture the high energy density capacitor film. With this model, the cost of the 
capacitor film will be less than $50/kg. 

M ilestone 3. March 27, 2009 (Completed) 

C3. 2. 5 ~un film samples to customer for evaluation and customer send feedback 

C4. Update on JDA agreement and potential licensing agreement. 
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Tite 2.5 um capacitor film produced by SPS in December 2008 was sent to the customer for 
evaluation. The customer measured the mechanical properties and concluded that the 2.5 mn 
capacitor film is strong and sufficiently for winding capacitors. 

CONFIDENTIAL: SPS has signed an official agreement with one 1CD customer. The customer 
has paid SPS to obtain 18 months exclusivitv period for capacitor evaluation. SPS will not 
entertain, accept or discuss with any other ctt~tomers for the same application during the 18 
months. 

M ilestone 4. July 15, 2009: 

CS. Work with SJM to define the detail ed specifica tions on the lCD capacitors and incorporate thei r 
feedback into technical development steps of Milestone 5. 

SJM has provided a detailed requirement on the capacitor perfonnance for the 1CD 
application (see attached document). Table 11 summarizes their rec uirement. 

Voltage Capacitance 
Delivered Energy Energy 

DSR 
Leakage 

Energy Density Efficiency Current 
Requirement 850 v N/A 35 J 4 J/cc 75% 90% 0.3 mA 

Current 
850 v 80-120 ~tF >35 J 2.1 J/cc 54% 84% 0.5 mA 

Status 

While the current SPS film capacitors meet the voltage endurance and the delivered energy 
requirements, there are still several issues that need to be addressed for technology insertion. The 
most critical ones are the energy density and the energy efficiency. 

High energy density is required to the implantable device. Tite energy effi ciency is important 
to save the battery energy and e>.1end the battery life. 

To meet the customer requirements, SPS is planning to try several teclmical approaches: 

1. Producing capacitor film with thinner thickness. Tite thilmer the film thickness, the 
higher the capacitance density is. 'Ilte capacitance density (and the energy density) is 
proportional to the square of the thickness. 

2 . Improve the capacitor winding design. Current capacitors have wmding volumetric 
efficiency around 50%, and it should be improved to 75% to significantly improve the 
energy density. TI1is can be achieved by usi11g smaller winding mandrel and narrower 
free margin for metallization. 

3. Improve resin and film quality. By reducing the defects in the resin and the film, 
energy loss can be miltmtized and voltage endurance can be improved. This will be 
done by cooperation with Solvay Solexis. 

4. Utiliziltg the PECVD of Si3N4 to improve the energy efficiency and film quality. 
Higher film quality is critical to higher voltage endurance and energy density. 

It should be noted that the development of the film capacitor is a very expensive process 
which is well beyond the resources of this project. Fortunately, SPS has obtailted continuous 
support from the Department of Defense, Depart of Energy, and NIH on the development of the 
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advanced film capacitor technologies, and SPS is still working on these four approaches, as well 
as new polymer dielectric compositions. 

Milestone 5. October 15, 2009: 

C6. File fonnal US patents on lCD capacitor films. 

SPS and Penn State filed a US patent on the nanostructured multilayer capacitor film 
technology. 

Title "Methods to Improve the Efficiency and Reduce the Energy Losses in High Energy 
Density Capacitor Films and Articles Comprising the Same" 

US Patent Application No.: 611023,602, 2008 

With our intemal funding, SPS has also filed a new provisional patent on novel polymer 
dielectric compositions and another provisional patent on capacitor design: 

"Low Cost Hybrid Film Capacitor Systems with High Energy Density and High Charging
Discharging Efficiency", 20 I 0, 61/3 I 5,117 

"Capacitor having high-temperature stability, High dielectric constant, low dielectric loss, 
and low leakage current", 2010, 611314,355 

Milestone 6. April 30, 2010: Film Capacitor and Capacitor Film Marketing and Future Plan 

C7. Product Marketing: !CD capacitors, E:-.'temal Defibrillators, and Navy Railgun 

C8. New Product Development 

C9. Future Plan 

With the support of the PA Nano commercialization fund, we have further improved the 
resin quality, film capability, and capacitor perfonnance. We have recently produced prototype 
capacitors with energy density above 6 J/cc, doubled the energy density that was achieved before 
the P A Nano project. 

• The improved capacitor film quality and capacitor perfonnance encouraged us to launch 
our marketing and sales efforts. \'Ve attended the CARTS (Capacitors and Resistors 
Technology Symposium) USA 2010 at New Orleans, LA on March 15-18, 2010. We set 
up a booth to show SPS capacitor film products and advanced capacitors. Inquiries from 
several customers have been received and film sales have been stat1ed. 

• We attended PCIM Europe (Power Conversion Intelligent Motion) on May 4-6, 2010 at 
Nuremberg, Gennany to continue the marketing process. 

• We delivered prototype capacitors to our !CD customers. 

• We delivered prototype capacitors to the US Navy Railgun project for evaluation. We 
have had several phone conference with them to define the test protocol. However, the 
Navy is evaluating different technologies and they carmot make any decision now. 
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C8: New l'roduct Development 

• With the support of tltis P A Nano project, SPS has been able to integrate the capacitor 
resin development and production, pilot scale capacitor film manufacturing, film 
metallization, capacitor winding, and capacitor test and SPS has become the only US 
company with this broad expertise and capability. 

• ll1e success to deliver prototype capacitors in such a sho1t tenn has impressed our DoD 
sponsors and SPS has won three additional SBIR Phase II projects and four SBIR Phase I 
projects to develop and commercialize our next generation film capacitors target at 
renewable energy applications. 111e sponsors include US Navy, Air Force (Wright 
Patterson), DOE, and NIH. 

• With the govemment support, SPS is developing several novel film capacitor 
technologies at the same time: 

o High temperature film capacitors based on modified PTFE for power inverters in 
electric vehicles, wind mj((, solar cell, and smart grid. 

o Wide temperature film capacitors that can operate from -55 °C to 300 °C. 

o Nanodielectric for railgun and high power microwave system. 

o Compact film capacitors for Radio Frequency accelerators. 

• We were one of five companies in the nation that were invited by the DOE/DOD 
Interagency Advanced Power Group (IAPG) Capacitor Panel to discuss our capabilities 
in the development of advanced capacitors on Feb 4, 2010 in Washington, DC. 

• We were invited for a second conference with Air Force, Navy, Anny, and DOE to 
present our capacitor technology on April 26, 2010. 

C9: F ut u1·e Plan 

• The development and commercialization of the lCD capacitor are sti ll our priority with 
our new Air Force SBIR Phase II project and our NIH SBIR Phase II project. 

• To reduce our risk, we have recently developed a new dielectric material which can meet 
the ICD customer's requirement on energy density and charge-discharge efficiency. A 
provisional patent is being filed before disctL~sing with the customer. 

• Marketing and sale of SPS high K capacitor film and high energy density film capacitor 
will continue. SPS is in the process of hiring a senior marketing manager to be in charge 
ofthe efforts. 

5. Conclusions and Future Plan 

ll1is has been a very ambitious and aggressive project for Strategic Polymer Sciences, Inc. 
who has been trying to push the high energy density film capacitor technology to the commercial 
medical market. ll1e P A Nano support has been critical to the progress made in the last two 
years. 111e pilot scale inexpensive capacitor film production has been significantly improved in 
three trials and large rolls of ultrathin capacitor film have been produced. The capability to 
produce high quality capacitor film using melt extm~ion process distinguishes SPS from other 
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small capacitor companies which are using expensive solvent process and exotic polymer 
compositions at kilogram scale. 

The progress made in this project has facilitated SPS secure more R&D fi.mding to fi.trther 
improve the resin composition, capacitor film quality, and capacitor design. TI1e three new 
patents have enabled SPS to expand the market from pulsed power system to power electronics 
DC bus capacitors which include hybrid electric vehicles, wind eneq,'Y, solar energy, and smart 
grids. 'I11e novel film capacitors will facilitate the more efficient utilization of electricity, reduce 
the dependence of US on foreign resources, and help the war on climate change. The unique 
manufacturing capability and strong TP position will enhance the competitiveness of SPS in the 
renewable energy market. 

Due to the unexpected teclmical challenges in hlmdling ultrathin capacitor film, the PECVD 
of Si3N4 process has not been tested in the roll-to-roll process in this project. However, recent 
progress at SPS has revived our confidence in this technology. With the suppoti of US Navy and 
Air Force, SPS is planning a roll-to-roll PECVO trial on 6 ~u11 thick capacitor film, which will be 
perfom1ed at General Plasma at the end of June. 

lCD capacitor still remains one of the highest priority and shoti tenn high profit margin 
market for SPS. SPS is continuing the development and two new customers have been asking for 
samples to evaluate. 
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Contract # Nano-09-013 
Bayer MateriaiScience LLC (BMS) 

Final Report 

Dear Drs. Brown and Hermans-Biackburn: 

Please find atti!ched the Final Report for the Force Sensing Pad project. Your support has 
enabled the development of a strong platform technology, completely enabled by 
nanoscience, at Bayer MateriaiScience. We have also developed a good understanding and 
business case for the commercia lrzation of a potentially industry-changing pressure 
sensitive pad for wheelchair patients. Final steps towards commercialization ar-e .still under 
internal discussion, but the work has clearly developed a nearly-commercia l ready 
technology, business model and partners, and first class working prototype. 

Thanks again for your support. We look forward to future endeavors with the PNCC. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Alicyn Rhoades 
Principal Investigator 
Bayer MateriaiScience LLC 
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Deliverables 

Final Project Report 
Payment: $29,850 

Report Summary 
Through the PNCC funded Force-Sensing Pad project, Bayer MateriaiScience (BMS) worked 
together with partners from both the University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon 
University to develop a pressure-sensitive pad for the prevention of pressure ulcers in 
wheelchair patients. An in-depth market analysis revealed that existing market solutions 
which help caregivers and patients to minimize the occurrence of these preventable injuries 
are both too e~pensive and do not possess optimized physical properties for widespread 
adoption. BMS has developed a state of the art, nanotechnology-enabled solution for th1s 
major potential medical market in the PNCC f lexible force sensing pad. 

As stand-alone technologies, two patents have been f iled detai llhg the composition of 
conductive components and flexible pad design. It is expected that both the wheel chair 
market appllca:ion will be pursued, a$ well as other applications which stem from market
pull opportunities outside of the healthcare segment. 

Project Team Review 

BMS is one of the leading producers of polymers and high-performance plastics 1n North 
America and is part of the global Bayer MateriaiSclence business with nearly 14,900 
employees at 30 sites around the world and 2006 sa les of 10.2 bi llion euros from continuing 
operations. Our innovative developments in coatings, adhesive and sealant raw materia ls, 
polycarbonate~, polyurethanes, thermoplastic urethane elastomers and functional films
including carbon nanotubes- enhance the design and functionality of products in a wide 
variety of markets, including the automotive, construction, electrica l and electronics, 
household and medical industries, and the sports and leisure. fields. 

QoLT is a National Science Foundation Engineering Research Center (ERC) located in 
Pittsburgh whose mission is to transform the lives of people w ith reduced functiona l 
capabilities due to aging or disability. QoLT is a unique partnership between Carnegie 
Mellon and the University of Pittsburgh which brings together a cross-disciplinary team of 
technologists, clinicians, industry partners, end users, and other stakeholders to create 
revolutionary technologies that improve and sustain the quali ty of life for all people. By 
integrating information technologies and biomedical innovations, the resulting systems 
allow people to independently perform vah,Jed ;Jnd necessary activities of daily living so that 
they can more fully participate in society. 
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Development Highlights 

Significant progress was made though this proj ect in when considering both the platform 
technology and the SmartSeat Application. The following are considered to be highlights: 

Platform Development Highlights: 

· 0 System Materials Optimization 
New formulation for CNT UV curable coating 

• Optimized dielectric layer 
Robust 

0 System Design Optimizat ion 
Understand design impacts device efficiency 
Three sensing capabilit ies co-exist on one film 
Requires a balance of EE and materials expertise 

0 Manufacturing Optimization 
Materials developed for high speed screen printing 
Suitable for roll-to-roll applications 

Smartseat Application Highlights: 

0 Significant Learning from Clinical Evaluation Trial 
• Feedback enabled optimization of material and design properties for 

1ospital and pat ient applica tion 
0 Butler Streenprinting Partnership 

Materials optimized for the manufacture of this application at the 
appropriate scale 
dentified knowledgeable, collaborative partner for future endeavors 

·O Software Interface for Clinicians 
Medical staff expectations are now understood, and designs can be 
optimized to enable quick adoption 

0 Three Sensing Technologies 
• Pressure, temperature and moisture are critical to the medical application 

and have been integrated accordingly 
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The Evolution of the PNCC Force Sensing Pad 

Early Prototype Pad: 

The PNCC Force Sensing Pad started with an existing proof of concept pad that was a flexible 

polymer film sandwich with an 8 X 8 array of conductive carbon nanotube force sensing cells. 

The pad was manufactured by screen printing conductive si lver ink traces on polyether 

polyurethane film, followed by a spray paint coating of a waterborne conductive CNT matrix 

over the silver traces. The rows and columns of the sensor array were connected to the external 

interface electronics over a 16 conductor ribbon cable. 

Figure 1 Early Prototype Pad 

The main feature demonstrated by the pad was the highly f lexible conductive carbon nanotube 

coating that could not be reproduced using existing carbon black coatings. A carbon black 
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coating would require a higher loading to achieve the same conductivity, resulting in a reduction 

in the flex properties of the coating. The early generation pad had limitations in hardware and 

software that restricted the response of the pad in pixel resolution, response time, and 

reliability of the ribbon cable interconnects. However, the pad clearly showed proof of concept, 

and the PNCC project goals were determined using this model as the starting point. 

The first goal of the PNCC grant was to optimize design features of the early prototype device to 

meet specific application criteria that would be set forth by the joint effort of Bayer 

MateriaiScience and Quality of life Technology Center. As a competitive benchmark, the 

commercially available "X-Sensor"'" pad was chosen and discussed in detail. 

First Generation PNCC For~e Pad 

The critica l application criteria for the force pad were established and included: 

A highly flexible polymer film substrate that would not interfere with the any cushion 
material on the wheelchair. 

• A 16 X 16 force sensor array. 
The incorporation of temperature sensors on the pad would be very useful. 

• The incorporation of a moisture sensor on the top of the pad would be very useful. 

• The pad should be able to "breathe'' and not interfere with the circulation of air 
between the patient and the cushion. 

• The electronic interface should be located on the pad to reduce cabling. 
• The pad software should match the basic human interface features of the X-Sensor"' 

pad. 
• The pad should match the performance specifications of the X-Sensor$ pad. 

With these goals in mind the first generation PNCC pad prototype was designed to test out the 

electronic circuitry with a 4 X 4 force sensor array and temperature and moisture sensors. The 

prototype pad was screen printed in-house to develop and evaluate the CNT conductive ink and 

dielectric ink, and to test the screen printing and pad assembly procedures. 
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Figure 2 First Generat ion PNCC Pad prior to bonding the 2 f ilms together. 

Important lessons learned and observat ions with the first generation pad: 

• The water based polyurethane CNT dispersion for the conductive coating would not 
work for screen printing because the coating would dry almost instantly on the screen 
fabric and clog the screen. This led to the development of a uv cured CNT conductive 
coating that would not dry on the screen and was very easy to use. 

• The conductive CNT coating w ith a surface resistance from 104 to 106 is appropriate for 
this applicat ion. 

• A method was developed to electrically and mechanically connect the printed circuit 
board to the force pad. 

• The software and hardware for the electronic interface circu it was tested and scan rates 
for a 16 X 16 force sensor array can be as fast as 10 complete scans per second. The 
slow response of the early prototype pad was overcome with this model. 
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Second Generation PNCC Force Pad 

Based on the results of the first generation prototype, the artwork for the larger 16 X 16 
sensor array pad was generated. 

Second Generation PNCC Force Pad 

• Force sensing pad built on flexible TPU film 

• Silk screened 17 layers 

• Interface electronics mounted on pad 

• New Material: UV cured conductive CNT coating 

+ + + 

Figure 1. Second Generation PNCC Force Pad design for pressure, thermal, and moisture mapping. 

Pads were screen printed at Butler Technologies. A number of problems were encountered 
with the screen printing process and are summarized in the following: 

• The polyurethane fi lms would curl and distort when sent through the oven for 
curing the silver ink and under the UV lamps for curing the UV inks. 

• Due to the distortions in the film from the cure cycles, the registration between 
layers was off as much as+- 0.25". 

• Two film thickness of 10 and 20 mils were used but the curling of the 10 mil fi lms 
was so severe that it was eliminated from the trial. 

• The UV cured dielectric ink generated numerous shorts between conductive layers 
through microscopic pinholes in t he dielectric Ink. The layers were increased from 
the normal two, to three prints per layer. This increased the thickness and reduced 
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the flexibility considerably. Even with three prints per dielectric layer there was still 
a rejection rate of 40 % due to electrical shorts. 

• Adhesion of the Dielectric layer to the polyether polyurethane film was poor and 
would separate on some pads. 

• A water based polyurethane contact adhesive was ini tially used for bonding the 
films. However, this system would clog the screen mesh and was not suitable for 
screen printing. 
Problems were encountered with mounting the thermistors to the pads and getting 
a secure mechanical and electrical bond. 

• There were problems with Interference or cross talk between force cells in the same 
row and the mathematical method being used to de-convolute the interference was 
not working. At the time it was thought that high resistance shorts between 
conductive layers was causing random leakage currents that could not be modeled 
and that the next run of pads using reformulated dielectric ink would eliminate the 
problem. 

There were a number of things that did work well and included: 
• The sliver Ink Is very flexible and can survive repeated 1/8" bend radiu~ s tres~. 
• A method was developed to laminate the films to glass or metal as a carrier 

substrate. This eliminated the curling and distortions of the fi lrn and eliminated 
registration problems. 

• A polyester polyurethane film was tested for adhesion to the Inks and found to have 
excellent adhesion and was used in the next generation. 

• A commercial UV cured contact adhesive for bonding the films together was tested 
and worked very well. 

• A method was developed to bond and secure the thermistors to the force pads 
using a polyurethane thermoset adhesive prior to making the electrical connection 
with a silver epoxy and over coating with a UV cured polyurethane resin. 

Eight fully functional pads were generated for testing. Two were delivered to HERL and one 
to the Human Interface Software (HIS) programmer for evaluation. After initial evaluation, 
HERL reported that the pads were too thick and stiff to be used as a wheelchair pad. HERL 
also repOrted that the recovery of the force cells after a weight was removed was slow and 
this was found to be due to tackiness of the CNT coating. Extensive testing of the pads by 
HERL was postponed until the th ird generation FS pad was produced to address these 
obvious issues. DeliVery of a fully functional force pad was essential for the HIS programmer 
and rapid progress was made on the Human Interface Software while the third generation 
prototype pad was in development. 

I I , I ' II I 'II - ll- 1/ il l 
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Third Generation PNCC Force Pad 

Figure 2. Third Generation PNCC Force Pad, assembled. 

The screen printing process was moved to BMS for printing the next set of pads. The 
formulation of CNT conductive ink was adjusted to reduce the tackiness and improve the 
recovery rate of the force sensor cells. The formulation of the dielectric ink was adjusted to 
optimize viscosity, flow and surface tension to eliminate or reduce the number of pinhole 
shorts between conductive layers. Screen printing at BMS allowed the team to evaluate 
several formulations and complete significant in-house testing. However, the screen 
printing was done manually and therefore resulted in variable coating thicknesses; a 
problem that would not occur using professional screen printing machines. The pads were 
printed on 5 mil polyester polyurethane film laminated to glass sheets. The following 
observations were made on the third generation pads: 

• laminating the films to glass sheets allowed the registration between layers to be 
held to a very tight tolerance. 

• Using the glass sheets allowed the film thickness to be reduced to 5 mils. The th ird 
generation force pads are very thin and flexible and received a favorable evaluation 
on comfort from HERL. 

• The new formulation for the UV cured conductive CNT coating had very low 
tackiness and the recovery of the force cells after a force was removed was 
instantaneous. 

• The polyester polyurethane films had excellent adhesion to all the inks used in 
printing the pads. 

Nano-09-013 ~aver IVIateriaiSm:nce LLC //l9/2010 
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• Adhesive transfer tape was used to bond the two films together and worked very 
well. 

• The thermistor sensors were bonded to the polyurethane film with a polyurethane 
adhesive prior to applying the silver epoxy electrical bond and the polyurethane 
protective coat None of the thermistor bonds have failed (as of the date of this 

report?). 
• The new UV-cured dielectric formulation is a signi ficant improvement over the last 

generation dielectric coating. Even so, some films had to be rejected due to pinhole 
shorts. After extensive research, i t was found that pinhole shorts in dielectric 
coatings are an industry wide problem and extreme measures are taken to reduce 
the fa ilure rate. Rather than reformulating the dielectric coating, a design solution 
will solve the problem for FSP. The current pads are produced with two films with 
up to four silver and four dielectric layers on one film surface. Fourth generation 
pads isolate each of the three conductive silver patterns on individual fi lms. In 
addit ion to the silver trace, each layer will be coated with one dielectric layer, 
existing only for abrasion and oxidation protection. 

• The mathematici:ll method for eliminating interference or crosstalk of fo rce cells on 
the same row could not be implemented. The method failed when applied to the 
force pi:ld where leakage currents, fini te resistance of the signal traces and other 
variables caused singularities in the processing that were equivalent to a zero divisor. 
A literature search revealed an expired 1989 patent, U.S. Pat No. 4,856,993 issued 
to Tekscan, which describes the use of a negative feed back virtual ground op-amp 
circuit thi:lt sums the currents from all sensor cells on a given row. All cells not being 
read are connec ted through a multiplexer to ground and cont ribute no current to 
the op-amp input. The cell of interest is connected to the positive drive voltage and 
is the only ce ll contribut ing a current to the op-amp ci rcuit. This design was 
implemented and the crosstalk between cells on the same row was virtually 
eliminated. Under certain test conditions where large forces were being applied to 
a number of cells, cross talk could still be observed. Under normal pressure loads of 
a person sitting on a pad, the response was comparable to the Xsensor® 1

• Further 
improvements that will eliminate the crosstalk will be covered in the fourth 
generation FS pad. 

HERL Testing of the PNCC and competitive XSensor® Pads 

Two iterations of testing were completed, according to methods described in the M ilestone 
3 report. Both the flat-plate test and the Gel-buttock imprint test were used to compare 
the PNCC FSP to the competit ive XSensor® FSP. Initial testing results were reviewed in Apri l 
of 2010, and several problems with the testing setup were identified. After troubleshooting 
the technique, the two pads were re-tested in Apri l of 2010. In summ-ary, it was determined 
that the PNCC FSP performs at a competi t ive accuracy level to the XSensor® pad. Sample 

1 Xsensor® rs a registered trademar~ of Xsensor" Technology Corporation. 
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Gel-buttock testing is shown below, which depicts the force sensing reading from each of 
the two pads. 
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Figure 3. Gel-Buttock test fixture readout with 125 N force on PNCC pad. Sample data f rom 

repeatability study. 

Figure 4. Gel-Buttock test fixture with 125 N force on the XSensor® pad. Sample data from 

repeatability study. 
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From the f lat-pla te testing, accuracy measurements were developed for both the Xsensor® 

and the PNCC pad at different force levels. From the following two charts, it is clear that 

both the PNCC and the XSensor& pads are measuring at a known interval from the true 
measurement. This error is repeatable up to a reasonable force for application (>200 N) and 

therefore, accurate ca libration is possible as shown in the second plot. 

Accuracy Test Response 

3r-----------------------------------~ 

1,5 • 

2.5 +---------------/ __ .,..... ___ --; 

2 +-----------------------~~--------~ 

/ __ -------:l 

/ • . ./ / I • PNCC 
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1 
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I- U near(Calcu1ated ps1 ) 
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Newton Force to 4"X9" Plate 

Figure 5. Accuracy test response from the flat-plate testing on both the PNCC a nd XSensor® pads. Both 

are linear and accurate within a certain force range, but both need calibration for accuracy. 
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Figure 6. PNCC force readings after calibration. 
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Clinical Evaluation and Feedback of Force Sensing Pad 

Three clinicians tried the pad in cooperation with three wheelchair patients. 

Al l clinicians have Physical Therapy background and have experience In prescribing 
wheelchairs. For the wheelchair users, two subjects are spinal cord injury patients and the 

other is a cerebrovascular accident patient. Two of them use the manual wheelchair and 
one person uses a power wheelchair. After using the device for three hours, both the 

clinician and the wheelchair patients provided feedback regarding the device. Their 

feedback is summarized in the following: 

Table 1. Feedback from Wheelchair and Clinician user groups 

Pro Con 

W/C User 1. It is easy to use and good to see 1. Not sure is it worth to combine the 

this information. Toweltextl•re on the top of the device. 

2. Knowing this informat ion can help 
user correct their posture and 
manage pain efficiently. 

3. Like one type of educational tool 
to teach and help user relieve 
pressure. 

4. It is comfortable to sit on the 
map, and user is able to tell it was 
underneath him. 

5. The device is small and could be 
operated easily. 

Clinician 1. It was convenient that this device Mapping 
can be plugged in computer with 1. It was inconvenient to set up the 
(JSB port. orientation of the mapping without 

2. It is good to know this obvious indications and makers. 
Information through testing. 2. Pressure mapping crinkled easily. It 

would help to improve its flexibility. 

Software 
3. The Software was not easy to use and 

interface should be friendly. 
4. Interface is not clearly labeled. 

Temperature and moister va lue are not 
intuitive. 

5. It is better to offer user to adjust color 
coding based on clinician preference. 

6. It is inconvenient for clinician to 
compare different record during the 
evaluatJon. For exa01ple, comparing the 
data from different position and 

F· ' '" fl 1 Ull 
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cushions. 
7. This software cannot record user 

demographics and cushion information. 

8. The usefulness of temperature and 
moister are sti ll unknown. 

9, Moisture value was kind of high; the 
data from the moisture sensor were 
questionable. Besides, we could not 
really tell the moisture value was from 
environment, clinician hands or user's 
hip. 

10, Moister output had no time specific. 
11. Software was not stable at all. 

Sometimes the system will freeze while 
closing the window. 

In addition to the HERL study, BMS was able to follow up with one clinician fur mur e 
detailed feedback. This feedback is summarized in the following: 

Primary Materials Consideration 

• Pad crinkles when sat upon or when it is over a soft mat. This is also common with 
the competi tive pad and is a function of the pads being able to flex but not stretch. 

Design Optimization: 

• Cabling should come from the corner and not from the center of a side. This would 
simplify positioning the pad on more wheelchairs. 

• Reports of the software crashing during the clinical evaluations most likely were 

from an intermittently shorted USB cable supplied by HERL. 

• Clinician liked that the interface electronics were on the pad and had a simple USB 
cable instead of a wide ribbon cable to the computer with no additional boxes or 

power supplies. 

• Clinician liked the display options including the 3D and color mapping with easy 
display rotation. Stated that patients want to see a color map response (red is bad, 

green is good) rather then a numerical response. 

• Clinician stated that the Front/Back and Top/Bottom of the pads needed to be 

clearly marked. 
• Clinician uses the mmHg scaling on pressure display and liked the option to choose 

range scaling (psi, newtons, mmHg). 

Moisture and Temperature Sensing Feedback: 

• Temperature output may be better as just one number reflecting the peak 
temperature on the pad instead of the 8 individual readings. 

• Temperature and moisture readings are excellent ideas, but these aspects of the 

prototype need significant optimization. 

t\l~nii·J~ !Jd 
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Moisture sensor to sensitive. High end of range should be water saturation. 

• Clinician thinks a pad dedicated to moisture sensTng would also useful. 

General Feedback: 

• Clinician thinks a pad with inflatable bladders and control feed back for pressure 
relief would be very useful. 

• Cllnician likes the pad and thinks it is relevant and has other applications. likes the 
moisture sensor. 

The Importance of User Feedback to Technology Development 

In the true spirit of an integrated development project, the feedback obtained from 
clinicians, professional screen printers, internal material suppliers, and QoLT/HERL 
professionals culminated in the rationale behind the design iterations for the second, third, 
and upcoming fourth generation FS pads. 

Source 

HERL 

HERL 

HERL 

HERL 

General Topic 

Additional sensing 

capabilities 

Pad design 

Force sensing 

Sensing accuracy 

Feedback to R.H. 

Moisture and thermal 

sensors would be very 

helpful to caregivers 

2"a Generation pads 

were too thick and 

not flexible enough to 

be used as wheelchair 

pads 

HERL also reported 

that the recovery of 

the force cells after a 

weight was removed 

was slow 

High pressure loads 

were not being 

Impact to Project 

Thermal and 

moisture sensing 

aspects were 

developed for the 2"d 

Generation pad 

Efforts were made to 

thin the design for 

the 3'd generation, 

including reducing 

theTPU film 

thickness by 40% 

A less-tacky CNT 

coating was 

developed (UV 

cureable) which 

allowed for faster 

recovery and more 

accurate readings In 

real time 

RH determined the 

problem to be cross-

.. rW.Ll 
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properly detected talk between 

neighboring loaded 

cells, and 

reconfigured the 

actual design of the 

pad to accommodate 

higher force loadings 

with less resistance 

in the wiring traces 

Direct Clinician Electronic interface Clinicians revealed RH/Bayer 

Feedback that the software has MateriaiScience is 

several positive able to aide future 

attributes (3D investors with this 

mapping, etc) which advice 

will be mainta ined in 

future designs 

Direct Clinician Electronics Interface Interface needs to be RH recommends 

Feedback optimized for ease of benchmarking f iral 

use, and needs to software 

store and retrieve developments to 

data appropriately competitive XSersor 

products 

Direct Clinician Moisture and Moisture and RH worked with 

Feedback temperature sensing temperature sensing clinicians to establish 

devices are not "usefu l" units. This 

reported in useful data w ill be 

units incorporated into 

future software 

revisions 

Manufacturing Ease and practicality Waterborne coatings RH/TW developed an 

partnership of manufacture were not optimized alternative UV 

feedback for screen printing, cureable coating 

and clogged the which allowed fo· 

screens. accurate and clean 

screenprinting 

r·J·•no·fl9-l) t:: ~~t,.r~.l;I ... ;IJIS letle>:: l If< )/lOll 
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Refinement and Validation of Business Model 

The development of a sound business case for the FSP has required a clear understandin~ of 
the market drivers, size, and segmentation in order to build an appropriate value 
proposition for BMS. After this initial value proposition, a value chain assessment was 
developed to examine the cost/benefit to BMS for participation in each stage of the va lue 
chain. Based on these calculations, a proposal for business development is being prepared 
and will be presented to BMS leadership in the coming weeks. 

Market Drivers 

Several market drivers suggest that the FSP is a needed and appropriate device within the 
modern US healthcare system. These drivers Include Medicare/Medicaid reimbursement, 
legislative requirements, legal liabili ties, patient safety, rising health care costs, and a 
growing elderly population. In summary: 

Reimbursement 

• Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services will no longer reimburse hospitals for 
Stages Ill and IV pressure ulcers that are not documented upon admission. 

Legislative Requirements 

• New Jersey passed the 'Bedsore Sill' requiring nursing homes to replace existing spring 
mattresses with pressure-relieving mattresses to prevent the development of bedsores. 

• Similar legislation is expected to pass in other states. 

Legal Liabil ities 

• 17,000 lawsuits are related to pressure ulcer cases per year. 
• Average settlement ranges from $50,000 - $4,000,000. 

Patient Safety 

• 60,000 people die every year from pressure ulcer infections (Christopher Reeve, a 
victim). 

• Approximately 1.8 million pressure ulcer cases per year. 

Rising Healthcare Costs 

• Healthcare spending at $2.5 trillion or 17.3% of GOP in 2009. 
• $1.3 billion spent on surgical treatment of pressure ulcers in US. 

Growing Elderly Population 

• The 65+ population numbered 38.9 million in 2008, an increase of 4.5 million or 13.0% 
since 1998. 
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Market Size and Information 

Pressure ulcers, or bedsores, are defined as any lesion caused by unrelieved pressure 
resulting in damage to the underlying t issue. They are primarily caused by immobility and 
are particularly common among nursing home residents. Pressure ulcers are often 
associated with insufficient turning and poor body alignment while the resident is confined 
to bed. Long periods of sitting in one position, such as in a wheelchair, can also cause the 
skin to breakdown.2 Repeated skin wetting and abrasions from sheets can heighten the 
occurrence of pressure ulcers. A resident at risk can develop a pressure ulcer within two to 
si>< hours of the onset of pressure, making timely intervention critical. A pressure ulcer can 
form literally overnight, or in a matter of hours if there is unrelenting pressure In a 

vulnerable area. 3 

In 2006, 1.8 million American cases of pressure ulcers were recorded at a treatment cost of 
$1.3 billlon.4 Each year, 60,000 people die from pressure ulcer infections. In 2007, CMS 
reported 257,412 cases of preventable pressure ulcers as secondary diagnoses. For these 
cases the average cost was $43,180 per hospital stay. Pressure ulcer treatment cost Is 
directly correlated with the severity of the incident. Stage II pressure sore can cost upwards 
of $15,000 to treat, a stage Ill can cost up to $30,000 and a stage IV up to $90,000. Most 
commonly, pressure ulcers are diagnosed in the Stage II phase. A significant number of 
these pressure ulcers result from wheelchair patient usage. 

BMS will initially target the wheelchair market in both the hospital and nursing homes. 
Assuming a 3:1 ratio of wheelchairs to beds, a seven-year lifetime for beds and wheelchairs 
and projected prices per devices, an addressable market share at each stage in t he va lue 
chain can be calculated. 

Metric Numbar 
Annualized Number Ass um ption/Rcfere nee 

(7 year life) 

Nurrber of hospital beds 951 ,045 135,664 2008 AHA survey 

Nurrber of nursing home beds 1,700,000 242,857 2004 National Nursing 1-i::>me 
Surve 

Nurrber of hospital w heelchairs 317,015 45,288 Assutrption: 3:1 ratio 

Nlirrber of nursing home wheelchairs 566.667 80,952 Assutrption: 3:1 ratio 

Figure 7. Market size calculations 

2 htlp:l/www.mcdicalnew~nnday.conllaniclesl39327.php 

1 Mnry JHne Mntoncy, a nurse pracliiioner and certified wound spcoialisL, anti a consulltmC h• IUJn\y long-term ~-nrc 111cili1ics· i" 
nortlleastcm Ohio. 

4 
Notional Pressure Ulc~r Advlsory P:md 

tlam ·IJ'.l.() d 
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St.'neltlvlty A~3.1y~l.$ 
Low (10% market Medium {25% market High (50% market Addressablo 

share} share) share) M:uket Size 

Distributor s 12.624,024 s 31 .560,060 s 63,120,119 s 126.240.238 

Device $ 11.992,823 s 29,982.0S7 $ 59,004,113 s 1 19.928.226 

Sub-Assembly s 6,312,012 s 15,780,030 s 31 ,560,060 $ 63, 120,119 

Raw Material $ 467,089 s 1 ,167,722 s 2,335,444 $ 4,670,889 

Figure 8. Market share calculations. 

Value Proposition 

The following "soft" and "hard" va lue proposition elements can drive the demand for 
pressure ulcer monitors. The "hard" or quantifiablE! elements can be summarized as the 
pressure ulcer cost per bed or wheelchair, which can be utilized in va lue pricing the FSP. For 
hospitals, opportunities to reduce surgeries, hospital stays and legal fees could resul t in cost 
savings of $75,796 per bed or wheelchair. For nursing homes, the potential to reduce legal 
fees could result in cost savings of $26,250 per bed or wheelchair. 

Patient Safety. The FSP will reduce the risk of pressure ulcers and related infection, help to 
avert mortality and surgery, and also reduce the dependence of the patient on the caregiver 

or nurse. 

Productivity: The FSP will allow nurses and caregivers to spend less t ime shifting pat ients in 
wheelchairs, and also reduce the time that these professionals must spend updating the 
Braden Scale, which is used to gauge pressure ulcer development. 

Cost Savings: The FSP will enable cost savings from the prevention of surgery. The FSP will 
also reduce the length of hospital stays and reduce legal costs associated with pressure 
ulcer litigation. Hospitals are under increasing pressure to provide proof that every logical 
method for pressure ulcer prevention was in place during a patient's hospital stay. 

fill lll9 (! ! J /,.If 'f)l I 
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Elom@n\ Calcut~tlons Ho~prtal Cost References 

~rrbcr Of preventable hosplal prC$$Ufe uk:ert ~r year 2.57,41 2 CMS~r 

% ol PfUSuro ulcers th3t ate non·heel related 70% Dol!_, UojO(gflr, Mbol. E•W~ • 1~ 

l'*.irrber o( addressabl& pressure ulcers pet year 180.188 

ttos pih•l Costt 
Surgkal and hospaaf costs per pressure uter s 43, 180 CMS~007 

Legal Cos&• 
Nurrt>er of pres.sUfe ulcer \ftw sul.S per year 17,000 Meyo:J!41Jrtdalf"" 101' Edut:allon and RHHto'' 

%of b.w suits from hosJ)ital neglect 50% 
Vorillblo.AOSINI'O 80% fromllotP~ ~to. l~on 

fnA"'Jilo'Tit 
Averag-e 5enteme.n\ per prcnur~ uetcr q,w $t.l'~ ~ ,.ooo,ooo R~1990 

l:aw sul cost pet pressure ulcer case (am:>rtiz.e.d} s 33,021 

Total Cos t pt r Preuure lRetr s 76.201 

Co~t por Bed or Wheelch air 
AMualiz&d number of hosplat bOds 135.864 AW.. Sul'\'fJy 2008 

Annuali:ted number of hosl)le1 w he:elc~lr$ 4$,288 Au~J•1t410 

To ti l p ressure u lcer cost par bed or w hoe lc.,alr s 75,796 ,.. • ...,,.equal caft I«"""' bod"' whi!Okh.,; 

Figure 9. Value proposition for hospitals 

Bement Calcui<J.IIons 
HuJ&Ing Home 

Cost 
Roforonec., 

~ ol nursilg home p~es.sure ut:er.s per ye3r 159.000 N-Nfnl'l!lffl>mfl'li,..W :11104 

legal Cos" 
~ ot prenur• ulcer taw si.Ait$ per yt<tt 17.000 MI)O RountlaJIDf1 1ot ~duDIIIIOitNWI Rttan«on 

% ot lavl$ults fromnvrs~g I"!~ negk~t 50% 
VWJ.,bt• A.oe~m•~ from./tM()HM SO>$'~t«nnt~s1!19 
hom• 

Average t0$1 per pre:$.sure ulCer law su"l $ 1.000.000 """"'m 
law soil (:O$t pt.t f)('tSSUI't Uletrl «:3$0 {8ti"'GG1Ued) s 5),459 

Totai Co•t per Pf-en.vre I,JI~er s 5!,459 

Cost per Bed or Whoolc:hair 
AMualzed nun'bef ol tUSI'lg hooe beds 242,851 AHA Stn'oy. 2003 

Antll.l:at.ted norrbef of ruslng home wheefchan 80.952 Assui1PfiQI'I J l t iiiO 

Totol pr• ••uro ulc:ot eost por bed o r wheetchaJr s 2~.250 AlsumaltQUi!ll eostfOI OQinbad orw~ 

figure 10. Value proposition lor Nursing Homes 

Competitive Solutions 

The importance of medical reimbursement for care of pressure ulcers is not trivial, and in 
fact may be the primary driver for product adoption. CMS regulations state: "Effective 
October 1, 2008, the Centers for Medicare and Medica id Services will no longer reimburse 
the higher diagnosis-related group rate fo r Stages Ill and IV PrUs that are not documented 
on admission. In addition, formation of pressure ulcers in the hospital also puts the 
institution at financial risk of lawsuits." 

N~n· 09-0!3 7/29/2010 
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As a result, hospitals are now using this statute [CMS Regulation] as an opportunity to 
review their entire inventory of products used for preventive skin care to include pressure 
redistribution mattresses and chair cushions, positioning devices, skin cleansers, 
moisturizers and incontinence products. The use of pressure-redistributing support 
surfaces, consisting of beds, mattresses and chair cushions, is expensive and constitutes the 
biggest single part of a hospital's expenditure on pressure ulcer prevention. The lack of 
research on the efficacy and cost benefits of various pressure redistributing surfaces adds 
confusion to hospital decision making ability with regard to the competitive options that 
exist. These competit ive options are outlined below. 

Pressure Ulcer . 
P 

. T 
1 

. Technologtrs/Pro<lucls Notes 
re,enhon ec uuques 
Potienttumin~ (every - 2hrs) 

Skin Jnspt.'<llion (ewry..JSilrs) 

Skin crennlSimoisturizcrs 

Nuuitional supplcm~nts 

Comfmt pads and cu:;hions 

Pn .. -ssurc redistlibution pads 

Table 2. Competitive analysis 

Hospillll and long-tcnn e<~re 
proeedul'~ 

Hospital ~md lnng·lc::rm c;m: 
procedure 

Topical antimicrobial, which 
includes povidone-iodine and 
c-adcxomcr-iodinc products. 

;\rginme. glummiue. vimrnin!i. 
ProStal·t' 

A it•, gel, foam, wnh.'f 

Aqailn Airpulse, Ease Seating 
Sys1em G-100+ 
Eryo Air EDS 2000 
Pega!;u.~ Ail wave Allenl8 
Talley Trinity Medical Dynamic 
Cushion System, Huntlcigh 
Hc;althc~1n:~ Talley Group, British 
AsH."C. Pegasus Airwnvc. Ulue 
Chip Medical Products 
SenTcch Medical Systems 
Gra11anl .. f icld Health Products 
Ti1" Roho Group 
lnvacare Corp 
Sunrise Mcdi<~l 
Supmcor 

Xsensor®, llOHO Gll)up, Vista 
Medical, Tekscan, lllmlkigh, 
KCI, iShoe, Toclcx Controls, 
KINOTEX® 
S<11sor. NITTA Corp .. Osaku. 
Jo n) 

Labor i1\tcnsivc 
1..1\Wsllils a result of n..:g)cct 

labor intensive 

Lobor intensive. temporary 
Othcc risk factor.i ~till pr..:se:nc 

PJ·~urc and shear stress ri.sk li1<.:WI'S still 
l)t\."Setll 

Not cffcc;tivc over lim..: 
Pric<S r.~ngc from 560 -5500 

Over $2,000 lll'icc (- S2,9&0. Aquila 
Alrpuls~) 

Efficacy unknOMl 
Timed 

Ove-r S2.000 price 
Docs not measure shear, tc:mne1-aiure and 
o1hcr risk fb<:WI'S 
Only n static uss~..-ssment 
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Value Chain Analysis 

The va lue chain for the production and sale of the FSP includes four major participants, as 
shown below. 

Figure 11. Major value chain participants for the commercialization of the FSP. 

We have analyzed four different scenarios, each capturing the situation should BMS decide to 
pursue subsequent positions in the value chain. In the simplest case, BMS simply sells raw 
materials, and in the most aggressive, BMS would distribute the FSP. BMS has its core 
competencies in the raw material and sub-assembly stages and we see a strong opportunity for 
a start-up company to leverage these strengths to manufacture the device and distribute to 
nursing home and hospital institutions. It is important to establish the value for each player in 
the value chain, in order to minimize risk of any position that BMS decides to pursue. 

In summary, the gross margin has been calculated for BMS participation in each scenario. The 
following variable costs are associated w ith each position in the value chain: 

Raw Material Supplier Sub-Assembly Device Mfg Distributor 

Silver ink Thermistors Software 

Baytubes Thermistor mounting Circuit board 

Dielectric coa ting Screen printing Netbook 

uvcoatlng Lamination 

TPUfilm Curing 

Table 3. Costs associated witn eacn stage of the value chain. 

A preliminary margin analysis is given for each stage in the value chain where BMS could 
position itself. The estimated price, variable cost and gross margin per unit is given for each 
stage. At the sub-assembly stage, the screen printing process accounted for the majority of the 
tota l cost. The screen printing cost was estimated based on a ro ll-to-roll production process, 
assuming conservative 5,000 unit volumes. With higher unit volumes, economies of scale will 
reduce the variable cost at the sub-assembly stage. 

The estimated price per unit at each stage was determined based on anticipated margins and 
value-added. The conservative distributor price was determined based on the potential cost 

Ill oU UY IJlJ 7/21/2()1!) 
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savings for hospitals and nursing homes (value-proposition) and competitive pressure 
redistribution and mapping pad prices. 

The gross margin percentage is anticipated to be highest in the raw material and sub-assembly 
stages where the greatest value-add exists with the core materials and manufacturing 
processing. Given its core competencies in materials processing and manufacturing, BMS will 
likely position itself as a raw material supplier and/or a sub-assembler. 

Raw Sub-Assembly Device Mfg Distributor 

Material 

Supplier 

Price/unit $37 $500 $950 $1000 

Variable cost /unit $17 $222 $461 $514 

Gross margin/unit $20 $278 $489 $486 

% Gross margin 55% 56% 51% 49% 

Table 4. Gross margin estimat ion for profit at each stage of the value chain. 

Other Market Opportunities for the Platform Technologies 

Market opportunities have been identified in footwear applications, security applications, 

mass transit, and automotive applications. Currently, Business Groups at BMS are actively 

exploring the market potential in these other segments. These non-medical market 

segments represent areas where BMS materials are currently used, and therefore existing 

channels to market may be tapped for rapid commercialization opportunities. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Accord ing to our internal calculations with regard to the Smart Seat application, there is a 

two-year timellne to commercialization which remains. The cost of th is time line is roughly 

$800,00 and includes consideration of further product development, regulatory approvals, 

and the development of effective business partnerships for final commercialization. It has 

also been calculated that the demand for this type of solution will grow at levels greater 

than the GDP. Given these and other favorable calculations, it is expected that BMS will 

support the further commercialization of the SmartSeat either via direct commercialization 

or through a licensing model with partner companies. 
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Project Financials 

Category Amount Date/Status 

Total Project Costs $44,603.44 As of 6/30/2010 

Outstanding Obligations $24,000 As of 7/08/10 

--to CMU $4000 

··to Butler Technologies $10,000 

-- Close-out labor $10,000 

Funding Received $219,000 As of 7/08/10 

Outstanding Obligations $79,850 

-- Milestone 4 payment $50,000 Invoice submitted 

- Final Report payment $29,850 Report submitted 

rlano 09 013 7/29/2010 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Project Goal Statement 

The goal of the project is to develop gecko foot-hair Inspired polymer fiber adhesives as new sportswear 

closure materials. The desired sportswear closure specifications given in Table 1 were determined after 

discussions with Under Armour Inc. Our work plan includes material selection, fabrication, and testing of 

polymer f iber adhesives produced with various materials and geometries to achieve the mandated 

performance metrics listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Mandated specifications of the polymer fiber adhesives for sportswear closure applicatlons. 

Specification 

Number 
Specification Name Desired Specification 

Sl Shear force 
10 N/cm2 in dry conditions and 5 N/cm2 

in wet conditions 

S2 Peel force 
I 0.5 N/cm in dry and 0.3 N/cm in wet 

conditions 

Number of cycles over the product life: 

• lk cycles- 90% of original 
st rength 

53 Durability • 2k cycles - 70% of original 
strength 

• 5k cycles -65% of origina l 
strengt h 

54 Usability 
Open and close forces of <0.5 kgf per 

inch 

ss Closure patch size 25 mmx 25 mm 

56 Water-resistance 20 kPa (3 psi) for 2 minutes 

57 Washability 
Water cleaning (with a temperature up 
to <93° C) 
r--

58 Flexibility 
Flexible fiber arrays conforming to 
body curvatures 

59 Sound 
Silent closures for specific clothing 

closures 
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Technical Development 

In order to measure the performance of fiber adhesives, a custom-built testing setup capable of 

performing peel, shear, Md adhesion strength measurements was developed. This system rs also 

capable of performing repeated peel and adhesion tests to assess the durability of the developed 

materials. First generation fiber adhesives were manufactured using a micromolding/dip transfer 

method with two· part polyurethanes. The resu lt ing fil;lers hac;l a specialized geometry where the iiber is 

c:yllndrica l with a wider flat tip which we denoted as "mushroom tipped fibers•. Various fiber geometries 

were tested in dry conditions resu lting in a fiber design that achieved dry shear strengths of 5.64 ± 0.81 

N/cm'· (56% of Sl) and peel strengths of 0.71 ±0.30 N/cm (142% of S2). This design was also found to 

maintain up to 85% adhesion over 5000 cycles surpassing the high cycle requirements of 53 (Table n 
Fibers sticking to each other during fabrication and after repeated use were found to be detrimental to 

adhesive performance. 

A one-step mlcromoldlng fabrica tion technique was designed to decrease collapse during fabrication 

and improve the speed and the reliability of manufacturing. To further Improve manufacturing reliabllity 

and prevent fiber collapse, a stiffer two-part polyurethane was used as the fiber material. While the 

stiffer material solved the liber collapse problem, adl)eslve performance was poor. 

Our work with two-part polyurethanes provided us with valuable information in terms of fabrication and 

material properties. However, two-part polyurethanes are not suitable for high volume/high speed 

fabrication due to curing times in the order of hours. Therefore, we switched our efforts toward 

manufacturing fiber adhesives from UV curable polyurethanes provided by Bayer MateriaiScience. The 

curing time for these materials ranges from milliseconds to minutes depending on the curing system. 

Along with manufacturing fiber adhesives from UV curable polymers, we also started focusing on 

adhesion in wet conditions. While performance in dry conditions proved to be satisfactory (8.04 ± 0.54 

N/cm2 in shear and 0.64 ± 0.02 N/cm in peel), wet performance magnitudes were so weak as to not be 

measurable. To improve wet perform ance, fiber tips were coated w ith a specialized material containing 

a substance ca lled DMA using a dip transfer method. Fibers wit h the OMA coating demonstrated 11.46 i: 

0.42 N/cm2 i n shear and 0.50 ± 0.06 N/cm in peel in dry conditions, and 5.26 ± 0. 70 N/cm2 in shear and 

0.09 ± 0.04 N/cm In peel in wet conditions, which satisfied the specifications for Milestone 4. While 

coatings such as DMA remain as a solution for improving wet adhesion, the high cost for both material 

procurement and their manufacturing led us to use fibers Without coatings and focus on the properties 

of the mating surface t o improve the performance. 

In light of the previous findings, the fourth and final generation fibers were designed to reduce collapse 

using a hardening additive. The harderfiber material was found to have less fiber failure (see Appendix 

A) and more repeatable performance. After testing several different materials provided by Bayer 

MateriaiScfence, the opposing flat contacting surface was also changed to a waterborne polyurethane 

dispersion, Bayhydrol UH XP 2592. 
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Comparing our best measured performances With the specifications from Table 1, we observe: 

Shear Strength: Shear strength of 11.38 ± 0.41 N/cm2 (114% of Sl) in dry and 4. 77 ± 0.13 N/cm2 

(95% of S1) was achieved (see 1.4.2.1). 

Peel Strength: Peel strength of 0.41 ± O.o7 N/cm (82% of S2) In dry and 0.23 ± 0.02 N/cm (77% 

of 52) in wet conditions was achieved (see 1.4.2.1). 

Durability: The peel strength after 1000 cycles is approximately 60-65% of the initial value. 

Whi le this value is below the desired performance mandated by specification number 53 (which 

requested maintaining 90% of the peel strength after 1000 cycles), we are encouraged by the 

fact that very little performance degradation is observed after t he first 100 test cycles (see 

1.4.2.3). 

Usability: The opening force is Nl N/inch which is about one fifth of 0.5 kgf/lnch. This value is 

calculated based on the peel strength. 

• Closure Patch Size: The smallest patch sizes used in this project are -25 mm X 25 mm. However, 

during the course of the project, we developed a fabrication technique to manufacture larger 

patch sizes using many small patches (see 1.4.1.2] 

• Water Resistance: After subjecting our developed materia l to 20 kPa (3 psi) for 2 minutes, 

approximately 60% of t he fibrillar array stayed in contact w ith the oppos ing surface (see 

Appen~iX 8), 

Washability: After five wash cycles at 40 °C (recommended wash ing temperature is "cold" for 

the fabrics provided by Under Armour). performance showed no degradation (see 1.4.2.4). 

Flexibility: The final generation fibers are made from flexible materials. 

Sound: Fiber adhesives are found to be more silent than hook-and-loop adhesives. 

Commercial Development 

In August of 2009 joint development agreements were made with Under Armour and Sayer 

MateriaiScience. In the first term, IP rights were obta ined from Carnegie Mellon u niversity and a license 

agreement was signed with UC Berkeley. Adhesives were designed with the intention of being used as 

closures for outerwear. 

In the second term, options for scaling up were evaluated and cost estimates were made. We found that 

a complete production line (including a customized roller, and UV cure system) would cost on the order 

of $250,000 with an estimated mat erial cost of $0.21/in2 for 1.2M unit volumes. 

The first scaled up fiber arrays were made in t he third term and attached by Under Armour to opposing 

fabric samples to form closures (see 11.3.2). These fiber arrays were la ter modified to use a flat material 

as the mating surface. 

With a modified closure design, three apparel prototypes were produced. A glove was fitted w ith a 

f ibr illar adhesive wrist strap to replace-a hook and loop closure. Hook and loop closures were replaced 

on a jacket on the front and wrists. Running shoes were prototyped with three fibrillar adhesive straps 

replacing the laces. In the fourth term commercial development focused on Identifying possible patents. 
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I. TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT 

1.1. MILESTONE 2 

Develop the first generation fiber adhesives, using commercial polyurethane elastomers, for dry 
conditions at room temperature. The adhesives would hove properties roughly 50% of the desired Sl, 

52 and 53 product specifications as listed in Table l. 

1.1.1. Tl: First-Generation Polymer Fibers 

Produce the first-generation polymer fiber array samples using commercially available polyurethane 

elastomers. All consequent fiber array samples are prepared as one-inch square, vertically aligned 

mushroom shaped micro-fiber arrays. 

The fir$t generation polymer fibers were fabricated using a sequonce of photolithography, micro

molding and mechanical peeling. First. the exact replica of the final fiber structure (master template) 

was fabricated via photolithography from SU-8 photoresist. Then this lithographically formed master 

template of SU-8 fibers was used to form a compliant negative mold, which is silicone rubber. After 

having fabricated cylindrical fiber arrays, mushroom-like tip shapes were obtained by a dip transfer 

process. Consulting with Under Armour, polymer fiber adhesives were fabricated on -150 11m th ick 

adhesive thermoplastic urethane (TPU) sheets to facilitate bonding to fabric. First generation fibers were 

fabricated using ST-1060 polyurethane (BJB Enterprises, Inc) whose Young's modulus is -2 MPa. Figure 

1 includes a scanning electron microscopy image of the fibers and a large scale picture of the flexible 

fiber array. 

Figure 1: a) Photo of the flexible flber sample. b) A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of sample b (see 

Table 2). 

Table 2 details the dimensions of the resulting fibers. The tip diameter range between 1.5 to 2 times the 

stem diameter of the fiber for each sample. 
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Table 2: Dimensions of the first generation polymer fiber samples. 

Sample Name Fiber Diameter Fiber Length Center-to-center 
(J.~m) (jim) spacing (jim) 

a 20 so 62 
b 17 so 48 
c 40 125 98 
d 40 125 125 
e 40 125 160 
f 35 110 94 

1.1.2. T2: Test Methods 

Develop the test methods to measure the performance properties and compare to the desired 

specifications for dry conditions as listed in Table 1. 

A custom testing setup was built to measure shear and peel resistance of the fibrillar adhesives (Figure 

2). 

Figure 2: a) Picture of the test syst em used for shear and peel testing. Close up views for b) peel and c) shear 

testing. 

All the peel experiments were conducted at 1 mm/s. However, we also conducted experiments on one 

sample at different speeds to demonstrate the effect of speed on peel resistance. The shear testing was 

performed at 0.1 mm/s for all samples. 

Repeatability tests were performed w ith the same set up. Instead of the first fiber sample attached to 

the load cell, a 6 mm glass hemisphere is used to indent a f iber sample (Figure 3). 
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Figvre 3: a) Repeatability testing setup in isometdc view. b) Close up view of the hemispherical indenter and the 

fiber patch. 

1.1.2. T3: Characterization 

Characterize the performance of the first-generation fiber arrays In dry conditions. 

Shear and Peel Testing 

First generation fiber array samples listed in Table 2 made from ST-1060 polyurethane (BJB Enterprises, 

lnc.)were tested to quantify their peel and shear performance and compare with the desired 

specifications as listed in Table 1. 

Table 3: Testing results for the first generation polymer fiber arrays. Usted values are the means of three 

measurements and the corresponding standard deviation. Bold (red) values indicate that the desired specifications 

are met. 

Sample Name Shear Strength {N/cm2
) Peel Strength (N/cm) 

a 3.89 + 1.22 0.49 1. 0.15 

b 5.64 1. 0.81 0.?1 ±0.30 

c 3.66 ± 0.47 0.4?±0.10 

d 3.09±0.30 0.491.0.01 

e 2.41 ± 0.19 0.24 +0.07 

f 5.31± 0.72 0.95 +0.08 

Figure 4 shows the effect of speed for peel and shear testing. Results from both peel and shear tests are 

evidence for viscoelastic behavior as expected from polyurethane elastomers. 
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Figure 4: Rate dependence of a) peel, and b) shear strength for the fi rst generation polymer fibers. All of the tests 

were performed with sample b. 

Repeatability 

Sample f was tested for 5000 adhesion cycles to quantify the performance decay for repeated use. 

Results in Figure 5 shows that the performance drops by 15% after 5000 cycles. The results are-s% 

below the required performance at the 1000'h cycle. However, the performance is well over the 

specifications for cycle numbers larger than 1000. 
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Figure 5: Adhesive performance of the fiber sample ffor 5000 cycles and durability specification 53 (Table 1). 

1.1.3. T4: Second-Generation Fiber Material Selection 

Select the second-generation fiber moteriols from polyurethane products provided by Bayer 

Materia/Science. 

Although the f irst generation polymer fibers performed well and satisfied the desired specificatio~s. a 

major problem was f iber collapse during fabricat ion. Preliminary tests showed that permanent collapse 

could be prevented by using a stiffer material (such as ST-1085) for fiber fabrication. In addition, 

10 
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polyuret hanes used for Milestone 2 were two part polyurethanes. The curing times for two part 

polyurethanes are in the order of hours which make them less desirable for high volume manufacturing. 

We consulted with Bayer Materia iScience for using fast curing UV curable polyurethanes as the fiber 

material. The fast curing capability of UV systems allows for very high volume and fast manufacturing. It 

was also possible to obtain a wide range of hardness values with these materials w it hout drastically 

changing the material composition. Th is wou ld allow us to isolate the effect of hardness and perform 

systematic experiments. 

1.2. MILESTONE 3 

Develop the second-generation, polymer fiber array adhesives for wet conditions at room 
temperature. The adhesives would have properties roughly 20% of the desired 51, 52 and 53 

specifications given in Table l for wet conditions. 

1.2.1. TS: Second-Generation Fiber 

Produce the second-generation polymer fiber array samples using the polyurethane products provided 

by Bayer Materia/Science ond test their performance In dry conditions. 

As proposed in the Milestone 2 report, the collapse problem was reduced using a harder polyurethane 

(ST-1085) which also gave encouraging result s as the potential second generat ion material. However, 

the feedback from Under Armour, based on the samples made from ST-1085, suggested that this 

material lost adhesion quickly over several uses and therefore was el iminated as the second generation 

fiber material. Therefore, we focused on improving the performance of the first generation f ibers 

through improving the fabrication techn ique to eliminate collapse. 

In addition, fiber fabrication from uv curable polyurethanes, supplied by Bayer MateriaiScience, proved 

challenging to fabricate and set us back in our plan for the development of second generation fibers. 

Manufacturing a One-step Mold 
A process for manufacturing one-step molds has been developed as illustrated in Figure 6. 

a) b) 

fibers dipped onto polyurethane m1.1shoom tips cure 

c) 'lJUliBlJlllili d) 
LjogoooooooooooooC: 

e) f) 

Figure 6: A one-step molding process creates a mold from existing fibers so that mushroom t ips can be molded 
with the whole fiber array. a) A master mold made of silicone is prepared. b) Fibers are made on the master 

11 
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silicone rubber mold with hard polyurethane. c) The array is dipped in a thin film of polyurethane. d) Mushroom 
tips are cured on a flat surface. e) A new silicone master mold is created by molding the silicone on the fibers. f) 
Fibers are mechanically peeled-off to obtain the mushroom tipped fibe~ mold. 

Fiber collapse reduced significantly using this fabrication technique. In addition, this method allowed us 

to fabricate fibers from a wide variety of materials including UV curable polymers reliably. It also 

reduced the fabrication t ime by eliminating the spinning, dipping, and the extra curing stage fn the 

origina l dipping based mushroom tip form<~tion. 

ST-1060 polyurethane was used as the fiber material. Fibers had a base diameter of 15 J.tm, a length of 

SO J.tm, and a t ip diameter of approximately 30 (lm. The fibers were in a square packing arrangement 

with a uniform center-to-center spacing of 45 J.tm. 

1.2.2. T6: Test Methods 

Develop the test methods to measure the performance properties and compare to the desired 

specifications for wet conditions as listed in Table J . 

The experimental setup was similar to the setup used for previous tests as reported in 1.1.2. 

Shear Experiments and Results 

For wet shear testing we placed a 0.1 ml water droplet on the center of the TPU film. The dry fiber array 

was then centered over the droplet and pressed onto the wet base. Figure 7 shows how shear forces 

were applied t o the sample. Other than the light Initial compressive load (pre load) to bring the samples 

in contact, no normal compressive force was applied during shear testing. The speed of the stage was 

kept constant at 0.1 mm/s. The testing results can be seen in Table 4 and Figure 8. 

a) 

TPU 

bl 
J·' 

' .. 

Figure 7: An lllustratlon of the shear measurement. a) A preload is applied to the sample to allow the fibe~ to 
contact with TPU and push out excess water. b) A force is applied coplanar to the base of the fiber array. 

Table 4: Measured and target shear strengths for fiber adhesives on TPU 

Shear Strength, dry (N/cm2
) Shear Strength, wet (N/cm' ) 

Measured 5.54+0.77 1.77 + 0.46 

Target 5.00{50%) 1.00 {20%) 
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Figure 8: Shear measurement results. a) Sample force-distance data for wet and dry conditions. b) Average and 
standard deviation for 5 tests at 10 ~m/s speed. 

Peel Experiments and Results 

Wet peel testing was set up similar to the shear testing. 0.1 ml water droplet was placed on the TPU 

surface and a l ight preload was applied manually to force the f ibers into contact with the TPU film . After 

the preload was applied, the fiber f ilm was pulled away vertically from the TPU film as illustrated in 

Figure 9. The test was repeat ed 5 times and the pulling speed was kept at 1 mm/s. Peel results are 

included in Table 5 and Figure 10. 

a) 
+ Preload 

f iberarray -

~================W~a~rp=r======~ r' •J TPU I Gl~sHIId.. _ 

b) 

Figure 9: An illustration of the peel measurement. a) A preload is applied to the sample to allow the fibers into 
contact with TPU and push out excess water. b) Force is applied at 90o to the fiber array. 

Tabl11> S: Measured and target peel strengths for fiber adhesives on TPU 

Peel Strength, dry (N/cm) Peel Strength, wet (N/cm) 

Measured 0.151 + 0.029 0.01 + 0.01 
Target 0.25 (SO%) 0.06 (20%) 
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Figure 10: An illustration of the peel measurement. a) A preload is applied to the sample to allow the fibers to 
contact the TPU and push out excess water. b) Force is applied at 90° to the fiber array. 

1.2.3. T7: Third-Generation Fiber Material Development 

Develop the third-generation fiber materials with Bayer Materia/Science using performance and 

manufacturing us the primary criteria. 

Initial tests performed to check the compatibility of severa l UV curable formulations (provided by Bayer 

MateriaiScience) with silicone rubber showed that the UV polymers only partia lly cure on the silicone 

rubber with UVA exposure (UVA 400, HS Autshot). Also, initia l findings suggested that a fusion curing 

system with Gallium bulb partially solved this problem leaving very thin tacky layer on the tips of the 

fiber adhesives. 

Molding was also very challenging due to the high viscosity of the polymer and the fact that UV polymer 

does not wet the sil icone rubber, both leading to the polymer not filling the holes in the silicone rubber 

properly and the formation of fibers with either no mushroom tips or smaller mushroom tips. To solve 

this problem, we added several silicone surfactants, tried formulations with lower viscosities, and 

performed molding under vacuum. Preliminary shear and peel t est resu lts are shown for UV curable 

f iber arrays in Table 6 and Figure 11. 

Table 6: Measvred and target peel strengths for fiber adhesives on TPU 

Shear Strength, dry (N/cm2
) Peel Strength, dry(N/cm) 

Measured 3.95 + 1.29 0.52 ± 0.23 
Target 5.00(50%) 0.25 (50%) 
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6 

Shear (Nicm' ) 

Figure 11: Shear and peel measurement results for fiber array made from UV curable polymer on TPU. 
Testing parameters are the same as described In section T6. 

1.3. MILESTONE 4 

Produce the third-generation fiber adhesives, using the modified polyurethane products, for dry and 

wet conditions in room temperature. The adhesives would achieve roughly 60% of the desired S1, S2 

and S3 specifications given in Table 1. In dry conditions and roughly 30% of the desired specifications In 

wet conditions. 

1.3.1. TS: Third-Generation Fiber 

Prepare the third-generation polymer fiber array samples using modified polyurethane samples 

provided by Boyer MoterloiSclence. 

1.3.1.1. Materials 

Two types of UV curable polyurethanes were used as the third generation f iber material. The first 

material (Material l } was a mixture of Desmolux 2491 (Bayer MateriaiScience) and Genomer 1122 (Rahn 

USA Corp.) at 75% and 25% by weight, respectively. The second material (Material 2) we used was 

Desmolux 2491 without any additives. Young moduli for Material! and Material2 were calculated to be 

2.6 MPa and 5.3 MPa, respectively. The Young modulus of the first and second generation fibers were 

about 2 MPa. 

Figure 12: Top-view optical microscope images of a) 15, b) 40, and c) SO 1-1m base diameter fibers. 
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We used three different fiber geometries for testing. Dimensions of these f ibers are listed in Table 7. In 

addition, optical microscope images are shown in Figure 12. 

Table 7: Geometrical dimensions of the f iber arrays. 

Sample Name Base diameter (j.im) Tip diameter (j.im) 
Center-to-center 

Area Coverage (%) 
Spacing (J.lm) 

15 j.lm 15 31 45 37 

401ffil 40 71 90 49 

SOj.lm 50 98 120 52 

1.3.1.2. Fabrication Method 

UV curable polyurethanes were used as the third generation fiber materials. The manufacturing process 

was similar to the one·step molding described in 1.2.1. 

Since the affinity of uv curable polymers to silicone rubber is less t han that of two-part polyurethanes, 

molding was performed under vacuum to force the UV material Into the holes. With the help of Bayer 

MateriaiScience, we have investigated possible additives that would reduce the viscosity and help 

improve the affinity of UV material to silicone rubber. Proper additives are likely to eliminate vacuum 

molding requirements. 

Recall that, when cured against silicone rubber, UV curable polymers left an uncured tacky surf3ce 

which affected the durability of the fibers. We determined that it was the trapped oxygen in the silicone 

rubber that caused oxygen inhibition on the surface of the polymer, a known condition with UV curable 

polymers. In light of these problems, the fabrication method was modified to ensure proper curing of 

the material. In this fabrication method, the molded UV curable polyurethane was exposed to UV light 

(400 W UVA lamp, H&S AutoShot) for a short period of time (approximately 1 min) to ensure that fibers 

hold their shape and peel from the rubber mold w ithout damage. Then, to prevent oxygen inhibition, 

peeled fibers were cured in vacuum for 4 min. This fabrication method eliminated the curing problem 

and improved the performance and the. durabil ity of the fiber adhesives drastically. 

1.3.2. T9: Characterization 

Characterize the performance properties of the third-generation fibers in dry ond wet conditions ctt 
room temperature os listed in Tdble 1. 

1.3.2.1. Characterization Methods 

Shear experiments were performed using the setup illuStrated in Figvre 13. This setup is almost identical 

to the experimental setup used previously but includes minor modifications to improve contact and 

obtain more repeatable results. Experiments were performed at speeds of 0.01 mm/s, 0.1 mmis, and 

lmm/s. The contact area was approximately 1 cm1 for all tests. Reported results are the mean and the 

standard deviation of 3 tests per testing speed. 
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Testing was performed in " dry"," wet", and ''wicking" conditions. Dry condit ions refer to conditions at 

room temperature. For experiments in "wet" conditions, the sample was soaked in water until it gets 

completely wet. Te.;ting was performed while the sample was still wet. Experiments which will be 

referred to as "widing" were performed after the wet sample was dried with a wicking fabric for 1 min. 

a) .reload 

F.b r .w w J 
1 erarray -

lrl:' ======:::=;:::===:::l:j'l TPU 
. Glass slide . 

b) I Preload 

fabric , 't 
"- '"!.,'"*""""'Wr.:l!""",...,l 

Fiber array/ --...J.-..-=.!:!!::;;.;J. 
Flat polymer -

-fiber array 
Glass slide/Acrylic 

Figure 13: lllustratior of a) shear testing method used previously, and b) current testing system. 

Peel Testing: 

Experimental setup illustrated in Figure 14 was used to carry out peel experiments. As in shear 

experiments, peel experiments were also performed in similar fashion to the work conducted 

previously. Experiments were performed at a speed of l mm/s. The w idth of contact area was 

approximat ely 1 em for all tests. Reported results are the mean and the standard deviation of three tests 

per t esting speed. Dry, wet and wicking experiments were performed for peel following the same 

conditions explained in shear experiments. 

a) t Preload 

----Fiber array-

,J:!' ==========~•.....,.TPU 
. :;tass slide I 

b) 

Flat polymer- -TPU 
Fiber array 

Glass slide/Acrylic ] 

Figure 14: lllustratior of a) peel testing method used previously, and b) current testing system. 
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Testing Results 

The results from shear and peel testing under dry, wet. and wicking conditions for Material l can be 

seen in Table 8. The dash sign"-" in tables stands for values that could not be measured accurately due 

to the resolution limit of the load cell. All the results reported in the tables below are measurement 

resu lts at 1 mm/s for both peel and shear measurements. 

All the geometries were tested with fiber made of Material l . These results were used to guide us to 

select the best performing geometry as the SO 1,1m fibers. While the dry condition performance was 

over the desired values for fiber-flat measurements with SO ).lm samples, in wet conditions, both peel 

and shear were practically nonexistent. These results led us to select Material2 as the fiber material. 

Table 8: Shear and peel results for Material l . 

Test Materiall Desired 
Condition Specification 

surface 15 J,lm 40J,lm so J,lm Values 

Shear Force Flat 3.18 ±0.28 7.15 t 0.30 8.04±0.54 

(N/cm2
) 

6.0 
Fiber 3.26 ± 0.08 2.40 ± 0.33 3.31 ± 0.20 

Dry 
Peel Force Flat 0.36 ±0.02 0.56 ± 0.01 0.64 ± 0.02 

0 . .3 
(N/cm) Fiber 0.11 ±0.03 0.24 ±0.02 0.55 ± 0.13 

Shear Force Flat - 0.07 rO.O -

(N/cm2
) 

1.5 
Fiber - -

Wet 
Peel Force Flat - - -

0.09 
(N/cm) Fiber -

Shear Force Flat 0.69 ± 0.22 0.19 ± 0.25 0.11 ± O.o7 

(N/cm2
) 

l.S 
Fiber 0.98±0.49 0.82 ±0.16 1.38 ± 0 . .33 

Wicking 
Peel Force Flat - - 0.19 ± 0.09 

0.09 
(N/cm) Fiber - - 0.06±0.03 

Testing results for Material 2 are listed in Table 9. While dry results were lower than that obtained from 

Materiall, they matched the desired va lues for f iber-flat measurements. Surprisingly for wet 

measurement, we saw a drastic improvement with Material2 where both shear and peel results in wet 

conditions matched the desired values. Wet results included testing with both tap water and di-ionized 

water. 
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Table 9: Shear and peel results for Material 2. 

Material2 Desired 
Condition Specification Test surface 

SO~m Values 

Shear Force Flat 6.08 ± 0.40 
6 

(N/cm2
) Fiber 4.64 ±0.16 

Dry 
Peel Force Flat 0.56±0.04 

0.3 
(N/cm) Fiber 0.18 ± 0.02 

Shear Force Flat 2.74:!: 0.82* 
1.5 

(N/cm2
) Fiber 1.99 ± 0.20

1 

Wet 
Peel Force Flat 0.11±0.04* 

0 .09 
(N/cm) Fiber 0.08:!: 0.07 ' 

.. * d!-IOn lzed water, tap water 

1.3.3. T10: Test Methods for Temperature Performance 

Develop the test methods to measure the shear and peel forces and characterize the durability of the 

polymer fiber arrays at temperatures that range roughly from -10 •c to +40 •c. 
Characterization Methods 

Temperature experiments were performed with the test setup shown in Figure 15. This setup uses a 

Peltier device to control temperature. A styrofoam box was used to insulate the test area. A slit in one 

face allows a string to pull on the sample inside the box from outside. Automated linear stages were 

used in the same configuration as other shear and peel tests to control vertica l and horizontal motion. A 

temperature probe was inserted into the test area through a small hole. 

Figure 15: Temperature test setup 
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Results Summary 

The results from temperature experiments can be seen in the figure below (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16: Results for shear (left) and peel (right) at various temperatures. 

. . 

10 20 30 
Temperatur4 ('C) 

Rest,J its from temperature testing demonstrated that shear and peel strength generally decrease as 

temperature Increases. For peel testing the Peltier devtce failed during testing and higher temperatures 

cou ld not be reached. 

1.3.4. Tll: Forth-Generation Fiber Material Development 

Develop the fourth-generation fiber materials with Bayer Materia/Science by modifying the array 

material to perform according to desired product specifications in dry and wet conditions at a variety 

of temperatures. 

1.3.4.1. OMA Coating 

Although we observed an Improvement with Material2 where both shear and peel resu lts In wet 

conditions matching the desired va lues, it was of interest to additionally enhance the performance in 

wet conditions. For this purpose, we coated SO IJ.m mushroom fibers of Material 2 with 3,4-

dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) which is a modified amino acid that contains a unique catechol moiety 

and found in adhesive proteins In marine organisms, such as mussels and polychaete, showing strong 

adhesion in aquatic conditions. 

A lightly crosslinked DOPA-containing polymer, hereafter w ill be abbreviated as OMA, was prepared by 

adding divlnyl cross linking agent, ethylene glycol dimethacrylate, and a photo-initiator, lrgacure 819, to 

monomer mixtures of dopamine methacrylamide and 2-methoxyethyl acrylate (Figure 17). DMA coated 

fiber arrays were prepared by a dipping process into a thin layer of DMA-dimethyl formam ide solution. 

Then, the cross linked coating was obtained by exposure to ultraviolet light (400 W UVA lamp, H&S 

AutoS hot) for 1 minute. 
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Na, B,O,fNaHCO,In water HO 

'"'"''"":~·""' "~'"~ 
~ ~ Dopamine methacrylate 

HO~ 0 · HCI 

HO NH2 

Dopamine (DOPA) 
0 0 

Dopamine methacrylate Ethylene l!iycol dlmetllacrylate 
O.OO!Mole~ 

Crosslinked poly( dopamine methacrylate
co·2-methoxvethyl acrylate) 

Figure 17; Illustration of the synthesis of dopamine methacrylate and crosslinked poly{ dopamine metha:rylate-co· 

2-methoxyethyl acrylate) . 

Testing results for the DMA coated Material 2 are listed in Table 10, 

Table 10; Shear and peel results for fourth generation fiber material. 

Test DMA coated Desmolux 2491 Desired 
Condition Specification 

surface so 1-lJTl Values 

Shear Force Flat 11.46 ±0.42 
6 

(N/cm2
) Fiber 7.82±0.80 

Dry 
Peel Force Flat 0.50 ± 0.06 

0.3 
(N/cm) Fiber 0.56 ± 0.11 

Flat 5.26 ±0.70'" 
Shear Force 

3.62 ± o.n • 1.5 
(N/cm2

) Fiber 
Wet 2.91± 0.14' 

Peel Force Flat 0.09 ±0.04* 
0.09 

(N/cm) Fiber 0.11 ±0.04• 

., ' • dHon,zed water, tap water 
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1.3.4.2. Repeatability: 

Repeatability tests were performed for uncoated Oesmolux 2491 fiben and DMA coated Oesmolux 2491 

fibers . All fibers for these tests were SO ~m in diameter and NlOO 1-Jm i n length. Figure 18 shows the 

percentage st rength to cycle number obtained with a 6mm glass sphere test. 

150 ... 
- Uncoated 
.. · " DMA coated - wet 
---DMA coated- dry 

%:------1~0~0----~2~070----~3~00~----~40~0~----5~00 
Run Number 

Figure 18: Repeatability for uncoated fibers and DMA coated fibers 

1.4. MILESTONE 5 

Produce the optimized fiber adhesive using the tailored polyurethane materials to perform at a variety 

of temperatures In dry and wet conditions. In room temperature conditions, the performance would 

have properties greater than 60% of the desired 5l, 52 and 53 specifications given In Table l In dry 

conditions and greater than 30% of the desired specifications in wet conditions. 

For this milestone, along with efforts to optimize the f iber material, we focused our attention on the 

material selection for the adhering surface. It is possible to achieve desired properties by controlling 

both the fiber and the adhering surface materials. In that regard, Bayer MateriaiScience provided us 

with severa l candidate materials to choose from. Testing was performed for all to determine the best 

adhering material. Results are reported for the adhering surface which performed the best in dry and 

wet cond itions. 

1.4.1. T12: Fabricate Fourth-Generation Polymer Fiber 

Fabricate the fourth-generation polymer fiber array samples using the tailored polyurethtme material. 

1.4.1.1. Materials 

OesmoluxXP 2491 (Bayer MateriaiScience): Desmolux XP 2491 is used for the fabrication of fibrillar 

adhesives either as it is or as a major component in other formulations. It is an unsaturated aliphatic 
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urethane acrylate resin which contains isobornyl methacrylate as uv reactive group. Once exposed to 

uv light or electron-beam, it forms a very highly flexible elastomer. 

Desmolux XP 2491 was prlm;~rily developed as coatings for application by roller coating, spraying, 

curtain coating and printing on wood, cork, furniture, paper, parquet, plastics, glass and films. It can also 

be used to formulate temporary (strip) coatings. 

The viscosity of the material can be adjusted by using standard thinners (mono·, di·, tri· or tetraaci'Yiic 

acid esters) or solvents such as bUtYl acetate. The UV curing of formu lations based on Desmolux XP 2491 

requires the use of standard commercial photoinltiators. The addition is up to 5% or In concentrations 

that satisfy the reactive requirements of the application. In case of electron beam curing, good 

passivation is essentia l to avoid the risk of surface inhibition. 

SR 351 (Sartomer Company, Inc.): SR 351 (trimethylolpropane triac!'Yiate) is used as a hardener in 

Oesmolux XP 2491 as it increases the crosslinking density of the final cured product. It is a trifunctiona l, 

low viscosity, low volatility liquid monomer which offers fast curing response during free-rad ical 

polymerization. It provides weatherability, hardness and water, chemical, abrasion and heat resistant 

performance properties. 

Bayhydrol UH XP ZS92 (Bayer MateriaiScience): Bayhydrol UH XP 2592 is used as a coating on the 

opposing surface of fibrillar adhesive$. It is a solvent-free polyurethane dispersion whlch contains 

oxidatively drying groups in the backbone. The product is based essentially on a polyester backbone 

which also contail\5 unsaturated natural oils (soy and peanut) which are what oxidatively cure. A 

polyester structure such as this which conta ins these natural oils is commonly referred to as an alkyd 

resin. The polyurethane is formed by reaction of the OH functiona l alkyd with an aliphatic diisocyanate 

(isophorone diisocyanate). During the production of the product, this polyurethane is formed first, and 

then dispersed into water to form the dispersion. Once the product is applied to a substrate, the water 

evaporates and the oxidative curing takes place which adds some more crosslinking to the resin. 

Bayhydrol UH XP <592 was primarily developed for direct adhesion to metal surfaces, but it has also 

been found to work well on other substrates such as wood and plastic. 

1.4.1.2. Scaled-up Manufacturing Method 

Using UV curable polymers and silicone rubber, a large scale mold can be manufactured cheaply and 

accurately. Uniform fiber arrays are made using a mushroom mold with a one-step molding process. 

The. mold has raised edges w ith the thickness of the original master fiber array (see 1.2.1). These edges 

are used to maintain a uniform thickness. The f ibers are made with a UV polymer (Desmolux XP 2491). 

Up to eight adjacent fiber arrays are molded using the following process (Figure 19). 

A small amount of UV material (enough to cover the surface) is spread onto the mushroom mold. The 

mold is placed in a vacuum chamber long enough for bubbles to disappear from the mold surface. !he 

mold is removed from the vacuum chamber and the bubbles are manually removed by scraping. More 

UV material is added and a polypropylene sheet is placed on top to squeeze out excess material and 

flatten the back surface. The material is cured under UV light for 1 min (the lamp must be warmed up 

before starting the curing process). After partially curing, the fiber array is demolded. The array is placed 

in a portable vacuum chamber and cured for 6 minutes while under vacuum. Once fully cured, razor 
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blades are vsed to cut two parallel sides on the fiber array so that fibers adjacent fibers from a 

continuous line. 

uv light uv light 

~$$~ ~~~~ 
mushroom mold In vacuum 

I ij 
in vacuum 

c 1 c ~ I' I 
a) b) c) d) 
Figure 19: uv fiber curing: a) a silicone mushroom mold Is prepared, b) UV polymer fills mushroom fiber mold 
under vacuum, c) UV light partially cures fibers, d) UV light fully cures demolded fibers under vacuum. 

The fiber arrays are arranged with the fiber side down on a flexible sheet of thermoplastic polyurethane 

(TPU) which sits on a flat rigid surface to align the f iber tips to the same plane. The arrays are put in a 

row so that the razor-cut edges are as close to each other as possible. Figure 20 Illustrates how the fiber 

arrays are arranged. 

arranged fibers 

II II 'I 

TPUJ 

I 
Figure 20: Arranging lfber arrays so mat flbersurfaces are coplanar and edges are close. 

Mounting the arrays to a rigid surface is necessary so that the f iber surface can be exposed for molding. 

Figure 21 illustrates the mounting process. Small cracks between arrays need to be sealed so that the 

material used for mounting the fibers does not seep onto the fiber surface during mounting (figure 21 

(a)). A seal fabricated from the UV curable polymer is applied carefully into the cracks between fiber 

.arrays (Figure 21 (b)) and cured quickly (Figure 21 (c), around 1 min). If the UV material is not cured soon 

after being applied, it too will seep onto the fiber surface. It may be necessary to sea l the cracks in 

several stages to avoid seepage. 

With the cracks sealed, a large batch of UV material is applied to the back of the fiber arrays and a rigid, 

clear surface like acrylic is placed carefully so that no bubbles remain in the material. large bubbles may 

.affect the surface of the fibers. The uv material is fully cvred (Figure 21 (d)) leaving the fibers 

permanently attached to a rigid surface. 
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b) r uv polym1r seals crac~s 

d) 

polymer uacking 
\ 

• 

UVIIght 
c,>sc, 
~(~~ 

Figure 21: Mounting the fibers on a rigid surface, a) arranged fibers, b) uv polymer fills cracks, c) polymer is cured 
with uv light, d) more polymer is added and is cured onto acrylic backing. 

After the fiber arrays are mounted to a rigid surface, the bottom surface can be removed and the TPU is 

carefu lly peeled off of the f iber surface. With the fiber surface up, a 1/8 inch thick window is placed 

outside the edges of the f ibers, as illustrated in Figure 22 (a) which describes t he mold-making process. 

Around Sg/in2 of Silicone rubber (Dow Corning HSII) is poured to fill the window (Figure 22 (b)). A rigid 

backing material is placed on top of the silicone and weight is applied to the top surface to squeeze out 

excess silicone rubber and make the mold bottom flat (Figure 22 (c)). After 24-48 hours of curing the 

mold is ready to be de molded. If de molded carefully it should be possible to make another mold using 

the same fiber arrays. The final mold fs illustrated in Figure 22 (d). 

a) fiber array b) silicone rubb~r 

'\ F ~ h 
~~~~~~I b!:l C~· ~~~·~~ 

c) hard backing 
....., 

I I 

d) final mold 

r-------' 
Figure 22: Mold-making, a) a window is placed around fibers, b) snicone rubber is poured, c) a rigid backing 
material flattens silicone rubber, d) mold is demolded and ready to be used. 

1.4.1.3. Flat Surface Manufacturing Method 

Methods for manufacturing a flat surface to mate with the fiber surface were explored this term. 

Various Bayer MateriaiScience polyurethane dispersions (PUDs) were tested (see 1.4.3). PUDs are 

waterborne polymers that cure once water evaporates. Flat coatings of PUDs can be made with simple 

knife coating techn iques. Samples used for our experiments were made at Bayer MateriaiScience by 

curing the material directly onto a paper backing. In order to better control surface quality transfer 

coating may be used. Figure 23 demonstrates how knife coating Is used for PUDs. 
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a)PUD 

' CJ 

b) knife spreads PUD 
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c) water evaporates d) cured PUD 

~~~~~~~ 
Figure 23: PUD is poured onto backing (a), sheared by a knife to a desired thickness (b), and cured by evaporating 

water (c). The final coating will be thinner than the layer sheared by the knife because of lost mass (d). 

1.4.2. T13: Performance Characterization 

Characterize the product performance of the fourth-generation fiber array samples in dry and wet 
conditions and in the temperature range of -Uf C and 4t:f. 

1.4.2.1. Dry and Wet Performance 

Shear and peel performances were measured both in dry and wet conditions using previously-reported 

measurement setups. Results for the highest performing fiber sample/substrate combination are 

presented in Table ll. This optimized performance was measured for fibers fabricated f rom a UV· 

curable polyurethane (Desmolux XP 2491, Bayer MateriaiScience) with a hardening additive {1% by 

weight, SR 351, Sartomer Company, Inc.) on a polyurethane dispersion-coated substrate (Bayhydrol UH 

XP 2592, Bayer MateriaiScience). For all of these results, the measured values are compared with the 

desired benchmark values for this phase of the project, which are listed in the last column of the table. 

Results for other evaluated samples and substrates are presented and discussed in more detail in 

Section 1.4.3. 

Table 11: Dry and wet shear and peel results for fourth-generation fiber arrays 

Testing Desmolux XP 2491 + 
Desired 

Condition Specification speed 1% 351 hardener on 
Values 

(mm/s) UH XP 2592 substrate 

Shear Force 0.1 6.41 ±0.37 

(N/cm2
) 

6.0 N/cm2 

1.0 11.38 ±0.41 
Dry 

Peel Force 

(N/cm) 
1.0 0.41 ±0.07 0.3 N/cm 

Shear Force 0.1 1.50 ± 1.08 
1.5 N/crn2 

(N/cm2
) 1.0 4.77 ±0.13 

Wet 
Peel force 

(N/cm) 
1.0 0 23 ±0.02 0 .09 N/cm 

For all testing configurations, the benchmark desired values for this fourth generation material were 

surpassed. In shear testing, increasing the test speed tenfold from 0.1 mm/s to 1.0 mm/s increases the 

measured shear force significantly in line with the data reported for previous milestones. 
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1.4.2.2. Temperature Performance 

Experimental Setup 

nanoGri?tech, LLC 

For shear and peel testing, a temperature control system was designed to maintain temperatures 

between -10 •c and 40 •c. Figure 24 shows the system configured for shear testing. A water-cooled 

Peltier device is used to either heat or cool an aluminum testing surface. The fiber sample is placed in 

contact w ith the aluminum and cooled/heated via conduction from the surface. 

Figure 24: Testing configuration and cooling system. The temperature control system uses a water coolinJ system 
(a) to keep the Peltier device {b) from overheating. The Peltier device is controlled by a voltage regulator (c) and its 
temperature is monitored by a probe near the sample (d) , 

For each test, the fiber array and opposing flat surface were put in contact at room temperatures and 

kept in contact for 10 min while the temperatures was adjusted. This prevented frost and condensation 

from form ing on the interface. Because the surroundings were at room temperature (between 22 •c and 

27 •q condensation and frost formed at rates that we don't expect to experience in rea l world 

applications where the surface is likely to be close to the surrounding temperature. Contact time has the 

tendency to increase shear and peel strength somewhat but our room temperature tests were relatively 

close to previous tests with short contact t imes. Before each test the entire system is brought back to 

room temperature and the sample is dried in a vacuum desiccator for 10 minutes. 

Results 

Our tests showed, as expected, that shear and peel strength were highest at co ld temperatures and 

decreased consistently as temperature increased. The results can be seen below (F igure 25). 
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Figure 25: Temperature-dependent results for shear testing at 0.1 mm/s (left) and peel testing at 1 mm/s (right). 

1.4.2.3 Durability Performance 

Cyclical Peel Testing: Experimental Set~o~p 

Recall that the repeatability tests we performed previously were in adhesive contact using a 

hemispherical glass as the adhering surface. Although the results from that type of testing are very 

informative, fibers do not experience the type of loading they undergo in a typical peel or shear 

experiment. In order to better assess the durability of the fibers under use as closures, an automated 

preloading mechanism was fabricated and incorporated Into our peel force characterization apparatus, 

as illustrated In Figure 26. This mechanism automatically presses the fiber sample back into contact with 

the test substrate after each test cycle, allowing for data collection for mult iple cycles without a human 

operator. 

To collect data, the fiber array (A) is first manually pressed Into the substrate (B). Then, using a 

computerized contr·JIIer and data collection software, a linear stage (C) is actuated to move a spring

loaded preloading roller mechanism (D) toward the substrate. A$ the mechanism comes into contact 

with the substrate, the rubber roller rolls down along the length of the substrate, evenly pressing the 

fiber tips into contact until a predefined preload force, measured by a 10 lb load cell (E), Is reached. At 

this point, the stage is retracted away from the fiber/material interface, peeling the sample as it is 

w ithdrawn. Now, the apparatus works as before, using the same load cell to measure the peeling force 

required to separate the fibers from the substrate. When the test ends, the top section of the fiber array 

is still in contact with the substrate, allowing the process to be repeated for any desired number of test 

cycles by iteratively preloading the rest of the fiber array back into the substrate and peeling it off. 
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Figure 26: Peel testing apparatus with automated preloading mechanism which allows for multiple cycle durability 
evaluation. A fiber array sample (A) is first manually brought into contact with a test substrate {B). A linear stage 

(C) controls the motion of a spring-loaded preloading roller mechanism (D) which evenly presses the fibers into the 
substrate as the mechanism moves toward it. As the mechanism is retracted, the peel force required to separate 

fiber/substrate interface is measured by a load ceil {E) . 

Cyclical Peel Testing: Results 

This apparatus was used to collect data for 1000 peel cycle iterations for hardened fibers {fabricated 

from Desmolux XP 2491 with the addition of 1% by weight SR-351) on a Bayhydrol UH XP 2592 

substrate. The resu lts of this t esting are illustrated in Figure 27. The sawtooth nature of the data in this 

figure is reflective of the automated air-conditioned laboratory environment and the temperature 

dependence on the peel strength, wh ich was observed and discussed in Section 1.4.2.2. As the air

conditioning is activated, the environment cools slightly and the peel strength increases modestly. Once 

the room temperature set-point is reached, the air-conditioning turns off, and as the room warms up, 

performance declines slightly. This cycle is repeated as the thermostat alternately triggers and cuts off 

the cooling in the room. From this data, we can see that the peel strength after 1000 cycles is 

approximately 60· 65% of the initial value. While this value is below the desired performance mandated 

by specification number 53 (which requested maintaining 90% of the peel strength after 1000 cycles), 

we are encouraged by the fact that very little performance degradation is observed after the first 100 

test cycles. Because we do not have a dedicated setup for this type of testing and data collection for 

1000 cycles requ ires approximately 15 hours, we were unable to test for higher cycle numbers at th is 

point in time, as it wou ld prevent us from being able to run other tests or eva luate fabricated samples in 

our lab. 
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Figure 27: Durability evaluation of fourth generation fibers for 1000 cycles of peeling. 

Fiber Loss Quantification: Experimental Setup 

nanoGriptech, LlC 

800 900 1000 

Another way of characterizing the durability of the fibrillar materials is to quantify the damage to the 

fibers after repeated testing. To do this, we subjected a Oesmolux XP 2491 fiber array with a hardening 

additive (1% by weight, SR 351) to 100 cycles of manual loading and peeling from a Bayhydrol UH XP 

2592 substrate, stopping periodically to take a series of optical microscope images of the fibers. Image 

processing software was written to evaluate each of these fiber images to count broken and collapsed 

fibers after each periodic number of peel cycles. This software was run both in a fully automated way 

and w ith human supervision on each picture to evaluate its accuracy. Details of this software are 

discussed in Appendix A. 

Fiber loss Quantification: Results 

An optical microscope image of a typical fiber region after 100 cycles of testing is shown in figu re 28. A 

denotes a broken fiber, B denotes fibers that are merged, and C identifies an area of healthy fibers. 
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Figure 28: Optical microscope image of an array of fibers after 100 cycles of manual peel testing. A denotes a 

broken fiber, 8 denotes two merged fibers, and C identifies an area of healthy, undamaged fibers. 

Using our software to count 90 similar images, a figure illustrating healthy and damaged (broken o r 

merged) f ibers is shown below. After 100 cycles of peel testing, 3.6% of f ibers had been broken, 4.9% of 

f ibers were merged, and 91.5% of fibers were healthy. Since merged fibers could unmerge w ith 

repeated testing or prolonged relaxation, 96.4% of t he fibers in the array remained viable after this 

loading. 
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Figure 29: Results quanti fying the percentage of Desmolux 2491 fibers with hardening additive which have merged 

or broken after repeated peel testing from a Bavhvdrol 2592 substrate. 
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1.4.2.4 Washability Performance 

Characterize the performance of the fourth-generation fiber material after being subjected to water 

cleaning between tests. 

To evaluate the promise ofthefourth-generatlon materials for commercial sportswear closure 

applications, testing was performed to see how subject ing the materials to repeated cleaning In an 

agitated mixture of 40° C water and laundry detergent for thirty minutes affected its performance. Once 

the samples have been washed, they were allowed to fully dry before being subjected to the same peel 

testing protocol described above. figure 30 illustrates the effect of repeated washing on the 

performance of Desmolux XP 2491 fiber samples on a Bayhydrol UH XP 2592 substrate. From this data, 

no performance deterioration is observed wlth repeated washing. However, it iS importantto 

understand the drying characteristics of the fiber adhesives. 
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Figure 30: Peel performance of fiber samples after being subjected to repeated wash ing cycles. 

1.4.3. Tl4: Fourth-Generation Optimization 

Optimize the fourth-generation fiber material composition and/or chemistry using the test results by 

working together with Boyer Materia/Science. 

After discussions with Bayer MateriaiScience, it was determined that the UV-curable polyurethane used 

to fabricate t he fibers which generated these results (Oesmoiux XP 2491) was the only reasonable 

material for the envisioned fabrication process. A5.such, options for optimization were limited to 

modifying the substrate to which the fibers would contact or incorporating a hardening additive {1% by 

weight, SR 3Sl)lnto the uncured polymer. First, shear and peel testing was performed on Desmolux XP 

2491 fiber samples on a variety of substrates provided by Bayer MateriaiScience in both dry and wet 

conditions to identify which substrates resulted in higher shear and peel strengths. The resu lts from 

t hese tests are presented in Table 12. 
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Table 12. Shear and peel results for fourth generation fiber arrays in contact with a range of substrates 

Dry Wet 

Substrate 

Shear Force Peel Force Shear Force Peel Force 

(N/cm2
) (N/cm) (N/cm2

) (N/cm) 

AH XP 2741 6.06 ± 1.29 1.11± 0.15 0* o• 

UH XP 2592 5.62 ±0.11 0.72 ±0.12 1.20 ± 1.62 0 .25 ± 0.13 

C84 4.86 ± 0.60 0.40±0.22 ** .. 
XP 2637 4.50 ± 0.63 0.47 ± 0.03 ** u 

124 4.44 ± 0.43 o• o• 
u 53 4.34±0.32 0.55 ± 0.16 ** .. 

U XP 2643 3.53 ± 0.11 0.86 ±0.03 0.16 ± 0.15 0.07±0.06 

10 DLU 3.45 ± 0.17 

PU 402A 2.97 ± 0.32 

UH 340/1 2.65 ± 0.32 

U42 2.60± 0.60 

U XP2699 2.48 ± 0.16 

VP LS 2239/BL 

5335 
2.32 ±0.15 

.. •oue to the hydrophohe nature of thc~c motcnol<>, good contoct could not be made between the fobQrs •nd 
substrate, and no wet shear or peel forces could be measured; •• Due to the similar hydrophilic nature of these 
materials, no wet shear or peel characterization was attempted. 

After performing preliminary dry shear evaluation of our fibers on all of these substrates, only those 

materials which demonstrated dry shear forces in excess of 3.50 N/cm2 were subjected to additional 

testing. Wet characterization of most of these substrates proved difficult . Due to the hydrophilic nature 

of many of these materials, a considerable build-up of water at the fiber/substrate interface prevented 

the t ips from contacting the surface and making the wet shear and peel forces negligible. After this wet 

characterization, it was determined that only the Bayhydrol UH XP 2592 substrate demonstrated 

promising performance in both wet and dry conditions, and as such, it was chosen as the contacting 

surface of choice for closure applications. 

Another level of performance enhancement was evaluated by adding a hardening agent to our fiber 

materials, now in contact with only the UH XP 2592 substrate. The results of shear and peel strength for 

fiber arrays with and without the addition of the hardening agent are presented in Table 13, as are 

comparisons of the number of merged fibers and peel strength performance after 1000 cycles, which 

were both determined using the techniques described in Section 1.4.2.3. 
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Table 13. Shear and pee) results forflbers in both with and without the addition of a hardening agent 

Testing 
Desmolux XP 2491 + Oesireq 

Condition Specification speed Desmolux XP 2491 
Values 

(tnm/s) 
1% SR 351 hardener 

Shear Force 0.1 5.62±0.11 6.41±0.37 
6.0 N/cm~ 

{N/cm1
) 1.0 8.89±0.39 11.38 ±0.41 

Dry 
Peel Forte 

{N/cm) 
1.0 0.72±0.12 0.41±0.07 0.3 N/cm 

Shear Force 0.1 1.20 ± 1.62 1.50±1.08 
1.5 N/cm2 

(N/cm1
) 1.0 3.55 ±0.74 4.77±0.13 

Wet 
Peel Force 

(N/cm) 
1.0 0.25 ± 0.13 0.23±0.02 0.09N/cm 

Merged 
Not 

Fibers After N/A 30.8% 4.9% 
specified 

100 Cycles 
Dry 

Peel strength 90%of 

after 1000 1.0 40-50% 60-65% initial 

cycles strength 

From these results, we can see that the addition of the hardening agent has resu lted in significant 

increases in the shear strength of the specimens with a corresponding decrease in the dry peel strength 

due to the increased stiffness of the fibers. In doing our fiber loss quantification after 100 peel cycles, 

we also saw that the addition of the hardening agent resulted In a decrease in the number of merged 

fibers from 30.8% of the tota l array to only 4.9% of the array. This t remendous decrease in fiber col lap5e 

also helps explain how the hardened fibers maintain a greater percentage of their peel strengtn 

performance after 1000 cycles, while the observed peel strength offibers without hardening agent was 

only 40-SO"h of their initial strength. Complete results for fiber loss quantification of both hardened and 

unhardened f ibers are presented in Append ix A, as are data for the 1000 cycles of peeling for 

unhardened specimens. Considering all of these factors, Desmolux XP 2491 fibers with the addition of a 

1% by weight SR 351 hardening agent are proposed as the most desirable fiber material for 

sportswear closures. 
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II. COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

11.1. MILESTONE 2 

Complete the Licensing and Joint Development agreements with the partner$, Carnegie Mellon 

University and University of California -Berkeley. 

11.1.1. Cl: IP Right.s Agreement with Carnegie Mellon University 

An IP Rights agreement with Carnegie Mellon was successfully signed on June 30, 2009. 

11.1.2. C2: Evaluation License Agreement with University of California-Berkeley 

An evaluation license Agreement with UC Berkeley was successfully signed on May 4, 2009 for one year 

duration with the possibility of an extension. 

11.1.3 C3: Joint Development Agreement with Under Armour 

A Joint Developmeht Agreement with Under Armour was successfully signed on August 4, 2009 for one 

year. 

11.1.4. C4: Joint Development Agreement with Bayer MateriaiScience 

A Joint Development Agreement with Bayer MateriaiScience is finalized successfully after negotiations. 

However, the agreement was signed in the week of August 10, 2009. 

11.1.5. CS: First-Generation Fiber Array Samples for Under Armour 

Four fiber array sample patches were mailed to Under Armour on Aug. 10'~. 2009. 

11.2. MILESTONE 3 

Develop the first version of manufacturing scaling up options and cost analysis. 

11.2.1. C6: Manufacturing Scale-up Options and Initial Manufacturing Cost Calculations 

Current development efforts are focused on the selection/development of optimal polymer 

formulations for the near-term product applications identified above. One production system under 

preliminary consideration will be to use a roller-based system to directly fabricate the nano/micro 

fibers. 

Roller-based systems offer the potential for very low production costs with high volumes. Such roller 

based systems have become standard in the polymer coating industry, and incorporate the type of UV 

cure systems that we are working on from a research level to a continuous production process. 1'. 

co,.,plete production Une (including a customized roller, and UV cure system) would cost on the order of 

$250,000. As a first pass in calculating unit costs, we estimated the Initial cost of the fibrillar adhesive 

material at $0.21 in• for 1.2 M unit volumes. Th is cost will decrease over time due to economies of sca le 

and the decreasing cost of the polyurethane matertal. 
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11.2.2. C7: Second-Generation Fiber Array Samples for Under Armour 

We sent eight fiber samples to Under Armour for field testing. Their feedback from the first generation 

fibers was that during the process they attach the fibers to fabric, excessive heat and pressure damaged 

the fibers. Therefore, they cou ld not provide us with any quantitative data. The second-generation 

samples were sent for field testing were still in the silicone rubber mold. 

11.3. MILESTONE 4 

Integrate the fiber adhesives into to the sporting fabrics. 

11.3.1. C8: Attachment Method Design 

Determine the method of attachment of the fiber array samples to the substrate for field testing at 

Under Armour. Under Armour will provide the textiles, adhesives, films and other materials to be used 

as substrates. 

11.3.1.1. Scale-up Molds 

In order to make samples large enough to be used on garments, a new mold-making process was used. 

Using an acrylic jig and acrylic t iles, we created a continuous surface of fibers that was about 9 inches 

long and 2 inches wide. With th is mold we were able to attach a large array of fibers onto TPU leaving 

excess backing material to be ironed onto fabric. The scale· up mold and fibers obtained from this 

process can be seen below in Figure 31. 

a) b) 

Figure 31: Scale-up mold (a) and fiber array (b). 

The fiber array was attached to two fabric pieces with an iron so that the fiber arrays could adhere to 

each other to form an enclosure. The figure below shows the two closures obtained. 
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a) b) 

c) d) 

Figure 32: Enclosures, fabric 1 unnatached (a), fabric 1 attached {b), fabric 2 unattached {c), fabric 3 attached. 

11.3.2. C9: Third-Generation Fiber Array Samples for Under Armour 

Provide Under Armour with the third-generation fiber adhesive samples to for field-testing of l the 

product specifications 54, 56, 57, and 58 as listed in Table l. 

11.3.2.1. Field Testing Results 

The field testing re>ults provided to us by Under Armour were brief. They were able to test the shear 

and peel qualitatively and reported that while shear was good, peel strength was poor and needed 

improvement. Th is was expected as the scaling-up introduces some irregularities on the surface. In 

addition, t he samples we sent to Under Armour were very thick which decreases the peel performance 

significantly. 
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Figure 33: Fiber sample being sheared. 

Figure 34: Fiber sample being peeled. 

11.4. MILESTONE 5 

Generate new IP where applicable. 

11.4.1. ClO: Patent Opportunities 

Assess the patent filing opportunities with the partners on the fiber material design and 

manufacturing, fiber material composition, or fiber material integration to sporting fabrics 

We have identified several contributions to fibrillar adhesive technologies that have been made 

throughout th is project which we feel are significant and worth protecting through patents or trade 

secrets. The following sections serve as a preliminary assessment of patent opportunities. Future 
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discussions with Under Armour, Bayer MateriaiScience, as well as consultation with patent lawyers will 

be necessary to determine the best course of action for each contribution. 

11.4.1.1. Scaled-up Manufacturing Technique 

Our manufacturing techniques for sca led-up f ibr illar adhesive molding (1.4.1.2.) are novel and possibly 

patentable. We have developed a method to align the fiber surface of many small-scale fiber arrays ( less 

than linl) and mount the fibers onto a rigid backing. This method requires UV curing and other non

obvious techniques and produces an almost continuous f iber surface. 

11.4.1.2. Fiber Integration to Fabric 

Throughout this project severa l methods for fiber integration to fabric have been developed. In one 

method fibers are molded directly onto a sheet of TPU. When heated, the TPU melts and can bond to 

fabrics. Waterborne polyurethane dispersions (PUDs) can also be used in place ofTPU to attach f ibers to 

f abric. Both TPU and PUDs are currently used in the textile industry however patents current ly exist for 

attachment methods that apply specifically to hook and loop fasteners (1] . This precedence makes us 

more confident that a similar patent may be applicable to f ibrillar adhesives. 

Prototypes 

Three prototypes have been made using fibr illar adhesives to demonstrate their uses in the apparel 

industry. The clothing we used for these prototypes was provided by Under Armour. We began with a 

w rist strap on a glove which can be seen below (Figure 35). The strap was made by molding f ibers and 

attached to the non-stretch f abric using PUD. The fabric was then stitched to the glove. A f lat opposing 

surface was molded directly onto the elastic wristband. The wrist strap stays attached throughout the 

full range of motion of the wrist. 

Figure 35: A glove wrist strap being adjusted (left) and extended to a high loading position [right). 

Figure 36 shows a pa ir of shoe prototypes which use fibrillar adhesive straps to replace laces. The st raps 

and opposing f lat surfaces were attached to fabric using PUD and were then stitched to the shoes. 
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Figure 36: Shoes with fibrillar adhesive straps (left) and a user adjusting a fibrillar adhesive strap (right). 

Hook and loop closures were replaced by fibrillar adhesive closures on a light jacket (Figure 37). The 

fiber surface is attached to a fabric using PUD and the flat surface is molded directly onto a wicking 

fabric. Although these pieces of fabric were stitched to the jacket for the prototypes they would likely be 

attached directly to the jacket material in a full scale production. 

Figure 37: A jacket closure prototype open (left! and being closed by a user (right). 

11.4.1.3. Wicking Surface 

During wet testing we found that by adding a wicking material either on or adjacent to the adhesive 

interface wet performance increases. This is useful for outerwear such as jackets and gloves. We 

demonstrated that wicking improved performance in Term 3 (see 11.3.2.) and also demonstrated a 

method for integrating a wicking surface to a jacket closure. This wicking design and severa l unexplored 

options may be va luable as patents because of the large performance increase. 
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APPENDIX A 

Fiber loss quantification software 

Custom software was written to perform image analysis on opt ical microscope images of a fiber array to 

classify whet her each fiber in the image is either broken, merged, or healthy. Screens hots of fiber 

Images processed by this software are shown in Figure A1 below. This software begins by loading in a 

.jpg image captured by a camera during optical microscopy, as shown in Figure Al (A). The image Is then 

converted to black and white such that the f iber tips are separated f rom the background (B). Finally 

noise or dust is eliminat ed from the foreground and any incomplete fiber areas which are bordering on 

the edge oft he image are also erased (C). At th is point, by calculating and comparing the areas o' the 

f ibers left in the image, t he program is capable of accurately classifying each area as either broken (areas 

which are significantly smaller than the average area), merged (areas which are significantly larg:r t han 

the average area) or healthy (areas which are approximately average in size). It can also accurately 

count t he number or merged fibers in each merged area by dividing the area ofthe merged area by the 

area of a healthy fiber. 
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Figure Al. Screenshots from the fiber loss quantification software. (A); Raw .jpg image captured during o~tical 

microscopy; (B): The image Is transformed into black and white, where the fi ber areas are separated from the 
background; {C): Specks of dust and noise are erased, as well as any incomplete fiber areas which are touching the 

image border. 

While this program can be run w ith an operator who reviews the final image (such as the one shown in 

Figure Al (C) who can review the counts for each image to ensure accuracy, it was also modified to 

automatically scan through a directory of fiber images and count and classify each one. By comparing 

the manual count with the automated count, we were able to determine that this software extremely 

accurate. Results comparing the manual and automat ic count for both hardened and unhardened 

Desmolux XP 2491 are included in Table Aland A2, respectively. While the close mat ching of these 

resu lts demonstrates the robustness of the software, small inaccuracies in automated counting nay 

need to be rect ified in future generations of this software. 
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Table Al. Comparison of manual and automatic counts of broken, merged, and healthy fibers from a series of 

optical microscopy images of Desmolux XP 2491 fibers with a 1% hardening agent additive. 

Broken Fiber Percentage Merged Fiber Percentage Healthy Fiber Percentage 

Cycle Manual Automatic Manual Automatic Manual Automatic 

Number Count Count Count Count Count Count 

1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.6% 100% 99.4% 

2 0.0% 0.0% 1.5% 1.6% 98.4% 98.4% 

5 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.6% 99.7% 99.4% 

10 0.0% 0.0% 2.6% 2.8% 97.4% 97.2% 

20 0.3% 0.3% 1.3% 1.9% 98.4% 97.8% 

30 0.2% 0.2% 3.3% 3.6% 96.6% 96.3% 

40 0.6% 0.6% 4.2% 5.0% 95.2% 94.4% 

so 0.8% 1.0 % 6.8% 7.2% 92.4% 91.7% 

100 3.6% 1.2% 4.9% 5.5% 91.5% 93.3% 

Table A2. Comparison of manual and automatic counts of broken, merged, and healthy fibers from a series of 

optical microscopy images of Oesmolux XP 2491 fibers with no hardening agent additive. 

Broken Fiber Percentage Merged Fiber Percentage Healthy Fiber Percentage 

Cycle Manual Automatic Manual Automatic Manual Aut omatic 

Number Count Count Count Count Count Count 

1 0.3% 0.3% 1.3% 1.3% 98.4% 98.4% 

2 1.1% 0.9 % 0.0% 0.9% 98.9% 98.1% 

5 1.0% 0.6% 2.9% 3.4% 96.1% 96.0% 

10 0.0% 0.0% 3.5% 5.7% 96.5% 94.3% 

20 0.6% 1.0% 8.7% 9.5% 90.6% 89.4% 

30 1.1% 0.9% 11.8% 11.7% 87.0% 87.5% 

40 0.5% 0.4% 18.0% 16.8% 81.5% 82.8% 

50 0.2% 0.1% 21.8% 21.0% 78.0% 78.9% 

100 1.4% 0.9% 30.8% 23.9% 67.8% 75.2% 
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Durability Performance for hardened and unhardened Oesmolux XP 2491 

Peel strength data for both hardened (1% by weight SR 351, Sartomer) and unhardened Desmolux XP 

2491 fibers subjected to 1000 loading and unloading cycles is presented in Figure A2. Here, we can see 

that the sample without hardener gradually deteriorates in performance until the final peel strength is 

only 40-50% of the in itia l strength when testing began. Again, the sawtooth behavior of the curve is due 

to changes in environment temperature due to the laboratory's automated air conditioning system. 
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Figure A2: Durability evaluation of fourth generation fibers for 1000 cycles of peeling. 
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APPENDIX B 

The water resistance measurements were performed In a pressure chamber. The fiber adhesive was 

brought in contact with the mating surface in dry conditions and the fiber adhesive/opposing surface 

was placed under water in a Petri dish. The dish was then placed in the pressure chamber and the 

chamber was pressurized to 20 kPa {3 psi). After subjecting our developed material to 20 kPa for 2 min, 

approximately 60% of the fibrillar array st ayed in contact with the opposing surface as seen in Figure Bl. 
While this system provides partial water resistance, a more effective sealing system could be 

manufactured using flat sealing flaps on the periphery of the fiber array. 

FigurE! 81. Image of the fiber array after wato;,r resistance test at 20 kPa for 2 min. The clear area on the fringes of 

the left image indicates that water seeped in between the fibers. The opaque area at the center of the fiber arrays 

indicated that this region is completely dry and water could not penetrate in between the fibers. The image on the 

right is a close up view of the interface between the dry and wet regions of the sample. 

45 
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Background 

The goal of this project was to commercialize nanoscale self-assembling block 
copolymer additives that will become the next generation of toughening agents for 
epoxies focusing on wind energy and electronic material applications. Prior to the start 
of the work on the PNMCC grant, Arkema had developed technology to make block 
copolymers using either controlled radical polymerization or anionic polymerization. 
Research had been performed on the use of block copolymers for toughening of epoxy 
resins. Several block copolymers grades had been commercialized under the 
Nanostrength® trade name. These grades allow for excellent toughening with good 
maintenance ofTgand modulus and had achieved low volume commercial success in 
epoxy prepreg applications such as sporting goods. A downside of these grades was the 
10-20X increases in viscosity of the resin when using block copolymer toughening agents 
in epoxy resins at 5-10% loading. Many of the hlgh volume opportunities for 
toughening of epoxies could not tolerate this viscosity increase. There was high 
motivation to develop block copolymer toughening agents which could achieve similar 
thermal and mechanical properties to commercial grades, but due so with much less 
effect on viscosiry. In particular, wind energy and electronic materials applications were 
targeted as high growth markets where the unique properties of block copolymer 
toughening agents could bring value. 

Commercial and technical effotts were carried out over the course of the grant to aohleve 
the goal. 

Interactions with Key Customers 

The initial commercial efforts consisted in having detailed meeting with charter 
customers to understand the need for new technology. For wind energy applications, 
meetings were held with Hellion (largest manufacturer of epoxy resin for wind 
applications), Cook, Asbland,lnterplastics (UPRIVER manufacturer for wind 
applications) TPl, MfG (two wind blade manufacturers) and GE (wind turbine 
manufacturer). 

ln the wind energy area , customers clearly stated that the major short-tenn technical need 
for toughening is in the area of structural adhesives. Increased fatigue life without 
sacrificing modulus is the critical property that could bring value to new adhesives. 

Toughening of the wind blade composite potentially provides a large volume but long
tenn opportunity. Pocus is needed on epoxy, vinyl ester resin (VER) and unsaturated 
polyester resi11 (UPR) systems, as it is not clear wltich technology will be dominant for 
wind blades. Fatigue improvements with minimal increase in viscosi ty are the key 
driving factors. 

For electronic materials, meetings were held with Hex ion (world leader in supply of 
epoxy resin for printed circuit boards, PCB), Endicott (PCB manufucturer) and Henkel 
(electronic adhesive fabricator) In electronic materials, a high volume opportunity exists 
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for toughening of printed circuit boards. Regulatory measures have forced the 
introduction of new materials into the industry. An opportunity exists for improved 
perfonnance via introduction of a new toughener. 

Blectronic adhesives represent a lower volume, but high margin opportunity. These 
higher performance materials are constantly looking for improved properties (toughness, 
viscosity, CTE, Tg). 

Establishing Apptica tive Manufacturing and T esting T echniques 

lnitialtechnical efforts were closely tied to the commercial development efforts. 
Working with charter customers, samples were provided to Arkema for evaluation of 
block copolymers in customer-specified resins. Customers also provided a blueprint for 
the manufacturer and testing of representative samples: 

• For electronic and wind energy adhesives, material was purchased and plans were 
outlined for making adhesive samples. For adhesive testing, lap shear. T peal and 
double cantilever beam testing would be curried out. 

• For PCBs, lruninotes would be made by first usi11g solvent cast epoxy prepregs. 
The prepregs would then be formed into a laminate in a heated press. Testing of 
these materials would employ techniques such as falling weight dart drop and 
interlaminar fracture toughness. 

• For wind energy composites, infusion processing would be performed to make 
test specimens. An infusion table was designed and purchased. Testing would 
include inter-laminar fracture toughness and flexural strength. 

To better understand the relationship between block copolymer co.mposition and 
mechanical and rheological properties, screening was a lso done in customer resins and 
clear t:ast cured resin samples (without any fiber reinforcement). This testing included 
viscosity measurements, single edged notched beam fracture touglmess, tensile testing 
and dynamic mechanical analysis ( forT g measurement). Effotts were focused on 
maximizing mechanical properties while minimizing bolh viscosity and raw material 
cost. Initial results showed promise using block copolymer with an epoxy miscible block 
which contained reactive methncrylic acid units. 

M arket Analysis 

The major c01runercial development effort for milestone 3 was complete market analysis 
of wind energy and electronic material applications. Market analysis was perfonned 
using customer interactions aJ\d information from SRJ and Frost and Sullivan market 
reports, DOE 20% by 2030 report, American Wind Energy Association, talks in Wind 
Session at 2010 Materials Challenges for Alternative Energy Conference, Cocoa Beach, 
FL, and repons in Composites World (2008) and E Composites tnc. The charts below 
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(tables 1-4) illustrate the approximate market size and anticipated market growth for each 
of the following markets: 

Table I: Thermoset Resin Use For Wind Ener!!.V Comoosites 

Thannoset Resin 
Consr.~mptlon 

(MT) 2008 
2012(1!~ 2025(DOE 

arowth reoort·US) 
ww 86.4 136.0 
us 27.2 42.8 49.1 

Table 2: Thermoset Resin Use For Wind Ener_gy Adhesives 

Thannosat 
Adhesive 

Consumption 
(kMl') 2008 

2012(1~~ 2025(DOE 
arowth reoort·US) 

ww 27 42.5 
us 8.5 13.4 31.4 

Table 3· fhermoset Resm Use For Pnnted Cucutt Boards ' 
2006 2011 

Epoxy Resin for PCB 
R;ve~~e 

$ Mil ~~~u~~ kMT 
R~venue 

$ Mill 
Volu~~ 
. lkMT 

us 38 13 42 14 
Europe 30 10 33 11 
Japan 368 32 433 144 
Korea 258 86 347 116 
Tawain 304 101 397 132 
China 450 150 1074 301 
Total 1448 392 2326 718 

Table 4· Thermoset Resm Use For Electrontc Adhestves 
Substrates {, :OOxv OnM Encapsulants (Alii Die Attach tAill 

Consumption of 
Electronic Chemicals Revenue ~~~e Revenue Volume Revenue 

(2006) ($ Mil) I$ Mil) CkMTl ($Mil) 

us 245 5 140 3 34 

Europe 180 4 100 2 25 
Japan 509 10 271 5 41 
Korea 562 11 219 4 54 
Tawain 268 5 196 4 42 
China 50 1 11 
Total 1764 35 1310 26 260 

The following conclusions were drawn from the market analysis and customer 
interactions: 

• The wind energy composites market for turbine blades is an extremely high 
growth, high potential opportunity. Potential value ofnano-structured 

~flu~~ kMT 
1.0 
0.8 
1.3 
1.7 
1.3 
0.3 
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toughening agent is largely unknown as no toughening agents are currently 
used. Value chain is complex and most likely point of entry for block 
copolymers is with resin manufacturers. Motivation is very high amongst 
UPR and VER manufacturers. UPR and VER have va lue dtivers over epoxy: 
lower cost resin and quicker processing time but need to match mechanical 
properties, including fatigue in order to compete. 4 UPRIVER resin 
manufacturers are involved with Arkema on the use of block copolymer 
toughening agents for potential fatigue improvements. Epoxy resin suppliers 
also have a motivation for improved toughening to a.) To continue to 
outperform UPRIVER and b.) To create longer, more durable blades for 
offshore applications. 

• The printed c ircuit board (PCB) market is another large opportunity for block 
copolymers. Regulations have forced the use of new more brittle resins, 
requiring toughening agents that do not affect Tg. Most likely path is with 
resin manufacturers. l partner has been establisl1ed in this area, but 
development bas been slow due to competing priorities and limited resources. 

• Tl;te wind energy adhesive market is a substantial opportunity. Toughening 
agents are used. Unknown is if nann-structured toughening agents will fiJrther 
enhance key property driver: fatigue. Path forward could be with resin 
suppliers or adhesive formulators. Major negative for the project is not 
finding the right partner in North America motivated to work on block 
copolymer toughening agents for epo)(y adhesives. This is potentially due to 
the higher prevalence of tough acrylic based adhesives used in wind in the US. 
In Europe. however, two projects are tmderway using commercial 
Nanostrength® grades for epoxy wind blade adhesives. 

• Electronic adhesives, encapsulants and substrates for semiconductors are 
highly fragmented lower volume opportunity markets. Path to market would 
be with the many formulators. Most likely not a good target unless existing 
grades (or those developed for wind infusion or PCB) fit into these markets. 

Based on the above, wind blade composites and PWB have jumped to the front as the key 
markets with the best chance of success for block copolymers. Both markets arc in need 
of improved toughening! fatigue with limited effect on other properties. PWB needs a 
toughener that does not affect the T g of resins, while wind blades arc in need of a 
nanoscale toughener with limited effect on viscosity. 

Block Copolymer Candidates for Customers 

After initial screening, technical efforts focused on developing the appropriate block 
copolymers that could achieve excellent results in the customer provided resins. Key to 
the selected applications was achieving an understanding of the re lationship between 
block copolymer motphology and viscosity. It was found that the use of a diblock as 
compared to a triblock could significantly reduce viscosity. It was further discovered that 
viscosity was directly related to the length of the epoxy miscible block. By choosing t·he 
appropriate block copolymers, perfom1ance of a commercial triblock (M52N. epoxy 
miscible block= l5K) could be matched with a diblock (NM27, epoxy miscible block= 
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15K) with Ill the viscosity. Further reduction in viscos ity was possible using a diblock 
(XLV SO, epoxy miscible block= 1 OK) with a shorter miscible block (Table 5). An 
optimal length miscible block length of -1 OKkglmol was found to minimize viscosity but 
maintain nanostnrcruration of the nrbbery domains. 

Table 5: Rheological, Mechanical and Thermal Properties of Block Copolymer modified epoxies 

Dicyandiamide cured M52N NM'Z7 XLV511 
110%) (10%) (10%) 

K,c(MPa.m112
) 1.82 1.86 1.89 

G,c(J.m'2) 1867 1552 1778 

Tgby DMA(t) 135.4 128.4 127.7 

Viscosity (Pa.s) at 28.6 14 7.45 
40"C 

Three families of block copolymers were explored for toughening of epoxy, UPR and 
VER resins for wind energy composite or PCB applications, as shown in figure 1. 

2"d Generation Candidates- Diblock Families 

PBA-b-PMMAIDMA (80/20) 
NM27 - 12k-b-15K 

PMAIDMA(60/40)-b-PBA 
NMSO- 10k-b-40k 
NM30- 1 Ok-b-20k 

PMA/MA-b-PBA 
XLVSO- 10k-b-40k (10% Acid) 
XLV31- 10k-b-21k (5% Acid) 

Figure I: 2"" Generation diblock polymer candidates (PBA ~Po~yb11ryl acrylate; 
PMMA=Polymelhyl methacrylate; MA =Met/UICJylic Acid: DMA=Dimelhyl Aery/amide: 
PMA=Polymelhyl ac:tylate) 

A second significant technical finding was the ability to control morphology to optimize 
toughening. It had been previously understood that the use of block copolymers that 
fonned a worm-like micelle as compared with the more tr.tditional nanospherical micelle 
had a positive impact on toughening perfonnance. The usc of highly asymmetric block 
copolymers, such as NM50, (4:1 ratio of miscible to immiscible (nrbbery) block) at very 
low loadings resu lts in a vesicle morphology, with a core of resin surrounded by a 
spherical shell of block copolymer. This unique morphology was shown to be ex1remely 
effective in toughening resin systems at very low block copolymer loading levels ( 1.25-
2.5%). Results of the use ofNM50 in aVER system and NM30 in an epoxy system are 
shown below in figure 2 and 3. 
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NM27 5% 

400nm 

NM50 2.5% 

K,c (MPa.m 112
) 2.33 

G1c(J .m'2) 481 3533 1999 4375 3258 

Viscosi Pa.s a t25"C 0.99 3.05 1.72 1.34 1.37 
T b OMA 'C 93.4 93.1 TBO 90.8 90.4 

Figure 2: Atomic force tnicroscopy (AFM) tapping mode phase images showing rubber 
morphology ofNM27, NM30 and NMSO in an epoxy infusion system. Fracture toughness 
property measurements (K,c, G,c) show Si!,'llificant improvement with vesicle morphology 
(NM30 and NM50) at very low loading levels and subsequently very low viscosities. 

NM27 _2.5% 

_ ... 

NEAT 
NM27 NM50 NM50 

MEKPCured (1.25%) (1.25%) lco.&25% l 

K1c (MPa.m112
) 0.51 0.9 1.15 1.05 

G,c (J.m'2) 214 573 801 667 
Viscosity (Pa .s) at 25"C 0.15 0.28 0.28 0.22 

Figure 3: AFM tapping mode phase images showing rubber morphology ofNM27 and NMSO in a 
VER infusion system. Fracture toughness property measurements (K1c, G1c) show significant 
improvement with vesicle morphology (NM50) at very low loading levels and subsequently very 
low viscosilies. 

Customer Feedback and Customer Status 

Based on technical results and customer needs, products such as XL VSO, NM27, NM50 
and NM30 were sampled to resin manufacturers for wind energy composites and prin1ed 
circuit boards. The most advanced development was with a VER resin manufacturer for 
wind energy. The customer was sampled with a PBA-b-PMMA/DMA polymer (NM27). 
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Static mechanical testing in both clear cast and infused composite samples done by the 
customer demonstrated significant improvements in toughening with NM27 while 
maintaining strength and modulus properties and an acceptable viscosity for infusion. As 
the tme value driver for wind applications was fatigue, a plan was established for samples 
to be infused by the customer and tested at Lehigh University for 4 point bending fatigue. 
Figure 4 demonstrates the results of the testing, showing that significant improvements 
can be achieved by using as little as 3% NM27. Further improvements may be possible 
by incorporating NM27 along with using a controlled radical polymerization agent 
initiation system (IS300) ti·om Arkema. 

Stress Level Thousands atCvcles to Failure 

A- Control VER 
B- VER with 3% C- Control Epox\ 

D- VER with IS30C 
NM27 and 3% NM27 

430 MPa 72±26 119 + 39 33 ± 21 129 ±50 

350 MPa 199 ± 121 335 ± 88 129 ± 40 847± 180 

300 MPa 675±113 938 + 125* > 1000* >1000* . ' .. . . . . 
~ samplc::o tested from B dad not fa• I at I M1ll1on Cydcs. No fn1lurt was obs.:tvcd for samplcsC and 0 .,, I M•ll•on Cycles. Actuol 

vaiU¢$ for B. C ond D nt 300M P<1 m:~y be much higher. 

Fatigue Life- 4 PI Bending • ~Control VER 

• B - VER with 3% NM27 

450 
C- Control Epoxy . \ • D- VER with 15300 and 3% 

...... ~~~ Q. 

:I'! 
-;; 350 ., .. 
!; 
VI 

• 

250 
10 100 1000 10000 

Thousands of Cycles to Failure (log scale) 

Figure 4: Fatigue testing ofVER and epoxy control and NM27 modi tied VER systems. 

Based on this data, the customer expressed interest in a joint development agreement 
(JDA) with Arkema. Negotiations on the JDA are nearly complete. The customer will 
get exclusivity for NM27 in all UPRIVER closed molding application in exchange for 
hitting certain volume thresho lds. J" significant commercial sales expected in 2012 with 
> 100 T potential in 2014. 
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3 additional UPR and VER resin manufacturers are active in evaluations orz•d generation 
candidates. An epoxy resin manufacturer will be sampled with an optimized b'Jlldes 
based on screening at Arkema in summer 20 l 0. 

In printed circuit boards, feedback was given on a commercial SBM (poly(styrene-b
butadiene-b-methylmethacrylate)) grade, E21, and acid modified diblock grades 
(XLV50). As shown in figure 5, nanostn1cturation was achieved with both block 
copolymers. These block copolymers greatly improved the toughness of the resin, as 
measured by the area under a tensile-stress strain curve. E2 1 and XL V50, however, 
slightly under-performed compared to a competitive modifier. Interest remains in the 
technology, potentially due to lower price point of block copolymer technology as 
compared to competitive materials. Based on application screening and block copolymer 
optimization, customer will be sampled with best performing block copolymers for PCB 
application. Improvement at low loading will be critical to offer an attractive price
performance value. 

Competitive Material- 5X E21- 4.1X XLV50-4.2X 

Figure 5: AFM tapping mode phase imaging of customer samples. The number adjacent to 
sample labels indicated relative performance in toughening as compared to unmodified control. 

Application Testing and Grade Optimization 

Infusion manufacturing of control and block copolymer modified samples has begun at 
Arkema, as shown in figure 6. Optimization of the process to achieve 60-70% fiber 
volume fraction is underway. Variables include tube diameter and fiberglass placement. 
After process is optimized, flexural strength and interlaminar fracture toughness testing 
will be performed to validate performance of block copolymers in infused composites. 
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Figure 6: Photogroph of infusion table and in fils ion set-up during processing showing white resin 
in.let tube and black vacmm1 tube. 

The process for making intermediate prepregs and printed circuit boards laminates was 
determined by testing the effect of several variables. Optimizing variables such as 
prepregging time and temperanrre, accelerator level, and pressure and temperature during 
lamination allowed for prepregs with the proper Tg and low/no voids to be manufactured. 
To screen candidate polymers for interlaminar fracture toughness, AFM imaging and 
gardner dart drop testing was performed. Two candidates were selected for initial testing: 

• E2 1, a commercial SBM grade, which formed nanospherical rubber domains and 
showed decreased lateral damage during dart drop 

• NM44, a DMA-PBA grade, which formed small vesicle aggregates and showed 
decreased through thickness damage during dart drop 

Table 6 clearly demonstrates that E2 L outperfom1s NM44, giving 4X improvement over 
the control during interlaminar fracrure toughness measurement. NMSO, NM30 and 
XLVSO will also be screened for lLF. 

Table 6: Interlaminar Fracture Touglmess Measurement on PCB co mposites 
1-tack length calculated Crack length 

from compliance measu.c~ 

Average GJC (J/m-) Average GJC (1/m') 

ConlTol 244±21 144 :1: 17 

5%E21 723± 196 865±338 

5%NM44 188 ± 8 LOt ±8 

Block copolymers are currently being optimized for scale-up at our micro-pi lot faci lity in 
France. To minimize capitol costs, a study is underway to determine if the PMA/DMA
b-PBA family of polymers can be made using PBA-b-PMMNDMA, eliminating the 
need to purchase a storage tank for mcthylacrylate monomer. Initial with a modified 
NM50 grade are very promising, showing equivalent or better rheological, mechanical 
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and thermal properties in an epoxy, VER and UPR system. A modified NM30 grade will 
be tested in the near future. 

After sc-ale-up, uhurter customer will be provided with additional material to continue 
their evaluations. Sampling will also be expanded to new customers in the wind energy 
composite and printed circuit boards markets. 

Summary and Path Fonvard 

Over the course of the year under the PNMCC grant significant progress was made in 
commercializing nanoscale self-assembling block copolymer additives for wind encr!,'Y 
and electronic material applications. Key technical achievements were made in being able 
to a.) develop block copolymer with low effect on thermoset resin viscosity and b.) 
understand the composition necessary to make block copolymer form vesicle 
morphologies in thermosets to toughen at very low loading levels. Customer interaction 
resulted in obtaining both resin samples and knowledge on manufacturing and testing of 
samples. Block copolymer grades were optimized for wind energy and electronic material 
resins based on this interaction. Market analysis allowed the project to be focused on 
areas where the chance of success for block copolymers is the greatest. Charter customer 
have given feedback on the materials and one customer is very close to signing a joint 
development agreement with Arkema based on work done under the grant. 

The path forward focuses on the following items: 

• Scale-up of optimized grades 
• Generation of a set of technical data on scaled-up grades in infused composites 

for p.romotion of the new materials (lnterlaminar F.racture Toughness, Flexural 
Strength) in wind energy and other markets 

• Additional fatigue studies on clear cast samples and infused composites to better 
understand structure property measurements for fatigue 

• Additional interlaminar fracture toughness measurements on PWB samples to 
select optimum grade 

• Technical support of cha.rter customers to push collUnercialization of new grades 
• Promotion of wind energy and electronic materials grades to broader audience 

The PNMCC grant enabled critical technical and commercial developments to be 
undertaken, allowing for Arkema to be on the doorstep of commercialization of block 
copolymer grades for wind energy and electronic material applications. 
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Introduction/ Summary 

The objective of this proposed project is to develop an ultra compact, highly accurate 
LED color (wavelength) monitoring sensor to monitor the drift of LED color with 2nm 
accuracy, using the innovative nano-optic filter array technology. 

Under this proposed project, an ultra compact, highly accurate LED color( wavelength) 
monitoring sensor wil l be developed using an innovative nano-optic filter array 

technology, and using high throughput monolithic nanoimprint process for a pilot 
production at low cost. We will implement this filter array process technology directly 

onto the CMOS image sensor wafers (ex., fullS" diameter wafer) as shown in Figure 10. 
It is feasible because the fabrication of nano-optic filter array is fully compatible with 

the existing CMOS image sensor process. 

D Sectional view 

N;u>o Op~c Filter 
wl Si0 2 Passivation 
CMOS Image Sensor 

Motai/DielectJic (- 2.5um) 

Silicon 

UAOS IIMAC! S.t.MOI(CIS} W"fet 

Active Pixel Area 
I 

Wafer scale monolithic nano-optic filer array integration Concept 

To fulfill the monolithic filter integration on the image sensor wafer, the CMOS image 
sensor wafers are supplied from the image sensor company. A new nanoimprint stamp 
including filter/chip aligning mark will be designed and fabricated. The monolithic 

integration process will be developed in collabo~ation w ith KIMM (Korea lnstiture of 
Materials and Machinery) with utilization of the NNFC (National Nano-Fabrication 

Center) in Korea. 
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During the last 16 months, we successfully followed the project schedule step by step. 
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The detail milestone and deliverables were summarized as follows; 

l\llleslone Tasks 

Milestone 1 Project initiation meeting 

Milestone 2: T1: Filter design & simulation 
Technical -Goal: Design and simulate theA/ nano-optic filter 

petformance to have at least 15%peakwavelength 
transmission over the range (400nm-700nm), at 
1 Onm incremental (5nm incremental around R, G. B 
LED wavelengths. Determine the nano-optic titer 
des(Jn for the stamp fabricab'on. 

Milestone 2: C1: Finalize the sensorsped1icationbased on the 
Commercial customer input 

- Goal: Finalize the sensor speclicab·on for the LED 
color monitoring with 2 nm accuracy agreed w.th a 
customer 

Milestone 3: T2: Nano-imprint stamp fabrication 
Technical - Goal: Fabricate a Quartz stamp for U V nano-imprint 

w .th less than 10% variation of pattern width with 
minimum 100nm patem depth 

Milestone 3: C2: Design and negotiate the scope and methods of 
Commercial the evaluation 

- Goal: Have a mutual!/ agreed test and evaluation 
methods 

Period Oelverables 

11/2/09 Signed contracts 

11.(3109- Report on the liter 
12/31/09 simulation result. and the 

stamp design layout 

11.<3/09- The agreed sensor 
12131109 specification 

111110- Repotton the nano-
3131!1 0 imprint Stamp fabrication 

resuR(SEM images) 

11111 0- A test scope & method 
3131110 document 

•.. 
-
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Milestone Tasks Period Oeliverablos 

Milestone 4: T3: Monolithic filter integration process 4/1/10- •Report on the summary of 
Technical development and evaluation 2110/11 filter integration process 

- Goal: Develop monolithic niter integration development 
process using nano-imprlntl AI etch processes •A monolithically filter 

T4: Development of resolution enhancement integrated Lt:D Color sensor 
software sample 

-Goal: Develop highly accwate LED color •Demonstrate the 2nm 
sensing software able to detect2nm wavelength shift detection 
wavelength shift using sample LEOs 

Milestone 4: C3: Perform a cost analysis 411110- An estimated cost analysi• 
Commercial -Goal: Have a volume based cost analysis for a 2110}11 

mass production 
C4: Negotiate a business terms and conditions AdraftMOU 

with a customer 
- Goal: Have a mutually agreed commercial terms 

and conditions draft 

MilestoneS: T5: Deliver sensor samples to a customer and 2111/11- Evaluation repo1t from a 
Technical receive an evaluation report 4/30/11 customer. Final Report 

-Goal: Deliver samples to a customer, and 
Receive a customer's evaluation report 

Milestone 5: C5: Establish formal relationship with partners 2111/11- A formal business agreerrent 
Commercial and/or customers 4/30/11 document 

-Goal: Establish a commercial business 
relationship with a customer 
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Part 1: TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 

Milestone 1 (Date for completion: 11/2/09) 

(Deliverable: signed contracts, project fnitlatlon meeting) 

The project initiation meeting was held at nanolambda office, and the contracts were 
signed on 11/2/09, 

Milestone 2 (Date for completion: 12/31/09) 

T1: Filter Design and Simulation (Deliverable: Report on the filter simulation result, 
and the stamp design layout} 

- Goal: Design and simulate the AI nano-optic filter performance to have at least 15% 
peak wavelength transmission over the range {400nm"'700nm), at 10nm incremental 
(5nm incremental around R, G, BLED wavelengths. Determine the nano-optic fiiter 
ciesign for the stomp fabrication 

• Nano-optic filter simulation 

- As a filter simulation tool, the FDTD (finite difference time domain) S/W from 
Lumericallnc. was used, and the simulation steps were described. 
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Figurel. FDTD simulation procedure 

- Various 2-0 slit array structures were simulated when the aluminum is 80nm thick; 
i.e., rectangular array and hexagonal array structures with changing the pitch (200-
400nm) and the x-slit size (130-280nm) have been simulated. In addition, different 
dielectric environment (i.e., air, and Si02 passivation) was also investigated(~ 
15). Total SO of different nano-optic filter structure have been simulated. 
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Figure2. Simulation result of rectagular array sturcture 

-As a simulation result of the rectangular array structure, when the pitch increased, 
the peak wavelength was shifted longer side, and the intensity was decreased 
(Figure2). 

-From the hexagonal array structure, the simulation results show the same t rend of 
the rectangular array structure except shorter peak wavelength and higher 
intensity peak at the same pitch condition. 

-After nano-optic filter was passivated with Si02, the peak wavelength was shifted 
longer side and the peak intensity was increased from both rectangular and 
hexagonal array structures, and the amount of red-shift was increased as the pitch 
increased (Figure3). 
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Figure3. Simulation result of peak wavelength shift 

- Simulation results of the peak wavelength and the peak intensity by changing prtch 
when the dielectrics were air and Si02. From the linear interpolation of each 
simulation results, the exact peak wavelength and peak intensity could be 
estimated even at any minor pitch variation. Therefore, the simulation goal of 
nano-optic filter performance was achieved to have at least 15% peak wavelength 
transmission over the range (400nm~700nm) (Figure4). 
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Figure4. Simulation results of various peak wavelength vs. peak intensity 

• Nano-imprint lithography Stamp Design 

- FigureS shows the general SFIL (Step and Flash Imprint Lithography) stamp 
information. 
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Four templates on a standard 6025 
(6-fnch) photomask substrate 

T~Oltl •speer rarlo 3;1 
· Rule or Thumb" 

A GS mm x 65 mm template with a rals11d 
25 x 25 mm active Imprint neld area 

<'· ·~-• ••••••0 
25mm 

FigureS. General SFIL stamp information 

- Figure6 shows the layout of CIS (CMOS Image Sensor) dies on the 8" diameter 
wafer. The nano-optic filter should be a ligned on the active pixel a rea of each die. 

6 35mml 

Stamp substrate 

o C 10 
0 
!n ,.,.n 

c 0 
Me a 

Figure6. layout of CIS wafer and imprint stamp 

- In order to nano-imprint on the CIS wafer, the imprint stamp was designed to cover 
several dies at each imprint. To be aligned the nano-optic filter on the CIS wafer, 
t he filter layout was designed with mirror image effect (i.e., changing left & right) 
(Figure6) 
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- Figure7 shows the alignment marks for susbtrate (i.e, CIS wafer) and nano-optic 
filer layer which are very critical for aligning the filter layer and CIS wafer. 

Figure7. Alignment mark information 

- More detail filter dimension was described in the GDS II file, and it was delivered 
to the stamp manufacturer for stamp fabrication. Therefore, new stomp design has 
been success(ullv mode. 

Milestone 3 (Date for completion: 3/31/10) 

T2: Nano-imprint stamp fabrication (Deliverable: Report on the nano-imprint Stqmp 

fabrication result (SEM images I! 

- Goal: Fabricate a Quartz stamp for UV nona-imprint with less than 10% variation of 
pattern width with minimum 100nm pattern depth 

• Once the stamp design was finalized at the previous milestone, it has been 
fabricated out side for 3 months. As a stamp material, quartz was used to penetrate 
UV. Stamp size is 6.5x65mm with 6.3Smm thick. The stamp mesa area is 
23.3x18.98mm2 with 1Sum height. (FigureS) 

• 3 step monitor patterns were located on the stamp to measure the pattern depth 
after stamp fabrication, and top vlew of SEM images were taken at the 6 different 
locations to see whether each pattern has been made correct. (Page 8) 
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Mesa Area: 23.3 mm x 18.98mm 

,&-------l~T.ooJLSEI;pmages. 
@ 6 1ocations 

Step mon~or pattern: 3 points 

0 
WJ!..l04 

-1 point: about3mm from the center of the data 

W.C.I03 

-2 points: about 0.2mm inside from the left corner of the mesa 

FigureS. Detail stamp mesa area map 

., 

• Various patterns (hole, cross, and dot) on the stamp were measured from top view 
SEM images on page. As a SEM result, the fabrication accuracy of each pattern was 
within the 10"/o hole-variation compared to the design value. 

• From the xSO magnified optical microscope images, there is no defect on the stamp 
surface. (Figure9) 

W_B_14Area W_E_1048 Area 

Figure9. Optical microscope images of imprint stam (xSO) 

• Finally, the fabricated stamp inspection results were summarized and each 
inspection test has passed. Therefore, new stamp fabrication has been successfully 
made. 
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ins-peclton optieol MIC:r"O$COpe obsented by optical 
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Table1. Imprint stamp inspection results 

Milestone 4 (Date fo r completion: 2/10/11) 

T3: Monolithic filter integration process development and evaluation (Deliverable: 
Report on the summary oftilter integration process development. and a 
monolithically filter integrated LED Color sensor sample} 

Goal: Develop monolithic filter integration process using nano-imprint/ AI etch 
processes 

• The monolithic nano-optic filter integration process on a CIS wafer consists of 
approximately 13 steps, and the process flow chart is shown in Figure10. 

• Each consecutive process step is explained by showing the cross section view. 
(Figure11) 
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0. CIS wafer (i.e .• after SiN 

passivation) bonding pad open, before 
CFA. U·lens process 

1. Oxide Filling on Bonding Pads 
(Si02 Deposition & CMP) 

2. Deposit AI & Si02 HM (opt.) 

3. Pattern AI & Si02 HM (BP ana 
Alignment mark should be open), 
Optical litho mask-1 

4. Transpin Coat 
(spin coat) 

5. Monomat Imprint 
(imprint stamp) 

6. Silspin Coat 
(spin coat) 

7. Silspin Etch back 
(Halogen+ 02 gas) 

8. Monomat/TS Etch 
(02+Argas) 

9. Si02 HM Etch (optionaf) 
(Halogen gas) 

10.AI Etch 
(Chlorine gas) 

11 . Polymer Etch mask removal 
(Halogen+ 02 gas) 

12. Si02 passivation 
(PECVD or SOG) 

13. Bonding Pad Open 
(Halogen dry etch). Opt. litho mask-2 

FigurelO. Monolithic Filter Integration Steps 

I O. lnitial water I 

I Slep1 :After Thick Oxide Depc>S"Ion& tMP (Chemical and mechanical polishing) J 
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( Step 12: AllerSOG puslvalion (beforeBPo1>ening) I 

Figurell. Monolithic Filter Integration Steps 

• Compared to the hybrid filter fabrication, new process development of monolithic 
filter integrateion has been addressed in red colors. (Table2) 
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Process Step 

Flat CIS water 
surface·Oxide 
filling on grooves 
(BIP, scribe lines) 

Selective AI area 
pal:termng 

Imprint 

Silspin coat 

Polymer etch 

AI etch 

Bonding pad 
opening 

Issue 

• Proper Si02 deposition 
thickness and CMP (chemical 
mechanical polishing) process 
condition 

• Open optical litho alignment 
keys, bonding pads, scribe lines 

• Precise alignment between 
tmpnntstamp and CIS wafer 

• Imprint Pattern Optimization 
o monomat seeping 
o uniformity 
o alr-gap 

• Si lspin uniformity 

• Etch non-uniformity 

• Etch non-uniformity due to pin
holes attack after consecutive 
PR p10cess steps 

• Opening without damage 
bonding pads 

Table2. Consideration of integration filters on a CIS wafer 

• Since the CIS wafer surface morphology is not flat due to the bonding pad and scribe 
line are etched, surface planarization with Si02 deposition & CM P process are 

required. The precise control of flat surface was achieved by monitoring various film 

characterization tools such as (1) (1) profilometer, (2) FIB cross section, (3) Spectro
scopic ellipsometer. (Figures12-14) 

Figure12. (a) Top view of Optical Image , and (b) FIB Cross-section image of CMP 

treated CIS wafer 
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Figure13. Profilometer measurement of CMP treated CIS wafer 

18 CMP Wafers: (10/20/10) 
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Figure14. Spectroscopic Ellipsometer results measured 44 different locations on 8" 
wafe<r 

• The selective aluminum area patterning result to open optical lithography alignment 
keys, bonding pads, scribe lines is shown in FigurelS. 
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FigurelS. Wafer Image of SAAD (Sective Aluminum Area Deposition) 

• During the imprint process, the issues of alignment, rnonomat seeping, uniformity, 
air-gap have to be precisely controlled. These problems are solved by using various 
imprint alignment keys and optimized imprint recipe including monomat drop 
pattern layout. (Figures 16-20) 

(a) Monomat Drop 

~ Imprint Recipe Development 
Monomat Drop Pattern Layout 
Monomer Volume 
Monomer offset 
Spread or pre-exposure time 
UVExposure time 
Eliminate oxygen poisoning of 
monomer 
Non-uniform templates I substrate 
ccrrection 

(b) Imprint ing stamp 

Quartz NILStGmp 

Imprint Is ues 

Air Traps (Voids) 

Extrusion (Monomat Seeping) 

RTL (residual thickness 
layer) non-uniformity 

Figure16. Monomat Imprint Issues and Imprint Recipe Development 
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Few Drop Locatioo 
(18 pant) 

Zigzag (113 pant) 

Sparse Grid (35 pant) Dense Grid (117pant) 

Cross ( 49 pant) 

Figure17. Various Monomat Drop Pattern Layout 

Figure18. Various Optimized Monomat Imprints on 8" Wafer (4 x 4 Imprints) 
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1. Alignment Key on the Imprint Stamp 

+ 
2. Alignment Key on a CIS wafer 4.1mprint 

Figure19. Imprint Aligning Procedure 

Various Alignment Key Patterns: Cross, Box, Venire, Moire 

2.0 urn Moire 0.5 urn Moire 1.0 urn Moire 

Figure20. Optical Images of overlapped alignment keys after monomat imprinting on 
a CIS wafer 

• Uniform thickness of silspin on the wafer is very critical for following uniform etching 
step. Figure21 shows the silspin uniformity on a CIS wafer has been achieved by 2 

step spin coating process. Figure 22 shows the silspin uniformity on the 8" dia wafer 
by measuring 8 different area. Figure 23 shows the uniform silspin coated on the 
monomat pattern surface. 
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D History of Sample Preparation 
• Transpin coating ( 3000rpm, 40s) 
• Case 1: Silspin coating ( 800 rpm, 35s) (baking 150 degree 1 min) 
• Case 2: Sit spin coating (3000 rpm, 35s) (baking 150 degree 3rrin) X 2 times 

D Measured Si lsp in coating thickness 

~® rpm speed 1ppsition 2.POSition Jposition Deviation 
(edge~ (Riddle) (QI!nter) (c;tr -Edge) 

800(pm 297 nm 287 nm 278 nm -2onm 

300'0rpmx2 285 nrn 278 nm 274 nrn "'! Onm 

Figure21. Silspin coating uniformity improvemwnt by 2 step coating process 

• Wafer no 3000 rpm x 2 times (New Si lspin sol uti on) 
• Since Transpin thickness= -720A (measured by Ellipsometer) ~ 
• Therefore Ava. Silsoin thickness= 3 690-720= -2 970A /A 
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Figure22. Silspin thickness measurement on 8 wafer by spectroscopic ellipsometer 
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Figure23. Silspin uniformity on the monomat pattern 

• The two step polymer etch processes (silspin etch-back and monomat etch) shoud 
be optimized by proper etch gases and etch time. Figure 25 shows how the 
incomplete polymer etch profiles are transferred to the next etch process such as 
Si02 hard mask and AI etch. 

Figure2S.Incompelete monomat etch process 

• The proper aluminum pattern etch has been achieved with using Si02 hard mask. 
Figure26 shows the optical image of nano filter integrated on the pixel arrays. The 
different color diplayed on each different fi lter integrat ed on the pixel arrays. 

• Figure27 shows the cross sectional FIB image of AI nano filter patterns. 
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=·· D Front Illumination &Reflection 
White Light Source 

~ 

Figure26. Front illumination & reflection with white light source 

Figure27. FIB cross section of AI nano pattern 

• Finally, the bonding pad opening process has been optimized by using proper etch 
tar,get. (Figures 28-29) 
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Figure28. CD-SE image of over etched bonding pad (a) Entire Pad, (b) magnified area 

Figure29. Optical image of optimized bonding pad etched condition (a) before etch, 
(b) after etch 

• Therefore. the monolithically filter integrated on a CIS die was successfully made. 
(Figures 30-31) 

• All the monolihic filter integration process issues are solved and listed in Table3. 
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Figure30. (a) Monolithically nano opticfilter integrated on a die, (b) magnified pixel 
array 

Figure31. (a) Packaged optical part, (b) spectrum sensor module 
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Flat CIS waft-r 
surfBCQ' Oxide 
filling 0<1 grooves 
(BIP, scribe lines) 

Selective Al area 
pattsrnlng 

lltopnnt 

Sllspincoat 

Polymer etch 

AI etch 

6':llldlngfl$d 
,pentng 

Issues 

• Proper Si02 deposrtion 
thfckness and CMP (chemical 
mechaniCal polishmg) process 
cpndi6on 

• Open optie:al litho alignment 
keys. bonding pads scribe lines 

• Ptecrse allgntnent between 
tmpnnt stamp and CIS wafer 

• Imprint Pattem Optlml?aUon 
c• monomat seeping 
., Uniformity 
<> air-gap 

• Silspin uniformity 

• Elch non-uniformity 

• Etch non-uniformity due to pin
holes attack after consecutive 
PR process steps 

• Of')ening without damage 
bonding pads 

So Iutton 

~ Flat surface of CIS wafer was 
analyzed by (1) Profllometer, (2) 
FIB cross secllon, (3) Spectra· 
scopic ellipsometer 

~ Use optical litho masks (contact 
aligner, KrF scanner} 

~Align with various alignment keys 

~ Optimized Imprint recJpe 
including drop pa11ern layout 

~Apply two step spin-coating 

~ Optimized silspin-etch back & 
mono mat etch eondition 

~ Protect Sf02 hardmask 

~ Proper tune the etch time 

Table3. Monolithic filter integration process issue & solution 

T4: Development of resolution enhancement software /Deliverable: Demonstrate the 
2nm wavelength shift detection using sample LEOs/ 

- Goal: Develop highly accurate LED color sensing software oble to detect 2nm 

wavelength shift 

• Different algorithms have been developed to reconstruct and enhance the 

resolution. Spectrum reconstruction method has been developed (Flgures32-33) 
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Fi~re32. Specterum reconstruction overview 
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Figure33. Result of spectrum reconstruction meth od 
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• Training method also has been developed ,and by utilizing training data, 
measurement can exceed 2nm accuracy. See below graph showing filter output 
response to monochromatic light from 550nm- 554 nm. (Figure34) 

Filter Output 

sr---~-----T----~----~--r===~~=-
550nm 

-...® S5l mn 
5~'l 111(1 

~)~:) nm 
!>Mrun 

~.~----~2~0------.~(l------6~.0------~=~----~.~00~----~.~ 

Figure34. Filter output response to monochromatic light from 550nm - 554 nm 

Milestone 5 (Date for completion: 4/30/11) 

TS: Deliver sensor samples to a customer and receive a n evaluation report 
(Deliverable: Evaluation report from a customer/ 

- Goal: Deliver samples to a customer, and Receive a customer's evaluation report 

• A sample has been delivered to a potential customer and/or partner, With light Co., 
ltd. in Jeonju city, South Korea. With light is an expert company highly specialized in 
LED measurement tools, equipment, and methods working with many companies 
and research institutes in the LED industry. With light and nanoLambda tested the 
sensor measuring the LED samples (Blue, Green, and Red) and compared the 
measurement results with the measurement results using existing test setup. (Figure 
35) 

• With light provided feedbacks and suggestions from the technical and business 
perspectives. With light and nanolambda agreed on a Joint Development for 
commercial LED test equipment embedding nanolambda's sensor. 
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Figure35. Evaluation setup, and measurement blue, green, red LEOs 

• The sensor and evaluation kit was delivered and tested measuring the sample LEOs 
• The measurement has been done jointly with With light engineers and nanolambda 

engineers, using both nanolambda's sensor and existing test equipment 
• With light provided an evaluation report with feedbacks and suggestions on 

Stray light, Linearity, Transmittance, Dynamic range 
Temperature dependency, Angle dependency 

Suggested to build an automatic calibration setup with integrating sphere with 
monochromator with variable angle and distance capability. 
Suggested an acceptable target technical number on CIE x,y value. 
Suggested to write a draft specification of sensor chip 
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Part 2: COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Milestone 1 (Date for complet ion: 11/2/09) 

(Deliverable: signed contracts, project initiation meeting) 

The project initiation meeting was held at nanoLambda office, and the contracts were 
signed on 11/2/09. 

Milestone 2 (Date for completion: 12/31/09) 

C1: Finalize the sensor specification based on the customer input (Deliverable: The 
agreed sensor specification} 

- Goa/; Finalize the sensor specification for the LED color monitoring with 2nm accuracy 
agreed with a customer 

- The customer inputs of LED color requirements were described, and other references 
such as Philips Lumileds and Cree were described. 

- Therefore, the finalization of the LED color sensor specification has been succestullv 
mode. 

Milestone 3 (Date fo r completion: 3/ll/10) 

C2: Design and negotiate the scope and methods of the evaluation (Deliverable: A test 
scope & method document} 

- Goal: Hove a mutually agreed test and evaluation methods 

• Test and evaluation methods have been discussed with LED vendor, channel 
partner, and test equipment vendor, and a test method for single LED has been 
agreed upon. (Figure 35) 

• Test method for the single LED is considered the priority as a first step 

• CIE xJ y value, peak wavelengt~ and binning data will be the main test items. 

• Test set-up and procedures for a single LED have been agreed upon. 
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Control 

Spec:lrum 

Ehedtic;>i Value! PC 

Barrel 

I 

' Integrating Sphere or 
Barrel may be replaced 
w~n simpler oplfcal means 
such as aiffuser 

Test point for 
LED sensor 

PC 
(Controi&Result) 

F1gure35. Typical measurement setup 

• The test results will be compared with the test results using commercial test 
equipment to evaluate the Nanolambda's LED sensor's performance. 

• Therefore, the scope and methods of the evaluation was successfully negotiated. 

Milestone 4 (Date for com~letion: 2/10/11) 

C3: Perform a cost analysis (Deliverable: An estimated cost analysis} 

- Goal: Have a volume based cost analysis for a mass production 

• Cost analysis has been done based on the assumption 
#of wafer : at least 100 (volume> 100,000 ea chip case), 
and unit cost per wafer is $4500; 
CIS Wafer Price: $1500, nano frlter integration : $1500, Test & Packaging: $1500 

• Analysis summary 

If nano filter integration yield is 48%, the sensor chip cost becomes 
$ 2.12 (for 2. 5 mm x 2.5 mm chip site) 
.$ ,3.05 (for 3.0 mrn x 3.0 mm chip size) 

If nano filter integration yield improves to 70% from 48%, and unit cost per wafer 
reduced to $3000 from $4500, the sensor chip cost becomes 

$ 1.09 (for 2.5 mm x 2.5 mm chip size) 
$ 1.57 (for 3.0 mm x 3.0 mm chip size) 
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• Therefore. the volume based ·cost analysis (or a mass production was success(u/Jy 
per(ormed . 

C4: Negotiate a business terms and conditions with a customer (Deliverable: A dra(t 
MOU) 

- Goal: Have Have a mutually agreed commercial terms and conditions draft 

• An MOU has been agreed and signed by and with With Light, a LED measurement 
equipment vendor. 

• The MOU Includes commercial terms and conditions such as dellverables and the 
price ceiling for a minimum volume. 

• Therefore. the business terms and conditions with customers are successfully 
negotiated . 

Milestone S(Date tor completion: 4/30/U) 

CS: Establish forma l relationship with partners an.d/or customers (Deliverable: A formal 
business agreement document) 

- Goal: Establish o commercial business relationship with a customer 

• A sample has been dellvered to a potential customer and/or partner, WithUght Co., 
Ltd. in Jeonju city, South Korea. With light is an expert company highly specializ:ed in 
LED measurement tools, equipment, ahd methods working with many companies 
and research institutes in the LED industry. Also nanolambda signed a Purc.hase 
Agreement with "L'' Electronics in Korea for evaluation kit, and nanolambda 
received an order from company "S" cal in US for an evaluation kit. nanolambda 
signed an MOU with Stanford University for a joint project as well. All these 
customers and partners are wil ling to collaborate to develop solutions for variety·of 
different potential applications including LED or LED light measurement. 

• Therefore, the formal relationship with partners & customers were successfully 
established . 

With light 

• WithUght wants to continue the relationship to develop the commercial lED 
measurell'ent equipment product 

• With light suggested a joint development project of a LED measurement 
equipment using nanolambda's sensor. 

• For the joint development, With light commented that they could also apply fo1 
Korea government funding. 
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• WithL1ght also sugg!'!sted that they can support nanolambda on certain 
development areas where nanoLambda needs help, such as on the embedded 
hardware and firmware design and development. 

• With Light and nanolambda agreed on a joint development project. 

Company, " l" Electronics 

• "l" Electronics and nanolambda signed a purchase agreement for an evaluation kit 
Delivery Due: May 25, 2011, Amount: $3,200 

• "L" Electronics wants to test and evaluate the sensor for many different 
applications including LED measurement. 

Company, "':/' Cal 

• "S" cal placed an order and paid in advance ($3,200) for an evaluation kit . 
• Their target application is the accurate color measurement and calibration of 

TV/Display (LED TV, 3D TV, LED projector etc.) 

University of Stanford 

• University of Stanford and nanolambda signed an MOU for a collaboration 
• As part of the ROSE(Remotely Operated Science Education) progran1, University of 

Stanford would like to use nanolambda's Spectrum Sensor. 

Part 3: VALUE PROPOSITION 

-How has the funding by PA Nano helped your company to grow? 
The funding by PA Nano for LED Color monitoring sensor has greatly help our business 
move forward fot the c.ommetcialization. The successfully developed monolithic 
fabrication process proved that the mass production at a very low cost using 
nanoimprint process is feasible. We demonstrated our new sensor prototype at the 
international CES 2011 show. More than 500 potential partner!>, customers and 
investors visited and showed strong interests. We also tested our sample together 
with potential partners/customers and got feedbacks. More importantly, we got PO 
and sold rour evaluation kits to a few selected alpha test customers for test and 
evaluation for their applications. Since we now verified that it's mass producible at 
low cost and now we better understand 1:he market needs, the commercialization is 
finally foreseeable on the horizon. We plan to release our commercial product within 
a year. 
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- What is the potential for job creation? 
For the commercial product launch, we will need to hire five to ten more engineers 
within a year in various fields, such as optics, wafer process, software, test and 
applicatio ns, and sales. 

- Have you established any new partnerships with customers or commercialization 
partners resulting from the support of PA Nano? 
We have established new partnerships with With light and Stanford University by 
s igning an MOU. We have also established relationships for joint commercial product 
development, with potential customers such as LG in Ko rea and Spectra Cal in US. Also 
collaborations with CMOS image sensors are under discussion with partner companies 
such as Ava go, Clair Pixel. Hamamatsu, and Siliconfile. 

- How has support from PA Nano accelerat ed your C·ommercialization pathway? 
Not on ly the funding but also the review and support f ro m PA Nano have acce lerated 
our commercialization pathway. The cost analysis along with the monolithic 
fabrication process developed and the test with With light under this PA Nano project 
have been the key milestones for the commercialization pathway. Since we verified 
that it's mass producible at low cost and we now understood more clearly what to 
improve, our commercializat ion efforts have become more predictable and can appeal 
better to potentia l customers, partners and investors . We can accelerate our 

commercialization efforts and tasks all in parallel. 

Part4: Submission of the Final Report and Closeout Paperwork 

Sch I I · e1 u e summarv for mi I'$ one an I t d pn'ltll'nts 
l'VIilestone Date Description Pnymenl 

Mil~?stonc l l l/2/09 Pro jecl kick off IO% of total- $19,745 

Alfiles~ one 2 !2/:31/09 Tl.Cl 30% oftotal - $59,p5 

Miles tone 3 3/31/10 T2, C2 20°o oftotal • $39,490 

Milestone 4 2110111 T3, T4, C3, C4 20% of total - $39,490 

Milestone 5 4/30111 T5, C5 10'!-o of tot.1l - $19,745 

li'itntl Pa perwork 4/30111 Closeout docs 10% of total - $19,745 
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Appendix J – 10-023 (Kurt Lesker) 

 

P ANCC Copper Sputtering Trials 
Kurt J, Lesker Co.mpany, Materials Division 

February 7, 2011 

Summary 
'f,vo copper targets of idet11ic;d dimetlSious were sputtered Wlder \limilar cou.dit~~ms. The 
resulting films were analyzed to identify differences in l'ilm q11ality or iarget performance. 11le 
targets used to produce the films were manufactured by difterenl techniques. lntegran USA, Inc 
produced a 99.998% pure copper target that was used to manufacture EJTNANOCVSAMPLE 
that \vas then used to deposit tOOnm CU films on silicon ''laf.ers ("'f ' samples). Nikko Metals 
USA, lite produced a 99.9999% • pure copper target t)ial was used to m!\nufachwe 
EJTCU60~AMPLE that was lben used to depo$it IOOnm Cu ftlms on $iJicou wafers ("N'. 
samples). 

• Sputtering oftbe materials proved to be very similar, only noting a slight difference in 
sputtering voltag-e. 

• A difference in -appearance was noted after 1he tar~ets were sputtered and removed from 
the chamber, ·the EJ1'NANOCUSAMPLE app<lared to have porositythroughout. 

• Film uniformity on wafer 11 was 1/- i2%; film uniformity on wafer N 1 WM 11.2% . 
• AES analysis. was perfonJjed to examine tbe depth profile of:t,he film~. 111e surface 

survey spectta showed copper, ox-ygen, and low levels of carbon present at similar 
concentrations on the I wo as-received .samples; nllUlely the sutface and the interface 
between the copper filntaud tbe siJieoo substl'l).te. 

• T£M cross sectioil data show thai the copper layer thicklt~)is is 12§mn on 13 and ~·l20nm 
OJl N3. 

• ln lhe .I3 sample voids were detected at the substratt:'-.film interface. No voids were 
detected in tbe N3 TEM Satnple 

• In the ST£M images, lheFe also appears Lo be an interfacial layer between ilie copper and 
silicon substrate on both sample.s" This layer was also detected during the .t\ES analysis. 

• TIH:i average resistiv!Ly of'wafer 14 was measured at 1.87 x l o-6 
Q ·em w.ith a standard 

deviation of 6·. 76 x 1 0-s; the average resistivity of wafer N2 was measured at 2.44 x 10·6 

Q •cm With a standard deviation of7.48 x 10-~ 

" I'-' Samples: It, 12, 13, 14 
Target: Part-# EFfNANOC:tJSAMPLE, nCu (copper) 99.998% pure, 6.00" diamt!ler x 0.250" 
tllick, l.pt #: S008 I PRD053287 
S'!lbstrale: 6''.Si 'Wafer 
Film thiokn.ess; 128.0 A 
Power: - lkW (574 Volts, 1.74 Amp~) 
Filtn u11ifomtity (\vaf(!r 11)' .L/-12% 
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Taroet Impw-ities- EJTNANOCUSAMPLE. Lot# SillS/ PRD053287 
The target material was sent for full scan GDMS and I GA. The resulting purity including only 
metallic impurities was 99.9982%. Cam on and oxygen were detected at 23ppm and 36ppm, 
respectively. 
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Figure I. GDMS results (above) IGA results (below) for EJTNANOCUSAMPLE, nCu targe~ Lot II S008/ 
PRD053287 

Sputtl!l'ing Results- EJfNANOCUSAMPLE. nCu Tar!!et/ Wafl!l's 11. 12. 13. 14 
The target sputtered very well and no pro blerns were encountered while it was running. 
However, when the target was removed from the magnetron, the appearance was not as 
expected. The eroded nCu target displayed shallow porosity after sputtering as shown below. In 
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general the erosion of the target was not even. An alpha step was used to measure the film 
uniformity across the wafer Il and the result was +/-1 2%. 

Photo of eroded nCu Target after sputtering 

"N" Samples: Nl, N2, N3, N4 
Target: Part# EJTCU60SAMPLE, N ikko Copper Target 99.9999% pure, 6.00" diameter x 
0.250" thick, Lot# 07-0918-363 I VPU052919 
Substrate: 6" Si Wafer 
Film thickness: 1250 A 
Power ~1kW (562 Volts, 178 Amps) 
Film uniformity (wafer N1): +/-11.2% 

Target Impul"ities- Customer (Aitis Semiconductor) sample of Nikko Cu 
The target material provided by a customer using the ~;arn e material was sent for full scan GDMS 
and IGA The resulting purity including only metallic impurities was 99.99996%. Oxygen was 
detected at 16ppm. GDMS and IGA results are listed below. 
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Figure 3. GDMS results (above) IGA results (below) for Nikko Cu target, cuslomer supplied s8ll\ple 

Sputtering Results- EJfCUdlSAI\IIPLE1 Nikko Cu Taralt /Wafe:s Nl1 N21 N31 N4 
The target sputtered very well and no problems were encountered while it was running. When 
the target was removed fi:om the magnetron, the appearance was typical and the erosion of the 
target was mostly even. 
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Photo of eroded Nikko Cu Target after sputtering 

Copper Film Analysis - nCu (12, 13) and Nikko (N2, N3) 

Augct· Electron Spectrometry (AES) 
AES is a surface surveying technique that analyzes energy from Auger electrons generated by a 
sub-micron electron beam. The teclmiquc generates images using both secondary or 
hackscattered electrons and also deplh profiling through sputtering with an auxiliary ion heam. 

AES was performed on both samples to determine depth profiles. The surface survey spectra 
showed copper, oxygen, and low levels of carbon present at simi lar concentrations on the two as
received samples. Spectra were also acquired mid-way through the sputter depth profiles and 
after the completion of the profiles. J he data are sunull8rized in Table land Table D. Tbe sputter 
depth profiles are copied below a nd show the presence of a very thin (- 10-20A) oxide layer on 
the copper layer. The copper layer was - 105Jm1 on all samples. The thickness is an estimate and 
assumes that the copper sputters at the same rate as Si02. 

The full AES survey data for both samples is outlined in ReportYOABV589Cu.pdf. The depth 
profiles for each sample have been copied below. 
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Table I. concentrauon ot Elements Detected on the AS·Recelved Surface (In Atom%) 

Filename. •~m~~~~1c Si. 
Vaferl2 

y~ >urtaco 14 38 ,18 
l.id ct n ota•• 100 
>o;.>J>•oB• 100 

,..,. s:::· 7 •z 50 
Mid ct n pr«Je 100 

I r::::.;:~· too 

Swf>ce 6 '57 37 
I Wd ct n D«R• IQO 

Po>! PiOJie 100~ 

Table 11. Film Composition an <I Thickness basel! upon AES Profiles 

S..mplo 10 C 0 Cu 
<2nm .. 105-nm 
<Znm •1J8nm ~~~~~~~~:~~~; :2~3 ------~~:~-~~:~~--~~-+~~~-4 

W~f&r N3 <2ntn <2nm • 103nm 

Scanning Transmission Elect.r'On Microscopy CSTIDM) 
b1 STEM, a focused probe of electrons is rastercd across a sample. transmitted through the 
s.ample and collected with de.tectors below the. sample with the exception of secondary electron 
detection which takes place above the samph". ' l11ere are 3 image modes which are denoted at 
the bottom of the: image: 

1. Transmitted E lectron l\1Iode (TE)- The detector is directly under the sample and yields a 
traditional TEM bright tield image from diffraction contrast. 

2. Z-C(}J1trast Mode (ZC)- the transmitted electrons are c.:olleded undemeath the sample on 
a high-angle annular dark field (IIAADP) detector which yields atomic number contrast, 
High atomic number e lements appear light in gray scale, low atumic numhcrs are d;u-k. 
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3. Secondary Electron Mode (S E)- Just like traditional scanning electron microscope images 
(S EM). Secondary electrons are collected from the surface of the sample providing 
topographical and atomic number contrast information. 

Scanning transmission electron micro scope (STEM) surface analysis of wafers 13 and N3 
showed variations in grain growth but uncovered no obvious defects. The secondary electron 
images, acquired at a magnification of 25 OX, show that both samples are free of particles, 
scratches, hazes, hillocks, pits, etc. 
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During FIB sample preparation, a carbon coatingi s applied to the samples. This is followed by 
sputtered platinwn and FIB-applied platinum which are not visible in the images. Some of the 
images are rotated 90 degrees clockwise fur layer thickness measurements. However the TEM 
cross section data show that the copper layer thickness is 125nm on 13 and -120nm on N3. The 
data are summarized in Table III. 

Table 111. Film composition an<l Thl¢.kness based upon TEM 

Copper film thicknesses were measured to be 128 nm and 12 5 nm fur I3 and N3 respectively. 
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Cron S~on tma9e; Wafer N3 

In the I3 sample voids were detected as can be seen in the image below on the left. No voids 
were detected in the N3 TEM sample as seen in the image below on the right. 

ll1ere also appears to be an interfacial layer between the copper and silicon substrate. Sample I3 
is shown below on the left and sample N3 is shown below on the right. 
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49 l'oint Resistivity Mappin g 
Electrical resistivity is a measure of a material's opposition to the flow of electric current. 
Electrical resistivity mapping was performed on the two samples. 20 and 3D maps were 
produced usi11g the data obtained from ll1e resistivity measurements. 

TI1e data for sample 14 is copied below. TI1e set of data includes 3 sigma data. TI1is is ilie data 
within 3 standard deviations of the average. 20 and 3D maps are shown below. 111e average 
resistivity wa~ mea~ured at 1.87 X 10·G i). ·cm with a standard deviation Of 6.76 X 10·8 
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l11e data for sample N2 is copied below. l11e set of data includes 3 sigma data. l11is is the data 
within 3 standard deviations oft he average. 2D and 3D maps are shown below. The average 
resistivity was measured at 2.44 x 10·6 Q ·cm with a standard deviation of7.48 x 10·8. 

Contour Map 
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Commerc:lltl»eliverab!es: 

Two (2) purchase-orders for nCu target qualificatiou from semiconditclor and/or GMR customers/GEMs. 
SJ;atus: Partially Co01plete 

Summary; Four customers have agt¢ed to test targets which mcel Ule spccilricati_oJl: Intel.. Applied 
Materials, TSMC and Altis Semi. 

l'rchnical 'Orlivernblc: 

A 4~ (OJ)) x 0.125" (thick) alternate malerktl to be identified and produced based on customUJ· feedback 
and teclmical feasibility. Parity and grain size analysis of sample. 
Stallts: Not completed 

Summary: A change in the Milestone dcliverabfcs w.aJ~ rcqucstt:d in order to delete this deliverable. '('he 
additional costs associated with replaci»g the dej>osition bath to increase purity and the increase the 
l.hickness of lhe prototype targets was determined more import;ml in the developmenl of the product. than 
subsequent material development 

Sltipment of prototype targets. 
Stntus: Not completed 

nCu target which yield~ film cltaracteristi.cs and sputtering perform anile measured to meet customer 
,sp~:eificatlons. The data will include the following: 

-film resi$!lvity <2 ohm $q and thickness- un.ifo1mity pa: 49 roiot rcsi$tivitymapping 
Status: Completed (see 2/7/11 repott) 

- Post wutteriog target surface R,a < I mjcroJt 
Status: Nolcompleted 

- '1'_11\'get with suff'acc finish of 63RMS or better 
Status: Completed (sec 217/ 11 report) 

- TEM and SAM analysis to detect fihn defects 
Statu:s: Complc;tw (sc;~2t7/ll report) 

- Cleaned and packaged pnxluc! per customer -specification 
Status: Completed (see 217/11 report) 

Pl'ototype delivered to respective ct~stomers for .qu.11ificatiun. 
Status: NotcompJeted 

Data Showing how the perfOrmance of this manufa.ctored product compares to lhe proiittcl produced using 
targets i1CCfUlred. front the top suppJien; of Cu t.1rgets W the semiconductor industry. 
Status: CompMoo (see 217/ l l report) -

Mil.estone Summarr: After thorough revi.ew. of tcehnical result!!, it was determined that th.e electro
Jepo~ition process .may Qot yield la,rgets which mtJot the customer spcci.ficatioosfn:qu.inancn.ts, Furth<..'f 
developmeo\- wmli4J,'eqllire substantial financial {e.\lources wiUt nn uncCl.'l:aitl outcome' It wa~ agreed by aU 
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parties to end the project at this point. 
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Appendix K – 10-035 (Industrial Learning Systems) 

 

Final Report submitted to PA-Nano Matciials Conunercializat.ion Cent.er 

Project Nmnber: 
Title: 
Submitted By: 
Company: 
Date Submitted: 

10-035 
Continuous l'roduction of Nan o-Stmcturcd Solar Cells 
Dr. B. Elik Ydstie, CEO ILS 
lndustlial Learning Systems, Inc. 
Aug 14, 2012 

Executive Summary: 'Ilte objective ofthe development and commercialization project 
supported by the PA-Nano Materials Commercialization Center was to verify a new process for 
making silicon wafers to produce solar cells. Prototypes using machined graphite coated with 
silicon nitride and similar inert materials were used to demonstrate a new (patent pending) 
process for making thin, nano-structured films of silicon suitable for making solar cells. The new 
process promises to reduce capital and operating costs by a factor of3 or more relative to current 
wafer production technology. Titis reduction paves the way for solar electricity to reach coal 
parity at about $0.40 per kWp in the foreseeable future (about 4 years). The proposed process is 
based on a concept that is easy to implement on an industrial scale in Western Pe1msylvania. 11te 
P A manufacturing base has expertise in high temperature processing and ideally suited for this 
commercialization project and industrial development partners are easy to find. Industrial 
Learning Systems (iLS) has been negotiating potential development and commercial pattnerships 
with the Alcoa Technical Center in New Kensington, Epiphany Tech in Vandergriff and Elkem 
ASA with offices in Moon Township. Basic research and development completed during the 
execution of the project show the feasibility of the process principles. We have shown that the 
process is capable of producing mono-crystalline wafers. We developed a water model at scale 
that shows feasibility of continuous production. We developed a new texturization process that 
reduce the reflectance level down to less than 8% for wafers produced in our lab. 11te impurity 
level is ctll1'ently too high and difficult to control in the ctll1'ent experimental set-up. We will gain 
access to a more advanced pilot plant system in the fall of20 12 that will allow us to continue 
process development and control the process so that the required purity conditions are met. TI1e 
new system is designed to produce 5 inch wide wafers at a rate of about 20" per minute. A 
number of companies and investors, including Mr. Andre Heinz and Applied Materials have 
expressed interest in investing once the process concept has been demonstrated at industrial 
scale. 

Background: "flte Horizontal Ribbon Grov.rth (HRG) process for continuous production of 
silicon wafers is motivated by how ice freezes on water. A molten bath of si licon is cooled from 
the top, below its freezing point. Solid silicon is Jess dense than liquid silicon (by about 4%) so 
that the sheet floats like ice on water as shown in Figure 1. 11te solid sheet is continuously 
removed, while liquid silicon is continuously replenished at the same rate. 11te continuous 
process promises to reduce the cost of mono-crystalline silicon wafers by a factor of 3 or more 
relative to the current technology. The main savi11gs come from reducing waste by eliminating 
sawing (kerf losses) and by continuous operation at high production rate. 

11te production rate of the HRG process is not limited by the rate of solidification since 
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solidification is perpendicular to the process flow. This property distinguishes the process from 
many cwrent technologies including the Czochralski and Edge Filtn Defined Growth (EFG) 
processes. Furthennore, directional solidification on a liqtJid substrate produces a mono
crystalline sheet of high quality by moving imputities to the melt. 

Mathematical models and a full-scale water-model show tllat sheets with a thickness of 0.180 
mm can be produGed at a rate of 150 mm per min (See Figure 1 on the right). Small scale, batch 
experiments have been used to produce single crystalline silicon wafers by solidification from 
the top of molten silicon as weJI as molten slags. 

• l 

~dsvu~m Heal remCHol 
>oii(J 51hcllr• Sheel 

100 IH 

I'\IU Rat& (m~l!\111) 
T !Ill 

Figure 1: The HRG process for continuous manufactming of silicon solar wafers is shown on 
the left. The tigure on the right compares mathematical model results with a water model for pull 
rates from 1 to 2.5 em per minute. 

M~or Condusions 

The program suppotted by the PA·Nano Matetials Commercialization Center enabled us to 
demonstrate 

1. The continuous process can produce small mono-crystalline wafers of silicon. Silicon 
losses were e&timated to be less than 12 %. 

2. The new texturization process new green chemicals reduces reflectance of Czochralski 
wafers to 10% of incident light while the reflectance of iLS wafers was about 8%. The 
silicon losses were estimated to be 4% 

3. We approached a nwnber of potential partners and looked into how to finance the fwther 
development of the process. The most successful results: 

a. P A Nano funding and the results we obtained allowed us to write a strong NSF 
Phase I proposal. This was funded and led to the submission oftl1e Phase II 
proposal in July 2012. 

b. Results from the research were presented at the IEEE Photovoltaics Specialist 
Conference in Austin 'IX Here we made contact a major solar cell production 
company tl1at is going to donate a major piece of eqtJipment that will be used to 
develop and test the wafer production system at commercial scale. 

4. TI1e commercialization plan was completecl It was shown that price of silicon wafers can 
be reduced by a factor of three. We predict that cost of a solar cell produced in HRG 
process will be about $0.40 per Wp. Three commercialization options were evaluated, 
license, prutner, build our own. In the current economic climate and in discussions with 
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potontiallnvestors we follnd that build our own is the best option to move forward. 

TJac Road Ahead for iLS 

TI1e feasibility -of the proposed approach was verified in high temperattU'e batch ai1d semi
continuous experiments to demonstrate thin sheet fonnation. exitaction and ·tex'turization. We 
also verilied thaHhe proposed approach holds the porential to offer tbe foUowing economic 
benef11s over conventional wafering processes. The major cilal/enges prevailing in this project 
are: 

1.. Controlled and continuoliS sneet fon1la1ion w'it!l uniform thickmil$S in th~t range of )50 to 
250J!m. 

1. Opti:mizllti<m. oftlle beat trausfer PfQCCsses to )nahJtaiu ~ll)Ooth temperature gradjent. 
3. Automated extraction ofmono-cryst.1lline sheets with desired cryst.;H orientation 
4. Conlrolllie impurity inclusion and s~gregation. 
5. Capital iJwcstmeut towan,ls betterdesig11, construction and im.pletuentation ofthe 

proposed 1nethodology. 
6. Identify inws1ors willing to invest in industri'a) i~ation once the process has boen 

demon.stratcq atl:l scale, 

In orderto meet these challenges iLS t)as decided go ahead with the implementation ofa pilot 
plant system capable of producing 5 inch wide waf'l!rs in a contim1ous process. TI1is system will 
be installed in the fdU of2012 at U-P ARC or at CMU. We are in process of investigating the 
different options to- fmd the 01te 1hat suits our needs best. The system. shown in tbe diagram 
below (Figure 2) consists of a cmcible for melting .silicon and a .float chamber f6r wafer 
production. Tite system has several measurement and controL devices and is connected to a 
computer control system that allows for precise control of the system. 'The system is housed in a 
cylindrical conlainer as sl1own in Figure 3 . 1l1e system can be evacuated to remove air and 
moisture and then he hac){-f'illed with inert ru·gon gas and potentially low leyols of nitrogen to 
stabilize the crystallization process. 1 11e $yster,n tbat wi)l be installed is desigued to be co.r.pable of 
producing 5inch wi'de wafers-at 20 inches permimue. These specilications cowespond Lo the 
on¢S used in the industrial case study. With significant NSF fimding itl Phase U. we will be able 
to. operate and fine-tune the pilot plant system. A Orumt chart showing .the project plan for 20Jt3-
20 14 is shown be-l ow. 

I Monl&. Ta•k• 

' J 
6 I 9 12 ) IS )JS·j :lt I Z~ 

Qbjt~\'e 1 Opera"' and Re:lib~ th~ P.IIQrStak moarPm~es$ 
Ta$k 1- U..,ign •nii ""'difjrfloat>7one clianlber 
'Thsk 2 -' Develop eJ11piricn1nK>del< for c<>ntrol 

Taskl ,1\;utonliltk wntn)l Qfle._...ture profile ill Boat ~ne 
Task~- lmpr<>vod ~nlrul.of ~!ur •)!•1om 

'l'ai.k5- Heater .intlilllment w\u oontrolaltlic e>il and alDnR lbe b~ll 
ObJf.ctiVe ~- D~stgn.of@l! Indll.\tJ'I!II S(ale l)enJOn.\1nlt~n ·Sys'te.m 

Ta$kli Devel<>D ocale-up n.,dels I I I I M I I 
Task7- Ontimizati~n oforocoss-at dlfWrent conditione I I I I I • I 
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~{t 
Figure 2: Detailed sketches of pilot plant design equipment for continuous float process. 

Figure 3: Photos showing the pilot plant (left) and power supply and computer control system 
(right). 

Overview of Progress Reports, Milestones and Results 

During the execution of the project we produced 5 reports and accompanying presentations. 
These reports explain in detail progress made and a review of 6 Major Technical Milestones with 
17 sub-categories and 5 Major Commercial Milestones with 6 sub-categories. The major 

The contents of the reports and Technical Milestones are reviewed here 

I. Report 1: Submitted September 29,2010 

1. Tl: Produce prototype c1ystalline silicon sheets in small scale batch experiments. 

Conclusion: We have been able to make wafer of2cm x 2cm. We have also been 
able to produce -Scm x 3cm. We have not been able to accomplish 400 )1m 
thickness of wafer. Thickness of our wafer at present is 500 J.lm. On the technical 
development of our float process, the raw material (polysilicon) from Hemlock 
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has been used and is being used. Sil icon from ALCOA is no longer in use for our 
wafeting process due to tec!Ulical difficlllties it1 woi'kin€> with it. 

2. T2: .Estimate the silicon loss - the silicQ.n lo~·s should be less than 10%. 

Condusicl)l: No substantial, weight loss was observed in making Silicon blocks of 
gjveo dimension fi:om polysilicon. Nearfy 8% of Silicon loss was observed in a 
batch el\-perimen1, and calculation has been made by weighing a block and all the 
silicon wafers frorn the same block using precision micmbalance. 

3 .. T3: M~crsure thr,: 1m purities in the prototype sheets. 1'hes.e should not exceed I ppm 
using less cl~an ra~i· materials. Establish the solar convetsion efficir,:nc;y- should 
be aro11nd I 2% or higher. 

Conclusion: We have not been abkto establish the solar conversion efficieucv as 
well as impurity at ppm level. It became clear as the project pro·gressed that it is 
not possible to achieve the required purity in the current e.'Vperiment:tl set-up, A 
ntrther discussion and the l'Oad a1lead is provided Ul Report 5. 

4. T4: Compare the impurity levels in· different prototypes made.fi'om d~(for·ent teM 
mmerials through the wafering process. 

Conclusion: Currently we are usit\gHemlook polysilicon. We have not measured 
impurity level in ppm. 

5. 1'5: I<;vpluat~ vario11s ewhing sol11/io.n.s W etch I he· .$1ll{ace$ ofprototype wafers to 
a depth of 10-15 microns. 

Conclusion: We have achieved nearlv 12% reflectance level in our wafer. The 
optimtml working solution in this dir~ction is given in Table 1, EXPT-3. 

6. T6: Evalua1e the tole of oxzdiz.ing agem (e.g. Cr:O/) wllh acid ecchanz (1 IF) and 
other jluorrne compounds. This may help i'n trccornpllshing better or contrf)lled 
pyramidal structures and may reqmre less "time" jor texturizatton. 

C'on$!lusion: In this task, reflectance level bas been hrought down to 8%. Tite 
optimum working solution in this direction is given in Table 2, E,.pt. 9 . We have 
been able to l-,UTy out this work at room temperature in short span of time of 5-20 
min. 

7. t 7: IJ:sta/Jlish the roie of OJ..JI~fluoride a.~· a .~1Jbstrate in pre-lexturiztlrion s.tep. The 
idea is to study the role ojjluoride io/1 tmpacton the surface of silicon wafer in 
the "form ofntino-patterning'~ 'lhts ts to test whether fluoride ion from 
oxyfhiaride based g,lasse.rr::an enhartr::e the process. 

Condusion: 1bough oxyfluorjde gljtss powder helps i11 etching process 
(reflectaMe Jevcl is 12% i:n C~ Wa:f~), b~t -i t does oot play any role u1 patterning 
of: Silicon surface at uano-sc.aJe With F ion, There is no indication o.f Si.-F 
formation. 

8. T8: Stmctural integrtty and loss-.of minimal-silicon materials ftl'e the two majOf' 
determinants oflhe proposed cost-effective re.:'<:lltrization zone. W qfer 
characterization. mainly the depth of$ thin·sheel before and after rex.u.trizctfion. 
will be used to cotnpute the los-s o.fsilicon. 
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Coaclusioa; 'There is no obange in structure integrity before .and after etchiilg the 
·surface.. As given in. the table 1. 2 and 3, our working solutions, e.g. BXPT. 3 anr.l 
E.-'XPT. 9 show a tninimalloss of2 an.d 4.7% respectively, mtteh less than the 
target value of 8%. 

9. T9: Complete the experimental design to 4how a mode/for the equipmenr 
requit,ed flJr the wqfel'ing proc,:ess that will be used.(or the design ofJhe pilot planr 
system .• tflcoa will provide 1nput on the key design. parameters that include the 
.syste1ndtmensions, conductive, convec_tive and radiatiile heat trcmsfeJ~jlow 
velocity of the inert g(lses and coolants, heating rate. pulling speed for the 
specific equipmenl. We will Visit Jab.faci'lities at Alcoa to understand the design 
and operation ofhigh tempeJ·aturejim:~aoes and em handling molten metals. 

Cqncluslon: Our talkS with Alcoa ted to the conclusion 1hal tl1ey are'NOT1he 
best partners for us i11 this prqjecl. We <Ire e.l(ploring options with AMAT and 
Elkem. w~ atso have in,put and project reviews frort1 Alcoa ~ngineers through 
Epiphan,y Tech. 

I 0. Ct: Provide a L~tter of Agreenuant frwn Alcoa .rhat otttline.t the re,spective roles 
and requi1'ements for the (a) Pi lor proaes!I and the (b) experihlental design for the 
iMfering process. 

ConcluSion: A letter from Epip.hany tech is attached. The letter e>.'Jlfi3Sses their 
interest and confidence in the project. At present Epiphany is working (work for 
hiN) under an NDA. We have not developed a fonnal partt1ership yet. 

2. Repori 2: Submitted .January 15, 2011 

I. TJ(); Control ofthe single nano-ilize oftnetal. meta[ oxides and/or both particles 
1tsing wet-chem!'cal etching approach, 
Cond~«sions: We successfully employed one-step wc~cbemical appJ'Oach at 
low dilution in order to coub-ol tho dispersion of ,gold uano·particlo followed by 
coating of these nanoparticulates onto Si< lOO> and Si< lll> waters. Remo ... -al of 
gold nauoparticles led to tl1e formation of a fine, random hiilock sub"stmcture <Qn 
the ~urfaL>e of silicon in uano-sc<lle dimen~;ion. We have a.obieved nearly 4% 
reflectance level in our wafer. The optimum working solution in this direction is 
given in Table l, EXPT. 37. 

2. Tll: Characteri'4e the morphalQgy (Sl1Jvf and TEM). slng)e nano-size of 
Jnetal/metal oxide nanoparticles and spectral 'r.e.flecrivity ofwa.fer. 
Conelusions: ln this task. we have successfi.llly characterized ·U1e dis~rsion and 
coating of t1at1o-particl~ on the surface of Silicon wafer using Scruu1ing Electron 
M icro$eope (SEM) ami X -r.1y Diffraction (XRJ)) measuFeUleots. 

3. (.'1: esta/Jlish CO.S( Of chemicals .ct/1d develop CQ111puter tcx.J/s .for sensitilrjty 
anaiysi.dV'e will estimate total market ~·tze, key competitors and ir!dusliJI value 
chain and cost analysts of product of scal.e--1p, 'This ana0,sis will help /(S 

understand the total market opporhmity and the .~trategic approach foy 
commef·cialiwtion give-n the tJOmpe.titive landscape and our·differentiatingfacrors 
Conclusions: We conducted a full analysis of th~ total mark~t size, comp.:tiliv-e 
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landscape and key players in each pa.r:t of the value chain. Based on .the s111dy we 
conducted, we evaluated tll!'ee potential commet'cialization stfategje.s ~ build, 
partner. and license. Our full business plan that is attacfled to this report includes 
our study results. Total available marJ.;et estimatio11 and value chain description 
c;m be t()uud in seo;l\ion 2 of busit1eS!> plan. Section 6 tle$cribes the competitive 
landscape and our cost advantage over the ne~t 5-8 years. Section 1 descri'bes t.he 
dif:Jerent con)JJlerci.alization op.tions and the fradeoJTh between thetl}, 

4. C'3: Waforcost antJiysls 
Conclusloos: We $Uccessfully estimated the cost per wafer and cost per MW 
capacity. Our estimation concluded that we have a significant cost advantage over 
our competitors. 'f11e costs estitnates can be found it1 the app~ndil:" of the business 
p lan. 

3. Report 3: Submitted March 3), 2011 
I . T12: Wet-chehlical Ne/fasNeltlbl:y route wtll be employed and selfa~·sembling 

block copolymer template$ will be utilized to patfern an aqueous metal reduction 
reactfoll on sJlicon surfaces that allows na:nos()fjle patterning. 
ConclusioJJS: We have successfully employed .se.li:assemnled .polymet mask 
having a thickness level of 400 nm. il,o.wever, the polvmers used i1t this task did 
not yield an:v signific:u'lt res nils. :~nd did not fonn sufficient pa,ttem at nano-scale, 
'The OJiniJllum re.flectance leveJ of nearly 16-22% v,:as Jneasured in the sample 
•dcbed by wet-Ch¢mical method - dilule HF-H~Oz solution. 'fbe best Level of 
miniruml) reflectance obtaiJ1ed so tar is 4% and is repo11ed i11 tbe- Milestone 3. 

2 . T13: Accomplish the impurity level C?f lppm or less in the prot.otype ,rhef!/s. 
Establish ihe .Nolat conversion ijjiciency- should be around 12-16% or higher. " 
Conclusions: Attempts made to accomplish the Jevel of impurity iu as-produced 
sili'cou ~l1eet at l ppm or less remained !:!llSUCcessfnl. The level of impl~tity of l. 89 
ppm obtained so far is the be.~ result aud is reporte.d in the Milestone 2-. ·n1e sheet 
produced in this ntethod has bee11 sent for purity (carbon) analysis. We have nl)t 
been able to Jabcicate a eell wit}; our as-produced sheet to measure solar 
conversion <fiicieucy. Nevertheless, we have made progress in pulling 
experiment. 

3. C4: We wrll identifY potential partners among waftr manufacturers, equipment 
aml process expert$ in the indusfl)~ and we willlnfttate·.dlscusslom with potential 
partners. Conclu_sions: Identified Applied Materials as one of the potential 
partn.~rs. Oilier companies interested in th~ rooftop solar market (for example 
SunPower) would be a good partner, since our aim is to reduce the costs of high 
yield, tnono crystalline panels. 

4. C5: We will Identifj• potential partners among wqjer manufach:Lreni. equipment 
and JJrocess experts in the industry and we. will initiate discussions with potential 
pattnerN. 
Conclusions: Analysis of the feedback re,:~eived from partner is be.iug evaluated. 
Further discussion is provided in Report 5. 

4 . Re1Hnt 4: SUbmitted May 18, 201l 
1. Tl4: The wafering pmce.~s has Jo lead to the texturi"Mlion process producing 
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sQiar grcrd(J silictm wqfers. the pilot plant ~/(t~·ig}l will be focused tp Integrate both 
p;-oces:;es. 
Condusions: Although we ]tllVe not been able to fabri'--<Jte a cell with our as
produced sheet to measore solar conversion etliciency. We ba,re successful1y 
employed nano.texturization process to those. waters produced in our laboratory, 
Si< Ul > and other highly texuued Silicon slteets along with Czochralski waters. 
Sl< lll> .using batch process. H.Qwewr, we could noi manufacture any significant 
wafeJ'$ using continuous met bod, and heuee, the integration ·of pilot plant de:,;igu 
remained halted. 

2. 'ft5: Once the representation model is validated with lhe avaflahle experimental 
data, other tmportant design parameters like: equtpmertt size \1/il/ be tweaked to 
detemifne the sensitivity of those parameters. 
Conclusions: Attempts were made to validate m1 .all-inclusive model with tJ1e 
experimeJttal data including equipment size. Due to Ofl-going experiments and 
deviations in tJ1eir result~;, availability of partial supportive data could not yield 
significant r~solts in this task. 

3. 'f16: Operating parameters like tetnperature. extent of reaction, reaction time, 
process time etc. and theil' expected range ofvarfation, acceprable minimum and 
llnl.)fil'ilum VcJlUe!( will also be delermine.d bqsed on the model develope([ 
Conclusions: Since we aJ"e still continuing our experiment, tJ1erefore optimization 
of operating parameltWS Hke temperan~re, exient of reaction, reaction time, 
process ti.ltle, crMtioo of efficient <X'!Oting zone witb respect to thic)mcss etc a11d 
their expected range of variation, acceptable mininmm ;md maximum values and 
their determination based ou the modd still remain under observafion and 
fruiti.oo. 

4. C6: We wi ll conduct a detailed CQ!lt analysi$ in orderto understand l'equired funds 
for commercialization of techJlology. We already have an initial estimate b11t 
ba<ied on tcch11otogy development and the detai led theoretical pilot plant design, 
we Will add more details to tho: budg.:t and cost analysis. At this st~, v(e 
estimate the cost of fabrie<~tion will be cui by a factor of 4. 
Conclu~ons: A oomprel1omsive b\ISin!lSs pl-an is ~abulated, 

5. Repol't 5: S 'ubmitted Au gust 6. 2012 
l. Tt7: Establish the solar conversion efficiency - rc should be around 12% or 

higher tQ meet the goals Qfthe prqfect. As-prodllced wafers Mil be made qf si~le 
crys(a!lfne silicon for Mgher solar conver.sion ejficifmcy. 
Conclusions: It was found that the as-produced wafers had the desire~ single 
orystal fonn. 1bus, one important aspect of the process concept has been verified. 
TI1e horiZontal furhace system wit!1 the nlununa tube and the graphite crucibles 
introduce a significant almninmn, c-arbon and oxygen1mpurities. We changed the 
ex'Pe,rimental procedures and tried diff~teilt argon flow rates and a range of 
diff~rcnt Cl'tiCible 1uateriaJs, Even the best wafers where sc.; heavi ly doped that it 
was not possible to obtain elet>trical pr.operty measurements needed to apply 
standard solar testing equipment. We· nave ibereby establisbed that the solar 
efficiency in our curretil set-up ·cannoi reneh the 12% JUark. Further testing and 
exp~rimentation is not merited until the purity issues ha¥e b~en addressed. We are 
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installing a new pilot plant s~stem at TLS facilities itl PittSburgh in the fall of'20 12 
that will make it possible to control the impurity levels. 

2. Tl8: The solidification and CFD models will be validated with .the- available 
ClqJ~rirnental data. 
Conclu.si ol18; We devdoped CFD, solidification and heat trnnsfer models that 
were validated agaiJ1st tl1e water model e~perirnents as well as high temperature 
~periments in a vertica.l> fum ace at CMLl , We hav.e used tl1e model for sensiti vity 
s111dies tha1 :show how wafer thickness depend on process and design parameterS. 
A solidification model has been developed that show how impurities segregate. 
·ntis model has been compared with e:.-perimental results for ahuninum.. We also 
developed stability mode-ls tha:t show that the process should be stable provide the 
starter silicon materilll is sufficiently pure. TI1e models furthennore show tbat it is 
tt-:asible to produce a sheet at 10-20 ctn per minute and that imptuities are moved 
from the solid to the melt due to directional crystallizatio.n. 

3. C 6: Fonnulating a cost and business analysis for the proposed process •. Pr(>pose a 
com:merciali zatioJl path jn the :bus-iness plan. We will conduct a detailed cost 
ru.1a1ysis in order to uu~erstand requir~d f unds for couuuertialj~atiou of 
technology. We already have an initi<~l estimate but based on technology 
dcvclopmelli and the. detailed theoretical pilot ptnnt design; we will add more 
details to the budget aud 00$1 analysis. At tbis stage, we estimate the cost of 
fabrication will be cut by a factor of 4. 
Gonclu.sions: We have ~1pdated and refined the business plan lt1 accordance with 
the requirements. 'The cost picture lQoks vet·y prQrtltsing even in view ofthe fact 
tltat prices lrave fa U.m sharply in the PV m<~rket during the past 2 years, nmu1ly 
due to 1arge·soa1e production and very aggressive priC'ing by Chinese 
manufacturers of solar celfs and p:~nels. 
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Appendix L – 10-039 (Liquid-X) 

 

Uquid X P! inted Metals 
:final Techn leal Report submitted to the Pennsylvania NanoMaterials Commercialization 
Center, May, 9t~ 2012. 

Throughout the duration of this proJect Liquid)( Prihted Metals {LXPM) ·has supplied 
regular reports (both oral and written) to the Pennsylvania NanoMaterials ·Commercialization 
Center (PANCC). To now fulfill the final report requirements we a\"e submitting abbreviated 
highlights frem the technical and commercial milestones outlined in the finalized s.tatement of 
work. 

Commercialization Hig'hlights 

Mifestone 1; C1 
The first commercial milestone was to engage Idea 'Foundry in relation to the commercialization 
strategy. Our meeti{1g with the Idea· Foundry provided an understand·ing of the resources they 
provide. fiowever it was decided-to use our in house resources to pur·sue a commercialization 
strategy. ~rom this m1festone, we developed specific Comparw Mftestones and deadlines that 
ensured the advancement of the technology towards the needs of the Printed Electronics 
market. 

Milestone 2: C2- CS 
.Quring Milestone 2, liquid X produced a comprehensive cost model for our silver and gold inks 
from benchtop to pilot and production scale. This milestene aided in driving our research into 
both internar and external scale-up efforts. This exercise also helped us to identify the most 
cost effective method to prod'uce our sliver and gold inks. Als.o included in this Milestone, we 
conducted a comprehensive market analysis in which we identified our top competitors, 
di.scovered over 50 different potential end use applications for our technology, identified 
pOtential customers Within these apJ>Iications, and determined our target marketS for marllet 
entry points. We conducted a comprehenS'ive competitive analysis to identify our key 
differentiating factors of liq1,1ld ~'sin~. 

Milestone 3. C6- C.7 
1ln Milestone 3, we worked with a s·ubgroup of our target customers to identify their target 
parah1eters of functronal metallic inks and provide them with samp'les. From this exercise, we 
discovered that our value proposition will change depending en the end use application. For 
example, in RRE>, they are looking for a Jow><ost, high performing (hi.gh conduct~vity) functional 
metallic; ink. On the other hand, in Printed Clrcuit Board manufacturing, they currently use a 
subtractive method of removing .copper fo;led line.d substrates to leave the etched out pattern 
producing a lot of waste. However, they need a- highly conductiVe•ink that can produce thin 
traces with narrow spacing in between. We also lea.rned that the deposition vendor also plays 
an important role in the relationship with .our customers. We have even pulled in the 
depositicm vendl)rs into S'ome (lf our customer relationships to ensure our customers full 
support as they implement our -adc;liUve solution. 
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Milestone 4. C8 
During Milestone 4, we provided sample iAks to Plextronics for use in a working device. We 
learned this was an iterative process. We also identified a need for a feasibility testing prior to 
the actual device testing. During the feaslbil'lty testing, we .acquTr.e our customer's target 
paramet,er.s an·~ along with sample substrates to ensure the Uquid X's ink formulatic;ln will 
perform to expectation. By implor,ing this method, we are able to reduce our costs and shorten 
the development time Wr!h Our custome·rs. 

Milestone 5; C9 
In bur final Milestone we executed development agreements with our customers. We have 
numerous ongoing projects with·customers frcm varicus end use applications in which we are 
wofkingto incorporate our ink into their products. We are a;lso ~ploring possible licensing 
agreements with a few of, our customers. 

Technology Highlights 

Milestone 2; Tl-T4 
Dur·ing .this milestone we purchased, assembler;!, and successfully implemented use of a 
programmable Specialty Coating £ystem GSP-8 to, optimile the deposition of various silver 
inksets using numerous neat and mixed solvent deliVery systems. We primarily focused an 
conducttv)ty (o) as our figure of mer·it (FOM) and regularly achieved e1 ranges > ~X 10

6 S/lrt. 
Parallel to these efforts we synthesized a new sulfur-containing family of silVer inksets with low 
metallization temperatures on the order of l10°C (± 10oq and' sc·aled-up and validated our 
metath,esis reaction be-tWe.en sflver· acetqte and Vqrious short-chain carboxylic acids whose 
carbon content does not exceed 5 atoms. Batch-to•batch purity was assessed by elemental 
analy$iS. 

Milestone 3j T5- T7 
On the synthetic front we took our new silver molecules (developed and synthestzed i·n 
Milestone 2) and fabricated a variety of solutions at varying concentfations and solvent delivery 
sy~tems. lhe evalu~ted :delivery solvents spanned a range of polarities, viscosit,ies, al'\d bo)llllg 
points. It was uncovered through collaboration with our partner - Plextronics- that the most 
desirable, optimized in·k concentrations. were 100,mgfml (± 2 mg/mL), regardless of solvent. 

Evolution of Met:alonix Silver Deposition Conditions to Optimize lnksets for OPV Applications 

Drop Casting 
Substrates: 
fnorganic- glass and silicon 
Organic- Kapton 

Polyurethane 
PET 

Spin Coating 
....... Glass, Silicon, ....... 
...,.. HR (ho(e transport ...,.. 

Layer) coated ~lass 
provided ,by Plextronics 

Inkjet printing 
Glass, Silicon, 
ftTL coated gla~ 
Full OPV architecture 
on glass, ~pton 
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After many experlmental lteraoons, H·bonglng solvents were deemed undesirable and toluene 
was selected as the ink solvent Initial runs wi th the toluene de livery solvent met with limited 
success. Although the· films were dense With low resistivities, negligible device performance 
was observed. The next iterative step for the ink progression was to test 3 inks, L1 
toluene:dle thyl ether, toluene, and 1:1 toluene: diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (at 100 
mg!ml) In the jetting process. After the toluene or 1:1 tolene: diethylene glycol dimethyl ether 
based inks were identified a number of variable were chosen for optimization; these were a) 
annealing temperature, b) annealing time, and c) and solvent choice. The confusing top left 
graph (below) address c), and shows that after anneali ng for 30 min at up to 2oo•c the hi ~tier 
boiling solvent mixture provides essentially infinite resistance. At top right(address a)) the 
effeet of temperature is measured and the lowest observed resistance values occur after rapid 
annealing at 200°C. Ultimately the influence of annealing time (addresses b) was investigated 
In the remaining lower left graph. It exhibits that after 300 minutes the resistance reaches a 
minimum. This impractical value was compromised to be 3 hat 2oo•c to yield 9 0/0 at 1550 
nm (± 227 nm) thickne>ses. 

Fig,Jre 3. 

M a in Effects Plot for R esistanc:e(Ohms) 
O;;ol)> Mean s 

r:::::::::::]lo~.·::::::::::~~::::::~~~~n~·~~~~::::::::~ 15000 -t 

Ultimately, the device performance of inverted solar cell archi tectures was tested and 
measurable numbers realized. For a the ZnO/actllte layer/hole Injection layer/As) the results 
are outlined in the table below. Admittedly the efficiencies rnodes1; we did achieve active 
working devices all the while optimizing our ink processing conditions in the inverted solar cell 
architectures. 
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Table 1. 
Eff 

Ink Source Anneal Time (h) Jsc Voc FF (%} 
Metalonix 3 0. 15 0.56 0.2 0.017 
Metalonix 3 0.14 0.53 0.21 0.015 

Addressing adhesion was also critical -we have tested three types of devices. First, vapor 
deposited silver in inverted OPV device, Metalonix silver ink in inverted OPV devices, and 
Metalonix silver ink on Kapton plastic substrates. In both the OPV devices and Kapton test s (no 
surface t reatment}. Metalonix metalized silver inks adhered completely after performing the 
Scotch tape test. This is not true for the silver cathodes deposited by evaporation. As on can 
see in the below images, the silver cathode deposited by evaporation completely lifts off into 
t he Scotch tape, whereas t he Metalonix silver remains adhered after Scotch-tape lift off. 

Figure 4. Plextronics Vapor Deposited Electrode Control Scotch Tape Test 

P lextronics Vapor Deposited Electrode 
Before Image 

Plextronics Vapor Deposited t=le•otroae' 
After Image 

Plextronics Vapor Deposited Electrode is easily removed by tape. 
Electrode completely ~moved by tape. 

Figure 5. MetalonixAg Elect rode Scotch Tape Test 

Metalonix Ag Electrode 
Before Image 

Metalonix Ag Electrode 
After Image Organic: Layer removed by tape 
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~1gure b, Metalomx Ag 1 nk - ~catch 1 ape atop> urop cast ~am pie on Kapton (left), ~cot ch 1 ape· 
Removed from Kapton (rig~t). 

Mil est one 4. T8 - T9 

Given the relatively incom~atible work function (<I>= 4. 7 eV) of silver metal with organic-based 
field effect transistor (OF:T) materials, most notably poly(3-hex~lthiophene) - P3HT, we 
decided to explore base gold as an electrode pad material ((<!> = 5.1 ev). Our initial steps were to 
fabricate a gold-containing ink for inkjet printing. This molecu.le contains- 55% gold by weight, 
is completely soluble in or~anlc oromatic hydrocarbons that are com·patible· with the desired 
printing proces~. and has the desired reaction to yield high-quality gold metal. After 
optimtzatio·n we narrowed :!own suitable ink concentrations that con:ained 250 mg/mL of gold 
complex for jetting. 

Initial experiments were Jrocfuced via drop casting and spin-coating to assure that the 
conductivities of· the desired films were suitable (1 .6 x 10 7 S/m) for OFET fabrication. We then 
designed a pattern to jet onto p-doped Si coupons that had been etched and cleaned. Our 
pattern was 250 x 175 IJ.m 21ectrode pad pairs separated by 40 IJ.m (channel length) into which 
we would subsequently drop-cast the active organic pol_ymer- P3HT. 

Figure 1 above t haws the Jattern and its dimensions. After jetting on both glass and Si, we 

Figut.e 1. 

250 ~·m 

175 pm 

40 ,Jm 

discovered ther.e to be multiple issues, related to both 
experiments and instruments. Concerning the latter, the 10 

picoliter droplet in_kjet head ape1:ures were too large to 
acco_rnroo.date_ our desJred .specific3tions. Upon printing, we 
had neither vertical nor horizontal planarized resolution 
IP·~rline; tn c;nlirl e;nkl lin-=•.::. Ac-.. a rPmPrly wP purr.hac:Prl 

higher resolution cartridges with 1 picoliter (previously 10 
picoliter) droplet delivery apertures. This yielded successful 
lateral resolution in that the Au electrode pads were now 
separated however the 4D IJ.m spacing was not achieved due 
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Figure 2. to ink wetting the surface as seen in Figure 2. 

Essentially, even in a low-boiling solvent delivery system and 
with a maximum platen temperature of 60°C the surface 
wetting issues cause the ink to bleed into the channel before 
metallization. To assess the extent of this challenge and 
successfully print these channel features, we desi gned an 
experiment consisting of a series of patterns in which the 
channel and electrode sizes were varied. This provided valuable 
design information concerning the wetting process. As can be 

seen in Figure 3, the wetting phenomenon was successfully exploited to fabricate the desired 
40 pm electrode separation. 

Silver lines were inkjet 
printed onto silicon and Figure 3. 
glass substrates using 
from 1-3 overprints and 
various concentrations of 
100, 250, and 500 mg/ml. 
The simplest numbers to 
understand were the 
conductivities which 
reproducibly ranged from 
2.5 x 105 S/m to 1.1 x 106 

S/m throughout all samples. Furthermore, each line passed the scotch tape test and it was 
determined that they adhered well to glass and silicon. As expected, the thicknesses varied 
depending upon concentration and number of overprints, with the thinnest features being 230 
nm and the thickest features being 1.2 pm. All linewidths ranged from 190 pm to 220 pm. 
Figure 4 shows various printed silver lines on a Si 
coupon that were used for these tests. Figure 5 f igure 4· 

shows an optical micrograph of a single line that 
exhibits a microstructure comprised crystalline 
silver grains. 

Figure 5. 
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Milestone 5; TlO -11 
To expand available printing methods f or our inks, we explored three more relevant deposition 
methods to test the applicability of our low viscosity inks. These were slot die coating, 
microgravure, and screen printing. This work was jointly undertaken with our partner and 
subcontractor, Plextronics. 

ihe first printing method we explored was slot die coating using a 100 mg/ml concentration of 

silver ink to determine coating viabil ity. The essential parameters to be evaluated were coating 
thickness (single pass vs. multiple passes), annealing t emperature, and substrate type (glass and 
flexible). Before deoosition could take place metrics had to be determined. Given the low 
viscosity of our toluene delivery vehicle, we scanned a dispense rate range of 15 - 150 ~tl/sec at 
a coating velocity of between 5 -15 mm/sec. For this bracket set of metrics, we found the best 

deposition conditions (after 23 attempts) were 150 ~tl(sec at a velocity of 12 mm/sec using 3 
overpasses of this si lver ink to achieve> 200 nm thicknesses. Once the opt imal metrics were 
determined, 13 glass plates and 2 flexible substrates polyethylene terephthalate (PET) were 
coat ed and the 4-point probe measurements were taken across the samples after annealing at 
12o•c (glass), 2oo•c (glass), 12o•c (flexible), and 14o•c (flexible). The below images show the 
gross silver coating; on these substrates which provided uniform si lver films. 

- -- -- ·~ 

,[~ ~ ,_ . 
-- -- -

Leading Edg 

railing Edge 

Glass Substrate : 120" C Flex Substrate: 12o•c 

Glass Substrate : 2oo•c Flex Substrate; 14o•c 
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In addition to the above images, we took optical micrographs at 2Sx magnification and 
representative images are shown below. On all of the plates we observed formation of silver 
grains and crystallites. The largest grain size was found on the flexible subst rates (after three 

3 p3$$C$ O f 

Glass s ubstra t e 2oo• c Fle x Substra t e 14o• c 

coating passes) heated at 12o•c while denser morphologies and smaller features were 
observed on glass at 12o•c and on both glass and the flexible substrates at the higher 
temperatures. The origin of these morphological differences most likely involves ink-substrate 
surface interactions, and the four point probe measurements indicate higher conductivities on 
the glass substrate when compared to the organic substrates. These 4-point probe 
measurements and film properties are summarized in the below chart. 

Anneal 
Substrate #of coats Thickness (nm) Temp. 4 pt probe (ohm/square) 

Glass 1 128 200 1 
Glass 1 112 120 24 
Glass 3 427 200 1 
Glass 3 501 120 1 
PET 3 Not measured 120 117 
PET 3 Not measured 140 74 
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M icrogravu re was the next evaluated coating method. The essential parameters were ink 
concentrCJtion, dry time, dry method (forced CJfr CJnd hotpiCJte), und microgrCJvure cylinder speed 
[higher the speed, the thickerthe coating deposited at a constant web speed). Once the 
optimal metrics were determined, 4 substrates were toated for each concentration of ink. The 
resu lts are summarized ln the below tables for 2 different ink concentrations of 100 mg/ml and 
200 mg/ml. 

- 1 00 mg/ ml Solution 
Conditions 

MG speed (m/mln) 6 11.7 57.7 57.7 

Web Speed (m/ min) 0 .5 0 .5 0.5 0 ,5 

Dry Method Forced Afr Forced Air Forced Ai r Hot Plat.e 

Dry Time (min) 2 2 2 5 

Dry Temp (0 C) 145 145 145 1.50 

Ink Concentration 100mg/ml 100 mg/ ml 100 mg/ ml 100 mg / ml 

Coatable (Y/N) No Yes Yes Yes 

- 200 mg/ml Solution 
Conditions 

MG speed (m/ min) 57.7 57.7 57.7 57.7 57. 7 

Web Speed (m/ min) 0.5 0.5 o.s 0 ,5 0.5 

Dry Method Forced Air Forced Air Forced Air Hot Plate Hot Plate 

Dry Time {m in) 2 4 15 10 10 

Dry Temp (0 C) 145 145 145 120 90 

Ink. Contentration 200 mg/ml 200mg/ml 200 mg/ ml 200 mg/ ml 200mg/ml 

Coatable (Y/N) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ultimately, screen printing was undertaken using both a 100 and a 200 mg/ml ink 
concentrations of our stlver to pattern a standard OPV anode. Not surprisingly, the low 
viscosity of the ink resulted in bleeding of the ink and a resulted in a halo pattern with poorly 
defined edges. Thus, we hypothesize the neat, low viscosity inks will require thickeners or 
additives before future screen printing will be attempted. 

To date, we have developed four new gold inksets, all of which are toluene soluble. The gold 
inksets are typically based on small thioether neutral ligands which bind theAuv ion through 
their sulfur atoms and anionic carboxylates which are bound th rough a terminal oxygen . The 
deposition methods we have used for these inksets include spin coating and drop casting with 
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ultimate conductivities of 1.5 x 107 S/m. The shelf-life of the inkset s has also improved; 
whereas previously gold complexes were indefinitely stored at -35"C we now have examples 
with shelf-lives exceeding months at o•c. 

In addition to the gold work we have continued t he evolution of our silver in ksets, and currently 
have greater than 12 examples of silver ink based on well-characterized coordination 
compounds. Given t he synthetic tailorability of t he inks, we have specifically developed and 
tested a wide range of compounds with the metric of solubi lity at the forefront or our design 
criteria . We now have unique silver compounds with solubilit ies that range from hydrocarbon 
soluble to polar protic solvent so luble. Examples of the latter include aqueous inks as well as 
alcohol and polyethylene glycol (PEG) soluble examples. The PEGs offer many possibilities for 
inks with tunab le viscosities as well as opening up t he realm of mixed solvent ink systems 
having orthogonal chemistries with organic su bstrates or organic/polymer coated materials. 

Given the tailorability of the gold and silver complexes, we developed gold and silver inks that 
are soluble and miscible in each other. After annealing, the resulting metal films are a so lid 
solution whose metal content is identica l to the dissolved solution concentrations. This alloying 
process opens up a completely new area of discovering both new metallic phases as well as 

replicating known materials using low-temperature solution processing, all of which depends 
on the precursor chemistry. Without the synthetic ability to tai lor and develop new metal 
complex inks, th is process would have been impossible. 

Be low are images of t he alloy lines containing different amounts of gold and silver. These were 
all deposited via Inkjet printing. Even upon optical inspection, the silver to gold color change is 
readily apparent as the gold in silver content increases. 

c 
Increasing Au 
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About SolarPA 

SolarPA is a Texas C corporation that was founded in 2006 and 
incorporated in 2010. The goal of the company is to create an 
industry changing technology which will both brin9 enable solar cell 
manufacturers to produce cells at higher efficiencies and lower 
costs, while producing a $ignificant return for shareholders. 

SolarPA owns patent- pending coating technology called 
NanoCoat, exploitation of which will have important positive 
implications for photovoltaic (PV) systems economics and the utility 
of solar power. Application of NanoCoat on existing Si technologies 
appears to increase energy output by up to 8%. Upon broad 
dissemination, the value created by Nanocoat technology is 
measurable in billions of dollars based upon billions of watts of solar 
cells manufactured each year. 

SolarPA's NanoCoat OverCoat 

• NanoCoat OverCoat, a proprietary 
nanomaterial/polymer matrix deposited in liquid form 
over the top of a completed solar cell increases the 
efficiency of the solar cell by up to 8% 

6/27/2011 
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a 

SolarPA's NanoCoat OverCoat 

White nsht co 
ligl>tof~llco 

WAitR 
•• o..., 

Rt/ra«lon htf1dJ 
higtt1rtqvtncyv'ioler 
l~ht tnofft rhon low· 
fr«luf!ncyred tight 

SolarPA technology utilizes proprietary 
nanocrystals to refract the light 

SolarPA's NanoCoat OverCoat 

!f /'~/ 
,. .. -~ 

":.r::-....:..""C'..:.:::.~.~~:::-

NanoCoat eliminates lhe need for an etch that textures the silicon 
substrate to scatter light and increase efficiency. 
NanoCoat reduces sunlight reflection, which causes more photons to 
reach the solar cell, resulting in higher electricity output. The anti-reflective 
coating (ARC) increases sofar celf performance by reducing the amount of 
reflected photons. 

6/27/2011 
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6/27/2011 

·.1\ifilestone 2 Technorogy 
Deliverables 

SolarPA will evaluate and report on 
the performance of dip coating our 
nanomaterials without the use of a 
polymer on 25 solar cells and 

SolarPA has demonstrated that it Is measure the relevant rchysical and 
electrical characterlst cs lncludln9 capable offormulating and coatinJ 
wattage, efficiency, amperage an , its proprietary nanomatertal base 
adhesion dispcrsoon and dispersion to achieve 3% 

:Jrs~~~~1;~~~ ~~~~~~u~~sd will be 
Improvement in efficiencY. by top· 
coating $PI solar cells utolizong ots 

compared to control samples from NanoCoat B formulation coated at 
SPI. 40 microns (wet) thickness. The 

adhesion of the nanomaterlalls 
Finalize a formulation for the most excellent; and, can form a 

monolayer at the optimized effective application and 
concentration and coating performance of the Nanocoat 
thickness. Further improvement Is product. Nanocoat _efficiency 
anticipated. improvement anttctpated >3%. 

Target specification Is a uniform 
monolayer of the nanocrystals 
based on scanning eiectr()n 
micrograph (SEM) evaluatoon. 

7 

-
Milestone 2 - T1 

SolarPA will evaluate a dip 
SolarPA has determined that 
both spin-coatin~ and dip coating method, utilizing o~tical coating methodo ogy produce measuring equipment, ont e an inferior coatin!;J on patterned 

cells and compare to control solar cells. Superoor control and 
samples of spon coating method uniformity are achieved b~ which we suspect will give a "blade-coating". This met od more uniform coating over a 6· has Rroven to be much more inch cell, while at the same time easi y controlled when coating 
reduce processing com_Piexity. patterned (not flat) sol.ar cells. Spin coating was used 1n our Uniformity of the coating was original technology 

ascertained b1, ':fttical development. Optical . _ microscopy. u her . microscopic charactenzat1on optimization of the coatong (wet methods will be used to coating thickness and measure the uniformity and nanomaterial concentrations) is density of the nanomaterial 
ex~ected; and, will be reported coatings. in ilestone 3. 

6 

4 
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6/27/2011 

- '~ 

Blade Coating Method 

-

9 ~ ~ 
0 

9 

Milestone 2 - T2 
Upon receipt of solar cells from SPI, 
it was determined that 20 wafers 
supplied by SPI would be separated 
in to two grot'&s. Each group would 
be measured aseline) by SPI and 

SolarPA will measure the 
re-measured by SolarPA at Lehigh 
University to insure correlation. 

efficiencies of 25 standard solar 
~~~~~~1:!~'::1frit~a:o g~~outp~~~:d be wafers provided by SPI and will top 

coat (I.e. a coati ng over the entire coating testing. 
completed cells including the 
electrodes~ the 25 cells with 

Using 1 em x1 em solar cells, four SolarPA's anocoat. The Nanocoat 
will be aP.pl ied to the cells using (4) formulations were tested In 

~~~~~!t~rf;~~~~~~nded in a 
duplicate to insure reliable results, 
Upon selection of the two (2) best-

solvent. in..c:lass-formulations, 5 full size SPI 
solar cells of each of the two best 
performing formulations were 
prepared at different coating 
thicknesses. The results of this 
testing are Included In the technical 
data portion of this report, 

10 

5 
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6/27/2011 

~ " 
Milestone 2- T3 

. SolarPA will evaluate the 
results without the use of a 
polymer vehicle that 
suspends the nanomaterials SPI cells supplied are 
for uniform coating over the between 13.62 and 15.76% cell (using only the solvent efficient. An improvement of 
as a vehicle for the nearly 4% has been nanomaterials). A polymer demonstrated at this time 
was used in our original 
technology development but 
has limited temperature 
applicability of 150C. 

11 

Milestone 2 - T4 

SolarPA will com~are 
SPI cells supplied are between suspensions of different 

Nanocoat compositions, which 13.62 and 15.76% efficient. An 
will be comprised of different improvement of nearly 4% has 
concentrations of these been demonstrated at this time 
nanomaterials using different 
solvents to coat the 25 cells. This improvement is based on a The cells coated with Nanocoat 
material will then be measured top coat of NanoCoat, meanin3, 
again by SolarPA to determine that the solar cells were alrea y 
the improvement In efficiency com~leted with electrodes. 

over the existing standard cells. Effic1ency enhancements of 
texture etch and ARC were SolarPA will repeat the coating already incorrorated into the crocess used to prepare the processing o the cells at SPI. est performin~ solar cell (as 

determined b~ PII using 10 
We have named this product additional so ar ce Is; and, 

conduct a check-test. All NanoCoat lnnerCoat (no 
measurements will be made at polymer matrix component). 
room temperature. 

12 
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N8noCoel A Efficiency lmprovem(lnt 

tfanoCo>tt 9 EffKienc:y Improvement 

1::1 
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• This improvement is based on a top coat of NanoCoat, meaning 
that the solar cells were already completed with electrodes. 
Efficiency enhancements of texture etch and ARC were already 
incorporated into the processing of the cells at SPI. 
- Not including any effect from hydrogen passivation, if you 

assume SPI's current cell is 16% efficiency, taking into 
account the change in reflectivity with AR coating you are 
looking at a drop to 12.4-13.6% efficiency without the AR 
coating. In other words the AR coating provides at least an 
18-24% relative efficiency increase. 
Regarding the texturing, the general rule of thumb is that It 
provides -1%abs efficiency increase, or -6.7% relative 
increase in efficiency. 

"""':" 

Therefore .. . 

SolarPA's improvement of 4% is on top of up to a 30% 
Improvement already built into SPI 's completed cells because 
they are already fabricated with the texture etch and ARC. 

15 

• SolarPA Intends to ultimately replace the texture etch and ARC 
with its NanoCoat as part of Milestone 4 (see next Slide). 

• Efficiency enhancements of NanoCoat without the texture etch 
and ARC are expected to not only increase the efficiency above 
the up to 30% standard improvement, but the replacement of 
these steps by NanoCoat are expected to reduce the overall 
production cost of the solar cells. 

16 

6/27/2011 
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OverCoat 

NanoCoat lnnerCoat OverCoat 

Possibility of replacing Texture Etch and AR Coating PECVD with 
Hydrogen Anneal and SolarPA NanoCoat lnnerCoat 
- AR Coating PECVD combines Hydrogen Anneal and PECVD 
- SolarPA will replace the PECVD portion only with NanoCoat lnnerCoat 

17 

......... 

Milestone 2 - C1 
::wt. 's expect~o to prov1oe. t~e 
cost of replacin~ texture etch 
within the next ew weeks as they 
are in the midst of a process 
change at their factory that effects 
this cost. Nonetheless, SPI is 

Evaluate the cost savings in 
anticipatin~the integration of 
NanoCoat as a top-coat alter 

replacing texture etch with metallization at this time. 
modified etch to remove wire SPI anticipates evaluating Nano-
saw damage. Evaluate the Coat B in several other steps 
cost using NanoCoat and including: prior to ARC coating, 
saw damage etch compared and in the backside aluminum and 
to texture etch. top side silver metallization steps. 

This work will be performed in 
Milestone 4. In any event. the 
cost of using NanoCoat B per 
Solar Cell (as a top-coa~ is ~uite 
com{jelling at less than 0.0 per 
cell 100 waten; ~t liter of 
NanoCoat Blor 0.013 oer watt. 

18 
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. 

Oeliverables 

Determine cost savings with 
substituting texture etch 
with non-texture wire saw 
damage etch. 

Cost savings will be 
significant; and, easily 
justify the integration of 
NanoCoat 8 into the process 
after wire saw etch rather 
than using an additional 
texture etch step. SPI solar 
cells from the wire saw (prior 
to texture etch) will be 
provided for testing in 
Milestone 3 

19 

Milestone 3 Techrfology 
Deliverables 

SolarPA has completed the 
measurement of the 

SolarPA will measure the electrical characteristics of 
electrical characteristics of solar cells as a function of 
25 cells as a function of angle of incidence before 
angle of incidence before and after coating with 
and after coating with Nanocoat as presented in 
NanoCoat. the data ~ortion of the 

SolarPA ilestone 3 report. 

Efficiency improvement 
Efficiency improvement 
using NanoCoat OverCoat at 

anticipated is >3% at an varying angles of incident 
angle of incident light light has been 
per.eendicular to the cell, but experimentally confirmed at 
> 4 Vo at grazing angles of an angle of incident light 
incidence. perpendicular to the cell,; 

and, at grazing angles of 
incidence less than 90°. 

20 
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. 
Milestone 3- TS 

Cells were processed by replacing 
the texture etch with a nitric 
acid/hydrofluoric acid etch (10:1 
ratio for 1 minute) to remove 
approximately 5 microns of the 
wafer surface damaged during wire 

SPI will substitute the 
sawing in a slurry . No statistical Improvement was 

texturing chemical etch with observed in cells normally 
the less corrosive etch on processed versus those cells where 

one lot of 25 wafers and then the texture etch was replaced by 
NanoCoat lnnerCoat, as show in the 

complete the manufacture of waph on the next slide. All results 
these cells using its ell within a standard deviation of 
standard processing. 0.4% 

We plan on repealing the 
experiment by usln~Akrion's 
standard sil icon etc process for 
better consistency and uniformity 
of etch. 

21 

Vs. NanoCoat lnnerCoat Cells 

tl-!.0% 
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SolarPA's NanoCoat OverCoat 

Standard Cell Processing NanoCoat OverCoat Processing 

23 

Milestone 3 -T6 
SolarPA has identified NanoCoat 
OverCoat as the superior formulation for 
improving the effictency of a solar cell 

SolarPA will measure the with a top--coat. This formulation 

efficienc;r of the 25 solar 
incorporates an Arkema UV transparent 
potymer to .. suspend" the na.nocrystals 

cells an compare to control to ma.ximitc thc1r positive impact on 

samples using the texturing solar cell ef-flefeney. 
Completed solar cells coated with chemical etch. N:JnoCoat OverCoat, which contains 
nano~rya,tals in an Arkema Kynar matrix, 
show an Hattened distribution of . SolarPA will measure efficiency wilh angle of incidence of 

efficiency as a function of sunlight. 
At 90 degrees (normal incidence), cells 

the angle of Incidence of the with NanoCoat OverCoat exhibit an 
UV source to evaluate the average efficiency increa&<~ of 10.1%, 

effect of diffraction of At 60 degrees, cells with NanoCoat 
OvorCoat oxhibit ;~n average efficiency 

incident light from the inetease of 12.7'%, 
nanocrystals. At 30 degtees, cells with NanoCoat 

OverCoat e.Xhibit an average efficiency 
iocroa.se of 21.9%, 

24 
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Ano•• of lm:toenc;e af 111um1nauon 

• NanoCoat OverCoat contains Nanomaterials in 
Arkema Kynar Matrix 

25 

Panel With Trackin 

Left- SolarPA chart from previous slide 
Right- Actual data for installed tracking versus fixed panel on a residence 
- SolarPA NanoCoat can eliminate the need for a tracking system while 

at the same time increase the efficiency of a standard solar cell by 10% 

6/27/2011 
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• SolarPA technology can eliminate the need for 
expensive tracking systems, particularly on residential 
and commercial buildin s 

Milestone 3 - T? 

Data show that as the 
thickness of the coating 

SolarPA will apply a NanoCoat 
(containing nanocrystals in 

OverCoat to the modified Arkema's Kynar matrix) 
wafers provided by SPI using decreases, efficiency of a 
the "best performing" completed solar cell 
NanoCoat formulation and increases to nearly an 8% 
coating method developed in relative improvement at a 

27 

Milestone 2. 
thickness of 40 microns (the 
height of the silver 
bussbars) 

28 
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Increase on Com 

• NanoCoat C contains Nanocrystals in Arkema 
Kynar Matrix- our NanoCoat OverCoat product 

29 

Milestone 3 - T8 

Solar cells were measured 
SolarPA will measure the with respect to the position 
afficiency as a function of angle of the bussbars as shown in of incidence of the UV light 
source and document the the next slide 
improvement in efficiency and There was no measurable compare to control samples. 

difference in efficiency of the 
NOTE: All 25 samples will be solar cells as a function of 
treated in exactly the same way; the pulling direction of the 
but, with varying pull-coating 

NanoCoat across the 6·inch orientation with respect to light 
angle. wafer (vertical or horizontal 

to the bussbar} 

30 
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Efficiency Vs Angle Vs Cell Position 
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As angle measurement departs from normal incidence (90 degrees) 
efficiency decreases 
Efficiency is the same for each cell when cells are measured and rolated in 
the horizontal position (see previous slide) 

32 
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Milestone 3 - T9 

SolarPA will use scannina 
The orientation of the nano-electron micrograph (SE ) 

measurements of the surface of crystals have been determined 
the cells to evaluate orientation to be uniform by microsco~ic 
of the nanoc~tals on the techniques including HRT M., 
surface and i s correlation with No effect upon efficiency 
solar cell efficiency relating to coating orientation 
improvements atJCazing vs. light angle was observed. 
incidence of the light. 

Milestone 3 - T9 

HRTEM Image of Polydispersed 
SolarPA 'NanoCoat• Coating on 
Silicon (images courtesy NTC) 

SEM Image of Monodisoersed 
SolarPA "NanoCoat OverCoat" 
Coating on a Silicon Solar Cell 

33 
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... ~ .. 
Milestone 3 - C 1 

The experimental data ~enerated 
confirms that a 40u coa ing 
thickness of NanoCoat OverCoat 
yields superior solar cell efficiency 
as co~ared to 60u, 80u, and 
tOOu. his significantrc improves 

Evaluate cost benefit and the value proposition or using 

impact on selling price of 
NanoCoat OverCoat to improve 
solar cell efficiency. 

NanoCoated solar cells with It has been demonstrated that ihe increased efficiency with negative effect of grazing angle 
grazing incidence of sunlight effect on SPI solar cells IS 
on the cell. mitigated bb the addition of 

NanoCoat verCoat to the sotar 
cell. While this does not i~act 
the selling price of the pr uct, il 
certainly adds to the cost benefit 
of using NanoCoat OverCoat. 
(as observed in Milestone 3 T-6) 

35 
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Deliverables 

The anticipated efficiency is 
SolarPA will measure the >3% at an angle of incident 
efficiency of 45 cells as a light perpendicular to the function of elevated 
temperature. cell , but > 6% at elevated 
A determination will be made temperature. 
regarding where Nanocoat can . SolarPA ultimately intends be emf.loyed in SPI's 
manu acturing line. to License or enter into a 

Development Agreement 
with SPI. 

36 
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-,~ .... ~ 
Milestone 4 - T1 0 

Silicon wafers were etched at 

SPI will supply 15 silicon wafers Akrion, Inc., Allentown PA, in a 

to SolarPA that have been chemical bath to remove 5 

chemically etched in a non- microns of wire saw damage 

texturing chemical bath (see on each side of the wafer. 

Milestone 3). SolarPA will coat The silicon wafers were 
the wafers with NanoCoat and subjected to a diffusion process 

return them to SPI. 
and oxide etch at SPI prior to 
coating the wafers with 
NanoCoat. 

37 

Milestone 4 - T11 
Cells were processed by replacing th& 
texture etch with a nitric 
acid/hydrofluoric acid etch (10:1 ratfo for 
1 minute) to remove approxtmately 5 
microns of tht: wafer surface damaged 
during wire sawing in a slurry 
No statistical improvement was ob&erved 
in cells normally processed versus those 
cells where the texture etch was replaced 

SPI will process the silicon 
by NanoC.oat lnnerCoat, as show in the 
graph on the next slide. All result$ fell 

wafers in its standard within a standard deviation of 0.19% 

manufacturing line and make a ~~!~~:r:,~h~T'd1~~~~3;~~::~ of tho 
completed solar cell . solar cell by weak van der Waals 

attraction after' the solvent e\l'aporates 
and the solar cell is subjected to 
temperature of 600 degrGeG C durin~ 
subsequent processing. it Is wobab e 
that the nanocrystals came o the 
&urfaco of tho cell. We intend to do a 
chemical analysis to try to detect 
whether any nanocrystals remained on 
the aurl'ae&. 

38 
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Vs. NanoCoat lnnerCoat Cells 
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Milestone 4- T12 

SolarPA will measure the 
On this lot of cells the average 
Increase in efficiency at 25 degrees 

efficiency of the two lots of 15 C was 8.4%. At 50 degrees C the 
solar cells as a function of average efficiency was 10.4%. 
temperature up to 75C to Both lots degraded with increasing 
compare efficiency of a temperature because of band-gap 
NanoCoated cell versus a widening of the silicon 
standard cell. (The The higher efficiency at higher 
temperatures inside a glass temperatures means solar cells with 
en closed solar paned have NanoCoat OverCoat will operate at 
been known to reach a higher efficiency In high-

temperatures above SOC.) temperature regions such as a solar 
farm in a desert. 
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Efficiency Increase at 23 degrees C - 8.4% 
Efficiency Increase at 49 degrees C -10.4% 

-Milestone 4- T13 

SPI will supply an additional 15 
silicon wafers to SolarPA that 
have been chemically etched in 
a non-texturing chemical bath We were proceeding with 
(see T11 of Milestone 4) and evaluating a process of that have been further 
processed to include SPI's replacing the ARC deposition 
standard hydrogen anneal and with NanoCoat lnnerCoat. 
antireflective coat steps, but do Wafers were coated and 

4 1 

not contain the electrodes. submitted to SPI for processing 
SolarPA will coat the wafers and evaluation. 
with Nanocoat and return them 
toSPI. 

42 
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Milestone 4 - T14 

. SPI ceased production of 
solar cells before they could . SPI will process the silicon be processed. We will 

wafers in its standard attempt to complete the 
manufacturing line and make evaluation once SPI is back 
a completed solar cell . in business. 

43 

Milestone 4 - T15 

On this lot of cells the average 
increase in efficiency at 25 degrees 
C was 8.3%. At 50 degrees C the 

SolarPA will measure the average efficiency was 10.5%. 

efficiency of the 15 solar cells Both lots degraded with Increasing 
temperature because of band-gap as a function of temperature up widening of the silicon 

to 75C to compare efficiency of 
The higher efficiency at higher a NanoCoated cell versus a temperatures means solar cells with 

standard cell. NanoCoat OverCoat will operate at 
a higher efficiency in high· 
temperature regions such as a solar 
farm In a desert. 

44 
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Efficiency Increase at 23 degrees C- 8.3% 
Efficiency Increase at 49 degrees C -10.5% 
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Deliverables 

Determine cost savings and 
potential selling price increases 
with substituting texture etch with 
non..toxturo w i re saw damage and 
etch and the ability to offer a 
product with higher efficiency at 
elevat ed t emperatures compared to 
standard cells. 

~~le;~~:gr a3nn~~::~~~: ~~~r either 
manufacturer as a potential 
customer for the technology. 

As there was no statistical difference 
botwtten cell$ with no texture etch and 
cells with no t.exture etch plus NanoCoat 
lnnorCo.,t, there wa'S no potential savings 
to SPI by eliminating the texture etch and 
replacing it with NanoCoat. 

~~~~"~~~~~~~~~:' J::~/o~~~: ~th 
Solar PA r~ard.1ng the Industrial 
implementation ofthe NanoCoat m3tetial 
in both inner C08t and out&r coat 
implement~tions. 

In regards to the outer coot 
implementation, SPtlntonds to provide a 
sourc:e for finished cells for coalinJl by 
Solar PA and provide test veri fication of 
efficiency improvements. This work may 
also extend to verification of cell 
improvements in a module 
configuration. 

46 
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Milestone 4 - C3 

As the output of a solar plant is 
incteased by 10% with the addition of 
the coating, a 50 MW plant now 
becomes a 55 MW plant. 
More importantly. this technology can . Evaluate cost impact of the move binned marginal efficiency cells 

Nanocoat step at varying above a company's minimum level to 

points in SPI's solar cell become useable. As m~ch as 20% of 
annual production results in marginally 

manufacturing line. efficient cells. If a 50 MW plant makes 
10 MW (20%) of marginal cells at a 
production cost of $1 per watt (cells 
have gone through the entire 
production process). that's $10 million 
that would be lost but now reClaimed. 

47 

M-ilestone 4 - C4 

. Evaluate cost benefit and 

Increasing the efficiency of a c·ell by 
8.4% fat room temperature will 
result in an 8.4% increase in the 

impact on selling price of output of a solar cell. At elevated 

NanoCoated solar cells with temperatures, the 10.4% Increase in 
efficiency means a 10.4% increase 

increased efficiency at In output (watts) of the cells. Thus, 
elevated temperatures 10.4% less cells need to be installed 

in a solar farm in a hot climate to 
achieve the same output. 

48 
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Milestone 4 - CS 

Establish an overall selling 
price of Nanocoat based on 
process cost reduction by 
changing from standard 
process in C4. 
Conduct a cost benefit analysis 
of Nanocoat per Watt of power Selling Price - Please see Slide 47 
derived from the solar cell with Agreement- Please see Slide 48 
SPI personnel. Upon successful 
completion of this program, and 
upon meeting our goal of a 
solar wafer (cell) with > 6% 
increased efficiency, we will 
offer the technology to Solar 
Power Industries via a License 
Agreement. 

49 

-
Milestone 4 - C6 

We can process 200 cells per liter of 
The selling price of Nanocoat NanoCoat OverCoat 
will be based on the above - 2.86 panels per liter 
evaluations which will include - COG is 0.05 cents per wan 
raw material costs and royalties - COG is $3.50 per panel 
from benefits for process - COG is $10 per liter 
improvements and Selling price is twice the COG 
manufacturing savings. which includes royalties 

so 

25 
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. 
4-

. 
Milestone C6 

Wf! have ij)pr'Oaeh(>(l SOlar Power lndustrles to 
offer 3 Uee-nse Agreement. This has not yet 

~:=~~~~ r~~=~~c~=pyh :~~~offer 
down and we will re-establish the progrom on« . Conduct a cost benefit analysis 
SPI Is lund6nal. 
- Sof;~r PowO'r lndvttriu JSPil wishes to 

of Nanocoat per Watt of power continue lnvostlPratlve eve opment with 

deriVed from the solar cell with 
Solar PA r~ard ~the Industrial 

::c~t't:f~~::c::t :~ ~~;~~ m~t~:rial 
SPI personnel. Upon successful i rnplenttnt&tiont.. 
completion of this program, and - In regard$ to the outer' eo•t 

upon meeting our goal of a ~~e~g:1~r:,;::~~~~':t:: ~g:r:;':: a 

solar wafer (cell) with > 6% Solar PA and provide test ve-rification of 
efflcJency l.mprovemctnt&. Thl& wort~ m~y 

increased efficiency, we will also extend to verifi t.'l tion of cell 
improvements in a modulo eonfigur<ttiOf'· 

offer the technology to Solar - As fOt the inner eo<"~t lmptomontation, SPI 
Power Industries via a License ~h~·~:~c~:.,~~:r:~~i~ :;~:~!th 
Agreement. slops In the eel I manUfacturing process to 

P~~~v':,-:nf!:i~3:!~~~j~., !libmty. 
- ~~~fnco:~e~o~e~e';~~~ ~~=~~~ar 

PP. ~~:PsPI 10 revi<lw the results and plan 
futute wortc. 

5 1 
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Appendix N – 11-046 (Lehigh University) 

 

Utilization of Self-assembled Nanoparticles to Generate Electricity f rom Ambient Lighting 

Mark A. Snyder (PI) and James F. Gilchrist 
Lehigh University, Dept. of Chemical Engineering, Bethlehem, PA 18015 

Final Report 
May 14,2012 

The overarching focus of this pre-commercialization project was to develop the fundamental 
understanding of a novel materials platform towards commercialization of enhanced-efficiency dye 
sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). The proposed platform harnesses anode-embedded microlens 
technologies and anode structuring as a means for enhancing overall device efficient'( towards 
commercial viability. 

Technological efforts focused in three primary areas: 1) extension of the anode-embedded convex 
and concave microlens technology to flexible substrates, 2) optimization of microlens parameters (e.g., 

microlens feature size and degree of embedment) relative to device efficiency, and 3) scale-up of the 
microlens technology from 1 cm2 conventional test devices to broader-area DSSCs. 

Micro/ens eKtension· to flexible substrotes The transition of microlens and structured anode technology 
from DSSCs packaged on bulky conductive glass (e.g., ITO, FTO) to ones packaged within flexible 
substrates, was studied (Fig. 1). Challenges presented by 
the inherent hydrophobicity of flexible substrates were 
overcome by the deposition of an intermediate Ti02 sol 
gel layer, enabling assembly of high-quality mlcrolens 
arrays on the conductive side of flexible substrates and 
their subsequent embedment within T101 anodes. 
Microlens structure, including ordering and Ti02 

embedment, was quantitatively comparable to 
structures realized on conventional FTQ- and ITQ-based 

hard anode substrates. Deposited structures also 
displayed robustness to cyclic bending studies. As such, 
challenges with flexible devices originate not from the 

microlens technology, but ra ther the inherent limitations 
associated with sheet resistance of conductive flexible 
substrates and limited temperature stability thereof in 
comparison to solid FTO and ITO glass substrates. The 
latter precluded full-scale temperature treatments 

required for crysta lliza tion of Ti~ anode structures and 
thereby led to parasitic device resistances. 

Optimization of micro/ens parameters relative to device 
efficiency Motivated by findings of anode-embedded 
microlens enhancement, a systematic study aimed at 
developing structure-properties relations governing the 
enhancement in DSSC efficiency observed through 

Fig. 1 Optical diffraction measurements and 
complementary SEM images of mlcrolens -structure 
on flexible ITO-PEN substrates by (a,d) binary 
deposit1on and (b) silica particle deposition. [c,e) 
show silica particle deposit ion on tltanl a sol-gel 
modified lTO·PEN substrate. Images (f·h) show 
assessment of ITO-PEN anode (tltania paste} 
supported, PEN/n / pt c.ounterelectrode mechani'"l 
stability by bending. 
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incorporation of microlens 
technology within the anode 
structure 
Convex 
realized 

was carried out. 
microlenses are 

by convective 
assembly of ordered arrays 
of silica particles on titania 
coated ITO glass, followed 
by back-filling of the 
interstices with t itanla sol 
gel and subsequent 
calcination to realize highly 
anatase titania structures. 
Concave microlenses are 
synthesized by a similar 
process with the use of 
polystyrene particles instead 
of silica. The polystyrene is 
ultimately burnt off during 
titania calcination, result ing 
in the tern plating of concave 
(periodic replica) 
microlenses. This 
processing affords two 
nandles for tuning final 
microlens morphology-the 
degree of back-filling of the 
titonio sol into either the 
convex silica microlenses or 
for replication of the 
sacrificial polystyrene 
microlenses and contra{ of 
micro/ens size. Through 
systematic micro lens 
fabrication, characterization, 
del/ice packaging> and 
current-voltage (IV) testing 
(Figs. 2 and 3), we have 
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Fig. 2 Study of degree of t ltania Infiltration 
of convex mlcrolensl!$ with (a) IV 
performance for various specified titanla 
deposition rates (efficiency inclurle<l 
parenthetically) and lb·e) corresponding 
SEM Images showing tltania morphology 
(schematlze<l in insets). 
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Fig. 3 Sludy of degree of tltania inOhratio" 
for ronni11g conuve u•lcrolei1SI!S with (a) 
IV pe1 formance for various specified 
titanla deposition rat•> (elflclency 
included parenthetically) and (b·e) 
corresponding SEM images showing 
tltanla rnorpholo~y (sthemallted In 
Jmets)~ 
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Fla. 4 Sludy of mlcrolens fealur• sl<e (>peclfied) v•r•u> device performance fo1 (•) 
convex and (b) concave mlcrolenses, t he latter formed by replication of 
polystyrene (PS) m icrol.enses. Computed efficiencies are shown parenthatltally. 

determined that optimal device efficiencies are realized for microlens morphologies that minimize 
electron resistance and yield an optimum in current density. This corresponds, in the case of convex 
microlenses, to conditions for which combined thin coating of the silica particles with the titania sol gel 
layer and complete filling of the micro lens interstices (58.3 flm/s) is realized. Similarly, in the case of 
concave microlenses maxima in open circuit voltage and current density are realized for complete filling 
of the irrterstices of sacrificial template particles. Systematic analyisis of microlens particle (convex) or 
feature (concave) size (Fig. 4) shows a clear optimum in device efficiency for l p.m convex micro lenses 
and ca. 0.5 ~lm concave lenses. In the former ca~e, the optirnal efficiency corresponds to an apparent 
optimvm rn the current density and in the latter case is due to a concerted effect of a maximum voltage 
and high current density. 
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Device scale-up by scafe-down of active DSSC area Transitioning anode-embedded microlens 
technology from individual, lab-scale devices (i.e., 1 em' active area) to larger scale platforms (ca. 10 em' 
or larger) was studied. 
Uni-dimensional scale-up 
of mlcrolens-
incorporated DSSCs 
proved to be facile, with 
the need for only 
increased materials (i.e., 
microlense solution for 
deposition) and no 
deposition artifacts. 
While multidimensional 
scaling of devices (Fig. S) 
led to lower efficiencies 
as a result of increased 
-sheet resistances of the 
underlying FTO-glass 
anode/cathode supports, 

,. (f) 

·- (e) 

,---.· 
• I 

Fig. 5 Scale-up of conventional (a) l em> de,oce into (b) 9 em• single and (c) array 
devices. (d) 66 cml, and (e) 168 cm1 devices. Comparison of current-voltage (IV) 
performance of arrays of of 9 - 1 cml mlcrolens-free and mlcrolens·incorporated OSSCs 
configured in series broader-area DSSC5. 

array-based devices in which srnalll ern' DSSCs wer ~connecled in parallel and in series (Fig. Scf) proved 
promising. Specifically, series connectivity of arrays of smaller (1 em~) devices into an effective array 
area of 9 cm1 resulted in array efficiencies (4.58%) greater than the average efficiency (4.19%) of any 
individual device composing the array. Incorporation of microlenses into each device within the array 
led to an increased array efficiency of5.51%, underscoring the sca lability of the microlens technology. 

Motivated by the sensitivity of device efficiency to 
-sheet resistance, systematic studies of the areal 
confinement of the active DSSC region was studied by 
fabricating individual microlens-free DSSCs of varied 
size (Fig. 6). A clear inverse relation between cell 
efficiency and the size of the active region (mfcrolens
free) has been identified for the first time, with the 
effect of micro lens enhancement persisting. 

Future technological o utlook Coupled together, these 
findings suggest that series-connected arrays of small, 
active DSSC domains could provide significant 
advances in scalable DSSC technology. The ability to 
"print" such series-interconnected arrays in a roll-to· 
roll processing will be explored and could open 
exciting avenues fo r technological advancements and 
attracting commercial interest. 

esse efficiency ('41 •• a function or active area 

2 1.5 1 0.75 o.s 0.36 0.25 0.125 
Area (cm"J 

Fig. 6 Study of the sensitivity of device efficiency to 
dimensional ity of the active area ot DSSCs. Efficien~v 
under solar simulated conditions for microle1s·free 
(blue) and microlens-fncorporated (red) OSSCs 
suggests an Inverse proportionality of DSSC efficiency 
and dlmensionallt'l of the act•Ve area (example, 
inset). 

Commercialization efforts focused on 1) market assessment in collaboration with PAower Optics LLC 
and an external firm, Foresight, 2) sharing technology advancements with potential commercial partners 
through oral presentations at various technical and industry-attended conferences, and 3} 
establishing/developing relations with potential customer/col laborator companies (e.g., Boeing, Swatch 
Watch'M). · 
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Market assessment Commercialization efforts focused initially on preliminary market assessment in 
collaboration with PAower Optics llC and an external firm, Foresight. Analysis led to conclusions about 
entry points into the consumer electronics market and identification of competing products, patents, 

and market barriers. In addition, a list of target companies was identified based upon the developed 
technology. 

Technology presentations Outside of the AFRl showcase, numerous technological presentations were 
made during the course of this project, including: 

• 2011 American Institute of Chemical Engineering Meeting in Minneapolis, MN 
P. Kumnorkaew, J.F. Gilchrist, and M.A. Snyder, "Anode Assembly and Templating Strategies for 

Improving Efficiency and Versatility of Dye-sensitized Solar Cells," 2011 AIChE Meeting, 
Minneapolis, MN. I 

• Invited talk at the Composites at lake louise meeting in lake louise, Canada 
J.F. Gilchrist, X. Cheng, M.A. Snyder, N. Tansu, P. Kumnorkaew, A.L. Weldon, T. Muangnapoh, 
"Convective Assembly of Nanostructured Optical and Biofunctional Coatings", Composites at lake 
louise, 2011, lake louise, Canada 

• Society of Rheology (DSSC·microlens technology introduced as motivation) 

• American Physical Society's Division of Fluid Dynamics Meeting (DSSC-microlens technology 
introduced as motivation) 

Fostering industrial interactions toward commercialization Efforts aimed to foster relations with 

potential customer/collaborator companies including with Boeing, with efforts focused on the 
translation of microlens technologies and DSSC devices for light-weight on-board powering of electronic 
devices, and Swatch Watch™, for flex ible solar power for wrist watches and other portable electronics. 
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Appendix O – 11-047 (NanoGrass Solar) 

 

nan 
!f..~ .. ~. ~ .. 

From: Bahram Nabet, Ph.D. 
NanoGrass Solar LLC 
860 Skyline Drive 
Erdenheim, PA 19038 

To: Leone Hermans-Blackburn Ph.D. 
Program Manager 
Pennsylvania NanoMatcrials Commercialization Center 

Subject : Final Project Report 

Date: May 10, 2012 

Dear Leone: 

Attached please find: 
1. Property Closeout Certificate and 
2. Report of Inventions and Subcontracts (DO Form 882 attacJ1ed). 
3. Final Financial Report 

Since there was no template for the final report, I am attaching the detailed report 
based on the third milestone report that shows the cumulative technical and 
commercial work that was done during tha course of thls project. 

Please let me know what else needs to be done to dose tl1is contract. 

Thank you very much for your support. 

Sincerely, ......_ 

:kk-~0 
Bahram Nabet, PhD. 
NanoGrass Solar LLC 

CC: Ed Sull ivan, NGS 

NanoGruss Solar LLC: 860 Skyline Drive. firclenheim. I'll 1903/J USil: 1 
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Final Project Report: 

Below is based 011 Milestone 3 report to PA Nanocenter which detail!; our cumulative 
technical and commercial accomplishmenL') during the course oftl1is project. 

TECHNHLOGY DEVELOPMENT ACHElVEMENTS 

Task - Prepare the high etliciency light absorbing NW substrate consisting of GaAs 
/AIGa,\s core-she ll on th.: following non-crystalline su bstrates (c) poly-silicon and (d) 
transparent conductive oxide (TCO). 

NGS: We had delayed the growth of GaAs nanowire on Si from Mikstone 2 tasks. We 
have been al)le to reach t his important milestone. We have struted the wcliminary 
work tl1at is needed for growing nanowircs on poly-silicon or lnmsparent conductive 
oxides. however, we do not have U1e resom·ces that we need to connnit to Umt work 
instead we would like to build on the good results we haw achieved on UaAs NW 
growth on GaAs ru1d on Si substrates as detailed below. 

Growth ofGa:As/.4./GaAs core-shell NW on Si. 

Tius is has proven to be impossible tor thin-lllm teclmology despite heavy investments 
in research labs and industry, and patent portfolios r.:achit1g up to 200. Tlowcver, as 
stated in our proposa~ the na11owi.re version can be grown since all that is required is 
the "adequate" transfer of lhe substrate cry~tallography to beneath the Au colloidal 
parti.: lcs used in VJ..S g rowtl1. We arc preparing a paLent on the detail of the growth. 
Droadly, however, we orient the surface of Si so that it matches better with GaAs 
( lll) planes. We produce a thin film of the latter plane first, then grow the Gaf\s 
NWs. ' ll1c resulls are shown in figure below, where GuAs NW~, grown on GaAs 
substrate are a lso shown for comparisoti in the inset. 

Figure 1. FE-SBM micrograph (4S"tiltview) ofGaA.s/II.IGaA.s coreshell NWs grown on a G~As/ 
(111}Si s ubstr<Jte. Inset s hows same NWs grown on GaAs susbtrate. 

Several observations should he made: 

Nnuor:rnssSolar U.C; [)60 Skyline Drive, Firdeuhelm, P/119038 (1St\; 
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1. The wires are oriented in the same direction and have relatively uniform height. 
There is a 'Jertical yield ~95%, i.e., 9 5% of the wire~ oriented in the ~arne direction. 
This is comparable to what expected for growth on (ltl)GaAs. 
2. The density of wires is similar to those grown on GaAs. 
3. Wires have good stoichiometry 
4. The tUl!forrnity of growth is comparable to GaAs, but the growth was done in 
small areas. Extension of this te large surfaces seems reasonable, bt~trequir~ further 
refinement of the process. 
5. The substrate in whim NWs were grown should be compared in the figure and its 
mset. The 1nset has the srr,ooth crystalhne surface of GaAs, wh1le the rough surface of 
Si preparerl for NW growth is obvious in the heteroepi taxiaJ case (GaAs on Si). 

We have performed photoluminescence (PL) measurements in order to study the 
materia! quality and optical properties. Results are sho\llltl in figure 2. 

VSPL 

Sill l)mlieol 
\h!'nte'ttlls. 

.,. 
~ 

!! 

i" 
" ~ 

51(111) Nl>'• 

COM11'1) 
,, .. '"" " " 

. , ' .. '" '"" E""'lrr tell) 

Figure 2, Comparison between 7K PL sp.ectra•ofGaAs/AlGaAs coresh<ill NWs.grown on various 
substta!.es: (i) startdard(lll)GaAswafers; andGaAs buffers grown on(ii) exactly orienl.ed, and 
(iii) 4• offcut (lll)Si wafers. 

Low temperature PL spectra recorded from dense arrays of core-shell NWs grown. 
onto GaAs!Si hetero-substrates sho\\' emissi ons similar to wh&t previously observed 
for growth on (lll)GaAs wafers, although the NW core emissions appear generally 
much broader with respect to the latter case; also, a difference app.ears between PL 
emissions from NW arrays grown on exactly-oriented and 4° off-cut. Si wafers (Figure 
8): in the latter case the PL spectra appear a!s.o somewhat red•shifted and depending 

NanoGross Solar UC; 860 Skyline Drive, E1Yie>~heim, PA 1'7038 USA; 3 
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on the density ofNWs. the origin of such effects is not clear to do te. and requires 
further investigation. 

In summary. this is an important milestone tor NanoGross Solar. We have shown that 
we can grow high efficiency expensive GaAs nanowires on low cost substrate. 
Furthermore. we use only a fraction of GaAs material to achieve much higher 
absorption of light than. 

Task - Characterize the light absorption properties of the as-grown substrates 

NGS: Reflectivity measurements were performed on a) planar OaAs substrate, b) 

planar GaAs/AJGaAs substrate, and c) AIGaAs/GaAs core-shell NWs. Data is plotted 
in Pigure 3 for the wavelength range that covers the solar spectrum. 

Q) 
u 
c:: 
ro 
t) 
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0::: 
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Planar GaAs 

------
Planar AIGaAs/GaAs 

500 600 

CORE-SHELL 

-------- - -- - --

700 800 

AIGaAs-GaAs 
Core-Shell NWs 

900 1000 
Wavele.ngth (nm) 

Figure 3. Measured renectivity of plan•r GaAs, planar AIGaAs/GaAs, and AJGaAsfGaAs co re-shells 
at 3 different wire densities. 

NanoGrass Solar LLC; 860 Skyline Drive. Erdenheim. PA 19038 USA; 4 
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!tis seen that, as well known, GaAs reflects nearly 40% of incident radiation, 
absorbing 60% of the light. AlGaAs has a higher index of refraction, so it reflects 
about 20% of the light, for the whole range. Data for NWs of core-shell GaAs/ AlGaAs 
is taken at 3 spots on the wafer with different NW density that were calculated from 
the SEM of these area. Curve (a) has -1.9x108/cm4 NWs, while (b) and (c) had 
-3.2xl08/cmz We observe that for these higher densities, con·esponding to 
approximately 15% ofthe volume, reflectivity is less than 1% for the whole spectrum! 
For the lower NW density as well, less than 5% of the light is reflected even though 
less than I 0% of the volume is occupied by wires. \Vhile we need to make correction 
to the experimental results by which do not account for the diffused light, and the light 
that is trapped between the NWs but is not absorbed, the results are remarkable as 
expected. 

Task- Develop the optical PV devices on a single wire and calculate the efficiency. 

This requires that we make both Ohmic and Schottky contacts to the wire. We have 
previously attempted this during milestone 2 period and were not successful in making 
Ohmic contacts. Partially the problem is the difficulty in electric transport 
measurements. The wires need to be harvested on a substrate that is pre-patterned. 
Then the should be located in a focused ion beam machine and next contacted by 
either ion beam induced deposition, or electron beam induced deposition. We have 
performed these delicate and expensive processes. The results have shown that we can 
make Schottky or blocking contacts. As a result we have data on single NW's 
response to light. In fact we have data for how fast these wires respond to light. 
However for a photovoltaic device, that is, for operation in the 4th 1-V quadrant we 
must have an Ohmic contact so that a Metal-Semiconductor diode can be formed. 

The same problem exists for planar thin-film devices. All Ohmic contacts, such 
as the source and the drain of a transistor are formed on a highly doped GaAs material. 
Hence we have launched the design of multi shell wires which, have an outer shell of 
doped GaAs. This is also uncharted territory in NW fabrication. Figure below shows 
the multi-shells that we have grown. 

GaAs 

D AIGaAs 

II GaAs Spacer 

Ill GaAs:Te Spacer 

Figure 4. Schematics of as grown GaAsAlGaAs coremultishell NWs. (a) represents a standard 
GaAsAlGaAs single core/single shell NW structure; (b) coreshell NW structure with an additional 
undoped GaAs shell overgrown around the GaAs core; and (c) same structure as in (b) but with 
the additional GaAs shell intentionally doped with Te. 

NanoGrass Solar LLC; 860 Skyline Drive, Erdenheim, PA 19038 USA; 5 
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nan 
lUlLS .... . -

The<f wues wbieJI haw aclopedoutersboll ba~beeng:rown. Weare in 0.. pro<&fl> 
or delenninmg l~conduetivityof the ouler shoD so lhel we Jnllyprodu<e our PV 
dtwe. 

Task . [..,.•lop the pholodeiec10rdevice on the nanowire enay.(NWA) subslraie. 

NG S: We bavo crown ~)8] dies for this J>ll'P'SO· We hav& !I'Ifotmed first 
metalliution on~n..,..y, bUI h- obse!Ved lllli!CCeptoble damage•lo 1he wires. We 
hwe chonged the de::~gn so thaJ !he lower conl&el is dop>d Gal\.s. Te.(n-tjlp>) dopi>g 
of s:ubsht.le is perfoi1Yltd. We will use the multi she!! slr>roture-shown in Figure 41ill 
this pulp)$& . 

Dtljyembles: - Show evidaroe.e of and rep:>rt on 1he production of the NW A ~bstraie 
thAI obsolbs en order of n•&grulude more ligllltl\an a thin film of tl\e same material 
while occupyingt.bout 1/!0ih ofthe volume. 

NC S: Tile tesult 111 figure 3 is 1he evidence of high absotption of light byNW. 
Furthermore we liM been oble!D do this on Silicon subslrat._.s Fig we 1 of this 
~J?>rt shom, 
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Col1\ll\w;ial AduweJ>Ienls: 

TMks: 

• Identify the PY t.ell illal\ufac'lllrers in generation i! alld Iii photovt>ltaic~. 
• E>Jg,age the R&D mtils of<ClE.Sl(dl)up:>nfillorder to interest the·m ill NGS. 

.l!lchMlogy 

• Outline and compue th.e pro'!isiona) cost structur~ with tespMt to the 
·in811ufacblre..ard.s.elling j>!ic.e fot (li~wofer, (b) tqulpne.nt;,Ol)d (c) Pil c.eJI 
manuf'"turers. :t;;ompu~ t!Je c,ompetitive-1l>chltol.rgie:Mflll ailihes~ wM1 fhe. 
mark'.!t W ,v.iJ.~ to 1blera.w in wmu:: -of coc:t, · 

D• lillerables: 

Provide at<uuke t.~ttalysis that inl;ludes tho r~arke I size at-.d p:>liultiat~ustomers in 
PV tlbyi~es-based,on-the NaM:Grass technology. 

~<:S: I!espte a plethora of b~ ll!lWs sunounding the Phoroll oltllic ecosy.;~!t\ !l*t 
tire p;st 18 montl\5, grid-illstalle.d PV's 'IJ&~ grown SJibstantial!y thiough that s~• 
ft'DOd and .are expecl!ld ·to do so tluough 2012. ~·ccoiding . .to a re·cenl t~p:>rt by the 
'Sola> El\ergy Industries Asrociatio!t~ installed PV inete.ared 69% in Q~ 2011 dYer the 
~ period in 2010 .al\d '"""·up 11% :overall lluoug]l 201 L ,(see attached :grapl\). 
This bodes ·well fot NGS wet tli~ ~.oroing q~ers arid yolats. While th_e: Federal Cash 
G\'at•l .xpral:io~ may l~e drivrill SQI\Je of tl>e 2011 grow1!1, .,.. beliew S!tong. 
·programs pushn~g adoptwn wet the next 5-la y~&s .at the sto:t>< level shoul.d 
acceletal!l _this. wen thotll. (e.~: Califonlia's rerrewable P>llfolio sl&lllartl, 33% 
"'"""'"'ble by.l!020), 
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Figur·e 5 . Most recent report on US PhdtciVoltaic installations sh0w a healthy expansion. 

nan 
l!_ ra~ . 

Repott on engaging potential partners/customers for R&D as well as device 
manufacture. 

NGS: 1hrough 2011~ NGS has engaged prospective pattners· with the aim of 
establishing business development partnerships with varying degrees of R&D or 
commercialization. To be cleat·, our preferred path is not to directly manufactut·e PV's 
but to license our technology to functionally ac!jacent partners. To date, our- efforts. 
have been focused on core technology partners (nano-grass structw·e), material 
manufacturing partners andmanufacturing process partners. 

Most notably, NGS has finalized it's IP partnership with Drexel University to secure 
our rights with respect to the IP for the core N ano-Grass stmctures and is in the final 
stages of negotiation with University of Salento, Leece, Italy to secure the worldwide 
rights to their propri·etaty nanowire manufacturing process. Also, we have been in 
negotiations ·with Bayer regarding a Joint Development Agreement and potential 
investment pending the preliminary results utilizing their polymers. Bayer has agreed 
to provide the samples to NGS at their cost for the purposes of advancing these 
discussions. 

Report on the commercialization strategy- outline (a) the most feasible mat·ket 
moving fotward and (b) potential partnership/s. Provide a Letter of support from 
the partner and/or potential customer for the identified market. 

Nan oGrass Solar LLc; 860 Sky/in e Drive, Erdenheim, PA 19038 USA; 8 
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nan 
"ra:.. - .. 

NC~ NOS has begun soliciting privale llMSto!S via e l'liwte Pl..,el!lenl 
MenJOl!Udwn which will enable NGS lo raise be linen $lOOK and $5001< over 11it 
nert two qua rielS. To dalo, NOS bos raised t60K via this offering andinlends to raise 
e..n*llditio.W $lOOK bythaendofQI 'l012 
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Appendix P – 11-050 (NanoGripTech) 

 

7/612012 nanoGriptech, LLC 

FINAL REPORT 

Project Title: Roll-to-Roll Manufacturing of Bio-Inspired 
Micro/Nano-Fiber Adhesives for Sports Apparel Applications 

Project Leader: Metin Sitti 

Name of Project Leader's Organization: nanoGriptecb, LLC 

Date: July 6, 2012 

Submitted to: Pennsylvania NanoMaterials Commercialization Center 
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7/6/2012 nanoGriptech, LLC 

Project G<lal Sbttement: The goal of the project was to develop gecko foot-hair inspired 
polymer fibrillar adhesives as new spotts closure and glove gripping material applications. The 
desired Spott s apparel specifications given in Table 1 were determined after discussions with 
Under Armour Inc. Our work plan included material selection, roll to roll manufacturing, and 
testing of polymer fiber adhesives witb various materials and geometry to achieve the desired 
performance metrics in Table l. In any milestone below, the desired specifications was achieved 
by a fiber array and a tl at closure surface or on a balJ sw·face for a given sports appHcation. 

Specification Specification Desired Specification 
Previous Measured 
Fiber Performance 

Number Name (mass· jii'O<iuce<t fibers) 
lsmall-bat.ch fibers) 

3 N/cm• at 0.8 N/cm• load in 2.2 N/cm• at 0.8 N/cm• 

Sl Shear force contact with dry football and 1.5 load (dry football) and 1.2 
(football glove) N/ cm2 at 0.8 N/cm2 load in N/ cm2 at 0.8 N/cm2 load 

contact with wet football (wet football) 

S2 
Shear force 10 N/cm• in dry conditions and 6 11.4 N/cm• (dry) 
(closure) N/cm2 in wet conditions 6.4 N/cm2 (wet) 

S3 
Peel force 0.5 N/cm amount in dry conditions 0.7 N/cm (dry) 
(closure) and 0.3 N/cm in wet conditions 0.2 N/cm (wet) 

Number of cycles over the product 
life: . 1,000 cycles - 90% of 

S4 Durabil ity 
original strength I ,000 cycles- 60-65% of 

• 2,000 cycles - 70% of original strength 
original strength . 5,000 cycles- 65% of 
original strength 

S5 Usability 
Open and close forces of <0.5 kgf 

Not yet measured per inch 

S6 Closure patch l inch x 25 feet 1 inch x 1 inch 
size 

S7 Water-resistance 20 kPa (3 psi) for 2 minutes 40% water penetration at 
3 pSi for 2 minutes 

S8 Washability 
Water cleaning (with a No performance loss at. 
temperature up to <93° C) temperatures of 40° C 

S9 Flexibility 
Flexible fiber arrays confor ming to Conform to -12 mm 
body curvatures diameter curvatures 

S10 Incorporate fabric 
Incorporate fabric backing into Incorporated fabric into 
mass-production process small batch process 

Close to $0.1/inch when 
manufactured in high volumes 

Around $0.5/inch 
Sll Cost 

(Lower than the cost of hook and 
excluding the labor and 

loops, which is $0.36/inch. The 
cost of coil zippers is 

equipment costs 

-$0.01/inch.) 
Table 1: Specijicauons for mass-produced fibers usmg 1he roll-w-roll process for 1he rargei appllcauons, 
compared wirh the previous pe1jonnance of our snwll-balch fiber adhesives. These specificarion.s were 
determined in collaboration with Un.der Armour. 
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7/6/2012 nanoGliptech, LLC 
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7/6/2012 nauoGriptech, LLC 

A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

TecbJlical Development 

• Tl : Computer simulation of the contact between the fiber and football surfaces 
determined that using a thicking and softer backing will increase the contact smface ru-ea 
of the fibers which will ul timately increase shear performance 

• T2: Tests using BMS' s Fusion curing systems using gallium and mercmy bulbs 
demonstrated proper cureing of Desmolux 2491 in the silicone mold without nitrogen 
atmosphere or vacuum Also, we demonstrated that nOt's two stage vacuum curing is 
compable to the Fusion system 

• T2: Formulation studies have shown that Desmolux 2491 stiffness and adhesive 
properties decrease with time, however, testing of new fonuulation, F-7 5, show that this 
aging can be mitigated using other comonomers 

• T3: Our second generation mass production system was desig11ed and build with 
improved features that allow better process control 

• T4: Initial samples produced from this system met or surpassed all Milestone 2 
performance requirements 

• TS, T9: A design criterion for adhesion to wet surfaces was developed in the computer 
model 

• T6: An optimization study for photoinitator wt-% resulted in a 50% shear force 
enhancement for F-75 formulations; Peel strength was found 1.0 increase with decreasing 
phoLOiu itiator, which was correlated to the formation of soft.er-t.ipped fibers (relative t.o 
bulk modulus) due to inhibition at the mold surface 

• T7: The mass production system was modified to change roller location, quantify the 
effect of belt speed and temperature on the quality of the manufactured tape, and 
modified to use clear molds 

• T8: 200 generation fibers made using the mass-production system produced samples that 
exceeded fiual t.argeL shear strengths on closure surlilces, and exceeded peel values 
milestones in both wet and d1y conditions 

• Tl 0: Stud.ies were conduct.ed to characterize the effect of mold transparency, lamp 
distance, lruup distru1ce, curing tempemture, ru1d hardener concentration on fiber 
perfonnance 

• Tll: Modifications to the roll-to-roll system eliminated the need for a post-mold vacuum 
curing step while improving material performru1ce. Additionally, t11e system could now 
produce samples cured directly on non-transparent substrates like UA textiles 

• Tl2: All project performance specilications were met at this t.ime with the exception of 
dry shear strengrh on a football 
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• Tl3: Studies conducted at BMS resulted in high-performance samples produced using 
the Fusion microwave lamp system at speeds of up to 100 ftlminute, demonstrating the 
ability to scale up production rates 

• Tl4: A simplified single roller system was buill and successfully operated, and properly 
cured samples were produced from LED UV systems on loan from Phoseon. A 25' 
sample was produced using om mass-production system 

• TlS: All project pe1fom1ance specifications were met with the exception of dry shear on 
football substrates 

Commercial development 

• Cl: A renewed Joint Development Agreement between nanoGriptech and Under Armour 
was signed in September 201 1 

• C2: Preliminary mass-produced fiber an·ays were provided to UA for evaluation; 
Additionally, oGt prepared football glove sized fiber array that was laser cut aod fined 
onto a glove while on-site at UA in a joint prototyping effort 

• CJ: New tiber templates were fabricated in the CMU cleanroom, and studies identif ied 
the optimum backing thickness for football friction enhancement; This iofonnation was 
used to produce new san1ples for delivery to UA for evaluation 

• C4: A prel iminary system quote of $174,900 was received from Poly Works Inc (North 
Smithfield, R1), for a customized roll-to-roll UV -euring production system. Additional 
quotes from altemative vendors (4 total) were proclll'ed in later Milestones 

• CS, C6: Frequeut conununication and regular collaboration between nGt and UA has 
resulted several improved generations of micro patterned football glove and closure 
prototypes produced and evaluated in user studies and field trials 

• C7: Possible IP generated during this project include the ultimate formulations used in 
this study, and t11e ability to directly cure micropatterned materials on opaque substrates 
using n·ansparent molds 

Directions for future development 

• Under Annour and nanoGriptech are in the process of preparing and negotiating a term 
sheet for a joint development project which would involve UA partially funding a pilot 
production line in exchange for conli.nued development o f closure and football glove 
prototypes witll milestones to meet for development, and delivery sales price and volume 

• Additional technical hmdles include producing samples t11at satisfy the real-world 
environmental handling ofUA's product Line. This will be accomplished through 
repeated protyping and field trials in collaboration witJ1 tlle UA team 

• Procurement, installation, and optimization of the pilot-scale production system 
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B. TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT 

B.l. ~DLESTONE 2 TECllNJCAL DEVELOPMENT 

B .. l.l. Tl Fiber Adhesive Models 
Develop fiber adhesive models for fibrillar parameter selection for 1/nth fnotllnll a/UI /lilt 
closure 1111bstrlLtes in dry conditions 

Bas.ic Simulation Case 

As was described in tho Conun~ricaliY.ation Gr:'lnt proposal submitted to PA for this projttcl effort. 
computational mathematical and physics modeling is a powerful t~'lOiused as a pru1 of the fiber 
design process. 1be models provide a solid theoretical foundation for honing in on optimal 
design geometries and materials, based on the desired final performance outcome of the project. 
For the first qlllmt>r of this project the team developed a basic computational simulation modt>l 
using COMSOL sof!war<' on a singk micro-(ibcJ. The fo.:us of thtl basic simulations wet<' to 
predict th(' predict and ustimate both the adhesion of tile fiber to a smooth polymer surface and 
also a football receiver application. 

In adhesion applications. the goal is to create and imerac(Jon between 2 surfaces with the 
maximum amount of surface area contact. In the case of tillers contacting the a smooth closure 
surface, much mode)iug work has beeo done by both nanoGriptech aod other research groups in 
the world. Howevt•r. the situation of a fibrillar adhesive contacting the surface of a football i ~ a. 
mor~ diJiicult design and manufacturing. challenge due to the rough dimpkd surface ofth(' 
football as shown in Figure 1. 

·1 he football surface is compdsed of a repeating pattern of tiny spbtillcat Citps that are 420 J.lDI in 
height and approximatt'Jy l.l5mm in radius (Figure 2). Fiber arrays fabricated at naooGriptech 
rang!.'. between 100 fJ-m and 125j.lm in length wbicb are significantly shortcompan'-!1 with I he 
beig)it of the repeating roughness pattern on football . This implies that the fiber array will not 
form fttll contact with lhe football surface. During our NSF STTR Phase I project. a compliant 
backing was added to the f]ber array which showed signi.ficalll shear ped'ormance improvement 
over fiber an·ays without a compliant backing. This rt'sult was expected because the additional 
compliance of the backing aids in the conformation of the .fiber array to the football roughness 
leading to an increased number of contacting fibers and lhus improving ped'ormance. The srudy 
performed for the NSF project was preliminary and did not involve any Jlumerical/theoretical 
modeling. 
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To bcllcr undcnllillld lllc cCfectivc parameters and Hber ac.lliesivc design lo given spcci£icalion~. a 
Finite Jilcmenls (FE) Study was de igm:d to predict I he shear performam:~: of fihens nn the 
football ~urfacc. Figure 3 shows the model and U1e clements of the simulation. The repeating 
pauern on the football surface is modeled as a hemisphere with l.?l{ mm radius. fliber array is 
modeled as a continuoull LOO iJlll thick film and the effective t'ibt:r modulus wa~ calculatt'd 
directly from experimc~ntal data. I !nderneath t.hc fihers. a 50 1-1111 layer exists which is made oft he 
same material as the fibers. 'l11c entire ~ystcm is supponoct by a t:ompliant backing whose 
modulus and thicknc!'.S wi ll be determined for best possible performance witltiJl tJ1c collstraints 
g.ivcn to us by UA. 

Football surface 

Figur<' 3: DeJ>i t.1ftllt of til<' <'iemem.\' inralvl!d in rile compuiCUianalt!IOtf<'l./ilrfihrlllttr Ctiillllt1wlth dilnph'.Z 
.foarbo/1 surfaa. 

Figure 4 shows the output of the computational model where tht.' deflection of the fihcrs is vicwctl 
as a function of !he football <Usplaccmcm. This analysis wa~ performed in 42, 10 f.llll increments 
starting from initial t:onlact of the fiber surface to the 420 iJill indentation. This series of analyses 
were pcrf(>mJcd for fibers with two diffcrt:nt backing thickness and moduli and with no backing. 
Figure 5 displaysJhccffcct of the backing thickness and moduli on the coverage area ufthc fibers. 
where E =Young's modulus of the cmitpliam hacking material and h = rhickness of the 
compliant hacking material. Note thar contact pre~~ure was calculated using. the l'oofhall 
displacement and moduli oft he materials. II can be ubs~rved lhat for the same contact pressure 
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(displacement) between the fibrillar adhesive and the football surface that contact percentage 
improves when the compliant backing is thicker and softer. Therefore, a thicker, more compliant 
backing would allow the entire adhesive system to conform to the rough shape of the football and 
increase shear performance. As the model is further refined, more design and manufacturing data 
will be collected. This data will become part of a continuous loop to continually improve the 
fidelity of the model. The selection of the backing will be made together with UA to ensure that 
performance, fit, and comfort criteria are met for the receiver glove. 

a(20)= 20 Surface: Total displacement (mm J Surface De.formation: Displacement field 

• 0.2 

02 

1.5 

0.15 

0 ,5 
0 1 

0,05 

- 05 

-1 

- 0 5 0 0 5 1 1.5 2 2 5 

Figure 4 : Comso[ model displaying the displacement of the f iber suiface as the football dimpk is displaced 
200 fim. 
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Figure 5: Aren ofjibular adhesiue coverage on a football dimple S!uface vewu tl!e conraC! pressure u~ing 
various backing !dyers (E=Yozmg's modulus an<! h=rhicknes.s of rhe backing layer). 

B.1.2. T2: Material Compositions for Mass-Production 
Selecl ami develop the polymer fiber material compositions for ma.ss-protluction system and 
idea/material properties (i.e. tensile strength, elastic modulus, surface energy, hydrophobicity, 
and processing) and petformance in dry conditions (Sl, S2, S3, S4, S5) in coTiaboration wirh 
BMS. Materials should aclzieve 40% ofspecijlcations Sl-S5 in1't1ble 1. 

Materials for fibrillar adhe,~ives must have desi red bulk mechanic.al properties, sufficiem amount 
of sutface CDergy, and the ability to be manufactured Into fiber arrays quickly. Initial focus was 
placed on ST-1 060 polyurethane (BJB Enterprises) because the n•atcrial properties rendered it 
strong enough to be .fully released from the silicone mold while being sufficiently soft to allow 
musbroon1 tips to bend into fuJI contact wit11 a surface. While this results in good adhesion 
perfOrrH.ance, lhe full curing of t.he n.:lt.erial excee~ 24 hours including a heat cycle, lirniting 
production volume and increa~ing part cost_ 1N cw-ed materials offer an advantage over two-part 
curing systems because cw·ing occw·s in minutes rather than days. Out· prutuer Bayer 
MaterialSoiencc (BMS) is an industry leader in UV-<:ured polyw-etbane polymers and bas assisted 
us with fonnulation of their commercial materials. BMS's commercial lJV cured polyurethanes 
consist of acrylate tem1inatecl polyurethane mixed with 20 wt-% of an additional acrylate (or 
tnel'bacrylate) mouomeJ· (Figw·e 6). When combined With a photomitiator at1d exposed to UV 
light;, the material~ polymerize and create a crosslinked film. Tn IJ1is quaner. new formulations 
were prepat-ed where 1'he acrylate fwtctioual poJyureiJ\rule was copolymerized with four different 
mouoruers in order to tune material properties. 

10 
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FigJ1re 6; Sclt~malir oj pol,vurelilane UV L'flring system and rfmuira/ structure of fOIIIOnomers 11sed.(or 
rested formulariou,<. 

As <lcutiled in our lirst PA Nano funded projccr. we fravc encountered ~cvcr-..tl ~c.tbach using our 
currcnl formularion (BMS DCSIII<)Iux XP249!) and cw1ng mclhmls in order 10 ohtain a ra~L 

curing polyurelhane tlul will perform as well as the n.m ST-1060 2-part polyurethane system. 
first. it was found that any pre~encc of oxygen would inhihil full curing of I he resin wilh our 
II&S Amoshm LTV lighr ~y~tcm. '111ls results in a ~ignificanl decrea~e of acU1e.~lve .~1reng1h ol' the 
llbers alo11g wilh a substantial amount of residue left on t he adhering surface. '!'his was ovcrconre 
by u~ing a 1wo-stage curing process whcrt' I he tillers were cured in the mold for one minute 
followed by peeling from tllc Olllld and curing for so.:ven :td<lition;~l minutck in'' vacuum chamber. 
Wltilc this mctho<.l is ~ufficicot for lttboruwry Studies. it is ool $WLI\hlc for high volume pn.xluction 
of fibular adhesives. Addilionally. lire Desmolux 2491 rum erial is subjet:tlo aging. This was 
realized hy tlre l oss of adhesi on an<l increase of rel\idue left b) older nranufacmrerJ .qaruples. Tn the 
following ~ecticHl$ w~ describe ow·ll)ethods to character!r.e and overcome thes~ prohlem~ with 
1J1e UV cur.r.ble polyurethane re~in . We sludied four ditrerenr polymer formulations cured by 
di1fer'en1' light sources and dliJfaoterized their aging propt•rties hy te~t·ing adhesion perl'om1ance 
OV\!f ti m\!. 

8.1.2.1 M inimizing oxygen inhibition th rough lamp selection 

Ox.yg~n in the atmosphere and uhsnrhed in the ~<ilicone mold inhihits fuJI curing ofd1e 
polyurc1l1ane using our light source at nGL f lowever by using clifferenllamp types and l ight 
intcn~ities. tllis inhibition can be mitigated. By curing with rwo light source.' available at DMS's 
13l)Or!UllfY. we studied this cHeer on fbur monomer sysrcms presented in Pigurc 6. ·n1.: H&S 
A\lloshol systcw btt$ ;1 wcrcury bulb struilar to the unc <\t nGt, while the Fu~ion system uses a 
gallium and 111\!rcury hulb which includes larger light spc.t:lrum and a higher inte n~ily. All 
Autushot ~ampks were subjccttu UV light for eight minutes and Fu~ion ~am pies were pass.:.c.l 
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twice through the bdt systern amount ing lo appro)(imal~ly <me minute of exposure. Inhibition was 
characterized by visual inspection wtdcr a microscope. If residual material was observed during 
the ftrst attacbmelll and peel t.ben material was deemed not fully cured. 

All samples cw·ed wil.h l.he Autoshot displayed inhibition, while all samples cured with l.he Fusion 
system showed no residualmlltcrial on lbe ~tdbering surr~we. Figure 7 displays t.he shear sl~"ength 
ofD<.'smolux 2491 cured using Uu·ce processes involving both high and low intensity lamps and 
air and yaculuu systems. Using tl1c BMS. s Autoshot system tn <tUuospberic conditions yields 
uncttred mat.eJ·iaJ.s tbal have the lowest shear strcngtJ1. However, when the vacuum is applied with 
a similar light sot11-ce (uGt metllod). the fibers are fully cmed aud have shear stret~ths 
comparable with l.he high inten~ity Pusion ~ystem. Fat· farge V<Jlun1e production a Fusion system 
should be user! because it provides fibular-arrays with superior performance wilhouJ a nitrogen 
atnwspbere or vacuuru conditions. For our fomlll lation testing, the data shows that the wo-step 
nOt method will give similar resu.ll s to a production scale setup. 
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Figure 7:Compmi.fon ofrlte e.voluoted shear strength ofDesmolux XP 2491 filnillor arrays curi'dwing 
narwOriptech ·.,in-house vacuum proces.1. HMS',f II&S Auwshatlamp, and 8MS'.< Fu.<ia!tlomp_ 

Figw·e 8 displays the sliear strength of fibcJs produced from the four material foJmll.lations with 
the Autoshoi and rusion curing systems. There is no correlation to bow a material will perfonn 
when not. fully cured. As shown with 2491, shear s1J-engt11 will decrease when not fully cured, 
however 01e 1:'74 and F76 saruples ~how l.he opposite behavi(>r.1 'he studied monomenr h ave. 
differentpolymeriz'lltion rates wbi.oll causes variation in the degree of inhibition ~-111d uruount of 
uncured material. This u.ncw-ed material causes a decJease in bulk mechanical propctties and a 
tack)' layer on the mushroom tip sw-facc. These -properties have opposing efrocts on the shear 
perfollllauce of the t:ibcrs and without proper Malysis of U1e degree of curing, these result rue 
inconclusive. However, this data highlighls the imprut:u1ce. of achieving full cure in order to 
dlfferent:l:ue. perfom1ance between sample fommlations. 
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Pigure 8: Compuri,wn ofrhe evaluated ~hearsrren.g1h of fibrillar array.1 cured u.ving BMS'1 H&S Aum,1/tm 
lamp tmd rlreir Huitm lamp. 

8 .1.2.2 Studyln~ tbc effect of material formuJatlon on ~ng 

Flbular arrays cc,\rnp<)secl o.rfJesn1o lu,x 1491 experience an aging e ffecl tJJat was no(ed by :l 
substantial drop in adhesion perforrnance when testi11g older manufactured material$. Jn orller t.o 
quantity this bel~avior. new samples were tested before and after 2) days of aging on a 
windowsill. Samples were prepared using the PusiOll system to ensure full curing of the material 
Ftgw·e 9 display$ the effective stiffne~s ofthe matelials before and after aging using me1Jwds 
descril)ed in $ec(ion 1.4.1 .3. The stiffness of all materials decrease~ as the matel'ials age. 
Dcsmolux 2491 exhibits a 50% loss of effective stiffness ovet· the 21 day aging time. Fomtulation 
1:-'76 displays the next largest loss at 43%. Since both monomers are csscnlially identical (one is 
methacrylate versus acrylate), it leads us Lo believe that the isobornyl moiety plays a large role in 
tl1e aging of 249.1 . Formulations F74 and F?5 show a lower loss of material stiffness when age~!. 
For example, the stiffness ofF75 was only showa ro ~lecea.se by 6%. This findiug is quite 
unexpected. especially since tbeP74 matcrial contains an aromatic ring which is known to be 
more susceprihle t o aging and degradation than aliphatic smrct:u:re.~ such as the isobomyl moiety 
of2491. 
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Figtll'<' 9: Comparison ofllu! eff'ecrive .ui.ffness of fibrillar array materials before and after 21 days of 
a,~il>,g. All mati!Jia/~· were cur~dmmg BMS's Pt!Sitm lamp excepr Jot the nCt2491 sample which was cured 
using nmwGriptech 's inhoz{se H&S Auroshm lamp. 

Tbe samples wero also tested lO evaluate lhc effect of agJ.ng on lhe adhesion ami sb.ear 
perfomJance ol' the fibrillar adhesives using shear characterization methods described in 1.4.1.1 
and 1.4.1 .3. 'l11isda1.a is displayed in Figure I 0 and II. As l11e material ages, the pull-off force of 
tbe 2491 sample decreases by 47% which c0rl'csponds ve1y well with the loss of stiffness of the 
material. 111is occurs with 2491 with both the nGt and Pusio11 curirtg processes. '!11e metl1acryla1e 
isobornyl monomer, fo76, displays an incrcasl! in adhesion force with aging. Tins is due to the 
fo1mation of a degrncled tacit)• layer which acts similar to a pressure sensitive aclhesive. We do 
not understand whytl1is beh:IVioroccurs withJ076 and not 2491 when both materials have the 
Saole isobornyl sn·uct.ure aud lo$» of stiffness during aging. However, bo1J1 rn.aterials failed shear 
testing and data was not coUected bccause of a Jru'ge amount of fiber damage during the first test. 
'tl1e adhesion and shear performance or the F74 and F75 rual.erials showed very liLlie chunge upon 
aging, attributed to the resiliance of material mechanical )!'o rtics. 
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Figure 10: Compmismt of dur pJJil-offforce of fibrillar m..-uy3 before a11d after 21 dtry.Y of aging, All 
materials were cured using BMS's Fusion lamp except for the 11Gr2491 sample which was cured using 
nanaGriptech ·s inhouse H&S Attta.fhotlamp. 
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Figure 11: Comp~rison of tite shear 8/ri'l~t/t of fibrillar arrays before and after 21 days of agir1g. All 
ma1erials were cured using EMS's Fusion lamp. Daw could 1101 be co/leclcd [or the aged 76 and 2491 
samples becm1se they dct~trioralcd ajier a single les1 cycle. 

In contrast to the fully polyurelhane BJB ST-1060 two-pari curi.Jli\ system, lhe VY cured system 
has 20 wt-% of cbcmicaUy different material ill its fOiliiulatiou. Here. we have sllowo this 
addional material can have drastic efiects onlhe overull properties. While 2491 initially performs 
the best of the LTV material!~ in adhesion and shear tests. ll1e~giog effect severely limits the 
practical use of this m3telial for ou1· fibular adhesives. Therefore, our focus will be shifted to .the 
P74 and P75 toonulalion because lhey have been shown to ruainlian s tiffuess and adhesive 
properL"ies over lime. 1-loWeve•·, fihrillat array~ JJ)ade from F74:md f75 have a lOWer adhesion and 
she::u· perfo1mance than 2A91. This can he attributed t(l a change in sw'l'ace energy and mechanical 
properties ofrhem.ateriaL Suptisi:ngly, lsohomyl acty)ate (2491 comonomer) is relatively non 
polar compared to the F74 and P75 comouomers desipte baying higher adhesion. Therefore, we 
believe that lbe diCference in udhesioo is due to lbe change of mcch;mical pmpertics of t.he two 
systems. Future work will involve adjustment o f tJ,.e ccmool'lomer cornp<>sJjon af F74 and t-:75 to 
tune material propertjes io order t.o regain adhesion and shear propert.ies comrarable to t he 2491 
and BJ B I 060 polyuJ·eU1anes. 

8 .1.3. T3: Fabrication and usc of rn11ss productlon system 
Pabricafe the first generation mass-produced po~ymer microlnano·fiher array samples with 
fabric backing using materials selected ill Task 2 and design selected durit!g Task I. Achieve 
10% oft he lenglh specified in S6. 

8.1.3.1 Design ond FnbrlcntJon ofMass Production System 

Before tbis project heguo, nanoGriptech bad previously developed a proof-of-<:oncept roller-to
roller mass production system for otlier project effo11s. Intllis project term, work was conducted 
lo redesign and man·ufactw·e a second generation ruass production syst.ern more capable of 
reliably and. reperu.edly producing high qllillity samples to meet Under Armour's performnnce 
specificafjons. 

A CAD rendering of the new de.~ign is illustmted in f igure 12. Some of the improVe111ents, which 
are laheled in Pigure 12, inclufle: 
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• Replacing the DC geannotor which drove the system with computer-controllable stepper 
motors (Figure 12A); This will allow the operator to more precisely control the belt speed 
for every fabrication run . 

• Improving the overall alignment of system by: 
o Replacing the cantilevered single-bearing mounted shafts of the proof-of-concept 

system with shafts mounted by two bearings (one at either end) in the new 
system (Figure 12B); 

o Fabricating the system from outsourced CNC-machined aluminum plates (for 
example, Figure 12C) rather than in-house cut plywood and in-house machined 
aluminum; 

o Using an off-the-shelf tensioning system (Figure 120 ) to apply uniform pressure 
at the molding interface pinch point; 

These changes will accelerate the setup time between tests by eliminating any alignment 
time. They will also ensure that the system does not fall out of alignment in the middle of 
a fabrication run. 

• Inclusion of a separate release layer application/final product storage subsystem (Figure 
12E); This will prevent any contamination of our produced samples by irrnnediately 
applying a backing layer and storing them in a safe place for eventual characterization 
and/or transfer to Under Armour. 

The overall system design is made up of several interconnected subsystems including the material 
dispensing subsystem (Figure 12F), the custom micropatterned belt mold (Figure 120), the belt 
drive subsystem (Figure 12A), the UV-curing subsystem (Figure 12H), the backing layer storage 
subsystem (Figure 121) and release layer application/final product storage subsystem (Figure 
12E) . Each of these subsystems is described in the sections below. 

Figure 12: CAD rendering of the new mass p roduction roller-to-roller system. 
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Material dispensing subsystem 
nanoGriptech mixes and stores the UV cured material prior to use. The material is safe to use 
once mixed for some time, as long as it is not exposed to UV light. 'Ibe material is manually 
loaded into a syringe and dispensed ooto the custom n:Ucropattemed belt mold via a Multi
Phaser™ Model NE-500 syringe pump from New Era Pmup Systems Inc. (illusu·ated in Figlll'e 
12F) to accm·ately dispense the BMS material onto the belt. 1be pmup is mounted and the 
dispensing flow rate is controlled via custom built software for the pump hardware. The material 
is dispensed onto the front end of the bell mold that has the negative features of the fib1illar 
adhesive designed for this application. 

Custom micropatterned belt mold 
A custom belt mold that has the negative of the desired fiber geometry and spacing was 
manufactlll'ed for this protot.yping effort and is illustrated in the CAD model in Figure 120. The 
belt is made from s ilicone rubber (HS-11, Dow Corning) and is a conglomeration of multiple 
individual bell. pieces that have been spl iced together to create an approximately 24" long 
continuous loop. A similar belt was fabricated for previous efforts and the spl icing methodology 
was described in previous repo11S issued to the PA NanoMaterials Commercialization Center. 

For research conducted dlll'ing thjs project term, a 40 ).lm diameter fiber geometry with mushroom 
tip shape was selected because it has shown good performance in previous lab scale testiog. 
Once the UV -<:Ul'able material is dispensed onto the belt, it passes through a roller set that creates 
a pinch point. The pinch point levels out t11e dispeosed material , provides tbe pressm·e oeeded to 
fill tlle mold, and introduces the backing material onto the lUlcured product. 

Belt drive subsystem 
The BMS material is dispeosed onto the micropattemed belt mold which is driven by a 
controllable stepper motor (Figm·e 12A, S9117C-S18GM018, SDP-SI). Tlus motor controls tlle 
linear belt speed and can be adjusted using the motor software. Because of the scale of the mass 
production system, a belt speed ranging from 3-5 inches/minute is used. While relatjvely slow 
belt speed allows the B MS material to exposed to a sufficient amount UV light needed for curing. 

UV curing subsystem 
Following the roller pinch point, the micropatterned belt is exposed to UV light(Figure 12H, 
CureTek UVA 400, H&S Autoshot). 'This larnp provides the ulttaviolet energy needed to initiate 
the phot.ocuring reaction of the BMS material. An opaque ban·ier prevents t.be UV light from 
premat.Ul'ely clll'ing the BMS material before t.be backing layer is applied and mold properly filled. 

Backing layer storage subsystem 
The backing layer is stored on a separate subsystem (Figure 121) and is continuously spooled to 
tlle molding pinch point where it is applied to the UV -curable BMS material. For this project term, 
a 0.002" thick Mylar(!'ET) film was used as lhe backing material, however, altemative backing 
materials such as UA textiles may be used in the same manner. 

Release layer application/final product st.orage subsystem 
A separate assembly illuslrated in Figure 12E spools tlle finished micropattemed adhesive tape in 
contact with a protective release film An identical controllable stepper motor (Figure 12A) drives 
Ibis spooling process and will be synchronized with the belt <irive speed. This module was not 
included during tlus project tenn due to t11e need for only smallleogt11 samples iJl order to 
optimize oilier subsystems. 
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l11e overall system design was conducted using Solid Works 2007. CNC machining of the 
aluminum frame was outsourced to emachineshop.com. The system was assembled in-house. 

B.l.3.2 P roduction of samples using new system 

A photographs of the system being operated during the mass-produced sample fabrication runs 
during this project teem is shown in Figw·e 13 along with a picture of one of the first samples. As 
with any stmtup of a newly designed system, initial uses pJ'Ovide information on i mprovemeots 
for continued development. Such was the case in starting up the production process using the 
new equipmenl. The interactions between dispensing rate. bell speed, roller pressure, UV 
exposure time, backing material tension, material temperature, mold temperatw·e, and post 
manufacturing UV exposure all generate differences in the q11ality of the fibular adhesive. Each 
of these variables bas an upper and lower limit that creates a processing "space'' where good 
product can be manufactured. The ideal setting for e.ach of the input parameters is desired and 
should be based on some performance index. For instance, if shear foret' is the principal 
performance property for a specific application, it is desirable to know which manufaclllting 
parameter has the largest effect on that property and to establish the ideal manufacturing setting 
(ie. pressure. speed. wmperatu:re, ~lc). 

Figure 13: MCISs-productiou Ratuplejabricatiolltrial iunauoGripteclt's lab (left) a11d an engineer displays 
a le!lglh of oue of tlte first Sat!tples produced usi11g t/te /lt!IV mass-produc:tlr111 system (rig/11), 

13.1.4. T4: Sample Characterization 
Characterize the first generatim ' mass-produced polymer microlnano-Jiber array .mmples 
using setups described in J.2.3. Achieve 40% of the f ull performance for S J, S2, S3, S./ tmd SS 
i11 dry conditions and 25% of the fitll perfon nance of S l , S2, S3, S4 and SS in wet conditions. 

B.1.4.J Experimental melhuds 

During this project tenu. we evaluated samples produced using small batch fabrication methods 
to assist in the material selection tasks outlined in T2 as well our mass-produced samples ro 
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compare their perfom1aoce with the specifications outlined in our statement of work. For our 
small batch samples. we evaluated shear force in contact with a glass substrate. adhesive force in 
contact with a glass hemisph~re, and effective stiffn~ss of a fiber array using a glass hemispl1ere. 
For our ruass produced sampl es, we evaluated shear force i o contact with closure and football 
substrates (S I and S2), peel force in contact with closure substrates for single cycle testing (S3), 
duraoility testing (S4), and usability evaluation (::;5). 

Shear force measurement 

All sl1ear testing for tltis milestone was perfom1ed using nanoGriptech 's manual shear force 
testing apparatus. shown in Figure 14. The 1 inch~ substrate (eithli'r glass, closure. or leather 
removed from the exterior of a football (Figure 14A)) was mounted to a fixed surface. A 
similarly sized f~blicated material sample (Figure 14B) was mounted to a small rigid plate. 
connected by a llexible thread to a load cell (Figure 14C, ML.P- 1 0, Transducer Techniques) 
which was fixed to a linear motolized stage (Figure 140, MFA-CC, Newport Corporation). Por 
every test, the material sample was carefull y aligoed and placed 011 top of the fixed substrate. A 
weight (Figure 14E) was placed on top ol' the fabricated sample. preloading the material into 
contact \\>'ith the substrate. Custom software was then initiatE'd to rE'tract the Stage away from 
substrate section while measming the shear force in they-direction at the interface of the two 
materials through changes in th~ load ceU voltage. 

Figure 14: A plrot<>graph of the <1Utomated shear 6trenglh te.5ting appamtus. 

Experiments were pe[formed at speeds 0. 1 mm/s. Tht• a)ntact area (A) was approximately 1 incb2 

for all tests and to account for small deviations in the contact area of each sample, shear slrengtb 
(o,) values were calculated from the shear force F., according too,= F,l A. Reported results are 
the mean and the $tandard deviation of 5 tests per fabdcated sample. 

All tests were pe1formed in "dry" condi tions f'Xcept for the specific evaluation of samples for S I 
and S2 which were additionally tested in "Wet" conditions. Dry conditions refer to conditions at 
room temperature. For experiments io "wet" conditions, the sample was soaked in water wail 
saturated and then placed in position for testing. 
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l'cel fot·ce, durubility, and usability me:tsw·ctmmt 

i\11 of these specificat.ions were evaluatNI u.~ing, a cllstom automated pt'el su-ength 
characterization apparatus, which is illuslratcd in Figure 15. One fcaLOrc of Lhis setup is that it 
automatically presses the fiber sample back into contact wilh !he lest substrate after each lest 
cycle, allowing for data collection for multiple cycles without a human operator. To collect data, 
tl1e fiber an'ay (Fig w-e l5A) was fiJst manually pre-{;sed into the substrate (figw·e I 5H). Then, 
using a compw,erized confl·oiJer and data collection software, a linear stage (Figw-e 15C) is 
actuated to move a spriJlg-loaded preloadlng roller mechanism (Pigw-e 150) toward the sul>stJ-ate. 
As the tll<'chani.sru colJ.IOS into contact with Lhe substrate, the rubber roller rolls down along the 
length of the substrate, evenly pressing U1e fiber tips into contact w1 tll a predefined preloa;i force, 
me:tsured by a 10 lb load cell (Pigurc 151;), is reached. At this point, Lhe stage is rclr~ct.ed away 
from the fibet-lmaLerial interface, peeling Lhe sampJe as il is withdra 11~1 and uses Lhe load cell to 
measure the peeling force required to separate the fibers from the suhstnlte. i\t the end oftl1e test 
cycle, lbe lop of the fibentrray remains in contact with lhe substrate, allowing the process to bt' 
repeated for any desired nmnber of test cycle$ by iteratively preloacting the rest of the fiber array 
hack into the suhslJ'ate and pee.lin,g it off. 

Tligure 15: A plzi11t•graph of tlz~ aut,JmaUd peel ,<trengrh repeatabilhy testing apparatus. 

Adhesion force and effective stiffness measurement 

A custom-buill teru;ilc adhesion resting .apparatus (shown in Figure 16) was used to ev~uuate the 
adhesive force of some of the sampl~:s described for TI in Section L2 incontactwilh a glass 
hemisphere .. Developed material samples (Figure 160) we.re fixed to an inverted optical 
mk:roscope (TE200, Nikon) stage. A contacting surface, a 6 mm. diameter glass hemisphere 
(Figure 16C) was fiXed to the stem of a load ceJl (Figw·e 16B, GS0-50, Tmnsducer Techniques). 
which was at.tache.ct to a linear stage (l~igw·e 16A, MFi\-CC, NewpOJtCoq>oration). Custom 
software W<ls writlen to control tl1e motion of Lhc glass hcntisphere while collecting <lata froru Lhe 
load ce.lL A hemisphere is used in these. experime.nt~ because it represents a spe.cial type of uon-at 
surlace with <1 well-define-d ro~tglmess, and iS also immune to misalignment problems during 
testing. Furlhern10re, the transparent hc,misphEm.: and transparl'nl cantilcv(·r lo which il is ;!Uached 
allow for real-time magnified imaging of the fiber-hemisphere interface uslng the invetted 
microscope. llus irllaging can allow U1e usur to visualize the material inll?-ractiou dm·ing testing to 
help make serne of the complex. fiber intemctions occwring al the interface. 
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Figure 16: A photograph of resting appnmtus. 

To measure the tensi le itdhcsion of a sample i n contact With the glass hemisphl.'rt , the sample was 
ittdentcd With the hemisphere at a rate of 0.01 mm/s until a pre-defined preload force of 20 mN 
was tllel, At this point, the bemjspbere was retracted fromlbe fiber array at the same rate uotil the 
tensile strength of tb(~ interface was exceeded and the hemisphere was no longer in contact with 
the sample. Yifteen data points were collected across three different area~ (5 at t-ach art-a) for eacb 
tested mate1ial. 

To help determine whether the aging of the fibers had an 0£fect on the material properties of the 
array, the effe..:tive st iffness (R'.I)) of different fiber arrays were calculated from the m~asurcd 
preload force (Fp) and tbe prt:load indentation depth (d) according to the equation E,ll= Fp I d. 
Fifteen data points were coUected across three different areas (5 at. C3Cb area) for each t~sted 
mate1ial. 

B .L4.2 Results 

Shcur fon:.c rl!:!uJI.:i 

Tbe resuJts of all she.arforce testing of developed mass-produced fibrillar samples are giv~n ill 
Table 2 along with the pe1fonnance goals for this mi le.stoni:!. The.se results show that we met or 
exceeded our Milestone #2 goals for all shear strength measurements on footbal l and closure 
substrates in both wel and dry co.ndlliOJlS. 

Test 
Generation 1 

Milestone 
Substrate 

Spocificntion Cundition Mass-Produced Sample 
#2 Gual 

Data 

Dry 1.2 ±0.1 1.2 
Football Shear Strength. 

tS1) (N/cm2
) 

Wet 0.9 ± 0.01 0.4 

Ory 5.6 ± 0.5 4.0 
Closure Shear Strength. 

(S2) (N/cm1
) 

Wet 3.2 ±0.3 1.5 

.. -· . . Table 2. CIJIIlfHlrt>OII of •ht:01 strength !lata of dew/oped mas,s·pii:Jducedftbnllal >omples 111 cmtloc/ with 
football and closure substrates and Milescone 1!2 goals for these applications. 
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Peel force, usability, ami dumhilily mmll~ 

The results of peel force testing of developed mass-produced fibrillar samples on a closure 
substrate and our goals for this milesrone are compared in Table 3. From these results, we can see 
that also we met or exceeded our Milestone #2 goals for both dry and wet peel strength 
measurements o n closure substrates. Methods to additionally improve the shear and peel strengths 
of our tested interfaces will be attempted in future project terms. These methods will consist of 
including a softer backing layer for the football application, improving the mass-production 
manufacturing methods to produce fibers with larger tips, and improving the material properties 
of the bulk material used to form tl1e fibri llar materials. 

Test 
Genera tion 1 

Milestone 
Substrate 

Spcdlica lion Condition Mass-Produced Sample 
#2 Goal 

Data 

Dry 0.4 ± 0.06 0.2 
Closm·c Peel SIJ·engtb 

(83) (N/cm) 
Wet 0.3 ± 0.02 0.08 

Table 3: Companson of peel sh·ength data of developed mass-produced fibn/lar samples w contact wtth a 
closure subsh·ate and Milestone #2 goals. 

Peel strength data was collected over 1,000 test cycles in dry conditions to determine to what 
extent the performance of the mass-produced samples decreases with repeated testing. Data for 
this testing is illustrated in Figure 17. From these results, we can see that the mass produced 
f ibers ret !lin FtpproximFttely o:'i% of their ini t i;~l pP.el fnree :~fler I 000 eyde.~ nf pt>.el t e.~ ling over:-~ 

20 hour period. exceeding our goal for Milestone #2 of this projecl 

Under Armour defined a usability specification (S5) which states that our developed materials 
must not exceed a peel force of 0.5 kgf I inch (approxinlately 1.9 N/cm). We can see from the 
data in Table 3 that our peel strengths of 0.4 N/cm (dry) and 0.3 N/cm (wet) are not exceeding 
this value. 
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Figure 17: Peel data for a mass-produced microfiber array in conwct with a closure sttbstrate in dry 
conditions. 
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B.2. MILESTONE 3: TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Develop the second-genera/i(Jn mass-mamifacturedfiber adhesives. The adhesives would lwve 
properties r(Juglzly 40% (Jfthe desired Sl, S2, S3, S4 ami S5 specijicatitms given h1 Table 1 for 
wet cmulitions at room. temperature. 

B.2.1. TS F'lber Adhesive Models 
Compare the fiber c/wracterizatwnfr(Jm. Milest(Jne 2 with the adhesive m.(Jdels and tune and 
improve the design models; develop a fiber adhesive design model for wet surfaces. 

B.2.1.l Using Milestone 2 m odel to gulde t1ber design 

Developed Milestone 2 model examined the effect of fiber backing thickness and modulus on the 
shear perfo1mance of fibers in contact with the football surface. It was detennined that softer, 
thicker backing would benefit shear pelfonnance t.he most by allowing more fibers to contact the 
football smface for an applied compressive load. Experimental effort was designe.d to estimate 
the effect of backing thickness and modulus, and detemline how this idealized model applies to 
the experimental results. Two materials with different moduli were fabricated in various 
thicknesses as backing layer for the fiber adhesive and were tested for shear perfo1mance on a 
football SUJface .. Fabrication techoiques, e:»perimeotal methods and resul ts are discussed in 
Sections 2.3 .3 . 

B.2.1.2 Wet surface :tdhesion based on previous modeling 

As described in rhe Mi lestone #2 research, adhesive models developed at nanoGriptech are based 
on 1) The distribution of stress at the interface due to loading on the fiber, and 2) t.he adhesive 
properties of the inte1face between t.he fiber tip and the adhering surface. The design aims fu·st to 
develop geometries which distribute the stress evenly at the fiber-adhering sm-face interface while 
secondly choosing material combinations with the highest possible intrinsic adhesive strengths 
and work of adhesions. Wet conditions mainly effect the interface, reducing both the intrinsic 
adhesive strength and work of adhesion. This reduction can be mitjgated by the selection of the 
tiber material so that water is pushed away from the interface between the tiber tip and the 
adhering surface . 

Anolher design option is suction. The ' mushroom tipped fibers' used for adhesive design are 
similar to suction cups. They do not uti lize the suction cup e ffect in dry conditions because the 
intrinsic adhesive strength is usually much greater than atmospheric pressure. However, in wet 
conditions, the reduction in intrinsic adhesive strength leads to a more d01ninant suction effect. 
Tllis effect is particularly visible when either one or both surfaces are hydrophobic. 

F inally, both designs require selection of materials that are hydrophobic. 1berefore, fiber desigu 
will continue to optimize tbe srress distribution at the tip while choosing hydrophobic materials 
for fiber fabrication to enhance wet performance. 
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B.2.2. T6: Material Compositions for Mass-Production 
Select a11d develop the polymer jtber material compositio11s for seco11d gefleratioll material5 
with Bayer MaterialScie11ce (BMS) for wet surface closure applicatiotL~. 

In milestone 2, we showed that fibrillar adhesives comprised of tN -<:urable Desmolux XP 2491 
(2491, Bayer Material Science) display a substantial decrease in shear strength and fiber stiffness 
over time. Formulation studies identified an alternative material which replaces the isobomyl 
methacrylate monomer of 2491 with a ure.thane bearing monomer, Genomer 1122. At the 
completion ofMiJest.one 2 , BMS supplied us with a gallon sample of this new material , which 
they called F-75. This section will detail our findings from our evaluation ofF-75 and other 
results gad1ered while using batch processed UV cured polyurethanes. 

B.2.2.l Principles of UV curing on BMS JlOiyurethane (PU) fo rmulat.i ons 

To understand the curing differences between F-75 and 2491, we must consider all variables of 
the system including the mold material, the tN curable resin, and the light source. Such a system, 
and the corresponding variables, is depicted in Figure 18. 'Ibe UV light source may be of variable 
intensity, spectrum, and distance from the material to be cured. We can modify the tN -<:urable 
resin through changes in its formulation, for example by changing the photoinitiator 
concentration or monomer composition. The use of silicone rubber as the molding material is 
desired due 1.0 its ability to mold undercut, micron-sized features because of its demo! ding 
compliance. Tberefore, the adjustable variables in the system are ll'ansparency and hardness of 
the silicone rubber mold. Silicone rubber is naturally soft due to the high flexibility of its polymer 
chains. h1 turn, this flexibility creates gaseous, fTee- volume in the material [1). At room 
temperature and above, these molecules are dynamic, continuously penneating gas molecules. 

Free radical polymerization, the mechanism oftN -<:uring of PU, is inhibited by oxygen. This 
means that polymer-forming fTee radicals can react with present oxygen molecules which "inhibit" 
fm1ber polymerization. Combined with the high oxygen permeability of silicone rubber, UV 
curing on silicone rubber surfaces can be quite complicated, and contl'olling this will be one 
challenge of scaling up nGt' s roll-to-roll manufactming process. 

There are two regions in the fiber volume of polymerization to consider which will affect the 
adhesive performance of microfibers; the polyrneri z..<ttion of the bulk material and the 
polymerization at the mold/material interface. The bulk material polymerization rate and 
properties are controlled by the number of polymerizing sites and the initiator efficiency and 
concentration. However, at the mold/UV material interface, during the curing process, the 
polymerization rate and fmal amount will be additionally affected by tJ1e quantity of oxygen at 
the interface and the rate of transfer of oxygen to the tN material surface fTom the mold rubber. 
Generally, the polymerization rate at the surface wi IJ be slower due to oxygen inhibition and 
polymerizing polymer chains will be tenninated. This creates Jess crosslinking and fibers 
ultimately have softer or stick-y tips. 

The rate of monomer polymerization compared to the rate of oxygen permeation from the silicone 
mold will determine the surface rnate1ial properties. For example, if the rate of polymerization is 
slower t11an the rate of oxygen permeation, Jess crossli.nking will occm and this results in major 
inhibition at the fiber tips. This is the case for the curing of2491 using ow· in-house Autoshot 
curing system, where full curing never occurs in the mold and residue is left on adhering surfaces. 
Tius can be compensated by increasing the polymerization rate via increased light intensity. This 
could be accomplished, for example, by using BMS's Fusion system. At nGt, t11e metJ1od to stop 
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major inhibition is to remove the partially crosslinked fiber atray from the mold after one minute 
ofUV exposure while in the mold and finishing the curing in an oxygen-free vacuum chamber. 

__ ,..._. Light source 

n lJV-curable resin 

Backing 

Intensity 
Spectrum 
Distance 

Ph otoin itiat or 
effo cie ncy {concentration 
Monomer composition 

L__r--+ Moldfre~in int~rface 

... oss:l Mold material 
Oxygen permeation 
coefficient 
Transparency 

Figure !8: Schematic ofUY-cured mi'crojiberfabrication with listed variables th~l w!U effect curing. 

Material formulation, such as monomer composition and photoinitiator concentration also play a 
role in the rate of polymerization. Increasing monomer polarity and adding hydrogen bonding 
sites have dramatic increase on the overall rate of the polymerization [2]. Genomer 1122, a butyl 
urethane acrylate monomer, is much more polar than the 2491 constituent, isobornyl methacrylate. 
A study of similar monomers found that the rate of polymerization of the urethane acrylate was 
approximately six times greater than monomers with isobornyl groups [3]. Because of this, we do 
not observe inhibition problems with F-? 5 materials as had with Desmolux 2491. In fact, the two 
stage vacuum curing process developed for 2491 is not necessary to get fully cured F-75 fibers. 
Furthermore, F -75 cures in the mold under our Autoshot curing system without the need to peel it 
from the mold to finish curing. In this case, the polymerization rate of the F-75 monomers is 
much faster than the permeation of oxygen through the silicone rubber mold using nGt's light 
source. 

B.2.2 .2 EJ.:perimental evaluation of different F-75 formulations 

In the previous quarter, we also showed that the shear performance ofF-75 was inferior to that of 
2491. We believe that 2491 material had a combination.of properties. that lead to the better 
petformance ovet F-75. Firstly, the bulk modulus of 2491 is greater than that of F-75 as shown by 
effective fiber stiffness in the Milestone 2 research above.. Secondly, due the slower 
polymerization rate.. the surfaces of the tips were less crosslinked and much softer. 
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The effect of the thin soft tip coating and fiber modulus can be explained by referring to the fiber 
shear model described in the previous milestone's research efforts. The stress at the fiber tip due 
to shear loading has two main components, stress due to the applied moment and stress due to 
uniaxial tension. The moment stress is the first and tlle uniaxial tension effect is the second tem1 
on the right of the equation below. 

It is assumed that when the total stress (the left side of the equation above) reaches the intrinsic 
adhesive strength, fiber detaches from the adhering stuface. The soft layer at the fiber tip is ve1y 
thin and therefore we can assume that it changes the interfac ial properties rather than the bulk 
properties. This thin layer at the tip acts as a tack-y adhesive layer which increases the effective 
adhesive strength, causing the fiber to withstand greater stress and shear load before detachment .. 
The effect of modulus is less inn1itive and needs some explanation. When shear load is applied to 
the fiber, it bends sideways. In addition, due to the fixed-ti xed boundmy conditions on the fiber, it 
has to stretch as it bends. It is the stretching that causes uniaxial tens ion. Therefore, if the fiber is 
stiffer, it will bend less, and the stress due to stretching (the second term in the equation) will be 
negligible. Therefore, stiffer fibers also enhance shear performm1ce. 

We wanted to produce a fibrillar structure using F-75 with similar prope1ties as our 2491 fibers, 
wi th similarly high a(lhesive and shear strengths. Additjonally, we want. to identify the curing 
conditions and formulation that would result in the small degree of inhibition in the F-75 fibers to 
yield fibers with softer tips. During this project term, we mixed different F-75 formulations where 
the photoinitjator concentJ'ation varied between 0.5-3 wt-%. We evaluated the fonnulations for 
the degree of observable inhibition (evaluated by whether residue was left on a glass subsll·ate 
after pushing a cured material in contact with it), and for the shear sll-ength, effective stiffuess and 
peel strengths of fibrillar samples measured on glass substmtes. All materials we-re evaluated 
using the same experimental setups described in our Milestone #2 research above. 

Inhibition and shear strength or F-75 formulat.ions 

At inhibition-favorable conditions, e .g. full curing in t11e s ilicone mold and no vacuum, we sti ll 
could nol force inhibition with 3 wt-% photoiuitiat.or. Therefore, we dec ided to decrease the 
amount of photoinitiator in the F-75 fonnulation. Even with photoinitiator concentrations as low 
as 0.5 wt-%, we observed no inhibition when cured in-mold for eight minutes in atmosphere. 

Figure 19 displays the shear strength of F-75 fibers on a glass surface cured with initiator 
concentrations ranging from 0.5-3 wt-%. The shear perfol1llance increases from 3.5 to 5.2 N/cmz 
when decreasing photoinitiator from 2 to 2.5 wt-%. Further decrease in the amount of 
photoinitiator produces a corresponding dec1-ease in shear strength to 3.4 N/cmz at 0.5 wt-%. 
loteresliJJgly, the 3 and 0.5 wl-% phot.oinit.iator samples have identical shear performance. These 
shear tests were viewed tmder the microscope and images of these samples prior to failure are 
shown in Figure 20. We can see that the 0.5 wt.-% initiator sample shows roughly 2.5-3 times 
more elongation at similar failure shear forces. This suggests that a drop in initiator concentration 
a lso lowers the bulk modulus of the material. 
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Figure 19: Shear s1reng1h of F-75 miao.fibers cured wilh phoiOiuilialor concenlralions ranging from 3-0.5 
wt-% on a glass sutjace. 

Shear direction 

Figure 20: Image ofJ wl-% (left) and 0.5 lVI -% piiOtoinilialor (righl) F-75 samples 1akenjus1 before shear 
failure. {Qrger frighligllled area repreSI?IIIS[ibertip and lhe smaller area corresponds 10 1he lip 's.fiber base. 

[n this quarter, we also produced several P-75 fibri llar samples using BMS's Fusion system. A 
~ample wa~ run with 3 wt-% phot~1initiator using a dear mold made from silicon rubber (27T, 
Smooth-On). Only I N/cm1 of shear strength was measured in shear testing this material. 'll1c 
gallium bulb in the Fusion system enables for a very fast polymcriz.ation. While this was essential 
for 2491. which polymerir.es very slowly. in combination with the fuller exposure due to the clear 
mold, it proved to be too fast for F-75. While this is favorable to achieve the maximum bulk 
density, it also stiffens the tip surface, which we suspect is why it performed so poorly. 
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Effective stJ(fne!is of F-75 for.nJulatlon,~ 

Figure 21 shows lhe effective fiber stiffuess each oflhe formul:uions. The fibers Stiffness test 
measures the bulk material prope1ties. Indeed the bulk moduJus ofU1e material decreases in 
eorrelation with a reduction in phot.oinitiator from 3-0.5 wt-% by about I 0% clue to less 
crosslinking or 1Ju1 n1illcrial. If we could measure the propeJl:ies or the inhibited n1illcrial on the Lip 
surfaces, we would see tile same modulus trend, e.g, a decrease in moduJus of the tip surface witil 
a decrease in photoiniUator. However, the ovcraU values would be smaUcr than that of the bulk 
mod1dus at each photojnit iator concentratjon due to oxygen inhibitiOJl. 

At failure, both lhe 3 and 0.5 wt-% samples we under a very similar Joading. Under Ibis loading, 
the O.S% sample deflects much greater, and because of 11\is. the peeling force on each tip is much 
greater when compared to the 3 wt-% s:1111ple. To resist peeling :Uld failure of1J1e 0.5 wr-% 
samples, lhe adhesion or tJ1e tip to that surface must he greater. The 1i61Tness of ll1e 3 wl-% 
photoinitiator causes Jess deflection at the sanae force, 'lheref'ore relying Jess on the peel resistance 
of the tip surf<tcc. The softer lip of the O.S wt-% S!Ullple CO('(Ipensatcs for the loss of bulk lllodlllus 
and performs similarly to the 3 wt-% sample where the hlghcr bulk modulus compensates for the 
harrler tip surface. 

Furtilermore. we fuel that it is a combination of tile stiffuess of the bulk material and the softer tip 
surfoce of the 2.5 wt-% pbotoinitiator sample J'esult in the best she:.r pelfom1ance we have seeD 
wid1 the F-75 formulatio11. Recall that U1e previous Qll:Uter'sresl.'arch deSCJibed above gave a 
sl1eru· value for ll-75 to be 3.5 N/cm2

, so we h:.ve improved upon that value by approximately 40% 
t.hrough lhe modilication 'lo U-.e photoiniljalor coneentration. 

Figure 21: FJ)'ecrive s1ijJness of P-75 mi.crojil;ers cured wi1h plwroinifiaror concewrmions rangingfrmn 3-
0.5 wr-%. TM.• wa,1 ti'Siei.L using a glass hemibphere illdemluionrcsr. 

Peel strength ofF-7Sfommlatlous 

ln Figl,ll'e 22, lhe peel strength of P-75 cUJ·ed wiLh various aruounl$ <.>f photoinitiat.or is ilisplayed. 
With decreasing photo initiator the peel stTcngt.h of lhe materials increases from 0.52 :--1/t·w to 
0. 72 N/cm on a glass subsiJ'ate. We hypothesize th.at with Jess photoinitiator. the tip surface is 
softer, which allows for ben.er adhesion to the substrate and greruer peel strength. 
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Figure 22: l'ee.l strength of P-75 microjiiJers cured with phozoi11itiator C011Ce11trazions ranging,fivm 3-0.5 
wr-% on a glass sttrfare. 

The absence of the J wr-% and 0 . .5 wt.-% samples addresses a practical concetll with the F-7:5 
materiaL Compared to 2491, F-7~ does not adhere to mylar very wclllllld l11is effect seemed ro 
gel worse as the material got softer. Therefore, long enough samples of unifc)rnllhickness of the I 
and 0.5 wt-% samples could not be produced for peel testing. 

ll.2.2.3 lmpllcatlous ot' formulation studies 

TIJ.is is tm iruportli!lt set of Cmdings because it shows that by only adjusting lhe curing conditions. 
with no change in Lhe chemical composition of the monomers, adhesive prope~ties of t.he fibers 
can be significantly changed. Willi every material composition, there will be a window of curing 
conditi.oos that need i.t) be met i:n order l.o fabricate a good fibrillar adhesive. l)ht.aining this 
k.'llowledge of curing of UV curing on silicone ~urfaces is what nOt's can leverage against 
cQmpetitor$. A hypothetical graph is given in Figure 23, where shear strength is plotted a.~ a 
ftmction of the rip surface stiffness. An aclual graph is not given because we huve not identified 
the right comhinatian of formulation nnd curing conditions that can fit aJ I areas of t1Je curve. 

As describetl above, tl1e lip surface stiffness is a f~ncl.ion of the ratio between the curing rat.e (or 
polymerization r11te), and the rate of oxygen through the silicone mold to t.he tip surfa<;:e. The 
larger the ratio (fa~t curing rat.es) the harder the tip will be. 'Ibis is best represented by thef-75, 
clear mold, Fusion cured sample which only displayed a shear stren,gtl1 of I N/cm'·. This is 
displayed hypothetically as A on Vigure 2:1. While keepin,g tJ1e modulus of the bulk material 
coustant and fonn.ing a softer tip by altering the cut'ing conditions, a better sJ1car perfonuaoce 
$hould be expected. ror inStance, F. 75 curing in an. opaque 11101<1 in ow· .i\ul.6sh6l systent 
decreases the light inten~ityofthc system, thus decreasing t.he curing rate. Doing (.his, the shcar 
perforruance of l.he fibrillar adhesive increases to 3.5 Nlcm2

• At some. point !he polymerization 
J'at.e will be slowed significantly ro the point where pem1eation of oxygen 0'0111 the mold wi[l 
inhibit the curio& to lhe ext~t where residue is left on the adhering surface. This defines point C 
and D oo the cw'Vc. In the past, we have noted that the degree of residue can vary considerably 
with ditTerenll'ortuulations :.md curing conditions. While P-75 shows no inhibition within rJ1e 
limits of our curing because of its fast rate. 2491. wilh a much slower curi.ng rate, is in the B,-D 
regime on the curve. We do not know on what side of the maximum sbe<tr strength value wiU lie, 
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or, stating il physically. will a sticky. residue lcavitJ,g tip be stronger than a very soft. non-residue 
leaving Lip. 

8 

l 
She or 

Streneth -RC!ildUC 
fl 

No residue ... 

Tip hardness 
or ~ 

Cyrina@te 
Oxvgen permeation tate 

Pigure 23: llypotlt• tical t·urve of displayittg tlte e)]~<· I uj:fi!J<,r tip Stllfitcc hardness OIL tlte shear streng1h of 
UV-r.ure(l fibrillar adhesives. 

Due 10 its solk r t)p (slower curing nne) and higher modulus. 24\J I has shown superior shear 
strength. However. tlus analysh leads us to believe th~tt tht're is a line ~:uring window that will get 
1'-75 iitto the D·D regjme and improve overall properties, Combined with a s tiffening Of t'ht' bulk 
mo<lulus. we fcel rhat F-75 can compete witJJ 249L 

8 .2.3. 1'7: Mass Produced Sample Fabrication 
FabrivoJe the sec()Ju/-generation maS!i·praduced polymer micm/nano-fiber array sample.~ with 
fabric h(l(·king in joot-loll!f areas using material.\' ,,·ekcted in 1'nxk 2 ami design. selected during 
Task l .llcllieve 2{)% ll/lh~ leflf(tlr specified in S6. 

8 .2.3.1 Modifications to the mass production system to improve output 

In orclt:r lo produce an excellent product that meets our market and cl ient need~, thcrc were four 
disrincr areas rhal could be varied in the roll 10 roll mass production system: ( I) modilications m 
incrt'asc the Spt~l'd of the ~ystcm. thus improving output. (2) mocUfications to improw the yield of 
the ~ystelll. Lim~ decreasing the a111ount oJ' waste per unitlengl.ll (3) moclifical.i ons to increase the 
amount of output per linear length of bdl travd. thus increa.~ing. output and (4) modi fications ro 
ir.nprove the func;;tiqnal perfonnancc of lhc tape 

Modifications to the roll to roll system to increase the speed of the system 

The current iteration of the roll HH oll mass production system ls YtTsion 2. Thl' team is 
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continuously making small modifications to lhe system which are deviations to lhe original 
system design, in order to test tl1e effect of system and parameter changes on the quality of tl1e 
tape product being produced. 1b e objective is to capture all of lhe learnings wilh lhis cwnnt 
system and use them to improve the design and function of furure iterations of the system and to 
dictate an optimal design for an eventual pilot or commercial scale production facility. 

The first change made to lhe roll to roll system to improve the speed was to modify the drive 
rollers. In the current configuration, a silicone belt mold is manufacrured with a continuous 
paU.em of the tibrillar mic rofeatures. The silicone material is backed with a fabric backing to 
provide strenglh in tension. Once made, the be lt mold is mounted on hard plastic rollers. The 
rollers can be spaced at varying distances f"rom each oilier, providing the ability t.o increase the 
tension on the belt mold. Belt tension is desirable , to an extent, because it assists in providing 
friction to the mold to keep it moving and also helps maintain the feature geometry in lhe mold. If 
the belt tension is increased too bigh, it causes d istortions in tbe feature shape being molded (the 
microfibrillar features begin to exhibit an elliptical shape, ratJ1er tJ1an tl1e target row1d shape. In 
some cases, the belt tension must be kept lower in order to maintain lhe molded fibrillar shape. 
When the belt tension is too small in magnitude, the belt drive roller began to slip on the mold 
due to a lack of friction between the roller and dle belt. Tlus challenge was easily solved by 
covering the drive roller with sandpaper. This created enough friction between the roller and the 
mold to allow d1e belt tension to be reduced. 

This seemingly inconsequential detail provides an important insight. for lhe desi!,'ll of the next 
system. Any drive system on a scaled up ro ll to roll continuous line must have a robust 
connection between dle drive motor, drive shafts, rollers, and belt mold. The nanoGiiptech team 
has noted the desire to have the mold mecbanically lock into tl1e rollers to e liminate the need to 
rely on friction to make dle system tum. When !here is slippage between lhe belt and lhe drive 
rollers, W -curable material t11at is already in the mold and in contact witll t11e mylar backing 
material also experiences a slippage at the interface, which ruins lhe connection between lhe 
fibrillar material and the backing material and results in an unusable product. 

The second change to dle roll to roll system was to replace theW bulb for dle material curing 
system. The UV exposure region on the manufacturing line plays a large part in determining the 
speed of dle manufacturing line, and the age of the bulb has an impact on the intensity of ilie light 
provided by the lamp. We are leaming that. t.he exposure time and arnount ofUV energy received 
in dle W cured materials while in the roll to roll system plays a critical aspect in final 
performance of U1e sample materials. The exposure time in lhe roll to roll system is determined 
by a combination of the exposure lengtll on the manufacturing line and lhe line speed. These 
collectively determine bow much W exposure the Bayer Desmolux XP 2491 material receives 
prior to being removed from the belt mold. In our previous quarter research we outlined 
comparisons of t.he evaluated shear strength of the Bayer Desmolux XP 2491 tibrillar arrays using 
several different W curing sources. That section discussed the impottance of proper curing and 
how different. ewing systems produce variations in product performance. "Ihe previous bulb bad 
approximately 450 use hours. The light intensity/output, processing line speed, mold material, 
fibrillar raw material and initiator compositions and ratios are all intricately related. 

Modifications to the roll to roll system to increase the yield of the product 

For tJ1e roll to roll manufacturing process, yield is defined as the ratio of useful and good product 
produced verses lhe totallenglh of tape coming from the manufacturing line. Events such as 
incomplete mold filling, iJlCOtTect or excessive cw·ing, or smearing (where t11e mylar backing 
becomes detached from lhe W cure materials on lhe mold) decrease lhe yield. 
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The first change made to the roll to roll system to increase the yield was to modify the locations 
of the pinch points and contact rollers. Figure 24 below illustrates a schematic of the sideview of 
the roll to roll system. The original design used a matching set of rollers, one on top and one on 
the bottom of the belt mold, that compress the mylar and the dispensed Bayer 2491 material to 
create a pinch point where the mold is filled. This configuration successfully fills the mold, but 
also creates a processing challenge down line after the rollers. A consistent.challenge to 
manufacturing successful products is ensuring that the mylar film stay in contact with belt mold 
immediately after corning out of the pinch rollers. With the "over/under" configuration of pinch 
point rollers, thefilm would always curl up away from the belt mold surface after it passed 
through the pinch point and had become filled, thus breaking the required contact with the Bayer 
2491 material. When the backing film is not in contact with the fiber materials during the curing 
process, the fiber material cures while in the belt mold and does not stick to the backing. This 
necessitates stopping the manufacturing line, cleaning the belt mold, and restarting the process. 
This occurrence also limited the length of a continuous piece of tape that could be manufactured. 
It is theorized that the reason for this phenomena is that the silicon mold is compressed in the 
rollers andre-expands after corning out of the rollers. This re-expansion occurs only with the 
softer mold material and not the rigid mylar backing. Once the belt mold is no longer under 
compression and expands back to original shape, the mylar backing becomes detached. 

In order to remedy this situation, the nanoGriptech team investigated changing the location of the 
pinch point and forcing the mold to deform without undergoing a compression/elongation event, 
rather than having the mylar material deform after going through the rollers. Figure 25 shows the 
current configuration of the rollers. Using this setup, very consistent tape product has been 
manufactured. Following this modification, the team was able to manufacture a continuous piece 
of tape that was 11 feet long ( 44% of specification S6). And this length was only stopped due to a 
lack of prepared resin. 

Mvlar/tJV Material 
Pinch Rollers 

Figure 24: Schematic illustrating the previow; configuration of the roiler system. In this setup, the mylar 
backing material would not stay in contact with the beli mold surface after going through the pinch rollers. 
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~vlar/UV Mal erial 
Ptndl ~ottm 

Mylar st:tys on the 
mo1d 

Figure 25: Sr.hemaric iilusrraring the r.ummr configuraritm ofrhe r11Llw roll sysrem. In tlzis serup, t7!e 
mylar swys in contact with the heir fMid and an. improved produrt yieiLJ is g iven. 

The second change made to the roll to roll sy~tcm to increa~e the yield was to s tudy the usc of'a 
simulated dispensing blade for the system. These are commonly used in the printing industry to 
assis t in spreading ink across a sntface that is being coated. Fot· our ~Indi es, a si.rnnlated 
dispersing blade was manually utill1.cd. Figure 26 below show the variation in filli ng patterns 
when a blade is not used and not used. The btight white portion on the right side of the image has 
fibers tJ1atare completely Ailed, and tJ1e left side of the tape is missing fibers. 

Figure 26: II piece oft<1pefrom roll to roll system showi:ng fiber filling variations 

The blade equally dishibutes the maletial across the surface area and essentially provides a pre
filling mechanism for tlHHoliers. Tlle mold filling is finished as the mylar film and fiber material 
are compressed into tJ1e mold at the compression rollers. The effectiveness of the blade is evident 
both at the micro and macro-leveL 

Modifications to the r oll to roll system to increase the amount of output per linea r length of' 
belt travel 

The manltfacturing processing studjes done tills quarter have til.irly consistently shown that for the 
Jrigl1 viscosity UV cured materials being used, slower manufacturing line speeds produce better 
results. In Older tO manufacture a cost. eliecti ve product, as fast a line speed as possible is needed. 
One way to increase the out.pul of tape producl per given time is to extend the wid th of lhe mold. 
New silicone fiber masters with a larger starting area (2,5"" x 2.5") have been manufactured In this 
quarter. These are described in Section 2.3.2, and will be critical in producing larger molds for 
improved product output. 
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Modiiicatiuns to the ruU to ruU system to increase tbe perfomumce of tbe final produd 

The most significant change has bt>e11 in the redesign of the molds and tht' fiber masters used lo 
create the molds. Prl:!viously, the Oblillar adhesive geometry of the molds was created 
utilil.i ng the staudtu·d sequence of production. 

For producing the new mold. a similar process to the original was used with one important 
variation. Master fibers were molded uslng a thermoplastic SEBS mate•ial. The tips on the 
thermoplastic fibers took ilie dimensions of the mold they were created in. Once the fibers were 
removed from the mold, they were plac<'d on a heated plate and allowed to melt briefl y. 
In tne oJiginal process, tht> Jlnal bell mold fibrillar tip size matches the tips that are cre.al'ed during 
the dipping process. Prom the previous quruter's research, it was shown U1atlhe master fibers 
used lo CJ'eale the bell mold had au average tip diameter of 95.5 ±1.9 J.llll. The mass-prodttced 
Ober arrays from this bell mold l1ad an average tip diruneter of 9 1,5 ±l .9 't m. Therefore, the 
previous set up for the manufacturi 11g pro<.-ess was able lo achieve 96% of the original lip size. In 
this quartC:'r, molds were made that had tip sizes greatednan 100 J.!lll. This is an impmtant 
development because as tip size increases, surface arC:'.a coverage increases, and functional 
performance of ilie tapes can increase. In ;~ddition to ioc(easing Q1e tip size of the molds, two 
variations in mold design were inve$tigated. These new molds can be seen in Figure 27. Oo.e of 
the early un problems the team had was getting mold to fill . In order \O locally increase the 
pre.ssure at the nip roller at the point of filling, a plateau type mold was developed. Th<' thought 
behind this mold was to decreast> the contact .arC:'~ of the mold with thE' rollers, thus incrt'.asing thC:' 
compression pressw·e. Thl' second mold developed was to makl:' a mold wi th a ckar silicone. and 
to use 2 ships of black support backing rather thru1 one continuous piece. The thought behiod the 
d ear mold was to allow UJe-UV material to be cured through the hot tom to enable a fabric 
backing to be used for the tape material . 

Fig<ll'e-27: Two new belts fnbriaaJed du,.ing this projeCI period. A ma.lti-Ieve/ silirnne rubber mold (/rfl) 
11111i a transparem sllica11e lltbber mold (right/ 

U.2.3.2-New belt mold fabrication 

To identify trends on the processing line, a small scale design of e:~:periments was run to 
determine ..:au ~ele11'ec:l relationships. between manufacturing inputs and performance output~. Pur 
tile case of the initial study, the stud.icd variable was final average tip diameter and percent of ar<•a 
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coverage with complete lih~r~. In future work. I he ~tudi ed variable wi ll he expandt>d to include 
Rhear strengt11 and peel strength. To run the study. the following inputs were varied Jot tl1e Dayer 
2491 material: 

• Heated material vs. unheated material at the lime of ruold tilling 
• Pour different Line speed~ ( l inltuin. 2 in/ruin. 4 inlnlin. R in/min) 

The trends ' IJ01Yed that the tip diameter i~ larger for slower fill speeds. and tbat material I hat is 
heated (to lower the. viscosity 10 85l>ist in mold filling) also provides hellcr filling palferns. These 
lrt:ndo; arc shown in fligw·es 2~ ancl29. 
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F(~urc 28: Re.vulli11g average perceni.fil/ of I hi' tip (top) am/ ll\'t:ra)!t: perrentu,~~ anra ro\'t:ra.~e of.fulltt'ps 
(bouom)fordiffrre/1/ produffion <pet·dsaml ileati1111 w ndilimt.v. 11re mea,,·urenu•nts ll't:rc take11 irtjimr 
tlijferunl spcrtsjrCJJJtlap<! molded an !/le same squarl! inr!r st:clion o( l/lf mold each limu 11111/ awraged. 
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(A) .2491 Daselloe (ll) 2491 slow, no beat (C) 2491 fast, no beat ..., ..,-- --

Figure 29: Opricalmicro.•copy images oftlu. resulrin.g tape.• produce.dji?r different lin.t! speeds and heating 
conditions on the mass-production line (B-E) when compared to a baseline sample produced using mtm.Utll 
small batch methods (1\ ). The slow speed is made on the belt mold with a speed of I inch/minute, and the 
fast speed is 8 incheS/minute. 

D.2.4. TS: Sample C har:tclc riz:tlion 
Characterize the second-generation mass-produced polymer mlcroluano-fiber array samples 
w;ing .~etups described in 1.2.3. Achieve 6()% oftlrefull perfonnance for Sl, S2, SJ, S4 and S5 
in dry conditions and 40% of the fu/lperformance of Sl, S2, S3, S4 and S5 in wet condltion.s. 

The resul t~ of all shear force testing of developed mass-procluoed fibrillar samples are given in 
Table 4 along with the pc.rfonnance goals for this milestone. These results show that we exceeded 
our Miles tone 113 goals for uJ I shear c losure s ubstrates in both wet anrl dry coJ•ctilions"" well a.~ 
for wet shear strength in contact with a football with mass-ptoduced materials. In fact, we have 
achieved our l1nal targel performance 

Test 
Generation 2 

Milestone 
Subst.rn le 

Specification Condition Mass-Produc1.>d Sam11lc 
#3Goal 

Data 

Ory 1.1 ±0.05 l.S 
Foot hall Shear Strength 

(Sl ) (N/cm2
) 

Wet, 1.0 ±0.03 0.6 

l>ry 12.7 ± O.G 6.0 
C losure Shear Strength 

(S2) (N/cm2
) 

Wet 6.6 ± 1.6 2.4 

.. 
1'able 1: Companson oj she.ar Sllength. data oJ developed mass-producedjwn.llar samples~~~ comact wllh 
football a!Ui closure substrates and Milestone #2 goals for these applications. 
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Peel force, usability, and durability r esults 

The results of peel force testing of developed mass-produced fibrillar samples on a c losure 
substrate and our goals for this milestone are compared in Table 5. From these results, we can see 
that also we met o r exceeded our Milestooe #3 goals for both dry and wet peel streogth 
measurements on closure substrates. Note that for both dry and wet samples, the 2491 fibers 
delaminated from the mylar backjng, and that tl1e reported value of 0.7 N/cm is the mioimum peel 
value for these materials. 

Test 
Generation 2 

Milestone 
Substrate 

Spedficatlon Condition Mass-Produced Sample 
#3Goal 

l)at.a 

Ory 0.7 ±0.1 0.3 
Closure Peel Strength 

(S3) (N/cm) 
Wet 0.7 0.12 

. . Table 5. Comp(m~on of peel stren.gth dora of developed mass-p1oduced fibn/l(ll samples m comaCl wuh a 
closure sub~trate and Milestone 112 goals. 

Under Armour defined a usability specification (S5) which states that our developed materials 
must not exceed a peel force of 0.5 kgf/ inch (approximately 1.9 N/cm). We can see from the 
data in Table 3 that om· peel su·engths of 0.7 N/cm (dry and wet) are not exceeding this value. 

B.3. MILESTONE 4: TECHNI CAL OEVELOPMENT 
Produce the third-generation mass-produced fiber adhesives, using the improved UV curable 
polyurethane products, for dry and wet conditions at room. temperature. The adhesives would 
achieve roughly 80% of the desired Sl, S2, S3, and S4 specifications given in Table 1 in dry 
conditions and roughly 70% of the desired specijicatio11s in wet conditions. 

B.3.1. T9 Fiber Adhesive Models 
Tune, improve and complete the wet ftber array design models using the perfomuznce 
characteriwtion results from Milestone #3. 

Fiber adhesive and friction models were completed in the flfst two qua~ters of this project. No 
additional modeling was needed based oo the characterization results from Milestone #3. 

B.3.2. TJO: Material Processing and Compositions for Mass-J>roductlon 
Develop the third generation, polymeric ftber material compositiot!S with BMS to achieve 80% 
of the full performance for Sl, S2, S3, S4 and SS in dry conditions and 70% of the full 
performance of Sl, S2, S3, S4 and SS in wet conditions as listed in Table]_ 

B.3.2.1 Material processing optimization for mass production 

In Qua~1er 2, the theoretical groundwork of the relationship between curing conditions a11d 
fibrillar adhesive properties was laid. Thjs focused on the idea that. at tJ1e rnoldfrnat.erial interface, 
oxygen from the silicone would diffuse into the UV curing material causing less reaction or 
" inhibition" on the surface of the formed microfibers. By changing the curing conditions of the 
same material forrnulaLion, e.g. light spectrum, intensity, or exposure lime, thi s surface can be 
altered from a hardness ranging from that of the bulk material to a pressure sensitive, residue 
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leaving adhe,;ivo::. Ho::re, we will provide data that tests this hyputhe<>is and optimizes the curi ng 
COJ1ditions that are applied to our high tlu·oughput R2R system. 

Clear Molds 

The use of clear mold~ is a pivotal finding for ow· R2R manuractw·ing. By using a clear or 
trans lucent mold, the. whole fiber an:a receives ilirect lighl from the UV source. In contrast, the 
tip area of opaq\tC molds receives no dit\X-'l light (Fig\tre 30). Complete m1ring is limited by these 
ateas of low light intensity using opaque molds. This is wby using our old standard curing 
distances and times, ful l cure of the material could not be achieved without vacuum conditions. In 
other words. the rate of oxygen permeation from the silicone to the mold surface was comparable 
to the rate of curing at these tips edges resulting in extensive, residue-leaving i.nhibition .. 

IJsing clear molds.lhJs e(fecl is mitigatt:d. By using proper Cllrlng tintes and intensities we can 
create fibrillar adhesives without tbe use of ine1t atmosphere or vacuum conditions, wruch will 
make scale-up of our continuous R2R manufacturing processes more affordable. 

Opaque 
Mold 

Light source 

Translucent 
Figure 30: Cr>mfl(lli~Oil of tr(lntlucellt an{f .rolit;J mo{t;/ e.xposrJrc (ll'e(ls. 

Lamp distance study 

Translucent 
Mold 

The 11rst study performed this quatter was to cletermine the effect of 1·11a lamp distance from the 
curing surfact: on the resulting cured Desmolux 2491 (Dayer MaterialScience) properties. Since 
the nGL UV Light. Source (tN A400, H&S Autoshot) voltage cannot be changed, tlte<ijstanoe 
from the lamp to the sample was used as an astificial measlS to adjust the light ulletlSity. All other 
variables were left constant, such as a photoinitiator concentration of3.5 wt-% ancl translucent , 
n~w molds were used lo produce e:u:ll sample. The disl<mce of lbe sample from lbe light was 
vilri~:d from S to 45 inches. Curing limes wer<! estimatt:d from prior protocols and wo::re 4 minutes 
rrom <l5inchcs u·om lbe light, 8 minutes at 15-30 inche$, al)d 20 llli\llltes when >30 inches from 
lbe I igbt. Tbt~ shear perfonnance data from these samplo::s is show11 in Figurl!-31. 
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Notably, all S<Ullplcs, cun~d ut their respective distances and times, displayed no residue leaving 
inhibil.ion. However, 111eir shear perf01mances have a large variation. By moving from I 0 inche.~ 
to 25 inches from the lamp, the shear strength o[ the !ibrillar adhesive was shown to increase 
from approlt imately2 to 12 N/cm•. Shear performance ofUV-cured microfiber adhesives is 
dependent on the bulk modulus of the material as well as lbc hardness of the surfaces. Assuming 
thai: the hulk modulus of eac.h sample was the same, it is the extent of inhibition oft he t ip smface 
that lcMs to this reJUarkable change in shear strength . 

S:J.mple$ closest. to l11e ligh t receive a bigher light in ten~ity and l11erefore have higher ri~.e~ c·f cure. 
Tills is favorable for less inhibition and enables the l.N curable material at the mold interface to 
more fully cure. More curing result~ in a st iffer tip surface which lirnits the ability to conform t.o 
micro/nauoscale surface 1'0\lghnesses. Furthennore. it will reduce tl1e peel resistance of the tip 
surface when the m.icroftber stalk dcfonus jn shear. Therefore. U1e sample cured 10 inches from 
the lamp had .a very low shear 1ralue of2 N/cmz. This wi ll be refen·ed to "over-cw·ing" of t.he 
fibrillar aclhesive .. 

Moving ftmher from the light decrease.s the light intensity and the curing.rat:e. The reduction of 
the curing rate allows further oxygctt inhibition at the Iilold/matCJ'ial interface resulting 111 scfter, 
more compliant tip surfaces. This increases the peel resistanc,e of the tips un<ler shea!' loa(ling and 
greatly enhances the shear pcrfonnance. For example, increasing t.he cw'iog height from 10 inches 
10 18.5 inches increase-s ~hear performance by 35()(;f, lo 7 N/cm2. Shear performam:e peaks .at I I 
N/cnt2 c uring for 8 minutes at a di st.ante 25 inches frmu the light ancl seems to reach an 
':lsympwte with a further increase in distance. 

TI1e closest sample to ihe light (5 inches) does not tit the expected o·end. We feel this is clue to d1e 
large increase in tcruperalure as llu! saruplc gels closer ro the light. The e Cfeul of temperature will 
be discussed later. 
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Figure 31: Shear pe1:{ormance oj Desmoh~T :!<191 lllicrojibrillar arrcrys cured at differem heigh!&. 
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Time study at seVl'ral hmtp heights 

To t'urther track lhis inhibilion effect on the shear perfoml<mce ol' lhe UV -1:ured ruicrolibers. a 
curing time. sruc\y was performerl. Here, sevemi samples were placed at t.he same height from the 
lN lamp and Wl!re cured for times nrnging from 30 seconds to 70 minutes to cx:w:Une how the 
fin.:~! properties develop during curing. This data is complied in Figure 32 for 12, 24, and 54 inch 
e~poStu'C heights. 
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Figure 32: Shear strength ofjibrillar mfhcsivcs as afimction of time for sampli' lteiglus of 12, 24. a11d 54 
itrches.ftom ihe UV lamp. Note dwt r~d data poittf.lreprcse/11 .1amples with t(sidue /eavi11g i111tibitiolr 
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When !he saruple is 12 inches from the lamp, 30 seconds oC curing gives the optimum shear 
strength of 8 N/cnl_ This value C011'espondin,gly decreases with ew-e time, reaching an asymptotic 
1 N/cm~· at approximately 11 minu!:es of curing. Cueing less than 30 seconds, results in residue 
leaving inhibition, and is shown in figure 33. 'lltis Will now be referred to as "under~urcd''. 
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Figure 33: Shear .s/nmgrh c~ <tfimcTiJJII of mring time j'romlO Jo 30 uconds <tt (t curing diu ance of 12 ". 

At 24 incltes the optjmum curing time was fowut to be 10 minutes, ae)Jieving a shear strength of 
9.5 Nlcm-. Interestingly, it was observed that st 5 tnin.utes of curing, the sample was underctucd 
based on shear pcrfonnance, but showed no residue leaving inhibition. Whether this implies lbat 
there is optimum tip softness or ift.his is a result of change in the hulk modulus throughout. d1E~ 
ct1ring process is not known. At this 24" distance. overcuring occurs past lOminutes ofUV 
exposure. 'llus ovcrcuring W<ts also apparent at lhc 12'' height. However, !he drop in perl'orruance 
between Optimum expOsure and maxinnm1 overcu:red eXJ?osure is much less for the 24'' e;(posure 
distance. Since the rate was slower ill this heigh1, the amount of inhibition rlw·ing t.hecw·ing 
process was greater, therefore limiting tJ1e hardness that the tip surfaces can achieve. 

Curing al 54 inches, these characteristics shift even further. llllikcs 17 uri.nutcs of exposure to 
reach l.he optimally wred materials which generate8.4 N/cnl of shear siJ-engl.h. Overcure is even 
Jess pronounced because oxygen is given more time to imp:u1 i L~ inhibiting effect. 

finally. it is important to put Uris UV time and distance data in perspective with regards to t.he 
R2R fabrication systenL It appears that there is a certain processing window that is needed to 
create good fibrillar adhesives and it is simply not a matter of being cured or uncw·ed. The b'ize of 
this window will be detem1ined hy U1e helt speed of the system. lf t.he system belt speed is fast, 
then the light intensity must be b.igb and the exposure time brief. Jlor insr.ance, in tbc samples 12 
inches from lbe lamp, 5-10 seconds from either side of the optimwn v<tlueresults in either art 
uncureit, residue-leaving or overcure.d adhesive, as sl1own in Figw·e~3. Note tl1at even at these 
conditions on tile nGf s H and S Aul'oshot system. this is an o'dcr of magoit11dc less intense then 
Fusion .~ystems. In turn, fJ1is makes t11e prooessing window very smalL However, slower belt 
speeds and lower light intensities make this opti:tnw'D. pJocessing window on the scale of several 
minutes as sh.own with the 54 inch sample heights. 

Temperature S(udy 

'11te temperature of 1J1e systen1 will also have an effect on the c uring conditions and tina I 
perf01mance pmpert:ies. This is quire an important consideration for the R2R sysrem because he.ar 
will he generated from the UV lamp. Additionally, heating the t ·y mare1ial may he necesJ>ary t:o 
lower its viscosity to aid in ftlling of the mold. 
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An inl'tel!SC in lemperulw-c will increase lhc ntte of lhe curing reaction: however, it is not knowu. 
how temperature will chang~ U1e inhibition effect. To 1:esi.IJ1is, a selies"Of experiments were run ar 
ditTerent temperatw-es while keeping llic cluing distance 1md time constanL. It is important tllllotc 
tl1::U. for IJ1ese experiments. hoth the mold and U1e curing material were heated or cooled ami the 
results may V<U'Y significantly if matcri<ll was just heated to aid in lbc R2R process filling. 

Figure 34 shows samples cured at 0-6) "Cat a disl.lmce 12 inches from llie UV lanlp for one 
mi.tmte. Sarnples were kept at the respective temperatures For 15 minutes pJ'iorto curing. The 
cooled satuple ~~ 0 oc was under cured given the I ruinut.e exposure lime, while an ()rhers s)10wed 
tto residue leaving inhibition_ Raising the temperature to 45 QC from room temperatllre, a drop in 
shear performance occurred while a further ina-eas.e to 65 °C yielded bel.ler performance at 
identical cure conditions. Tbis highlights dl:tt while i.u production. where cure CO!ldltions wiU be 
fixed, a change in !en1perauu-e will have an effect on the overall performance ;md that curing 
conclit ions will need to reflect the product.ioJl steady-stare temperature. What r.his data cloes not 
suggest is 1J1at curing ar65 •c provides the hest adhesive. Becau:fe we kept the culing time fixed 
in lllesc experirmmts, we have deviated from optimum curing conditions for each lernperalw-c. 
'll1is is exemplifiecl hy the severe. unde.rcure of the o•c sample. 
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Figure 34: Shear smmgth as ajitncrion oj'c11ring tempemrw·e a/ a 12 inch ~ample disTance and a ani 
minw;, <ltring rime. 

B.J.2.2 Materh1l compositions for mass production 

ln our previous quart:er studies, the ellec1 of photoinil iat.or concentration on the she..1r 
pe1fonuauce of t11e aging resistant F-75 fonnulation supplied by Bayer Materials Science (BMS) 
was investigated. We showed that by decreasing the photoinitiator concenrratjon from 3.0 to 2.5 
W!-% using identical curing condil.ions. we could improve the v -75 shear performance from '3.5 
N/cmt to 5 N/cni'. 'T'his was concluded to be due to foml:IUOJ' of a softer tip surface bec:ru$e of 
llie slowed rate of t•uring due IQ the decrease in photoiniliator concenu:alion. Through bolli visual 
imaging of the tibars uncler shear as well as fiber stiffness testing (Qumter I), it was apparent that 
the F-75 fotmulatioll was less stifftll.anDesmolu~2491. Therefore, F-75 elollgates ITILICh m<H'e 
with shear and lhe Jjps peelli1ore ready l.han 2491 tibers for a given force. /\t 1l1e eo <I of the 
quarter, it was the goal to combine our uewly proven ewing theory with techniques to harden the 
folmulation to advance the prope1ties of tbe <1g.ing rest~1::uJt P-75. 
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lmprovln~ F-75 t'Qnnulat!Qn 

To harden !he P-75 fomlUlation. we used Sanomer 351 Which was userl previou~ly to harden 
Desmolux 2491. Sanorncr 351 is chemically known as trimclhoylpropane triacrylate (TMJYI'A) 
ami has three UV rurable 11ites. Tl1is is in contmst to olher species intl1e F-75 material thai have 
e il:bcr ooe or two reactive sites. llecause ofl.his higber reactivity. more crossl.inking sites are 
fonued when cured wh.ich results io a harder noarerial wiOta higher bulk. ruo(lulu~. 

For these experiments. we cured F-75 and F-75 with 10 wr-% Sanomer 351 using tbe same 
curing conditio.ns. A time study IV$ perfonuM in orclc,r Lo be sure that near optiJolwu curing 
coo1d itions were reached. 'the distance of 54 inches was cbose.11 because r-75 is known to cure 
relatively f.ast cornpare/t to 2491 ao\d fast ovei\..'UI'ing was not desirable. A photoinitiator 
concentration of2.5 wt-% was used because Lbis proved 1.0 be optimu'lll in previous studies. 

Figure :35 displays the shear perfooruaoce of lhe two materials verstrs ,·uring time. Note tllat Lbc 
red m;trkers denOte residue-leaving i_nl)ihitton, Addirilln of the 351 causes the R-75 utared:i{ tl'> 
cure faster. At '3 m.imues, lhe LO% Sanorue.r 3S 1 sample is fully cured, while F-75 still shows 
signs ofresidue,during she:tr. AI optimum cuting. the aclditi~'lll ~~f 10 wf-% 351 causes the shear 
su-coglh off.be F-75 fom1ulatJon ro increase from 7 to 105 Nlcm". Thisdemonsl.rllres tbe f -?5 can 
compete wilh, if not e)lceecl the properties of2491 , with optionization of both the hardness and 
CUlilll.! conditi011s. For next Quarter, th.e 351 cOJlcentration will be varied from 1-l 0% in oo·der to 
identify :tn optimum bulk modulus and an agi.11g resistant [onnulationrhar has good perfonnance 
properties. 
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Ji'igurt 35: Shear st~eugth of Jf.JS and F-75 +10 wt-% Stll111ruht 351 fohuulnrjnnk 11x nfitt•t tiatl cfd.trinfi 
time 5-I inohts. 

8.3.3. Ttl: Mllss Produced Sample fl'abrication 
Pabrica/e tlu; third generatwn fiber adhe!$iVesfrom tire polymer jwer materials detennined in 
the Task 2: I ntegrate the hieranhical, soft backing layer. a11dlor a11gled fiber properties illfo 
mass-pr()l(rll'timr system to eulwrrce.fiber pmperties as dictated by llt.e results t~{tlt.e mtxlels 
£level oped during Task. I . A chieve 50% of the 1engtll specified i11 S6. 

ModiOcalions to muss production system to e-mtble direct curing of fil.oers on UA textiles 

All previous l iV )il;tleri;U s;m:rp]e m;mnf;~ctllfing perforrued and rep<)rted Ql vao(l(]riplech , botb 
beo1ch scale 311d using the roll-to-roll system. required a two-step ewing process. Typically. the 
VV Htateri;ll w<>uld be p:utially cured in rl1e mold will1 UV energy on a mylar mm b;1cking. 
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peeled from the mold, then placed under vacuum and cured for au additional t.irne under UV light. 
This procE>s~ enabled the manufacture of tape samples with excellent shear and peel properties. 
However, it was not a process that could easi ly be translated into large scale production. ThE' 
chalhmge to eliminating th(• two-step ClUing. procc~s was in being ablt> to manipulate and control 
OV exposurl' lime and exposurl' energy to cre<tte fibrillar adhesives with adequate shear and peel 
perfonnance but no inhibition. To reiterate details from previous seclions, inhibition is the 
material condition that occurs when UV material at the silicone mold in terface is left uncured du~ 
to the oxygen content of the mold. lnhibited material on the f ibrillar sw·face leaws a residue on 
the substrates it coml:!s in contact wilb, and material petformauce ends up being incoosistem with 
repeated usc. 

1l1e studies described above showed that the need for a post-mold vacuum step can be eliminated 
if lhc UV light distat\Ce from the mold is increased, along with incre~i ng the UV exposure time. 
Based on the distance and time bencbtop studies discussed above, the UV light distance on the 
roll to roll system from the belt mold was increased from the previous 12" to 30". i\t Lbis distance. 
samp.le quality similar to the previous reportt>d rl'sults can be manufactured t>Xclusively on the roll 
to roll system. Figure 36 below shows the new roU-to-roiJ set up that allows for n·p~atablti'. 
' 'ariable UV light exposure disiaoces. 

Figure 36: Pflotogmph of the new prolot)pe mass-production system used to produce t>ur {lJ malert:rl.t 

Modifications tu mass pruductioo system to enable iocnrpuratioo of release paper tu 
finished roll 

'll1e nanoOriptech team has continual ly been working to improve the roiJ-to-roll system to make 
it similar to a hands off manufacturing line . .Patt of this effort in the third quarter was lo create a 
post molding take up system to gutber the manufactured tape and include a release paper in 
contact with our microfiber lips. 1bis wiJJ ultimately protect the finished product. /l.s Lbe rl!searcb 
tE'am has been in di scussions with manufacturers of pilot and fuTI scale roll-to-mllmanufactUJing 
equipmto nt. it has become apparent of the diJficulties and technical chal.Jenges in making. a roll -to-
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roll system for manufactwing product Part of the understanding gained on the bench top scale 
manufacturi11g system and also via supplier conference. ca.lls is that any roll-to-roll manufacturing 
process can be broken down into various process components, and that each component is related 
to and affects t11e ot11ers. In t11e case of the post molding take up system, a critical parameter to be 
studied is the effect of the backing material tension on the curing and final product formed in the 
process. The manufacturing line speed and the take up roller speed can be decoupled, and this 
effect needs to be further studied as the team moves towards scale up. 

{)evelopment of Improved Belt Molds 

The previous belt molds consisted of a 1" wide fibrillar s!J·ip to c reate the tiber geometry. New 
silicon master templates were made and are discussed in Section C.2.3. h1 this quarter, dipping of 
the fibers produced liom this mold to form the mushl·oom tip shape and replicating lhis geometry 
through previously-developed molding processes was performed. Tbis new mold aod fiber arTay 
geometry was used to create a new belt mold for the roll-to-roll system. The new mold has 
hexagonally spaced fibers on a 2.25" wide belt, which provides an improved surface area 
coverage. This pattern a lso creates fibers that have identical spacing from every other fiber, which 
makes fiber collapse isotropic regardless of shear direction. This allows tighter control for tip size 
during fabrication and improves the consistency of the fiber performance during use. This step 
from a 1" wide mold to a 2.25" wide mold is part of the natural progression towards scale up. 
Eventually, the t.eam will utilize belts that are 3 feet or wider for production, and will likely use 
the same belt mold making techniques as are used now, j ust ala larger scale. 

Curing through the bottom of the mold 

In lhe Milestone 2 research for lhis PA Nanomaterials effort, the be lt mold lhat was used on the 
roll-to-roll system was ao opaque white silicone material. TI1is bad been the standard roll-to-roll 
belt material for manufacturing in the company. Experiments were performed using a translucent 
silicone mold material in place of the white silicone mold material, as discussed above, and 
several improvements were realized using iL The translucent mold allows UV energy to be 
exposed to all of the UV cmed material wllile in the mold. It also provides an oppo!ttmity to cure 
through the bottom of the mold, thus euabling the use of opaque backing materials such as fabric. 
In order to test this theory, the team used small miJTors to reflect the UV light from the lamp 
above lhe mold back up to the bottom side of the translucent mold material . This configuration 
was used to create micropattemed adhesives cured directly on textiles provided by UA using our 
roller system. 

New material substrates 

In this quarter of work, the nanoGri ptecb team increased the number of material backing 
subsu·ates that were used on the roll to roll system. The standard backing material for all previous 
research was a 0.004" mylar sheet. This material is strong in bolh the X andY directions, bas a 
smface energy sufficient to enable adequate adhesion of the UV cured material, and is clear to 
allow UV energy to pass through to cure t11e UV materiaL For many product applications, 
however, it is not an ideal material for use. Also, as repot1.ed above, our fiber geometry and fmal 
cured conditions are such that t11eir adhesion to a closure substrate exceeded that of the fibrillar 
adhesion to lhe mylar itself. 'Ibis limited the performance of the fibrillar adhesion, :md is not ideal 
for product applicatjoos. Based on these findings, and t11e collaboration with Under Am10ur, 
several oilier backing material candidates were desired for use. The frrst was a thin flexible T PU 
material that is commottly used in t11e apparel industry. These TPUs are desirable for apparel 
because they are flexible and can easily be beat welded to fabric substrates in the garment 
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manufacturing process. Also, putting fibers directly on fabtic is desirable for apparel closure and 
glove applications. Pnl:ling lN material fibrillar features directly on fabric requires the use of a 
thin tie layer of the lN material that is placed on the fabric. For our studies, the tie layer was a 
200 ).lm layer of UV cured material. The nanoGriptecb team tried various UV formulations as 
backing material. 'Ibe viscosity of the tie layer material is important because it determines how 
well the material wicks into the fabric materiaL The amount of wicking is ultimately important 
because it detenuines how rigid the backing material becomes. 

The use of TPU materials as a backing material creates lN adhesion issues similar to the mylar 
material. When the lN material was cured on TPU backing, low adhesion to the material 
occun-ed. In some cases the UV material would stick t.o the mold surface instead of the TPU 
backing material. 'Ibe nanoGriptecb team consulted wilh TPU and PU experts from OLtr 
collaborative partner Bayer Material Science for insights on how to improve adhesion of the 
materials. Our collaborative partner from Under Anuom also had some insights on how to 
improve the adhesion. The several options for increasing the adhesion of the lN cured material to 
a TPU substrate include: (1) Applying the lN material to TPU backing material while the TPU is 
heated, (2) surface treating the T PU via beat or plasmaher, or (3) specialized coatings that tie 
together the TPU and UY material. 

The nanoGriptech team successfully investigated beating the TPU material, and was able to 
increase the adhesion of the T PU backing material to a useful level. Another backing materia l that. 
was discovered, somewhat accidentally during prototyping for Under Armour, was 0.01" and 
0.02" thickness sheets of polycarbonate (PC). This PC material is somewhat rigid and could be 
useful for other market areas, including wall banging. 

B.3.4. T8: Sample Characterization 
Test the performance oftlze third generation fiber$ in dry and wet cmulitions. Achieve 80% of 
tile full performance for Sl, S2, S3, S4 am/ S5 in dry conditions and 70% of tile full 
perfonnance of Sl, S21 S3, S4 and S5 in wet conditions. 

One significant difference between the samples tested in this quarter and the samples evaluated 
previously in this project is that with the new curing configuration and parameters desctibed in 
Sections 1.2 and 1.3, no vacuum post-cure was required to produce samples with no residue
leaving inhibition. As such, the samples tested in this milestone were aU cured in one step in 
atmospheric conditions. This represents a major step towards affordable scaled-up manufacturing. 

Shear force results 

The results of all shear force testing of developed mass-produced fibrillar samples are given in 
Table 6 along with the perfon-nance goals for this milestone. 'lb ese results show that we exceeded 
our Milestone #4 goals for all shear closure subsu·at.es in both wet and dry comiitions as well as 
for wet shear strength in contact with a football. In fact, we have achieved our final target 
perfonuance for these measures for the entire project. For glove friction in dt)' conditions, we did 
not achieve om ambitious goal for this quatter. However, the sample tested tJ1is quarter bas om 
highest measured coeffic ient of fJiction (C.O.F.) ever in contact. with a footbaU substJ·ate. It is 
higher than our previously measured shear strength for the UA Blur glove in both dry conditions 
(UA Blur shear strength= 1.7 N/cm2

) and wet conditions (I .2 N/crrh 
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Test Genenlt.iOIJ 3 Milestone 
Substn1tc 

Speclficatlon Condition Mass-Produced Sample 
#4 Goal 

Data 

Dry 2.1 ± .02 (C.O.F. = 2.1) 2.4 
F'ootball Shear Strength 

(Sl ) (N/cm1 
Wet 1.8 ± 0.1 (C.O.F. = 1.6) 1.1 

Dry 14.0 ± 2.5 8.0 
Closure Shear Strength 

(S2) (N/cm1 
5.9 ± 2.3 4.2 Wet 

Table 6: Companson of shear strength data of developed mass-producedjibnllar samples zn contactwuh 
football and closure substraTes and Milestone #4 goals for these applications. 

Peel force, usability, and durability results 

The results of peel force testing of developed mass-produced fibrillar samples on a closure 
subsu·ate and our goals for Ibis milestone are compared in Table 7. From lhese results, we can see 
that also we met or exceeded our Milestone #4 goals for both dry and wet peel strength 
measurements on closure substrates. 

Test. 
Gener,lt!On 3 

Milestone 
Substnll.c Specification Condition Mass-Produced Sample 

#4 Goal 
Data 

Dry 1.2±0.1 0.4 
Closure Peel Strength 

(S3) (N/cm) 
Wet 0.6 ±0.1 0.21 

Table 7: Companson. of peel strength dow of developed mass-produced fibnllar samples 111 com act wuh a 
closure substrate and MilestOne #4 goals. 

Under Armour defined a usabilil y specification (S5) which states lhat our developed materials 
must not exceed a peel force of 0.5 kgf I inch (approximately 1.9 N/cm). We can see from tbe 
data in Table 7 that our peel strengths of 1.2 N/cm and 0.6 N/cm (dry and wet) are not exceeding 
lhis value. 

Peel repeatabiJity of a textile-backed n:ticrofiber array in dry conditions in contact witb a 
Desmolux 2491 substrate was measured using the same system described previously over 1000 
test cycles. The restdts of lhis testing are illustrated in Figure 37, and show that the sample 
maintained approximately 82% of its peel strength after 1000 cycles, exceeding the 72% target 
for this project Milestone. 
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Figure 37: Data demon.<tra ting the repeatability of these materials over 1000 te.<ting cydes 

8.4 MILESTONE 5: TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Produce the optimized mass-manufactured fiber adhesive using the tailored polyurethane 
materials and fiber geometry to perform at a variety of temperatures in dry and wet conditi<ms. 
At room temperature conditions, the perfornumce would have properties greater than 100% of 
the desired SI, S2, and S3 specifications given in table I in dry conditions 

8.4.1. T13 Material Compositions 
Optimize the polymeric fiber material compositions with BMS to achieve 100% of 
specifications SJ, S2, S3, S4 and S5 in Table I. 

In Milestone 4 , the efft'.ct of cming conditions on the sht'.ar properties of fibrillar adhesives was 
investigated. It was found that there are optimum curing conditions that Lead to the best adhesive 
performance. Thi.s is in contrast with most UV -cured resins, where they are either fully cured or 
under-cured. In addition to the possibility of being under-cured, it was determined that our 
fibrillar adhesives can also be over-cured. Deviation from optimum curing yields poorer 
perfom1ance. Under-cured micro1ibers typically display residue leaving inhibition when peeled 
from the adhe ring smface, while over-cured samples have harder, less compliant tip smfaces. 
Optimum cuting results in a fully cured fiber that has a sofl, non-residue leaving surface which 
leads to the best performance propetties. 

These phenomena were proven in Milestone 4 on nanoGriptech's in-house curing lamp. Because 
of its low intensity and longer curing times, it was essential to put this idea into perspective of our 
future pilot production ~ystem which will include higher light intensities and faster curimg times. 
To do this, several formulation s were cured using BMS's Fusion cmi ng system. In their system, 
the sample travels on a belt which passes under a fixed light. Unlike nOt's in-house process 
where light height can be adjusted to change the light intensity, the height of the Fusion system is 
fix<--<:1 at the distan<X in which the light is focused (2.5"). 

A gallium-doped (Type V) bulb was used and its intensity was fixed at 100% output. Exposure 
time, the vatiable of the experiments, was changed by adjusting the conveyor belt speed. Figure 
38 shows the relationship between the total energy of exposure and the belt speed of the system. 
At faster belt speeds the exposure time of the sample is decreased which corresponds to a 
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decrea~e in {IV exposure. ny chunging the hell SJlCed from 30 tO 150 feel per minute (fpm) the 
exposure energy is docn~ascd fTorn 2.8 J/cm2 10 0.35 J/crn2 in a non-linear fashion . This data was 
obtained placjng a UV dcrocring puck on 1hc conveyor belt. 

3.S 

u ·~. ----T---------~----T---~-----r----.-----
0 100 

Hrwre 3X: Tntal UV energy or flMS 's Fu.111111 !'urinR .1ystem a.r a,timctirm of tile .n'.rtem belt .t/li!<>d. 

Qualitative result.s 

ExpcrimCJltS focused on rwo fonnulations of BMS'~ UV-curablc materials. The first was a 
mixture of Oel'molux 24C)I with 15% Dcsmolux 2513. The second formulation was the age
re~slant. P-74 forntulatiQn with 5% added hardener (Sanomer C'N351 -tri!lletl:l)'lolpropane 
rriacrylate). Both tormularion C(.'nsistcd on \\1-% photoiniJllator ( lrgacurc 2022) based on weight 
of rl1e tol!ll monomers. 1'o evulu~te the t:ffect of the photoin.iLiator of t:bc F-75 formui11Lion. 
samples were also prepared with 3. 2, and l 'li· photoinitiator. ror utah in£ fibers on fabric. the F-
75 fonnulation with :\<,1 photninitiator wa,.: curerl lhrough the hot1mn of the mole!. 

Samples were prepared using the batch process. Pirst the molds were cleaned and lhe prcntixcd 
tonnulation wa.<> spread across lhe mold followed hy application to the hacking material. f'or 
filling. vacuum (25-30 nun Hg) was then applied for 2 minutes. 'Tlte vacuum was then released 
;tnd ex<.:css material was removed via added pressure atop the backing material. ' l1lc samples wt:rc 
rhen taped to a metal panel to cnsur~ stability through the turbulent torced-air cooling ofth~ 
f'u~ion lrunps. With the belt ac!Justed to desired speed, the panel was then set on rhe middle of the 
hell wltere it was carried under the fixed light. The cured 'amples were then collected on the •)tlter 
sillc uf the conveyer. P0llowing t:uring, t.hc samples were peeled und labeled for tc~Ling. 

Qualitative t-rial runs were first perfonnQclto roughly detennine tJ1at upper and lower bouncl~ of 
hell speed. Over-cure was determined hy weak adhc~ion to a test glass ~lide while undcr~cure was 
determined by r.he presence or n::~idue when the material was ren10ve<J fTLim glt1Ss. Tahle 8 
!>'ummarizcs these result~ , !--rom these tests it was ckar that F-75 required fasr.cr bell speed~ for 
good aclhe~on and !he Desmolll)( 2491 formulalion required slowcnpeecb:.l'or1n~tance, no 
presence of inhibition was ob ervecl at all. except the fastest bell speed, while for the 2491 
formulation the onset of inhihit ion was noticed from 60-RO feet/minute. lhis relat·ionship wa.'< 
expected from past curing studies dcscribrd in Miksrooe 4. whr.rc it was found that the Jl-75 
material cures much faster than Dcsmolux 24Yl.. 
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Decreasing the runoWlt of photoinitiator in the P-75 forruulutjon decreases the belt speed needed 
for f11ll curing. Less photoinitiator decreases the rate of the curirtg reaction. t11erefore more hgj1t is 
needed. When decreasing the photo initiator concentration from 3 to 2 wt-%, Lhe onset of 
inhil1iti01' is changecl from 140 to 20 filminute. Furthermore, the I wt-% photoinitiator 
foruurlation could not be curtxl ut the lowest bell speed of 10ft/min and with this intensity buJb. 

In addi.tion, curing through the bOitom of the mold proved to have a drm1atic effect on the proper 
curing speed. For instance, 'it was seen that the onset of inhibition occttrrcd betWC<:J.l 20-30 
feet/min. 1bis is sigrrificantJy lower Lhilll the 140 feel/ruin onset of when curing UJrough Lh.e top of 
the mold.lt appears that tbe silicone either absorbs or deflects most the UV light However this 
dlecl could be noitjgaJ.ed by using a thinner mold. Here, the mold thickness was approxirnately 
2.5 mm. 

Table li: Quali1a1ive ruring resulu wi!l1 slhleral forntula!ions "'' IIMS -.r Jlu.sion rllring .ry.<lem. 

lleU·Spted 
ft!miu 

Effect vf buse rc:-.shJ OD CllCC propeclles 

Ji'-75 
+5 '11. 351 
+3% PI 

From the qualitative sUJdy, several speeds in 1he area of interest were run with large.r samples for 
dala collection. A shear strength comparison of ilie F-75 and 2491, boili with 3% photoinitiator. is 
shown in Figure ~9 as a functio11 of the system belt speed. Samples of each formu lat ion weremn 
atlO feet/minute to quantity the over-cured properties of each formulation. Both have poor >hear 
pi'Opetties when over-cured, approximately 3.5 N/cm~. By incr-easing the belt speecl ancl reducing 
the exposure time, shear strengili is raised significantly due to tl1e effects reported in the 
Milestone 4 section. The optimum belt speed for the 2491 fon\lll lation is 50 feet/min 
corre~ponding lo <'~hear ~trength of I 0 N/cltl Faster ~peed$ resulted in $anlples with Te,;due
leaving inhibition as viewed duri.ng testing (indicated ilucd in Figure 39). The F-75 sample 
showed optimum shear perforruanceal. 100 feel/minute will1 12.2 N/cnr2 stJ·ength. rast.er speeds 
seemed to have little effect on the perfon:nance and no inhibition WiiS observed for any san1ple. 
Note lliat llie optimum values rnay l.ie 5 Feel/ruin faster or slower Lhan Lhe.se values. Addi tionally, 
auy change io tJ1e formu'latioJJ or envirorunent will shift rhis optimum value. 
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f.'(~ure 39: Shear \1nmgtluJf M o.formu/atitJIIS (F-75 +5% SR351 oud 1491-+ 15% 141J)t:ured at \'uriQLJ,\' 
/Je/t ~1JiJe/}J 011 I)MS's f.'usio11 UV-t:urllfe '')'SIM I. Red ilatupoims -indi(:atc residue-iei.!Vilf,~ ilthi/JitiiJ/1. 

Effecr or photoinitiator concentration on cure properties 

The data above defint:s the maximum belt speed that can be obtained for cach fOm1ulation using 
Fusion m1crowavc ryrx.~ lamp. Since other prt1ccsscs could 1imit the line speed of the system, such 
filling t.hc t\ticrost.ructurc cavi ties. it was important to determine formulation vaiinblcs 01.at could 
he used lo tune the curing parameters. To do thi.s. we .;xamincd the effect of the photoioititttor on 
Ute optimum bell speed und sbcar pcrtbnmmcc or tl1c microfibcrs. Figure 40 shows the shear 
stn:ngth ofrhc J-i-75 formulmion cured as\L various hclt spc~:ds having a 2 and 3 wt-% 
photoini1iator concentration. Note from the results described in Tahle S that I% photoini tiator 
cnnce.ntralions were not te~tcd due lo incomplete cure at even the slowest belt Sfli!Cd. 

F-75 formulations with 2% photoiniriutor have an optimum belt speed of20 fcct/mln. 
corresponding to a shear su·cngt.h of 12.5 N/cm2

, This is suhslnnliall>' decrca~ed from the 3o/.· 
pbotoinitiator sample where the optimum speed was 100 feet/min . Therefore. with the us.i.og lbe 
same light, the formulat ion can be tuned lo afford oplimunt ewing hy changing the photoinitiator 
com.:enlmtion. J-ior in~la ncc, if a line speed of 60 feet/min is <'lcsircd, the photoinitiator 
concentration should be adjusted l'o 2.5 wt-'lf. 
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16~-----------------------------------------------

000~.----~----.---------~-----r----~----r----. 
o w e ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ 

£•1tl!l"ed (1911/miMolll) 
Pig11re 41): Sit ear .~trengtlt oj new F-75 ji:Jrmulmiml r.ur.:d aJ mriott.f be11 <peedJ tm HMS',f Fu.fion UV
curin!J ·'.''-'tem a 11d tlifferettl photoillitiator •·wu·et~lmtions. !?ell data JWinls indit:IJI~ residue leUJ·i11g 
inhi/iitil)n. 

IW'ect of light position on cure properties 

Porm.lng microfibcrs on backing material in whlch UV cannot pcncrratc requires the curing to 
occur through I be bottom o f the mold as shown in Pigure 41. Usjng identical formulation~ 0'-75. 
5% hardener, 3% phmoiriiliato r). samples were cured frum lln: h.lp and hotLOnl ut diffcrcm hc lt 
Spl:tKis. The shear pr'Opcrl ies of' these samples are shown in bot lorn of l"igure 41. As discussed 
above. the optimum top cw·ing speed is 100 "li/min. Curing through t hi? honom ofthemolcl 
drastically clecrcascs th.is value to 40ft/min. This is likel y due to th.: ahsorpt.ioo of deflection of 
some or the UV t~ncrgy hy lhe lhi cknc~s or lhc 111LIId,thercby dcc·rc;~si ng the rate or 
pol)•merizaUon. More exposure time is nceclect for opdmum cure, tllU.~ resulting in lowo:r belr 
spctJds.If fa~ter spe.:d~ would need 10 he acquiroo when curing thrnugh the hnckoflhe mold, the 
mold would need to be thinned. Note that these experiments we.m performed will1 molds thtll 
wCJ'c 2.5 mm !'hick. 
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Pi!!. Ill"<' 4/: Sr.l1emt1tir- 11( mpand holt IIIII turinf? ('li!{l ) and .ihear xtrenglh qffihrillllr ttdhexil C.\ mm:.d Jimu 
top a11d IJI)t/om pl).<l!ion.< a/ different bell ~puds (BI>IIom). 

8.4.2. Tl4: Fabricate 4'" Generation Fiber Adhesives 
Fabricate the fourth generatiou fiber adhesives from tJ1e polymerjiber materials tletermined in 
Task 2. Tar![et hencltmark i.v 100% rif tire lenf(tlr specified i11 S6. 

A 25 foot lung coofulUous ruicrufib..:r I ape sample satisfying specification S6 was pn:suntctllu the 
autticnce at the Mjlestone #5 meeting on Jurle 20Jh. 2012. 

B.4.2.1 New Coofiguration for Roll-to-Roll SySiem 

Pari of llrc work of this prqfcct dfon ba~o bccu tu tlcterruinc the best coniigur~liun for a ~calctl up 
roll-to-roll sys1enno he manufacrored for pi lot scale j)f{)(luction volumes. Previously. all of the 
work hMs bcm dum: on a Jab ~cak production sysl~:mlhaL ulili.~:cd a bdl mold in a wnvcnliunal 
conveyor-likeconliguralion. In an effort 10 explore new ways lo crea1e a production scale sys1em, 
l.hc e.o.gim:cri.og lC<ID:l bas been in the process uJ researching ilic printing jn(lustry fur inl>piraLitm. 
During thai research. and also during 11 mee1ir1g with an engineer from the local start-up company 
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Plextronics (http://www.plextronics.com), the concept of a single roller system was developed. 
The schematic in Figure 42 below show the high level operations of the modified system. 

UV Cllling 
Energy 

Figure 42: Standard single drive roller configuration 

Based on the previous project work from this PA Nano effort, the manufacturing process of 
closures using fibrillar adhesive geometry can be broken down into the following steps: 

Mold Filling 
• Start with the correct lN curable material. This includes the base resin, photo-initiator, 

and any modifying agents (hardeners, etc) 
• Material is dispersed onto a moving silicone belt mold that has a negative shape of the 

fibrillar features to be created 
• The material. is spread out on the belt mold using a wiper or a blade 
• A backing material is introduced on top of the uncured UV material 

Material Curing 
• The uncured lN material and backing material are compressed together as they travel 

through a set of compression rollers in the system 
• UV energy is directed on the backing and lN material to fully cure the system 
• The combination of (backing+ UV fiber material) is removed from the belt mold, and 

release paper is added to prevent product sticking until final use 

This ba>ic process can be performed on a 2-roll system, or on a system such as the one described 
in Figure 42. Figures 43 and 44 show a front view and top view of the desktop system 
reconfigured the existing roll-to-roll system to mimic a single roller system. The team was 
successful in getting the system up and working, and believes this configuration has merit for 
continued investigation. 
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Figure 43: Front View: nlmoGriptech single roller configuration 

Figure 44: Top View: nanoGriptech single roller conjigumtion 

Olll;ng this project quruter, this new nanoGriptech single roller configuration used two different 
UV LED systems loaned from Phoseon Technology (http://www.phoseon.com!). 

Th<"rt~ :tr<' ~P.vP.ral potP.nti::ol bP.nP.fits aotirip:~tNI in u~iog :1 siogl<' roJJP.r ~ystem . iodndi ng: 

• Lower system cost 
• More robust molds and longer mold life 
• Improved filling of the mold 

Lower System Cost 
A single roller system creates the potential for a much smaller footprint machine, and eliminates 
many of the components in a Iru·ger roller/conveyor type of set up. Additionally, depending on the 
product being manufactw·ed and the size of the market being served. a single machine could be 
dedicated for each product, or a new master roiJer atld mold could be exchanged. Finally, these 
single mach.ines create the potential to use UV LED systems, which have a lower cost and longer 
use lile thru1 some of the larger UV systems investigated previously. 
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More Robust. Molds and Longer Mold Life 
i\t this point in the research, the life and durability of the silicone molds used in large scale 
pt·oductiou is tulknown. For a conveyor type of systtml. long silicone belt molds ate cast onto a 
stmciilral men1ber l.b carry lhe load of the tension il1e belt is placed under. If lhe conveyor ~i.yle of 
pilot system is selected to move forward w ith. large scale beH mold ruamtfacnu:ing methods must 
1Je develt>ped and optimized and improved, and their durability must be assessed. Addiljonally, 
the research must be perf01mecl to determine the hest. way to assess mold health while tl1e helt is 
in use. In a single drive roll system, the belt coulcllle cast dlrecily onto the roller which would 
create a more robust su11cture for increased durability. 

Improved J'llllng of the Mold 
ln addition lC> the need to study mold durability, more research is needed willi the mold filling 
rwocess. Specifically, unrlersramling the effecr of mold clurometer anclmolcl thicl.."lless on the 
filling process and neede<l pressure still needs to be understood. Reg.ar<lless of the mold material 
specifics, by casting directly onto a roller, tbc filling process should be impl"oved. 

B.4.2.2 L'V LED Systems 

Durif\g !·his research qua1ter, nanoGriptech became familiar with the 1 fV Lim Curing Association 
(bup://www.uvlcdcuring.or<>/) and began to investigate the potential for using this new type of 
curing energy. As noted earlier, Phoseon Teci\JlOlogy loaned us two different UV LED systell)s, a 
4 W system an(.! an 8W ~y~tero, f(>T assessmenL 

Tn an effo1t to correlate the ewing performance of tJ1e UV l ,F. f) systems wi th the full scale curing 
syslen.ts tested at Bayer an<l outlined in the preceding section, curing studies were performed at 
nanoGript.ec)l wilh tl1ese L:E.P ~ystems . The objective of these studies was to cletem1ine the line 
speeds that can be accommodated witb. UV I....ED systems. Table 9 outlines the line speeds that 
cm·e and do not cure. The expo$ure times that do not cttre are denoted by red, those that do cure 
-are denoted by green. 

The data correlates with llie data lliat was obtained in the BMS Fusion Studies. Tbe Jl-75 material 
allows for a much faster line speed t.o be used than the modified 2491 rnateri~l. Depencling on the 
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market needs and annual production requiremcnts, a production Line running al40 fl/min mt~y be 
fasr enough to produce some materials ar a profitable level. These results and rhe re.sult~ of rhe 
.BMS Fusion Lamp studies indicate tlu\1 any of these Lamps can be used lo produce working 
material promtypes. an<l that the ultimate lamp selecdon shoul!l he dictated by line speed 
requirements and capilal equipment budgets. 

E-4.3. T15: Sample Cha racte.ri:1.ation 
Te.st the pe.t;{OrmOJra ofJ'ourth generation fiberS itl dry and we.t condilions. Achieve 100% o.f 
l.he f ull performance for SJ, 82, 83, S4 a11d SS in dry condilirms ami 100% of/he full 
pe.rfonntmceforSI, S2, S3, S.J ami S5 in wet condit.ilms. 

As we rep01ted :~bove in our Milestone #4resu1ts. aU of lhese project specificalions ex.cept for rbe 
shear force on a dry football glove were :~Chicved. While we allempled several new formulations 
for football glove shear. we have not yet been able to impro\<e upon the Milestone #4 reported 
results. 

Per the ;;tatemeni of work collectively developed by the Pennsylvania Nanomat.erials 
Conuuf!.•'cializatiou Cebter and ilanoGriptech, the specifications which apply to this project !Ire 
included in Table 10. For each specification, 1l1e best me:lSuted results trom our project are 
described. 

Ta/;/e 10: Project .!peclfirwion.~ compared with measured ri'sults 

S pcdt:lcation Specificatio n Desired S pecilicaUou Project Results Number Name (mass-produced fibers) . 3 N/cne al' 0.8 N/om~ loacl in . 2.1 '1/cm'a l 0.8 N/crn· loacl 

Sl 
Shear foro<: contact with dry foolbaU in contuct with W:y football 
(football glove) . 1.5 N/ cn11 al 0.8 N/cm1 lo9.d in . 1.8 N/cm1 at 0.8 N/cru2 load 

~ontact wfth wei foofhall In conlact with wet footh~ll 

S2 
Sl'leatforoe • 10 N/cm1 in dty conditions • 14 N/cnl i11 dry condltinllS 
(closure) . 6 N/cm2 in wei contljtions . 6 N/tml in wet conditions 

S3 
Pcdforcc • 0.5 N/crn iu dry condil ion.s • 1.2 N/cm in dry coodi rions 
tclosurc) • 0.3 N/~n in wot conditions • 0.6 N/cm in wet rorulitions 

Nu ntber' of cy.:-Jes over the pmilu~.f 

li fe: 

• 1,000 cyclt:s- 0.45 N/c:ru 
fu dry conditions (90% of . LOOO cycles · 0.98 N/cm in 

S4 Durability original sln:ngl.b; c losure) dry conditions (82% of 

• 2.000 cycles 70% of orig,inal stren.gtb} (closure) 
original sll'ength 

• 5,000 cycles 65%of 
original strength 

Open and c lose forces o f <0.5 kg[ 
M~<tiruu.nl olcasl•rcd open and 

55 Us3bility per inch 
c lose forces of 0.31 kg.[/ inch 
L<O.::> kgt per incll) 

While the maxidium measured closure durabili ty was 82% of its original strengt11 tand not the 90% 
project specification), because our initial closure strength vastly outperfom1ed the desired S3 peel 
fo1·ce specification, the pcrfonmUJcc after lOOOcydes was.sHll more than double the vruuc tllat 
UA requested. 
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Based on lhe results of the football glove tield lrials (described below in Section C.4.l) we have 
several ideas for continued development of microstructures for football receiver glove 
applications which should result in improved shear strenglh and user satisfaction. 

C. COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

C.l MILESTONE 2: COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

C.l.l. Cl : Renew the .JDA between nanoGrlptech m1d Under Armour 
A renewed Joint Development Agreement between nanoGriptech and Under Am10ur was signed 
in September 2011. 

C.J.2. C2: Prototype delivery 
Provide 4xl0-inch long first generatio11 mass-produced adhesive samples f.Q U1Uler Armour, 
UA, for testi11g SI, S2, S3, S4 and S5 in dry and wet co11ditions at room temperature. 

Prepared samples were brought to t11e Milestone #2 meeting and transfe1Ted t.o Under AJ111our at 
lhat time. 

C.l.2.1 Additional Prototyplng: Prototyplng of Under Armour products using 
mmoGriptech microtlbrilla r arrays 

As a prut of ti1e collaboration bet ween Under Armour Md nanoGiiptech, lhe teams collaborated 
on a joint prototyping effort during lhis project period. We were invited by Jason Berns and 
Under Armour to visit llleir new R&D facilities at t11eir company headquarters in Baltimore, MD. 
Even iliough we are still operating at small batch fabrication scales, we took ilie necessary steps 
to prepare a working football receiver glove prototype during this visit to test. whether our 
developed materials would be compatible wiili Under Armour's prototyping facilities Md 
fabricatjon processes. 

Preparation for Under Armour Visit 

Several research tasks were perfo1med to prepare for our visit These tasks included: 

1. Procuring the pattern template for the football contacting surl'aces on an Under 
Armour glove 

An Adobe lllusb·ator .ai template for lhe UA Blur II, a football receiver glove cmrenlly 
sold by Under Annour was provided to us by Joseph Tracbta in Under An110ur's 
Innovation Department. 

2. Fabrication of a micropatterned mold large enough to produce the glove pattern In 
a single fiber ar ray 

Using techniques developed in our fust year of PA NanoMatelials Commercialization 
Center funding, a negative micropattemed mold large enough to produce a single 
micropattemed array which could be shaped into ti1e footbalkontacting areas of llle UA 
Blw· II glove pattern was produced using silicone rubber (HS-11, Dow Corning). A 
picture of the produced mold is shown in Figure 45. 
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Figure .J5: Negat ive micro-pauemed tliOid jar !)l ave pratOIJping 

3. Production of microt>attcm ed libriU<lr <1rrays from the large mold 
To fabncat<' a micropatterned fibrillar array suitable for incorporation into UA t<'xtill:'s, a 
2-part polyuret)laJJe (ST - I 060, 13.1 B Enterprises) was mixed, degassed. and applied to tht' 
negative mold. A thermoplastic urethane (TPU) film was pressed jnto the back of the 
liquid polymer and the whole systl:'m was allowed to cure in thl' mold. 

Under Armour Visit 

We visited Under Armour on August 19. 201 I with tbe goal of conducl.ing this glove prototyping. 
The foU0\\1 og three benchmarks were mel during our si te visit. 

1. Int.egration of nGt microfibrilla r arr :1y with UA textiles 
A pneumatic hbt press (CS-5008, li&TI) was used Lo join tho TPU-back<!d array Wi th UA 

HeatGI.'ar® ti.'Xtiles botb with and without a foam core. While stil l in a1e mold. the mold~ 
t1ix'r-TPU assembly was placed on the hQt press with an optioual foam core followed by 
UA JleatGear in contact wi th the TPU surface. 30 psi of pressure was applit!d to these 
materials at173°C for 20 seconds to mcltlh(' TPU and bind lhl' Ho:atGear 10th!! 
microfibt'r array, Once the system had fully cooled, the microfiberarray wa~ peeled from 
the mold. 

2. Lase:r cuUing integra ted rabric/fiber sample into glow pat1ern 
An automated laser cutter (Legend 36EXT. Epilog Laser) was used to cut the io tegrat0d 
array into thl' necessary glow pallL'rn. The 120W laser was set to 50% pow~r. 15% speed. 
and a tl·equency of 531 Hv.. 'Tl1e resulting pattern wa~ cut with no dam;1ge to lhe 
mk rofiber structure. A photograph of Uw laser-cut pattern is illustrat('d in Fi~ure 46. 
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Figure 46: nGt microfiber cuTay imegrated wirh UA Hea/Gear and laser cut inro joorba/1 conracting 
swface pal/em for the UA Blur II glove 

3. P:rotot yping of first glt;lVe 
With the assistance of a skilled seamstress at Under Armour. this array was integrated 
into a UA Blur ll glove. A photograph of the finished glove is shown in Figure 47. 

Figure47: Produced UA Blurll glo••e wirlt nG1 micropmlemedfootball-cowaclmg swface.5 

Prototyping dj rections for future work 

Several improvements to the glove protot}'ping are suggested: 

.1 . Improving glove tactility, flexibility, and dexterity. While. we had speculated that 
incorporating a foam layer into the glove would improve our fiber performance, this 
added thickness increased the stiffness of the glove in a detrimental way that prevents the 
wearer from properly gripping a football. Furthermore. the use of the HeatGear as lhe 
hand contacting surface caused a high degree of slipping between the l1and and glove 
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which additionally affected the gripping ability. The next prototypes should be fabricated 
without the foam layer and att.ached to a more established hand-<:ontacting glove 
material, such as suede. 

2. Accelerating prototyplng speed. We may need to determine ways to accelerate the 
glove prototyping process as it took a l:tighly skilled seamstress several hours to sew a 
single glove prototype. One possibility is to focus on a different pattern that may be 
simpler for the UA team to put together, or even to switch focus to a soccer goalie glove 
which is larger and less intricate. 

C.2. M ILESTONE 3: COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

C.2.1. C3: Provide Under Armour with the second-gener ation mass-produced flber 
adhesive samples 

Prepared samples were brought to the Milestone #3 meeting and lransfen·ed lo Under Armour at 
that time. 

C.2.2. C4: Contact with different r oll-to-roll manufacturing machlne equipment 
manufacturers t o get pricing for the r equlred custom machines for mass-production of the 
fiber adhesives. 

We have been in contact wilh PolyWorks Inc (North Smithfield, Rl) as a potential roll-to-roll 
equipment manufacturer and have solicited a preliminary quote for a pilot-scale production 
system for our customized process. After several conference calls with Poly Works engineers, 
they generated a quote of $174,900 for a production I ine wh.ich includes a customized UV curing 
system, off the shelf dispensing and conrrol mounted to a steel frame. A combination of 
pneumatic actuators and motors will apply tbe appropriate lension to the belts and backing layers 
and torques to the production line. This system will include an enclosed ctu"ing chamber lhat can 
be nitrogenated if we ultimately detennine that. curing in an oxygen-free environment is necessary 
to conrrol inhibition. This $17 4,900 price tag includes: $89,200 in Direct Labor, $34,980 in 
Mechanical and Electrical Design & Engineering, $29,733 for Machining & Assembly, $24,486 
tor Electrical Assembly & Wiring, and $1>.5 ,701 for Purchase of Capital Equipment. 

C.2.3 Additional task: Update on prot ot.yplng efforts 

As a prut of the ongoing product development effort between Under Armour ru1d nanoGriptech, 
the tearns continued making progress on glove prototyping during this project period. 'This 
progress, including material selectjon, clean room work, material dimension optimization, and the 
development of new prototyping methods is described in the remainder of this section. 

New textile and pattern procurement In collaboration with UA 

As a result of our prototyping efforts in the first quruter of tllis project which were described in 
our previous Milestone #2 research, we leru11ed the value of using appropriate textiles which will 
be suitable for tl1e ioteoded football receiver glove application. Under AJmour provided us with 
satnples of the satne faux suede material that they use in many of their commercially-available 
gloves. Ibis material has been identitied by Under Armour as one lhat is comfortable when used 
in tightly-fitted gloves while allowing for good dexterity ru1d tactility of the user while 
manipulating a football. Additionally, it is farniliar to lhose who sew and assemble gloves both at 
UA' s existing Chinese production facilities aod at their Baltjmore prototyping laboratory. 
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Additionally. UA digi tized and pmvided us wil.b a new glove pattern which we will be working 
with over lhe duration of the protoryping efforl. This pattern was identified hy the UA team as 
one that would be easier to prototype than the UA Blur II pauern that we used in our first round 
of prototyping which we report~d on in our Mii<JsiOnl' #2 research. 

New m.aster template clean room fabrication 

fu preparation of future glove molding effort. preliminary deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) 
ruicrofabrication work at Carnegie Mellon University's NanoFabrication clean room facility was 
conducted to produce a new silicon wafer template of hexagonally-packed 40 Jlm diameter pillars. 
This template is 2.5'' x 2.5", unlike our previous template which was 1 .. x 1" . This is the largest 
si:r.e rectangular template that we c.1n produce on a 4" silicon wafer, whjch is the ]<u·gest size 
wa(er th~t can be processed using CMU's DRlE equipment The larger size of the wafer will 
result in few seams when stitching multiple clones of this wafer Logel.ber for bell. and glove palm 
mold making. Additionally. the wider wafer size wiU make it easier to produce belts uf increased 
width when compared to our pr<'viuus I'' belt width. A photograph <)f the produced wafer is 
illustrated in Figur!! 48. 

In th!! next projccttem1. we will replicate this silicon wafer through several molcling steps, <lip tho.> 
replicated elaslomeric template using our custom process to add mushroom tips to the warer, and 
clone this lipped template for su..:h mold making purposes. 

Backing layer thickness characterlzatinn study 

In (he Milestone #2 research. we examined the ability of a compliant backing on a fibrillar 
surface to increase the contact area of fibers on football. type features by finite element analysis 
using COMSOL. so(l.ware. The res~Jlts sl1owed that a thicker and softer backing would indeed 
result in better contact witb rough football swiaces. To prove this we catTied out a series of 
experiments to test this generated by these computer modeling efforts. 

Sample fabrication and charaderi7-lllion 

Samples for these tests were produced by our manual batch process using 2-part polyurethanes. 
fhst, sheets of soft polyurethanes (f -15 and F-25, DJD Enterprises) were made at difJcrent 
thicknesst'.s. These are both 2-pa11. fast coring polyurethanes that have shore A hardness values of 
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15 and 25, respec:tively. They were mixed, degassed and then either poured into a mold with a 
certain thickness or between two plates with appropriate sized metal shims. The sheets were 
allowed to cure overnight at RT. These served as the backing material for the fibers. Next, the 
fiber material, ST-1060 or ST-1085 (BJB Ente1prises),-was mixeil, degassed, and poured onto a 
cleaned fiber mold. Mylar backing was appl ied and then the system was then held under vac1.1Um 
for'S minutes to emsure proper filling of the mold. Excess material was. then forced out to get a 
minimal ST-1060 (or ST-1085) layer and then the mylar was peel from the mold. The F-25 c.r F-
15 sheet was then applied to the mold and pressed lightly t o release any air pockets. 'Ihe 
composite was then left to cure overnight fallowed by a 24 hour curing at 70 °G. The samples 
were then peeled from the mold and mounted on sample testing plaques. Mylar backed samp'les 
without a soft backing were also made as controls during testing. Samples were shear tested using 
our automated shear system on a football substrate using a 500 g force as shown in Figure 49. 

Preload fOrce 

fle~lble b~ckl .,g-.... ---.... 
Aber arrav-----.,. 

! 
-- ---- Shear lo·adinli 

She~r forr-e 

f ootba[l surface -.._,. 

Figure 49,· Sch~ma:tic of a fiber array withjlexible backing tu2der-shear l.oading on a jMtball.sub.strat€ 

Results 

Figure 50 and 51 shows the coefficient of. friction data for 1085 and l060fibets on the F-15 :and 
.F-25 backing at thicknesses at 0.5, 1, and 2 mm thick. All the samples that had F-15 and F-25 
backing gave higher coefficient of frict ion than the mylar backed samples. The friction facto:t of 
BJB 1060 fibers increases from 1.3 to 1.7 as the F-15 backing thickness increases from 0.5 to 2 
mm. The harder F-2.5 backing sho·ws the opposite effect, where the friction factor ilecreases from 
1.95 to 1.7 with increasing thickness from 0.7 to 2 mm . .Despite compliant backing thickness and 
hardness, all BJB 1085 fibers showed friction factors ranging from I.l to 1.3 showing slight 
improvement over the mylar backed control of 0.93. 

BJB 1QJO) B!§ 1 Q6Q 

F-15 Back ing Layer Thickness 

F-

• BJB 1060 fibers 

II BJ6 1085 fi llets 

Figure 50: Coeffid ent of friction ofBJB 1085 and 7060 jibularm·ray.s with various thicknesses of Bllf F· 
15 {shore A ha tdl?.i1ss = ]5) with a 500 g preload force 
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Figure 51: Coejficiem o.ffi"icrion of BJB 1085 and 1060jibular arrays with various rhiclmetses of BJB F-
25 (8hore Ji lwtdt1ess .: J5) with a 500 g pi'C/oad,force. 

All con1plianl-backed fibe rs de111onslral.ed hell.er coe'fficienl.s of friction compared to the rigid 
mylar backing because it allows better individual fiber conformability to create· bcder contact 
with the rough f<>orball surface_ In tJ1is genera.! reganl, our data fitS this conclusion from the 
computer simulation ao.cl all corn,ptiaJJt backed fibers give improved friction factors on the 
football swface. However, while the simulation concluded that a softer <Uld lbicker compliant 
ba<.:king is besl for more fiber contact , Ibis docs not ne<:e!;sarily iranslate to higher shear forces 
ancl .coefficients of friction in our system. For instance, the thicker the compliant backing, 1J1e 
larger the distance between the plane where the shear torce is applie<l and ilie plane of the fiber 
tips. whicll resu Its in a larger moment acting on each fiber tip t,o force U1e fibers out of cont:Jct 
with the football. Another factor is the deflection of the backing layer. These two effects create a 
peeling-like force on U1e trai ling edge of the fibers and would decrease fiber contact. lr is t11e 
combination of tbe competing eff(X;ts on the system induced by the compliant backing (which 
increases the number of fibers which can contact the footbaJJ) and the increased backing tluckness 
(which results in im.Teasecl moments and peeling force at ihe fiber tips which reduces the nornber 
of fibers in cont<\Ct with tl1e football) whlcb will determine the perfonnance of the material 

Tn lhe case of F-t5~hacked I 060 fibers, the added compliance of thickening the backing has a 
greater effect on tJ1c shear perfomianCc than ll1e in1pos·M moment induced by this added thickness. 
Therefore, we see an increased friction factor when the backing layer is increa~ed. However, the 
opposite is the case for ilie har<lcr F-25 backed fibers. Here, we see lhal lhe lhlnner layer gives U1e 
best friction factor as the added compliance from the bardc!' F-25 does not create enough 
conforruabilily 1.6 offset ilie induced rnornenl on the riher ljps. 

l'w·OleJl'HOre , the data suggest.~ that HJH 1060 fibers perforno signiflcanrJy better than the 1035 
tiber. BJB 1060 is softer, baving a modullls at 100% elougatioo of2 MPacompared to 5.2 MPa 
<lf l 085. The softeJ· I 060 fiber also add to ll1e cornpliant.-e in the over sysl.em. I 060 fibers have the 
ability to becon:qxessecl, allowi11g more fibers to come into contact. 
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G love pr ototype improvements 

Over lhis project term, we have taken several steps to improve upon the first glove prototypes that 
we reported on in our Milestone #2 research. ] bere, we described a method of integrating our 
fibers with UA textiles using thermoplastic urethane films and a bot press. To accelerate our 
prototyping efforts and simplify the process, in this quarter, we developed a new 
microfiber/textile integration method compatible with the faux suede textile which does not 
require a lhermoplastic binding layer. Additionally, eliminating lhe hot press of a fibrillar 
stmcnu·e will prevent the fibers from getting damaged during the application of heat and 
compression, which was a problem with om flfst round of glove prototyping. This new process 
also allows for lhe integration of a backing mate1ial of the appropriate Ulickness and hardness, as 
determined from our modeling in our Milestone #2 research and experiments presented above. 

First liquid polyw·elhane (F-25, BJB Enterprises) which will form the soft backing layer was 
mixed, degassed, and spread over a faux suede textile swatch. Time was allowed to elapse for Uie 
viscosity of lhe polyurethane to increase as it begins to cure. Doing so prevented the polyurethane 
from penetrating so far into t11e faux suede textile weave that it would affect both the surface 
finish of Uie glove lining and lhe stiffness of the resulting composite material. After this time had 
elapsed, 0.5 mm shims, found to be an optimal backing layer thickness in the above study were 
placed oo the suede and a smoot11, rigid, release layer compressed t11e cw·iog liquid polyurethane 
down to the desired Ulickness. The polyurethane was allowed to finish curing. 

'lb e photographs in Figure 52 illustrate lhe polyurethane side (top) and faux suede side (bottom) 
of fabricated swatches produced using this method. The samples oo the left were allowed to sit 
for 27 nlinutes before pressure was applied to flatten the polyurethane to its desired thickness, 
while lhe sample on the right was put under pressure afler 4 minutes. While both polyurethane 
surfaces are equally smooth and thick with excellent bonding between the textile and the 
elastomer, it is apparent that the polyurethane bas seeped through the faux suede on the 4 minute 
sample from the darkened material region. This results in a stiffer composite which is undesirable 
for a fonn-fitting athletic glove where a high degree of manual dexterity and tactility are essential. 
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Figure 52. The polyurethane sutfaces (top) and corresponding faux suede sutfaces (bottom) of tlte 
composite textile/elastomer backing layers fabricated using the desctibed method. The samples 011 the left 
were allowed to cure for 27 minutes l>efore pressure was applied to bond the materials while the samples 
on the right were 011ly allowed to ew-e for 4 minutes before pressure was applied. 

To apply fibers to this polyurethane/faux suede composite, a second liqttid polyurethane was 
mixed, degassed, and spread evenly and thinly into a previously fabricated mushroom-lipped 
Ju.icrofibrillar silicone rubber mold. During tb.is project term, ST-1060 (BIB Ente1prises) was 
used to form the :fibers. 'll1e polyurethane side of the .faux sue.de/F-25 swatch was brought into 
contact wi th the fill ed mold and pressure was evenly applied to remove aoy excess ST-1 060 from 
tbe interface. Tbe ST-1 060 was allowed to cure, and then the entire material was pt".eled from the 
silicon rtJbber mold. Au approximately l -inch square sample of a resul tjng faux suede/F-25/ST-
1 060 micropatteroed mate1ial ''~than approximate thickness of J nun is illustrated in Figure 53. 
ST-1 060 and F-25 are both aromatic 2-part polyurethanes with similar catalysts which aUows 
them to both fully cure and bond with one another. 
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Pigure 53: Pltomgraph an·oy a S•l/1 eltwomer IJacktug 
robu.~t/y embedded with UA/aux suede. 11u~ total .mlllple thickness is - 1111111. romparoiJ/e to UA 's existing 
gLove produo /ine,i. 

We expect this process should be CQmpatible with our roller system as we scale up production. 
Tho:: two proresses. ll rst applying Lhe sofl backi ng, then applying the fibrillar structurt!s, may he 
petfonned ei ther in seties on the same line or on two parallel production line.s. In the latter case, 
the output of the fi rst line (faux suede with a soft elastomer backing) would be used as the 
backing layer for the second, fibriUar pattl?ming, line. 

C.3. ~UL&STONE 4: COMJ\ifERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

As our adhesive development started to meet the project specifications identified in Table l , we 
anaoged a meeting with Ja~on Berns or Under Am1our to coordinatt' our prototyp.ing efforts to 
ensure that we were delivering samples that were useful to the UA team. Jason visited our site for 
a meeling oo January 20m. 20 12 for r~ braius(ornting meeijog where we outlined a subseCJueut 
protolyping Limeline and gencr<~ted -sevenll diiTercnt pwtotype ideas for our rCSj)I!CLi ve teams to 
pursue. 

Base.d on the ideas discussed in this meeting, prd iminary mictopallernoo glove palrn samples 
were sent lo UA on February 9"' for assel\lbly by their prototyping terun. Feedback on these 
gloves was provided by Jason Berns via a Skype mee ti ng on February 19"', wherein a modified 
glove pattern was generated by UA for second generation glove prototyping. These set-ond glove 
prototypes were sent to UA on March 2o.J. Prototype closures were sent to UA on March 6"' for 
pn~.liminary ~valuation. A theme of this quarter was constant communication and mutual 
feedback between lhe nru1oGtiptech engineering team and Under Armour as we focus more 
heavily on developing prototypes to meet the technical specifications of thei r product line. 

C.3.J . CS: Detem1ine the method of attachment of the fiber arr.ay sampltos to the sports 
fubric surf:1ce [or tield-testing ut Under Armuur. Under Armour will provide the textiJes, 
adhesives, films and other materials to be used as substrates. 
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C.3.1.1 C losure prototyping 

In supporl of the Under Armour collaboration. the naooCiriprech ~eam developed prorotypc~ for 
holh glove~ and garmem closw-cs. For the garment closures, the preferred configw-arion wa$ w 
have a thin UV -wrcd polyurethane coated lcx.Lilt: as the mating material. and a fibrillar mar.ing 
surface tJ1ar opposes and engages il. As the libcrs can nor he easily crt~att:d directly on fahric. a 
thin coating of tlat UV-<;urcd marcrial mu~1· first be applied IOthe fabric that acts as a backing 
layer for the fibrillar layet'. Under the guidance of Jason Berns of Under Annour. different 
prototypt' elosure conc::epts were produced tltis quarter including J" x 6 .. long conrinuous strips. 1'' 
x fi" long disaete s-trip<;, closures with some rigid nolycarhonate cuntpoMnr. aud elliprical 
clc~~ures. These closures were fahric11lt'd on different woven tex.tile.~ as well a.<. TPU film.<. 
provided hy LJnder Annow- which were idemilied hy jhdr texl ile engineers- a,, promising (or nur 
appl ication. 

In an e-mail dated March 14. :!012. these closure prototypes were described by Ja~on Berns as 
"AMAZING'' and ·'a huge ~tep forward'' adding that .. [The UA] team is blown away.'' 

C.3.1.2 F'ootball glove pTototyping 

In the last quruicr, we 8howccl that by aprlying a flexible backing. ro our tibers, 1hc shear 
perform!ll1cc on the foolhall sw-f~ce~; wu.~ markedly incrcu.•ed. II wu.' lh~ goul of this quati<!r tn 
apply this backing to our football glove prototypes. 

At our January 20111 meeting with Jason lkms. it was decided thal l~.:aving a polyurcrham:-t'rcc 
Slitch area of uncoalecl fabric woul<limprovt' the case of glove manllfacluring as well a'< lhc 
tactility and lit of the glove. Therefore, one challe.nge to overcome this quarter was how 10 add a 
layer of flexil:lle backing onw the fabrie in a specitic pattern. allowing for . uch a triilge. To do 
thi~. we u$ed a masking technique. f'w-tl1ennore. LTA provided u~ with ~ever-a) yards of I he same 
f3ux ~uedc tc.xtile rhalthey u.<;e l)n lhe palms of lh<!ir foothill I glove line for improved 11roto1yping. 
They ill .~o provided us with I he exact glove palm puucrn use(l in their glove produc.:Lion fac.:ilit.ies. 
The newly developed butch process wiU now be desnibcd 1mdis depicted inJiigw-e 54. 

Pdemt<', 
-wclc.o:J 
mf(:roflbff>~trllf 

Figure 54: A scltemalic depicting tire fubricalioJt tlri1cess.(nr 111it.ro~Jiber coOled glo1•e fll·ofo/ypos ditecll> 
.fabrirated 011 VA texli/n 

tlir:;l, a mask wa~ made by laser curling the glove paiLcrn from a lmnspwent:y shccl. A lighl 
adhesive (Rcposilionable 75, 3M) was sprayed onto the rnask and was applit.:d ro lhc raux lmcck 
material. Ncxr. a thin layer of compliant polyurethane backing (r-25. BJB lndusrrios) material 
was applied to a separat·e transpal't:ncy sheer and was allowed to pa1lially cure fol' 30 minure.s. 
After rhis titHe the F-15 coatetlu·an8pareocy was pressed omo the wasked fabric with metal shinL~ 
that clictaled the hacking IJ1icknes~ The system wa~ lhe1.1 placer! in hetween two mel a) plates and 
~:ompre~:,.cd with a ht•nch rop hydraulic press for several St)(:onck ' ll1c P-25 coaled fabric was 
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allowed to cure overnight. After cured, the top transparency sheet was peeled, exposing the layer 
of F-25. Polyurethane microfiber~ were then put. ont.o t.he coated fabric using techniques detailed 
in the Milestone #3 research. After this, the microfiber and F-25 layer was cut following the mask. 
Then the mask was peeled leaving the flexible backed microfiber array in the original glove 
pattern. 

Three different transparency masks and design concepts were produced during this project quarter, 
and are illustrated in Figure 55. These range from a simple entirely micropatteroed glove palm to 
increasingly complex pattern shapes. In addition to an aesthetic or marketing interest in different 
glove patterns, making the fingers patterned area di screte rather than continuous may help 
improve finger flexibility and dexterity, improving the grip of the glove on a football. Field trial s 
and user studies should be conducted with these or similar glove concepts to evaluate customer 
interest in such designs. Additional designs could allow for incorporation of the Under Armour 
"UA" trademark as well as differe nt team logos for different customers. 

Figure 55: Three different glove palm design concepts developed and proto typed during this quarter 

Preliminary gloves protot.yped this quruter by UA using the technique described above were sent 
back to nGt to evaluate whether the glove assembly process caused any ftiction performance 
degradation. Glove assembly involves manual manipulation of the textile by a seamstress, and the 
microfibtillar surface may come into contact with the airborne textile pruticles generated by the 
stiching process. 

Glove performance was mcasm·cd of a virgin glove palm prototype before shipment to UA. After 
assembly into a glove prototype, the glove was shipped back to nGt. A small square region of this 
glove palm was then tested in our sheru· testing appru·atus to measure the performance 
detetioration, if any, induced by the assembly process. ]be sample was then cleaned through 
blotting with a commercially available pressure-sensitive adhesive (Scotch Tape, 3M) and the 
friction coefficient was measured again. Finally, the sample was lightly cleaned with hand soap 
and tap water, rinsed with OJ water, and dried before a final measurement was taken. The results 
of these measurements are illustrated in Figure 56. We can see that about 20% of the performance 
was lost due to the assembly process, but this loss was recovered during the post assembly 
cleruting steps. As such, dming eventual glove manufactuting, either glove palms should be 
assembled with a protective film to eliminate the risk of pruticle contamination or a post
assembly cleaning process should be incorporated into the manufacturing process. 
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Figure 56: Scaricjd'cci£m coefficiam of' glove pror.ocype.r bejore UA procoryping, after UA prororypircg, and 
o.Jfter UA pro/Of)1Jillt; a11d difl¢ram clem;illg f'/'Ot e.sse.<. 

C.3.2. C6: Provide Under Armour with the third-generation masS·(lruduccd fiber adhesive 
samples to l'or neld-testing of tbe product specillcalions S l, SZ, S3, S4, SS, S7, SS. and S9 a.o; 
listed in Table 1. 

Glove: pall.m pmwtypt:s wc:n: pmvided 10 UndtJr Armour on P~bmary 91• and Marcb 2"'' of Ibis 
quarter. New closure prototypes were provided on March 6'•. 

C.3.3. Additionul task - C4: PiJnt system pricing (r evisited) 

Dmi.og this las1 quarter. conversations were initiat«< with two different potential pilot system 
huild-up partnct"l': Foresight Technologie.~ (Tempe, A7;) and Weh Industries (Marlhon,ugh, MA). 
These two ctlmp;mies oJTer a differcrtl prwu..:tio n ~ppr0adt. Pore~jght wuul.d be lnvol vcd wit.b Ill<.: 
des.ign and consti'Uction of n pilot production system from the ground up, and deliver a turnkey 
ready system tor us to produce matetials. 

Web Industries' model of business would huve tbemlikewise design and build a pilot 
manufacturing system. However. their business model would have them produce this system at a 
lower .:oslin exchange for an arraogeru.~ot whereby they operated as a contract manufacturing 
pa11ner on our bd1alf for a III!!;Otiated lee. 

Details of the preliminary quoh~s provided by these companies are included in Table 11 below. A 
second wave of conversations with these companies, as well as with Poly Works Inc .. who 
provided tbe quote that we discussed in our Mi lestone #3 re$eatch, were conducted io our final 
proj ect quarter as we move toward an ultimate decision on who will build our pilot sy5tcm for us. 
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Company Nmne Foresight Technologies Web Industries 
Become familiar with process by 
observing proof-of-<:oncept machine. 

Turn key horizontal & vertical 
Determine pilot-line deliverables, 

configuration 
financial ab>reements and desib'11/build 
resources. 

Fully futegrated Northfield 
Design/build less than 12" wide 

Automation winders 
continuous pilot-line process and locate 

PC/PLC control at Web Industries Fo1t Wayne plant. 

Quote 
DOE to optimize process parameters and 

High lights Fully enclosed & exhausted 
environment 

reliability. 

Equipment and Process 
Develop products with different 

Startup 
materials or substrates. 

1 Year parts and labor 
Determine commercial project details 
and secondary converting, die-{;utting, 

warranty 
slitting or sheeting. 

Design/build commercial process and 
optimize. 

Estimated 
$589,000 (up to 20" wide 

$275,000 
System Cost 

web) 
$776,000 (up to 1m wide web) 

Contract. 
Contract manufacturing not - $200/hr of operation + raw material 

Manufacturing 
Fee available costs + system depreciation costs 

" 1 able 11: Companson of qu01es for two dijferelll p1-lot marzujac111nug busmess models 

Contact ditl"erent UV lamp manufacturers to obtain lighting quotes for pilot manufacturing 
system 

As shown above, microtiber performance properties are very sensitive to the curing conditions. 
Overcuring increases tip hardness and decreases adhesion whi le undercuring will cause inhibition 
and residue. Therefore, a uniform exposure area is critical. This includes uniformity wilhin 1l1e 
one larnp ar1d between two lamps in parallel. Additionally, the ability to adjust the intensity of the 
system is also needed to be able to account for formulation and temperature variation. 

The ultimate line speed of the system will detenuine the intensity of the light needed md the 
distance the of belt exposure. Since most commercial UV larnps have a relatively fixed exposure 
distance ranging from 0.5 - 1 inch, light intensity wi U be our major source of curing control. For 
these quotes it was assumed that we will need the most intense light offered for each product. 
In this quarter, nGt contacted UV larnp manufaclmers Fusion and Xenon in order to obtain 
lighting quotes for a 3-foot belt pilot R2R system that address the concerns above. Table 12 
includes a summary of the lamp propertjes and costs. 
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As discussed at tl1e Quarter 2 meeting, there are two types ofUV lights, arc and microwave. 
Fusion supplies microwave UV lights which have some vety attractive propetties. For instance, 
the bulbs on fusion lamps last 8000 hours and the light intensity and spectrum do no fade over 
th is duration. In comparison, the Xenon pulsed arc system does fade over tjme. and only has a 
1,000 hour lifetime at average intensities. Despite this, ihere are some advantages to the Xenon 
system. By pulsing the light, the temperature of the system can be better controlled and with the 
ability to change the pulse width and intensity, sample exposure can be precisely controlled. 
Xenonlarnps are 20 inches wide and Fusion larnps are 10 inches wide and we would need 3 and 4 
of them respectively for a 3-foot belt This gives an extra knit line with the Fusion system. 
Depending on the sensitivity of the UV conditions this may or may not be a problem. 

Due to tl1e high uoilorm intensity of the Fusion microwave system, it is double the cost of the 
pulsed arc lamps of Xenon. It is the line speed will determine what type of system we choose. If 
the line speed is fast, higher light intensities will be needed. The shottconlings of the arc-type 
lamps (Xenon) such as drop in intensity over time and short bulb lifetime, will be magnified 
when maxing out the lamp power, and therefore a Fusion system would be the better option. 
However, at slower to moderate belt speeds, a Jess intense light is needed and a cost savings using 
the arc lamps. 

Table 12: Property and cost comparison of Fusion (microwave) and Xenon (arc) lighting systems for a 
TJiiot systems katurinfl a 3 {eel wide belt. 

Company f usion Xenon 

Type Microwave Pulsed arc 

Bulb li fetime 8000 Ju·s 1000 brs 

Bulb durability No fading with time Fades with time 

Maximum bulb output 300 or 600 W/in 10-13 W/cm2 

pulse 

Variable control 
35-100% in 5% 2-2000 

increments watts/pulse 

Maximum Ught length 10 inches 20 or 30 inches 

Amow1t needed pilot 4 2 
system 

Cost/light $15,000 $19,000 
Tota l light cost. (including $60,000 $29,600 

controller) 

Housing cost. $9,000 $4,500 

Total system cost $69,000 $34,100 
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C.4 MILESTONE 5: COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

C.4.1 Prototype field testing 

Dming this project quarter, we interfaced closely with Jason Berns and the Under Armow· 
innovation and product development teams to provide them with multiple sets of fiber adhesive 
samples, both closures and football glove palms, for prototyping and field testing. 

Closure field-testing 

Several rounds of closure samples were sent to Under Armour for inclusion in new high 
performance outerwear and also for some user studies that were performed. The samples continue 
to initially perfonn well, however Under Annour has noted that some of the samples are not 
performing as consistently as desired or maintaining their performance after several months of 
aging. Also, the big challenge at tllis point for the closures is how they re-act to contaminants, 
specifically machine and skin oil, throughout the manufacturing and use life cycle. 

From the user studies, KeiTie Timmons, Sr. Development Manager, Innovation at Under Armour, 
sent the oanoGriptech team t.he following update: 

"We received positive feedback from the user studies. Most people think it's a. nice idea and like 
the idea. of having a. velcro altemaJive. They are concemed about strength and durability, "will it 
really be strong enough to replace my velcro?" was a common question. The users were ve1y 
engaged with the samples and were interested in seeing it in product. " 

.F'ootball glove field testing 

Now that we had developed a good glove manufactwing technique and assembly process in 
earlier quruters in collaboration with UA, we sent three sets of glove palms to Under Armour for 
prototyping and field trials with elite student-athletes at tl1e football progran1s at tl1e Universities 
of Maryland and Soutll Carolina, witll whom UA works very closely. 

At the University of South C.1rolina, four players gave qualitative evaluations of the glove when 
throwing and catching a football in dry and wet conditions. 'Ibe wet conditions were obtained by 
submersing the wearer's bands in a bucket of water until the gloves were sanrrated. According to 
Jru'fed Law, Product Line Manager/Developer for Under Annour: 

" [the gloves} didJ! 't get a. good reception when dry and was even worse when wet. Need to do 
more testing on this but I think initial tack or a tacky feel when wet is essential for consumer buy 
in. " 

T he second day of testing at the University of Maryland produced better results. The results of 
tllis testing were transmitted to us by telephone by Alex Stone, Football Glove Product Manager 
for Under Almom. 

T he positives to take away from th.is testing include: 

• The gloves performed bet.ler on this second test day than on the first test day 
• The glove cleru·ly was rated better than UA's conmJerciaUy-ava.ilable glove in wet 

conditions 
• T he glove got great fe.edback for very bru·d passes 
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The negatives which we will need to improve include: 

• Because the glove is notlacky like their Olher products, there is a perception of 
slickness when players hold the ball 

• The gloves were not rated as high for very soft passes 

From these results, it appears as though our " dry adhesive" non-tacky materials may deviate too 
far from what habitual users of these gloves are used to. Even if our gloves perfonn better in wet 
conditions or for hard passes, this lack of tack may give users the perception of poor performance 
and prevent sales. As such, as a follow-up to these tests, we are in the process of preparing a 
slightly tackier fo1mulation and modified fiber geometry tl1at is compatible with this fonnulation 
for an additional round of testing and prototypiog. 

C.4.2. Intellectual property tlliog opportunities 

C7: Assess the patent filing opportunities with the partners 011 the mass-produced fiber 
material design and mamifacturing, ftber material composition, or fiber material integration to 
sporting fabrics. 

D uring this project term, innovative work was done on both the material formulations and the 
processes necessary to optimize the development and integration of bio-inspired micro-fibrillar 
adhesives for sports apparel applications. There are several iJUlovations tllat could evenll.tally be 
filed for patents that were developed during this project term. 111e first is the concept of using 
transparent micro-patterned molds to cure through the mold to allow for direct integration of our 
adhesives into a customer's optically opaque product backing. This technique allowed us to mass
produce our materials directly integrated to texti les provided by Under Armour, which lhey could 
then easily assemble into their products. This direct integration during manufacturing eliminates 
t.be need for additional processi11g steps by our c lient, which could make it more desirable. We 
anticipate that this process will be useful for future clients who have product requirements which 
involve non-transparent fiber backing materials as this would mean lhat curing lhrough lhe mold 
would be essential to our process. Additionally, using transparent molds reduces the exposure 
time to UV light necessary to properly cure the fibers, and it also results in a more uniform 
microfiber curing surface due to the increased exposure to light. 

A second innovation which could eventually be filed as a patent is the ultimate material 
formulation used these for sports apparel applications. Research is ongoing to finalize this 
formulatjon and the processing parameters to produce optimized results, but once we have 
finalized these parameters, we may consider protecting them with a patent application. However, 
internal discussions will be held to evaluate whether this should instead be kept as a trade secret 
to eliminate tbe ri sk o f overseas patent infringement. 

C.4.3 nanoGriptcch/Undcr Armour commercialization strategy 

As tbe next step witJ1 UA, we are preparing a term sheet towards a commercializa6on agreement 
bet ween our two companies. As the first component of this agreement, we will joint! y continue to 
improve lhe sports closure and glove product prototypes until field study users and UA are fi.tlly 
satisfied with their perfomlall.ce, robustness, and durability. Moreover, during tllis development 
phase, more details re lated to the delivery of exact closure and glove prototypes with inte&>rated 
gecko adhesives will be j ointly determined. Next, the timeline, volume, and purchase price of our 
adhesive materials will be final ized. While this development phase is continuing, a pilot 
production system will be purchased and installed at nanoGriptech for production of these 
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adhesive materials for UA to allow us to meet the teclUtical and production specs (microstructure 
geomeny, material fommlation, backing, volume, sales price) decided upon in this joint 
agreement. UA is interested in partially funding the pilot production facility production costs 
depending on the tenus of this agreement. 

Our j oint development agreement with BMS Iuns through the end of this summer. At that time, 
nanoGriptech :md BMS wi ll jointly evaluate whether a continued joint development relationship 
makes sense for both parties as we move toward commercialization. 

D. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Under Armour and nanoGriptech are in the process of preparing and negotiating a tenn sheet for 
a joint development project which would involve UA partially funding a pi lot production line in 
exchange for continued development of c losure and football glove prototypes with milestones to 
meet for development, and delive1y sales price and volume. Additional technical hurdles include 
producing samples that satisfy the real-world enviromnental handling of UA' s product line. 1llis 
will be accomplished through repeated protyping and field trials in collaboration with the UA 
team. Once these technical and financing hurdles have been overcome, lhe nanoGriptech 
engineering team will focus on the procurement, inslallation, and optimization of lhe pilot-scale 
production system to delivery product to Under Armour for incorporation in lheir product line. 
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Introduction 

With the generous support from Pennsylvania NanoMaterials Commercialization Center, EC 

Power excitedly can·ied out the development of novel nanocomposite electrode materials for and 
the fabrication of high capacity cylindrical 18650 Li-ion batteries over the past year. There is 
great need for high capacity, high energy storage systems than can meet military requirements in 
addition to plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEV), electrical vehicles (EV) requirements. In 
collaboration with our pattner in Penn State, EC Power targeted to fabricate 3Ah high capacity 

18650 cells with high capacity Si-carbon as anode materials and lithium-rich as cathode materials. 
Although there were quite a few teclmical challenges encountered during the material synthesis 
and battery fabrication process, the researchers and engineers at EC Power and Penn State have 
worked hard to solve the problems, meet the milestones on time, and strive for high capacity 
18650 cells. 

Milestone 1: Contract Signing and Project Kickoff 

The project slatted in January, 2012. 

Milestone2 

Cl: Reach agreement with initilll customer(s). 

Cl.l. Provide a list of customer(s) that will evaluate tire prototype cells ami provide feet/hack. 

11rese customers will likely have products witlr military applications, or be the military itself 

11ris fits into our near-term market strategy for tire fmal product, wlrich ''"gets primarily 

military applications tlrat require power sources witlr an. extremely lri.gh eJlergy tknsily, above 

all otlrer attributes. 

EC Power teamed with C&D Technologies, of Blue Bell, P A for evaluation of the developed 
prototype high energy density 18650 cells. C&D Technologies has desi&'lled and developed 

batteries for more than 100 years. C&D is a market leader in the N01th American 
Telecommunications, Unintenupted Power Supply (UPS), and Utility markets for energy storage 
solutions and has a proven track record of supplying government, military, and commercial 
customers with high quality products. C&D has developed lithium ion energy storage solutions 
for both commercial and military products. Currently, C&D is in the midst of a four-year ($ 18M) 

U.S. Alm y program to develop a domestic source of affordable, large format lithium-ion cells, 
Battery Management Systems, and battery packs for both military and commercial applications. 

We are proud to have C&D Technologies as our business partner and we believe that there is a 
great opportunity to continue work with C&D Technologies to fut1her commercialize the high 
energy density 18650 lithium-ion batteries once our prototype battery meets the design criteria. 
With their long hi~ tory of battery engineering, already-existing customer base, and strong 
reputation in serving commercial and military customers, we believe C&D is one of the most 
competitive companies in the market to further manufacture EC Power's products and provide the 
U.S. military with high energy density lithium-ion batteries. 

C1.2. Tile agrei!Jirettt(V will outline tile terms oftlte prototype evaluation, ittchulutg product 

specifiattions and tile protocollglli.J£littes for tire cllflutcterit.atiott tests to be performed. Figure 
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1 shows a copy oft he signed letter of agreement for C&D 's protot;pe evaluaiion of EC Power's 
18650 1zig1t energy density cell. As noted in tile letter, C&D is most interested in testing the cell 
capacity (t1zroug1t cllargeldiscllarge Cy'Cles) zmilet various C-rates. TJze two ileliveriesoft1te 
prototype cel!swiil occur in concert with the time frame scheduled itt the EC Power/PA.-Nano 
agreement. 

Figure I shows a copy of the signed letter of agreement for C&D's prototype evaluation of EC 
Power's 18650 high energy density celL As noted in the letter, G&D is most mterested in testing 
the cell capacity (through charge/discharge cycles). 

CC&I:' :1* TECHNOLOGIES 
P ower Sol ut io n s 

br. Christian :ihatTer 
EC POWCJ' 

2.0() ltlllOV&tiOrl (l I Vel. 
Suite250 
Stato Coll<;gr., P 1\ 1 h803 

Dear Dr. Sheffer: 

Re: l~v~luulion of BC Power's prototypt 18650 Li·ion bu tteries 

Mr. Daniel Boyer 
C&.JJ 'l'ecllnologles, lne. 

1400 llniM Meeting Road 
P .0. Uox 3053 

R]ue Hell, PA jQ42::! 

Mnrcb 25 , 2012 

C&D Technologies is excited to ev• luate EC Power's prototype 186~0 l .i, ion et>ll. bru;ed on 1-i-rieJ, metal 
mticle cathoce and Si-C anode technolbgies. Given our ctlrrent Li-ion battery products and our ongoing 
$ 18M Army p•·oject to deltver Li·tol1 battery systems for military ~prlications , C&D l'cchnofogies is 
1nt=ied in the energy dense nature of this cell chemistry under development by BC Power. 

As a pari or the evaluatlou, the rollo\vlng tests will be performed; 
C~arge, dischnrge, ~ncl capacity tests lll 0 l A curronl. 
Charge, dis~h!U'ge, a~~d capaclty test<; at 1.0 A curren~ 
Charge, discharge, and cnpadty tests" ' 3.0 A current. 

Tile first celKs) to be evaluated will be given lo C&D in July, 2012., and the second cell(s) to be evuluat:ed 
will be given to C&D in CJctoboc-, 2012. 

We look (onv~~rtl to working w1Lh f!C Power 111 d1e evaluatio•1 nflho.<o cells. 

Since!·ely, 

~~.1-A'---
DMiel Boye.r 
Teth~ic;,l M•nagllr 
New Tectmology Developme•u 
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Tl: Jtlentijjl iheSi-bused nmtoC()mposite 1m ode. with oprimrll C()mpo9ititln. CI'JI$f(tl/i.nep/Utk1 

i!Uerfactt properties, and nnnostructures. 

Tl.l. SJ>nlltesize c.fubon-ha.ved nanoconrpos~· with tl!ffeJ'Imtfundional groups, suclt a.~ 

ltptlroxiJe, nil.rogm groups. 

Peon Slate synthesized Si-carbon nanocompos1tes witlt using two approaches. The f\rst appro~c11 
is to ball mill Si and carbon materials in formation ofnanocoinposites.ln details, -Si 
n.anomatcrial~ and Super P carbon arc ball m ilfod to form nanocomposito, The second approach 

is to use poly1t1cr precursor to grow and coat on Si nanopm-ticles followed by carbonization 
ptO¢eSs. Penn Slate has specifica Uy using nitrogen-containing polymer precursor to Form nitrogen 
cont.aining group in !he carbon materials. 

T1.2. $.l>lltlteske cnrbo11-based mmoconrposites with 1lifjerent sutfndnnb', suc/1 as PlZ3 • .Fll7. 

We optimized the synthesis procedtU'e with!wiihoot surfactant 

TI.3. Synthesize Si-Crubon nnnocompositesj{Jilml'incg tlre oprlnii:.eil synthesis condiiion 
ohtnitaed from T l.ltmd T 1.2. 

After optimi'zation, Penn State success(ulty syntheW;ed Si-carbon nanocomposites with Si coated 
wil.h carbon layer. Penn State also synl.hesized Si-carbon nanocomposites with dilrerent weight 
ratio of Si to carbon. 

TI.4. Characterize as-<synthemetl nunonlllterials wiJJ, TEM niu/}(R]) untf select 4-5 na,_no
cqmposite~ best suiJed for tile anode material$. 

The nanocomposite material prepared by ball mill pr.oeess was characterized by TEM (Fig. 2) and 

the carbon additive caJJ be seen coated o.n the Si nanbp!lf.ticles, 11te S i-carbon nan,ocompg$itc 

materia t prepared by coating methods was also characterized by "rEM (Fig. 3). The spherit!iil Si 
nanoparticlt:s were all coated wil.h a layer of carbon materials. Penn State has also c]taraclerized 
the material using XRD. XRD pattern show typical reflection peaks for both Si•carbun 
nanoQOmposite materials ('Flg, 4) 
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Figure 2. TEM of Si-C nanooomposite prepared by ball mill process (scale bar is 100 nm). The 
carbon additive seems to act as a coating to the Si nanoparticles. 

Figure 3. TEM of Si-C nanocomposite prepared by polymer coating process followed by 
carbonization (scale bar is 1000 nm). 
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Figure 4, .XRD profi le of as-p•·eparcd Si-C nanocompositc. 

Penn Stat<: -also did a preliminary b:•H<::ry test on Si-C n;mocomposites prepared by ball-mill 
p1•ocess. The Si-C nanocompo$itc show discharge capacity above 1800 tnAh/g nanocomposite at 
the firstfew cycles (Fig. 5 ). Penn State will continue to optimize and characterize the Si-C 
nanocomposite and test its battery performance. 
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C2. Market ·~•·nop#s 

Along with the mcreasing demands for energy in modem society, the mili.lary faces tla own 
energy· challenge. As reported. the military consumed 93 percent ( 120 mill ion barrels c.osting $16 
billion) of all oil used by tlle U. S. Gov~nment in 2008. Moreover, the warfighting ls about 16 
time,-; mor!l e!lergy-intensive than the peace time. 'l,'®·oil qonsumption per warlig\Jter rose 2.6 
percent annually during the11ast 40 years and is projected to rise another 1.5 percent annmlfy 
through 2017 due to greater mechanization, fi."'ltlote expeditionary conflict, rugged temtit(, and 
irregular operations. 1 The Depar1ment of Defense (POD) is probably the world's largest 
institutional oil buyer. The DOD is leo king for altemat.iye energy source for milttary use for three 
reasons; security, climate and the cost. ·n1e 2010 Nalion:il DefenseAuthorizntion Act requires the 
DOD to use renewable energy sources for 25 percent of its f<tcilities by 2025. The DOD itself 
hig)1lighted th.nt "reducit1g the demand (o'r ene1-gy m1,1st. be the most immediate operational energy 
ptiotityfor tlte Depa11ment'' in its Operational Energy Strategy released .tvray 2011. 

High energy density energy storage deviees are critical in providing alternative energy. LithiUin
ion battery technology attrac-ts a lot of attention due to its low weight, high energy density and 
long cycle li{e. The US milit;uy drasticatly need~ high energy density lithium-len batteries for U6e 
jn various npplicatioo$. l'he Figure ()! Ji"o.m tbe reference $bows the approx,imate amount of liquid 
petmleum used hy the DOD in FY2005. A~ it show~;, the Air force consumed 53o/o, the Navy 

consumed 33%, 1he Alroy consumed 12%, and the Marines and othets consumed 2% ofthe 136 
million total barrels. used by DOD. High mergy dcn&ity lithium-ion batteries could contribute to 
rmiltiple military applications and significantly decrease the usage of liquid petroleum. Several 
~amples of near·tetm targeted applications wll(cl1 require a high e;tergy ·density are $hewn 
below. 

Target Li-lon Army Applications include: 

~ Long endurance aeri.aJ vehicles (UAV's') 
~ Long endurance autonomous systems 
)- Unattended sensors 

Tar_get Li-lon Air Fore(} Applications include; 

)- Long endurance aerial vehicles (UAV's) 
,. Space applications such as Directed Energy and Satellite J>owcr 

The future market oHithium.jop batteries is lmgc. AccordiJlgto the forecast from cle{lnteeb 
market intelligence finn Pike Research, the .installed cost of lithium-ion batieties wiH drop more 
than on.c-tT1ird a"nd IJ1e market oflithium-ioit battcriel; will grow to mo~c than $ 14 billion by 20 17 
driven by the pfug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEW) and V'!llery electric vehicles (BEVs). z 
Although !he military market is more dynamic. depending on u the new llattery Chemistry and 
teclmology can meet the standards and speci6.cations of t11e SQj>b.istlcated modem military 
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equipments, it is estimated that the cull'ent military market is ah·eady over $0.1 billion and the 
demand is proj~ted to steadily im.:rease over the next five years. 

Approximate liquid 
petroleum fuel use 
by USDoD in FY05 

us 2005: 7.54b 
bbl. $596b. 114 
of world oil use 

fTA ..2 lu Cttmtf 

DoD 
180% 

) 

" O!her 
Fed 
Gov 

015% 

D<ID's apparent fuel cost {FY06: -S12.5b, 
FY09 -$34b} is a modest fraction of true 
fully-burdened delivered 11101 cost: the 
added do/ivory costs are m~>lnly for 111e 9% 
of Air Force fuel delrvere<l ae11a1ty lor 
>$49/gal, and lor forward fuel to Anny ...... 

Figure 6. Approximate liquid petroleum fuel u~e by DOD in 2005.' 
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Mile~1on~3 

T2: IdentifY the SiAJased nanoMmposite anode wit!l optimal cqnposition, CT)'$/nlline p/10se, 
i'nkiface prQpertie.v, and nnnostntcture.f. 

T2. I. Continue to optimize ,\'UJased nano-composiie by adjus/UJg·the suifactants and 
experlme1Jt«l ~nJituJIIs, sudt ·os the incuhutiM time, temperature, etc,_ 

Penn Statehas~ontinued to test new composition~ by varying the SLC ratio, the binder type and 
content, the clccl.t'odc pn:paration method. and the Si particle :size. We tested the performance of 
NaCMC, PV A, LiP M P AA. xaothan gum, and chito$an based materi-al~ as· binders, ctfming to 
tlte conchtsiott that P AA or LiP AA provided the, nrost stable d.~ta . Additiona Uy, Perut State was 
able to test the effect of !!ilicon paJ1ict~size by usitJg several different sizes of silicon 
n3noparticles; obtaining very good pcrfom1ance with particles with =eragc diameter Jess th;~n 
100 l\ll l , In testi!lg binders wo foUJ)d tnc tnost reliable pertormaocc and coating with ball milled 
slunies using PAAand LiPAAin aqueous solution. 

T2.2. Chttracterize a~synthesitetl nanomaterinls with X RD, 'fEM' 

3500 

3000 

figute 7. J1>Wder XRD profiles of as synthesjzed ball roil led Si-C n~U~o-composite matedlllil. 
Materials pr<>tlw:ed ~;illi 4:5 sificon tu carbon ratio by planetary milling using dliferen1 Si

nanoparticles. From 1.op: <SOnm particles milled for lhr; <SOrun p11rticles milled for Shrs; 
< 1 OOmn particles milled for Slus; and <30nm particles mi lied fodhrs . 
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Figure 8. TEM of Si-C milled composite prepared from < 50nm Si -nanoparticles. Scale bar 1s 
IOOnm. 

T2.3. Select the nanoconqunit.es (as many as possible) •vlrich hm•e higldy crystallin£ Si 
n.anoparticles uniformly dispersed on carbon substrates with controlled porosity, Silcarbon 

ratW for next step. 

Penn State has chosen several compositions of Si-C composites to primarily test centering around 
a 4:5 ratio of < 50nm silicon nanoparticles to conductive carbon prepared by mechanical milling. 

T3: IdentifY appropri.nte composition, crystalline phase, intetface properties, and 

nanostructuresofhigh xLi:MnO~·(l-x)Li.MO: composite cathodes 

1'3.1. S.Jlnthesize xLi:MnO~·(l-x)LiMOz composites by adjwting the surfQ(.tants and dre 
experinrental oondit.wns, suc/r as temperature, calcinations tinre, etc. 

We have synthesized xLi2MnO:! ·( 1-x)LiMOz with di1l'erent compositions. A number of 
experiments were carried out to study the effect of the following factors: 

1) Acid and basic conditions. The synthesis was carried out under both acid and basic 
conditions, respectively. TI1e reaction under basic condition wa~ more controllable and 

1() 
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l'epeauble; We al.!io optimized the amount of the aci4 and basic .. 11te·experlments showed 
that unbal;mced<ll.l:idlbase ratio 1.-auses the unwanted plllcipitation of the raw materials. 

2) The calcinations temperatures and calcination times. The calcinations were used to burn 
out tJw orgatue residue!:~ and make the solid 1·eaction 3uftieicnt However, tithium. starts to 
lose from ihe compound and the crystalline structure may change when the teml'erature i~ 
too higl1 or the calciuations time is too long, We calcinated the samples llllder diflerent 
temperatures for various times in order to optimize the calcination cond.itiun for the solid 
reaction 'but without the loss of Lithium. 

3) The different com.po$itioos and different compounds. We jnve~tigated the varioUS' 
compo\lnds '"itlt different compositions and different metal oxides, Tite changes of Ute. 

cemposilion .didn' t.. mak~ obvious changes on XRD pattcms. Howe:vcr, the big dill"ert:nce 
was rcflectetl on the coin celt test results. Table 1 shows tl\e compo~ition of the 
compounds we have studied. Although they all showe<l tbe similar XRD p-atterns, 
Li(Lio.nN.io,lsMnq,.ls)Ot and Li(L~aNjo, , aMno.54Coo,l3)0z showed bettt}r ·capacity in coin 
cc:ll tests. 

Table 1 Different compounds were studied 

X Composition 
0.14 Li(Lio.14Nia,:.~~~)Ol 
0.17 Li(Lio_, ,N~.'lJMno.$s)0.2 
0.20 Li(Li, JJio..tMno~O.a 
0.22 Li(J.i<~.~zNio .• ,.Mno.6t)Oz 
0.2 Li(Li0 ~Nia,.l3M~.<A,u)~ 

Tl.2 Cl~t~racter/.ze as-syntheJiked nanonwteri11ls wilhXRD, T91. 

Figwe 9 sl)(lws the XRD pattem ofLi(Li .. .:.Nin,uMIJ., ~Coo 1r1l<h, the XRD pattem shows tl\e 
highly crystalline structure of the nanocomposite. The pattern is similar as reported in 1he 
literature. Becauc the product is. sa lid nanoparticlcs and the partidc size is abo·ut 200-aO.Oxun, we 
USC" SEM instead of TEM fot the ebaracterizat.ion. SEM' is a more convenient measurem~o-nt tor the 
size and surface morphology of the l!'rge size- ttanOpaaticles. Figure 10 shows a tew SEM images 
Ultclel' different magnificatiohs. FigUJ-'CS' l Oa a11d lOb show thefinaJ product of 
Li(Lio.zNi,o,13Mx\,,54Co0•13)0t.are packed nanoparticles and figure lOc clearly shows the size of 
nanoparticles IIJ'C around 200·300 nanometers, with irregular shape. 
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Figure 9. XRD pattern of high crystalline structure Li(Li01Ni0. 13~5,Co0. 13)02 
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Figure 10. SEM inlages ofLi(lfn-JNio.,3l\1no.~~C<>o .• J)02uanopartlc1es under different 
magnifications. 

TJ.3. Select the ntmoctm~.pt>sites which lwve highly crystallim! slrudure, u~tifom• pttrticle size 
for the tze>..t step . 

. A few ofnanocomposil'es with highly crystalline structure and lllliform particle size are selected 
for the following coin ceU tests. 

T4: l111prove the specific cap(ICity oftlte Si anode to more tlum 1,000 mAII/g (tlotthle tlztd of 
commercitd graphite) with mininuil ·Capacity fatle in 100 cycks. improve the high capa.city 
cathode with discharge capacity larger than 250 ttt<flt!g. Reaclting these anode and cathode 
nlhlerifilspecijic capacities, will facilitate thefahrication of a 3Ah cap(lcity 18650 cell, 
accordifr,g toprelimitutry tksign work (Oul experience. T/le 3Aiz capacity goal for t)ie 18650 
cell wottftl belt world-class perfomwncefar a nm/Jitude of "energy applications'', where 
energy density ~v of partmzmmt concern (i.e. where fire ceiL is chosen largely d11e to if£ available 
cqpat:ity or energy den.~ity). 

T4.1. Ftthricate half coin ceiL with carb01~-Si Jl.llnocompasitesfrom T2, aml test the 
electroch.emical nerfomumce to obtain. charge-discharge proftle, Cltpacity, voltage a11d rate 
perfomwnce. 

The carbon-Si nanocompo$ites from T2 were fabricated and tested' in coin cells. ll1e results nre 
shown under T4.3. 
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T4.2 . .Fnbri.catehlllj coin ceJJ witlt xLl,MnOJ•(l-x)LiMO! ntmocohtpositesfrom T31 and tetrtlte
ekctrodtenticnl performance ro obtain cltarge--discharge profile, cnpadljt, volrqge qnd rate 
J'(!rjOI'IUa/1 Clll. 

TI1e Li-ric)J ca!.JlQde rnatcri.nts &om T3 were fabricated. an.d te$ted in coin· celJs. lfhe rcsuits are 
shown under T4.3. 

T4.3. Optim4,e thesyn.tht!JSisfor bOth anode and cadtode materials and improve the cnpaeit)' of 
Si atwde to 1, 000 mAJIIg (tloubk tlrat o.f ctmunercial graphite) with minimal cnpadlj• fade in. 
JO(J ~:.yales, anti lmpr01•e the• high ropnciJ}• cathotle with tlischtlrge cap11eity larger thnn.2.'i0 
mAlt/g. (Note: Currently 1iJeltpve rene/ted tlte C4paciJy qjSi anoile to 1000 tf&l,lh/gfor Jo cydey 
.and cuihttde Cll]Jd.City .lmger dtimlfJO mAlt/g) . 

.<I node: 

As shOwn in Figut>e 11 , the optimtl.m eQrtlp9sltion ohtained ( 4:5 ratio of<50nm Sr-nanopatlcle~ 
and condQcti.'yc carbon) has produced. a lligh and relatively stable gravimclric specific capacity. 
The cnpacity was over 1500mAh/g after the tirst 20oyc1es and was still over lOOOmAh!g after 
100 cycles. Penn State has also· continued to·optimizc the prcpa1·ll1icm dt'the material and the 
electrodes particularly to improve lhe higber rate pedormilnce ofthe muterial. ,Figures 12 l!Jid l3 
show the cyclic perf6rmanoe of eleclrodes produced with NaCMC. LiPAA. and.J>AA binders 
cycled at a hig)1er rate (800 m;Mg) and a sam.ple ofthe,cbarge discharge curv~ ofthe LiPAA 
sample, 
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<' SO nm 51 Based SI-C Composi te Material with NaCMC Binder 
@200mA/g 
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Figure. II. Cyclic perfonnance datafor4:3 Si.C composite material with <50 nm diameter 

silicon nanoparticles. The electrode was prepared using I 0% N aCMC as the binder material in a 

1032 coin celi with Lias the counter electrode. Cycled at. a rate ot'200 mA/gfrom 0.01 to I .OOV, 

~smaterial shows. a specific capaci\)r of -IIOOmAhlgat 100 cycles. 
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Figure 12. Cycling performance of Si-C composite anodes in half-cells with Lias the counter 

electrode. Cells were cycled from 0.01 -1 .OOV in Newware Battery test unit. The electrodes were 
prepared by milling the composite material with LiPAA, PAA, and NaCMC binders in I wt"/o 

solution. After initial cycling at 200 mA/g and 500 mA/g the cells were cycled at 800 mAl g. 
Initial coulombic efficiencies are all greater than 78%. 
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Charge-Discharge Profile for 4:5:1 Electrode Half Cell with LiPAA Binder 

Cycles 1-10 Cycle 100 

2.000 1.000 

1.800 0.900-

1.600 0800 

1.400 0]00 

1.200 0 .600 

, .000 0.500 

0 .800 0.400 

0.600 0.300 

0.400 0.200 

0 .200 0.100 

0.000 

Figure 13. Charge-discharge profiles of 4:5 Si-C composite electrode with 10% LiP AA binder in 
half-cells with Lias the counter electrode. Cells were cycled from 0.01-l.OOVin Newware 
Battery test unit at 200 mA/g for 4 cylcles then 500 mA/g for 4 cycles followed by continued 
cycling at 800 mA/g. The electrodes were prepared by milling the composite material with 
LiP AA binderin I wt% solution. 

Cathode: 

We use the nanocomposites passed T3 selection to fabricate 2016 coin cells. The coin cells were 

tested under different currents and voltages. Many cells died quickly or showed poor capacity 

during the test. With the further optimization of the synthesis, we successfully produced the 
lithium rich cathode with desired capacity. Figure 14 shows the charge-discharge profile of as
synthesized cathode material. The charge curve shows a plateau around 4.5V before it is fully 
charged to 4.8V, which is a signature ofLi-rich cathode charge profile; this data is charged and 
discharged at a current of 15 rnA/g. The first cycle charge capacity is around 287mAh!g and the 
discharge capacity is around 224mAh!g, however, the discharge capacity increased in the second 
and the third cycles and reached to 240mAh/g. Figure 15 gives the same test data as for the tests 
given in Figme 14, but gives the capacity up to 14 cycles. Figure 15 clearly shows the cathode 
keeps high capacity of roughly 240 mAh!g over multiple cycles. We also tested the cathode 
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material under different currents. Figure16 shows the charge-discharge profile of the cathode 
tested under much higher current (SOmA). Naturally, the capacity drops when the charge curr ent 
increases. The cathode material only shows the first cycle discharge capacity of 143mAh/g but 

the capacity continually increases to over 180mAh/g after 20 cycles. 
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> 
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Figure 14. Charge-discharge voltage- capacity profile ofLi-rich cathode under the current of 

15mA!g. 
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Figure 15. The capacity ofLi(Li02Ni0 13M!ln 54 Co0 13)02 is around 240mAh/g in multiple cycles; 
current of 15mA/g. 
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Figure16. Charge-discharge voltage-capacity profile ofLi-rich cathode under t11e cun-ent of 

SOmN g. 

1'4.4. Select otiC cathode rmrl one rmotle nunerialn1riclzlws best performance for tlte ne.l.tsft..p 

to fabricate optimized 18650 cells. 

Anode: 

PSU has selected Si-cat·bon as tbe anode for the fabrication of 18650 cell~. The selected r.naterials 

show high cap~city of over lOOOmAJtlg at'\er 100 cycles. The use of low cost ca1·bon material in 
substitution of graph~nc also sa vel! th~;; cost in battery fabrication 

Calhodtt 

With a numb<..> of tim~ of optimization, we sdect Li(Lio.2Nio.tJvln.._,4Coo.13l01 as the cathode 
material for the fabrication of 18650 cells. The choice is not only because the compound shows 

high capacity (240mAhl.g) in tlte coin cell test b\lt aLso the synthesis approach is more convenient: 
to sc;t\e up. CIJJ7ently, EC Power has successfully reached 30glbatch with tlte capability to further 

~calc up. This will benefit our 18650 cell fabrication and the large scale production in tho future. 
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C3: Dtll1•er Olft lnitiid 18650 u ll to cm'tOmer(9) fur testihg t1ml e••al#urkm, (1$ per .terh~t of 
agreement reac/te"d in-Cl. 17re ceUto be delivered for testing will uae most promising Si.-b11$ed' 
nanocompositen11ode n11d xLi2M1103(1-x)l.iJl102 materials. 

The initi11I cell design was completed. We obst:lved gassing problems durin_g the testing of thick 
elecb'ode coin cells. It became evident that gassing was an Issue wltll the cathode active materi.ll, 

:liS most ofthe fabricated coin cells popped open during testing. This was o.bviously a saf~ 
issue, particularly for the larger to-be-fabricated 186'50 cell. As tho ga.~sing primarily occurs 
during the fi.rst few cycles due to higj1 voltage charge, we developed a metltod tl~nt would allow 
us to cycle l.he 18650 ceU 1br a few cycles before fully sealing. After a short delay, we. 
succt:Ssfully and safely fabricated the tJ.rst batCh of prototype 186.50 cells, and mi!estone C'.3 "\'vas 

reached. 

C4: Ptm•id.e a r~port on tllat outlines tlte cost .~trueture a,v antwipated for the pruductinn. of lite 

eel" 1-iz. anode 11ntl catlwde. Included in the report will be (11) .an updtde of/he grup/r.ene 
production teclmulogy and is!iues related to wlume (munufrreturing anti sca/nlii.UJy) tmd 

related coJf, rmd (b) an estiinuteJ cost breakdown/or production ofthe battery nhd /row it 
cqmpare!i to current market pricing. 

The following mst estimate is based on. the current market price of the all -cell component$", for 
our anticipated near, term military market production quantities. To better understand the llOSI., 

we break down lb..: li:ost structure to l.he cost of active material (Table 2), and the cost of ol.her cell 
components, labor,. etc. of 1&650 ·ceJls (Table 3). 

In the firsl and second project periods, the rt.\'iearcbers at PSU have syntrJesized Si anode with 
different kinds- of cat'bon materials. Tbey have succes~fulty &ynthesi.zed the Si-catbon anodes in 
which .high.ly conductive, cornmurcially available-, low-cost carbon materials are 'USed in 
sub$titution of' o;pensjve graphcnc matet'ials, The Si.-carbon anode not only shows ·tltc better 
capacity than Si-grnphene anode but also decreases the cost of the a:no<le mntet'ial. AltlloUgll it has 
been predicted that graphene nanoplatelets can be produced at S5 per pound, the mas.s 
commercialization of graphene may still be years aw:ty due to a number of product and process 
obstacles. inc hiding the cost ofthe develO.J>men!, the technological complication that pertains to 
the l\igh elechical conductivity and the difficulties relating to heaJtl1 and safety io 
nanotechnology. On the contrary, the !mrbon employed here only costs less than lcent per gram 
benefited by l.he established long-term massi:ve production. The ·use of the low M.st. carbon also 
protects the cost of our .ceUs from the:: current fluctuations ofthu graphene.market price. 

As shown in Table 2, while the reptacing graphc<ne wifh lower-cost carbon materials is cost
·effect.ive, the cost ofhigb.,quaJity Si nano-J>articles still lead$ to a rather expensive anode. To 
reach the 3AII goal, 12. lg ofLi-ticlt cathode matetials and 6.2 g of Si/carbon anode materials are 
ncedcd(0.62g ofS.i and 5.58g of carbon). We further assutne an 85% titbricaJion materials 
eflil:illl'lcy (15'% of active-materials essentially wasted, i.e. does not make it into l.he cell, during 
the co;II production process). Since both calhodt: and anode are ihe top leading materials for l.heif 
ultra high capacities and made wil.h. :1dvanced nanotechnology, the cost of tlte cathode an'd -anode 
materials is hlgl!er than that in 1raditional Li-ion battery. 
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Table2 'l'lte e,~timated cost of cathod~ Md anode tnateti'als at near-tet·ru tttatket prodt~~tteu 
quantities. 

Cost Sig Mas~1n Pab, fvlaterials Materials Mils~. 'l'otal I'S) 
. Cell(g) Efrrciency per Cell (g) 

Catll.ode 0.035 l Z.l 0.85 14.Z4 ll.50 
Anode Silicon: 2 0.62 0.85 0.729 1.49 

Carbon: 5.58 0.85 6.56 
0.005 

TQtal 1.99 
-

Table 3. The estimated cost ofl 8650 fabrication at. near•term market production quantities. 

Anod~& Separator Can, «ap, Labor Mad< up Total 
Catl1ode ancl etc. 
Materials electrolytt; 
$1.99 $0.55 $0.20 .$1.00 .$1.60 $5.34or 

- $500/kWh 

As a summary fmm Tabbi2 and Table 3, the estimated cost of OW'· I 8650, Li-rich. metal ol{ide 
cathode, Si.""Carbon anode Li-ion battery wiU be $5.34, o.r - $500/k\Vh. ll should be noted lhat the 
greatest cost of lhe cell is from the anode maleri:tls. Over the long term, we expecl the .cost ot 
high-quality silicon nanoparlicle to· continue to drop; naturally, l11c price of our cells will likewise 
drop.significantly iffwhen this happens. 

The military'~ immediate and great 1\eed for high specific energy batteries :is highlighted.. for 
eJ!;amplc by the Air Forcc' ueccnt Tille ill call, where the main technical target was listed as 250 
\Vhll-g1. G1ven tl1e current state-of-th~art specific energy in the automotive field fEV s) of·- 1'70 
WlVkg. this r~esents a neatlY 50% increase over these widely available and cheaper ceUs. 
Furlher, best estimates for these-automotive cells pu\ them al-· $350- $450/kWh. Ther(,)AI,gbly 
50% increa.se in capacity will come at a premium, and given the already-attraciive estimated t:t:ll 
price of ~ SSOOJkWb, we sb·o;lgly believe thai our technology will be quite attractive to the 
military as. a low-cost, ncar-term solution to approaching their hjgh specific energy n~ds, 
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MILESTONE <I 

T5: ltlentify tppropriate design purameters for f(lbrict1tion of 3.41118650 L~ion buttery cells. 

TS.l. Formulas for tile anode ant! cadwtle sburU!s .and tlteir electrode tlimensions will he 
select ~a/ ami optimized uJ.i11g EC Pmve:r proprietary desig11 software. 

'!be end result from our software design is given in .Qgure 18. 'lbis figure is ihe culmintttion of 

many iteration~ of parameters such as packing density, electrode slurry compositions, etc .. in 

designing a cell reaching~ AlL 

In addition to simply using EC Power software to identify appropriate desigJI parameters, <I series 
of studies was also performed using thick coin cells. in eftort to ensure the fabricated thick 
electrodes and resultant cell would scale up properly. Tho fonnulas of anode and cathode slurries 

were identified in order to obtain rob~t th ick tihn while maintain the ltigb capacity. t.Aitnparcd to 

anode, cttthode :s more difficult to prepare because of the requiremtmt of the thicker 1ilm. 

ln ord<.T to achieve 3Ah capacity, thick cloctrodc has to be used in 18650 cvlls. Bas~;d on th~; 

calculation and design ti·om EC Power's cell design engineer. the thickness of Li-rich cathode 

should be around 150 micro meters with 75 tnicto meters in each side. llowever the tl1ick 
e lectrode is more likely to peel off and shows poor performnnce during tl1e batlery tests (as shown 

in Figure 17a). 

We have carried out many experiment~ to optimize the ratio of active mate1'ial, carbon and PVDF 

in order to obtain mbust lh.ick electrode with high capacity. We finally reached a combination and 

successfully fabricated the electrode with density over 8mg/cm1 (as shown in figure l7b). In Ute 
meantime, we observed the effect of particle size in pr<:paration of the t::le.:trode~ and decided to 

usc Gri11 mill to docrt:asc tl1e partich: size bcfon; it was used to prepare the slurry for the 

electrQdes. 
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Figure 17. The thick electmde shown decreased capacity a), and the capacity was improved with 

optimized slurry formula b). 
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T.'i.2. F«Cior~t NI/Ch R$ t /1!-c..'trode padting ffMfli.ties ftnfl poro&·iJiea tvi/.1 be opfllni:.edforrlutlftr!Jtl 
specification .oj3Ah. 

A series nfstudies was. perfonned to test the packing densities of both catbode and :mode. EC 

Powc:f's engineer has improved Ole parameters of pacl}:ing densities and po.rosilie::s based on !hick 
coin cell tests, soll\\'afe: and tlte CKperienc·oof makfug the: first batch 18650 IleUs. Tl\e decided 
Upon .d~:sign is given in figure 18. 
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FiguN 18. Designsheetfor3Ahl8650cell. 

:!tt A 1.\'1 
.z.n cm2 
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T6: Show tiMafor the improved performance testihgfor tlie optimked desigh of the novtl 
nQJJoconqJosite ekctrodes ~~~ fabriating >lA It 18650 U-ion bnttery cell 

Tllltperformanae target is ·an 18650 cell with > 3AII capacity. This tllill require anode_ material 
o.f -1000 mAJIIg anti Mtllf:Hle material ()j- 250 mA/IIg (i.e. 3 Alt cell will tfeli\IU muclt greater 
than 200 Wllfkg@ the cell level). 

ECFower and Penn State partner have successfully synthesized Li-nch cathode m:lierials and Si
caJ'bon Mode materials during the last two quarterS. The rcscar~:hets inP~1UI State have idt.ntificd 
that Si-carbon naoop!llticle witl1 4:5 ratio and NaCMC as binder which shows h~gh capacity of 
over 1500tnAh/g and capacity of llOOmAhlg aft·er 100 cycles witll the min.imal capacity fade. EC 
Power has succcs-sfully synthesizcdLi(Lio.~io.,"JNfuo . .s4Co~.13)02 as the cathode for the 18650 cell 
fabrication which shows a capacity of1AOmAh/g in coin celt test. 

lh this q_u~ter, EC Power fi,lcused Qn fabrication of 18650 battery cell$ with as-sypthesizcd 
materiat~. However, there-are a few technical challenges surfaced dlUing the design and 
fabrication proellSs. Many efforts were put into material and process optimization in order to 
overcome these ch;dlenges. Since it will greatly increase the. time and efforts if we carry out 'the 
optimization experiments in 18650 cells. we performed all the tests in coin ooU level and aU the 
k')lowledge and data from tlte ·coin ceU te;ts were applied to 18650 eel] fabpcation . 

One challenge- in the process was gassingprohlem ofathode materiafs during the charge
d.i.schru-ge;: of the battery. 

Th~; Li-rich mat::rials release the gas du~ing the;: charge--discharge cyclc..-s because-of the unstable 

nature of the material. The coin cells wcro likc::1y to pop open during the tests when thick 
electt'Qdes. were W;ed. Tbe gassing prob]em not O!lly affects the petformau.ce of the t>attetr but 
also im:rcases ilie saf6ty concerns in 18650 cells. 

In order to· solve the gassing problem, we. tried two approaches. Firstly we used acid treatment to 
activate the r_;i.rich material before it was fabricated into the electrode. The gassing problem was 
gt·eatly reduced with the as-treated materials and we did !lOt observe any coin cells poppe;:d open 
during the tests. 

Secondly, EC Powe;:r designed amt made an open system to fortnl8650 cells (formation during 
first few cycles), With our open system set•up, the gas produced in 18650 cell was released 

hefore1he final se11l of 18650 cell. This fabrication feature greatly decreases the possibility pfthe 
accidents suc}i ns exp)os~ons during tlt.c batteJ'y tests. After ftlling the electrolyte. the cell was 11ut 
ina cell holder as shown in figure 19. A pressure controller (on the top) was used to rele;tse gas 
produced during charging. 111e pressure is keep at lower than 0.7 atm to pNven.l bullding up of 
the high pressure and the possible elq)losion. 
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l'igure 19. The testing holder desig11ed by EC Power. 

During the design of 18650 cells, we also fmd the l til cycle efficiency is a key parameter in order 
to achieve designed capacity. 

To increase the l" cycle efl1ciency of Li-rich materia~ we applied acid treatment and th.::nnal 
trea1n1ent to the materia ls after they were synthesized. W ith many efforts on experiments, we 
have successfully produced Li-ri.ch material with over 90% l" cycle efficiency while keeping the 
high capacity. Figure 20 shows the improvements on performance of the Li-rich material using 
acid treatment under different conditions. It clearly shows the fu·st cycle efficiency WdS improved 
with the acid treatment. Under the optimized conditions, the l.t cycle efficiency is increased from 
63,3% to 97.7%. 
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l'igur.: 20. 'TlJe I" cycle eJliciency orLi-rioh cnlhode i ~ greally increa~ed wilh the acid treutmenl. 

We have inves1iga1ed and solved the l'tlChnical probltlms under coin cell level and applied our 
knowledge to lhe design amllnblication of 18650 cells, We have also evnlualed lh<l p<:rfonnance 
of1J1e cells. The Cll pllci ty lor the O.lA disrh;ll'ge of ow· second batch of 18650 cells is arotmd 
2.584Ah frs shown in l'igur-c 21, whkh is gnll1crihlln the lint prvtotypc rcU by - 13%. 
WbiJe the capacity at low discharge rale is encouragiJJg, the capacity al discharge rate of 1 A and 
3A tesls wer.:lcw, coming in at 0.453A and 0.252 A. respectiv.:ly. lt iudicates a high el.:clronic 
resistance willtin 1·hc electrode which prevents the transportation of electrons at high charging 
rale. The enginebT also identitled lhe similar problem during the labricalinn ofLi-rich c.'lthode. As 
figure 22 shows;, the U-rich cadtodc has many cracks on the surface during the coa ring process. 
The smface becomes shinning mtd the cracks are more serious 11fter the pressing. 11' indicales a 
bad adhesion between the materials and the substrates, ht spite of our best efforts experimenting 
wilh thick coin c<J)Is, !he slurry formula optimized for !hick eleclrode coin cells did not work ~s 
well when scale up I'd large electrode films. More defects were observed on the surface of the 
large electrodes. Si-carbon anode shows a smoolh and unifonn surface before the pressing and no 
obvious cracks wen& observed allllr pressing as shown in llgurc 23a and 23b. Comparing the 
anode and cathode electrodes after pressing. the Si-carbon lutode is mol'e soft and uniionn. wltile 
l.i-rich cathode has mom cracks and is more rigid (ligure23c). -n1e ligid na1ltre of1he cnlhode 
also b1ings mor<~ diffi cullit:s in rolling process, including observed naking oF the material during 
the rolling process. 
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Figure 21. The charge-discharge ctuve ofLi-ion battery with Li-rich material as cathode and Si
carbon as anode at di.~charge rate of 0.1 A. The discharge capacity is 2. 584.Ah. 

Figure 22. Li-rich cathode before pressing a) and b), aft.er pressing c). 
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Figure 23. Si-carbon anode before pressing a), after pressing b) Li-rich cathode and Si-carbon 
anode after pressing c). 

T7: Deliver tile optimi<.ed cell to CIL~tomer for testing ltnd evabtati.mz. 

The optimized cells have been tested in EC Power. 11\e capacity at 0.1 A discharge rate is 
2.584Ab. Although tbe 13% improvement from tbe last prototype cells is very encouraging, there 
is still room to improve to reach our 3Ah target. We have communicated with our customer, C&D 
Teclmologies, and we both agreed !here is no need to test the cells at lhe current point in order to 
save the time and etl:brts of our customer. As highlighted in the letter of support in section C7. 
C&D Technologies remains highly interested in our technology. and would like to continue 
support EC Power on the development of high capacity Li-ion cell technology. 

C5: Provide a report outlining the feedback received from the customer evnluafioll «lld testing 
of 18650 Li-ioll ceUs. Tltefeedbnck report wiU. describe tlte results oftlte tests performed by 
the customer, in accordance with the ttgreement in CT. 

Two feedback letters are given below. Tbe ftrst one, given in figure 24, is tbe evaluation of the 
first prototype, and the second letter, given in figure 25, is the evaluation of the second prototype. 
In addition to these two evaluation letters, we have remained in steady contact with C&D over the 
course of the project, i11cludiug a meeting at EC Power on September 21, 2012. 
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Dr Christ!.:tn Shi!ft~r 

ECPowcr 
J.I)"J ini'HY.,;;tiOil Hl,.-o;. 

Sll!l"f1 Q>lleer, f'A. 16003 

Oci.'!r Dr. Shuff cr. 

Mr. Danl;:{ B.Y/er 
C&O re~ll•lolCJtilc:!i., lrl£:. 

., o<.!J.') IJ 11 il.' n tA _." rir~t. ~r.·~ 

P.O.!b r. 30';3 

911JC Sell. PA. i9421 

~!)let\Wff, 2<1. 2032 

fhe i"'nttn1i:m cf t C PO+J.'er 's fim protot•;pe U!ESC•<eUs. b.-u od Oil U rU.h mN<JI o:-ldea:. C'.llhnt.l<: 

3-r·d $ilicon e<:~f~n n;nop~"\idc~ as ;node, is (.On~ple;c , Tt,.:-:.e!ls •;w-ere t e>tE"d 'Jilder t~ p1010.~I)I 

ot!J.Sr.illl•; agre.ad t~ ir'. the sup~O!'li~II:E!f dit tt!:l Ma•dt 2.). l Q! .?". Tt~ J.A65(h;tli'S show 11\e 
r.o~rrr.lll'fi!Jfltl' t~~ fo! lo·m· 

0.1 1JR7 

' l.O!tO 

Lt.U l l"'dmukJtll'~ ~·1ll ~t!l"p i 11luuc It \'l.•i\11 r<:Powernnl.l ~)' clr;se .,ttt'nti:.n h>tht' dC:\'O:Iopmcnt 

oftt<t< l'lteh c<tpac1t)'l8bStl balter•rwhlle ~c Pt-'i\l£'r COtl ! inue!. opum121ng tlotn rnatc~.1 1 ~><tlthe-!.l s 
a r.d bettn'!tl' f.l !lfiC~IIOfll() stf i\'1! l fJf ],),h &t~.1l 

•.V~> 14.xl~ ;~ .-w~rd to con~iN.Jine our 'llork ·:t:th :c Pc·v.~r an :I ::fl <: f ttturc de\•clo~m~nt of thck 
hif.l'l energt densit'llethoo'<>ttr· 

J - ;j;;; 
~147-'-<--- ---
0~omif'l l\t:•;~~tf 

1 etht~:cat Man*' 
Ne'f. T¢d'lr.olog·r PC¥e!o~:"'Cm 

Figur. 24. Evah!ation ofEC Power's r,, t p-type 186.50 cell. 
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~DTOCHNOLOGIES, INC. 
!lr r.t"i!>t'.ln :>h~e~ 
EC P<>W€4' 

I' ~' Y/ c r S r> '' 1 i ., n s 

lD) lr11<1~lilm 61,•\1, 
S1nto• ~IJ l~f'J\'. :•,<~,. 1;;8:)3 

R&: EVrlttaU'OII <>t seeon~ batdl of liCPnwrl' 1$1C.C:<l cnlh; 

rvlr. llan lei ~o·,oer 
C&O -echn::·I::><:;IE:$, Int. 

:4nn IJ1 K:11 M1::•:i•o~ R1•:11l 
t• .IJ,tlo~ 3:.•!1~ 

telue BEll'•\ 19<122 

'lh~· ::\'" • u~ion of H. I '0\~r' s se :l0l1d p1 otul y ,:'11'! Ulo\!i.:t 1:1':11, ';,~:.v:d t>n I i·ril:'h r:1ctill olG1c ;;s 
1.::1h::dn :111d ~ lic;~n-c~rbor nano~.a;"::lelot$ u a'IOdl'.,.lt.~:trpl::-1<:, l:;,:::·rl nr1 thC'~I:Itil ;rovi~d bv 

~~; !•:;...,.,·, \V~ dl &h:>\'i'S th~ p~rlor~runu: lt. 1~ <:·,::: 

·0.4Si 
~ ,., ···.-· 

tr·e c.~•;•·:ily f~r th~ C.l.').<:i:.~hl:tl~(:, bdu,~ sr::at:·:- tl·<•l'lth<= fir': 1> 'M<>typecell.:~···13,;, rs 
~:cour•$:ln.~. Whll~ 11~ .,,.,.,,.,;:!A 11•.\ :: w''""' ,., ... ,'" h' h:I'A? lo"'' up~·~. tc rowtor hu 

c')sr.t~s~el: l'Ath us '.h~ ISM•~·' r~l~th•d 1<1 hrs•··o;~lr dt"r.trnt'r f.;lulc;;tl7·n, lndu<}l~ tht~s-t r~ICo.k~l 
to e~ettrod£ .,IJrry ~ wwt r.11d :Jhrtt'lr. 

F111lht:•·u~.o1c,si .. xn 1111~ :r::rr:>qtr~ted elt>ctro: e a:ttw mat-!;·aat ctpultlae !'>1.:10.'<:1 1!il::tl•·1AIV~ 

f~1: du:xl~ 1:11•l rll'·••l·; }~Oout.·1/" forr.<:th:~~ mat~~la., tl-,!re rs good ree;on to btli~·.'<l ~lml :1 

~IK>~tr.• 1:r I ::·1r:~ri··;wili l>'"rr::.-.hr.-d In the- flltJI\>, ilfbtr f:At~l Y.;dl~~~~ · .. :.ul::. ha·~: l11s:u u:wc:··.,.:d. 

W•: l<orol: ''r>rw:ard ro tontlnuiQr,' our v.•ork with CC. ~"''~' :.nt11 h•~ r ~~~•:••: d•:·•~~h>r-Tltnf of thc11 

hitp 'JIWOlY dtor.$lt~· tethn:i .('(lf. 

Slnteret,•, 

r'<'l'lit:l!~r 

111:;luoi<:o)l Mi!OlliW:' 

tlc:w f•wl-ll.,loe':' l~t>l:·p:nu~ 

Figure 25. Evaluation ofEC Power's second ptototype 186j) cell 
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C6: SubmiJ report oulliJtlng impro"mrents to iniginaJ cdl tleliveretl w cu#ohter. Tills report 
will incbule both intpr{)llmtelfh in adive material specific capacity. qs outlined'in T4, and cell 

design improvenrenh, as outlined itt TS. 

We ltave optimized the cathode materials with acid treaunem and thennal treatment to ~rdteJ" 

increase the 111 ~tVcle efficien¢y and decrease tl\e gassing problem. The as-treated materials ~how 
high 1" cycl~ etliciency over '90% and the coin 'Cells made with thil/k electrodes didn't pop Opert 
during the test anymore, We also improved the design by optimizing ratio of component!; in the 
e]ectrodeslurrill!l, test of packing den,sities M<l optimizing porosities, Moreover, the engineer 
designed :trul made. an open system for battery testing to decrease the possibilily of explosion. 

C7: Based on file performance of/he prottllype, pr01•ide,a Lt!lter tJfSupport, tJutlinutc {I plan to 

contihue witl•ftom the CJ.Mtomer ea•alu«ting the eel' descrihing polenii.al coiiVttercill/k~n 
pat/&/.\- going fonwml. ha!ied OIJ tlte re!iulh of lite fin·t 1!\!aluatiot&. 

EC Power had a meeting wit11 C&D Technologies on Sep, 21, 2.012 to iliscuss the ongoing work 
in this project ir, addition to. several other EC Power technologies and software. C&D remains 
quite interested in the hjg)t capacity-tecbno.logy beiog develop.ed undet' thjs j?roject. As nutlined 
.in the letter of support given in figure 26, even in light of the la;s than desirable results from the 
second protetypc. C&D rt:mains interested in the EC Power technology~ and will continu,e to 
support future activities. 
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CDTEOINOLOGIES, INC. 
Dr. Chri:;ti;;n Sh;.~ff::r 
ECfowcr 

l'Ot\'Cf 

2.0::1 lnnov;;tio't ~\•d. 
s~te co11e~.I'J\ Jtil:lt;~ 

Mr. Oilnlel ~oyer 
c&u T~chnaloglf.s, Inc.. 

1.tQ(l Lnl~)r. MAAIIns nmcd 
P.O. Bwr;.'-1.';.~ 

A'uc Rcll, I'A, 1~2 

Re: Letter of ~\III:OOtt for £C IJowK t.lgh capatlty Lllo:1. cell technolo?.y 

O~ll' ur. ~he{fur, 

V.•e ::ontinue to $'JDport thE dew!opmentofthe EC !>c·wer hi~h t<IIJ~ltil,o ti io11 tl'l~ l¢~-:hhu!OA\'o 
tased on hir.h ca;~acito; laverec. mEtal oxide <"<lthod:! ;uxt Wc;;,r~:m ;;.uo.J<! rrral<!ri.d$, WbliP. :h,_ 

3Ah~a: h~s net been reached to datE, d~etc y,;,rr.t> unt»rc~l'L'n cht~IIL·Il~ts r<:l~l<'d .o $'*'~·UJI, 
the ancd~ :md ca~hode active ntaMrial s~:cdlic ~c;.rJatitics ut wet ~51J::lmAiv'e arl~ r'l•};,lflne l~C: 
m.o\11/p,. re~drr.>d (lllr.•r tb p;~!>t ·tr•<•r, ''"·' llUitl' ;,ltU;,,•:livc•, p:u r::·u. •fl't In hit 'I ~nmv•t ml'll~l\' 

<IIJI)Ikati'>ns. 

We :ra~ hct!n in t"ud~ with EC Pwt::r :;eve rallirncs u·~• ·,he (l)t:f$•: n f thP. pa~~ \'P:~r, tn::lud In' a 
mcct:inr, ou Scpttr:rb::r ll, 2012, .,..•he~ we dis.;;us~d el t<f<'3l hml(lh rr. PnYMr'~ folgh·tall.lr.lt't· 
j iuulcdurolot:y aud :'L'¢L•ullL·~hl'lt>luf;v d~clopmNll$ >n thl~ r~~nl. v.•e rP.rraln opt:mistic 

t~:rl EC~\\"L'I wil' u .. ~rLO·nL· lhc f·:Or·r~rbillf, hl•rdk•.\, res .. .:llh'R In~ :1:g':~aplldl't' rt:~Mercial cell 

rochnobJ',\'. 

7Nhnital M.w:~s·~r 
Nc:\., T<:c:hnul!l,i!)' )<Wr:lclp,n,~nt 

Figun 26. C&D letter of support. 

C8: Provide a report that outlines the commercialization pazhwQJI opportuniries for the 
technologp ievelopment ani the iknrifiei applicahon&. upiaze the center on the IP 

an-anzements with PSU as lt relates to licensing. 
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We anticipate our high enet~y density technologies being adopted in Navy criticaJ infoonation 
backup systems on sea"going vessels. C&D is ab:eady has 1111ite active in this market, and desires 
a more ·energy dense solution ttlclmology. 

EC Power l\3ll cl.'Veloped considerable lP from file activities ofthi$ wor!<, botJi in cathod"t active 
mate~·lal synthesis and eel I fabrication/engineering. We anticipate· filing patents l11 the near future 
t l'yr) from these activities_ Tn addition to patents, we have developed multiple trade secrets, 
particularly in Ute; cell fabrication/engineering. Peon St:1te is likewise moving towards patenting 
their anode tcchnofogy. 

The most like;} y ooaunerci;dization pathway forward is for C&D to licwso .the cathodu and cell 
fabrication technology from EC Power, and the anode technology from PSU. C&D has expertise 
in large:-sc11le battery 1nanufacturiug and will incorporate our tee:hnologies in Vllfious form factors. 

Summary: 

ln the litst quar1er, Penn State successfullym\..1 the milestones in the teclmieal part by 
synthesizing, opti.mizing, and characterizing Si•caroon nanocomposites . EC Power also met the 
milestones 1n the commerciali'zation part: the prototypi11g agreement wa.~ reached , and our 
market synopsi~ was clelivered. 

During the second quarter, PSU ~uccessfuUy synthesized Si-carbon nan.oparticles as the. anode for 
186,50 cells. 1he rese::archers jdentified that Si~arbon nanopattick with 4:5 ratio and NaCMC as 
binder shows lrigh capacity of over l500m.'\hlg. With the minimal capacity fade in 100 cycles, 
the. Si-carbon anode .still ke<:ps the e<~pacity as high as llOOmAh/g. In the meantime, PSU 

r~earcher~ ~ucees~fully 11$ed tbe low CO$t caJ'bon .. in substitutio11. of graphette. Tlte attode material 
does not onJy have high capacity btd also· save the cost on the raw tnatet'ials. 

nc Power carried out a number of experiments to assess the effects of different e::<perlrmmt 
conditions aml optimize the-synthesiS' of Li...rich cathode materials. lbe rcsc;archets successfully 
selected Li(Li0.2Ni0.13Mn0.54Co0.13)02 as the cathode for the 18650 ce11 fabrication. The 
choice is based on two facts. Li(V0.2N10.13Mn0.54CQ0.13 )02 catltode shows a h\gb capacity of 
240mAhlg, w:hich nearly reaches ourtarget of250ml\h/g; and the syntl1esis approach ill ·easy to 
scale qp, which is very important for18650 fabrication and tlic large scale production in future. 
We also plan on thu investigation of new electro! yte and cubon doping :in the synthesis in order 
to fnrther increa.~e the: capacity in future. 

EC Power also carried out a cost estimate based on near-te~1n Jl'):llrket size and production 
quantity. The derttonst'tated ability of tTte PSU anode to use low~ost carbon -in lieu of expensive 
graphone removes th,c highest-cw;t i:tem jj-om the cell production, T:h\1$ our latest cost production 
for the 18650 celts is - $500/kWh, which should be quite attractive for a celt teclmology nearing 
zso Wit/kg, 

Our initial ba(cll of 18650 cells wa:oevalullted by .our customer. C&.D technologies. A~ the 
evaluation lcllerthe y providt:dL~tershtnvs, the capacity ofthe prototype cell is 2.28JAh. ll is 
aJso worth to mention that .we observed serious gassing problems during the testing. We 
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documented tltat gassing oftltecatlwdeduring the fiJ'Stfew cycles is a potential safety issue, as 
several coin ~.:ells popped open during testing. ]be cumulated gas not only decreased the capacity 
of the cell but also may cause explo.sfon. Before tinalizing the prototype-cells, the reseatcher~; 
and engutf;t..'fll in EC Power took the problems l>eJ1ously and $U~es$fully developed a solution to 

the ga$Sing problem while maintain a high capacity. 

ln the lastqua11er, EC Power focused on fabrication of 18650 battery cells with optimized 
materials. 'lbere are a few teclmical challenges s.urfaced during the desi.gn and fabrication 
pr0cc5s. l'vtany efforts wen: put into mat.cruu and process optimization iq {)fQCr to overcome these· 
challenges. We also developed additional method.!J in attempt to fUrther minimize the gassing 
problems. Tbis was accotnnlished from both .mate~ial synthesis and el)gineering .ap,proachc;s. 
Finstly we used acid treatment to activate the Li-rich material before it was fabricated into the 
electrode in order to relieve the gassing problem. Secondly, EC Power has designed an open 
system to fonn1 Sl$50 ceUs (format.ion durin.gflfSt few cycles). With our open system set-up, the 
gus produced in 186'50 ceU was released before.the tinal sen I of 18650 cell. The combin~tion of 
the-tnalerials acid treatment approach and fabrication feature gr~::ally decreases the possibility of 
the. accidents such as explosions during 11te battery tests , Acid and tlteJ111al treatments were also 
investig!dedto inCl·case the 1• cycle efficiency in ordedo further increase the eapacityilfthecell 
We also studied rutd optimized the coating of tJticJ; e.lectrodes. Bec;mse of the limit ofthe.tiJne, to 

date we only can optimize .the coating with coin cc:ll tests. Unfortunately, the thi~ film was nol 
as good as we cxpectt;d when we used the same formula to largc-scate thick film coating using 
lru·ge batc]les. There are more chall'en.ges in preparing large th i.ck film and the cracking prob I em is· 

more severe after pres$irtg and rolling proeeo$. Altlto\lgh We !\ave studied and.solved tlte 
problems in cout cell level, tbet·~we~·e still some ®guteerin,g cbnllenges in the fabrication of 
l8650 cclls which impedes the eapacity at high dischar.ging rate. EC Power has fubrieated the 
second batch o(prototype 18650 cell!; aild thecap.acity i.s 2:584Ah. Although thet·eis 13% 
impr:ovement from the last batch, the c:ell falls short of our 3Ah target and the capacity at high 
discharge rate req\Ures further improvement as well The shotl of the capacity may be caused by 
the low elecb;ica,l collductivity of the catiwde .fi1m which is attributed to the poor electrode filln 

structure as we-discu,~sed before;. We believe w.ith the optimization of the large format electrode 
films, the capacity of the cell would be further increased. 

We have kept open and .frequent communiealion with OUF customer C&D technologies. On 
September 21., 2012, c&D technologit:S visited EO 'PoWtr in :State College ·to discuss this project 
and pos$ibJe C()llabc;n:ation in future. C&.D remain$' gu1te 1J:tterested in the hjgh c-wacity 
techn.ology being developed under this project. They acknowledged the efforts ofF.C Power and 
.agreed on our appro<~ches to solve the technical prdblem~. A-. out.line<f in the letter of supporl; 
even in light of U1e less than dt:Sirab lc; results from (he second prototype, C&D rema.ins interested 
in the EC Power technology, :md will continue to support future activiiJ,cs. 
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Appendix R – 11-058 (SenSevere) 

 

Pennsylvania 

NanoMaterials 
Commercialization 

Center 

Pennsylvania NanoMaterials Commercialization Center 

Final Rep011: 

Project Title: Commercialization of Novel Sensors for Chemically and Thermally Challenging 
Environments: Detection of Hydrogen within CbJor-alkali Product Streams 

Project Leader: Dr. Jason Gu 

Name of Project Lender's Organization : SenSevere, LLC 

Date: 11/26/2012 

Table I: Schedule summary for Milestones and Payments 

Milestone 
Milestone 1 
Milestone 2 
Milestone 3 
.Milestone 4 
Final Papet·work 

T = Technical Milestone 
C = Commercial Milestone 

Date 
4, .lanuary. 2012 
31 March 20 12 
30 June, 2012 
31 October, 2012 
November 1 5. 2012 

Description (T ,C) 
Project Kickoff 
T J, T2. TI. T4, T5, C l 
T~ T7.T8. T9, C2, C3 
TlO. T l I. C4, C5, C6 
Closeout documents 

Payment 
$30.000 
$50.000 
$55,000 
$35,000 
$15.000 

-
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Stage 3 

Stage 2 Cu ~tomer Pilot 
00 sensors 

Staae Milan Pilo 
25 sensors 

l aborato. 7 

Product Dev. 

Specifications 

.... ~ r . ... · ... -..:=. 

M~Ch f~ !~nuns} 

lntugr;nion (eow tnstnll] 

Table 2: It is important to note that the Stages atthe top of the image represent different states in testing, 
which does not correspond to the different phases of the project. This offset allows for time to respond to 
suggested changes that result from the testing, and iteratively evolve towards the milestones within each 
phase. *Accelerated lifetime testing will allow completion ofthe longevity requirement. Both increases in 
temperature and removal of protective over-layers have been considered. Initial tests on protective over
layer removal indicate significantly (8 times) faster degradation; this is however dependent upon the 
operative failure mode. 

-
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Miletone 1 : Project Kickoff January 1, 2012 

Milestone 2 ; Prototype Development 

The overall aim of this milestone was to complete the first scale-up of SenSevere technology 
and build a prototype business case for deploying sensors in chlor-alkali plants. At the date of 
completion, SenSevere has delivered a prototype product, which includes at least 50% of the 
previously agreed upon specifications to a scale-up facility ovmed by De Nora in Mflano Italy. 
The risk of running a cell without hydrogen sensors has been calculated. Based upon 
responses from PPG Industries and Sabfc, a prototype of the utility model for these sensors has 
been built The calculated risk and the empirically determined value add per cell was $2000 
and $1500, respectively. Additional 'Surveys to the remaining plants in North America will be 
administered closer to the pilot deployment of SenSevere sensors into a live chlor-alkali plant. 
A visit to PPG Industries Natrium plant drew significant interest in being our beta site. De Nora 
aims to approach PPG Industries during the Chlorine Institute meetings in the summer about a 
potential beta installation. Due to the positive technical developments and customer feedback, 
the management at De Nora has made reaching a long-term business agreement a priority. 
SenSevere expects a terrn sheet for a long-term arrangement in either April or May. Next 
milestone focuses upon channel development, identification of a test site, completion of a 
product to-be-deployed into a customer site. Positive progress has been made on all fronts. 

Milestone 3: Prototype Refinement 

SenSevere has complied with the deliverable, save acqu~r~ng specific market information 
regarding the pricing of the sensor. SenSevere has chosen a modular approach for product 
development. The base sensor product will contain the sensor device, fixture , and electronics. 
SenSevere will offer modular battery backup, wireless, and analog out modules. Additional 
modules can/will be offered given feedback from the customer. De Nora was unable to 
complete the surveys due to certain unforeseen circumstances, but is dedicated to completing 
such a survey in Q3, 2012 . SenSevere will drive the completion of such a survey, or identify 
additional routes to achieving such information . 

Milestone 4: Prototype Deployment 

SenSevere has complied with the deliverable, save the executed distribut ion agreement with De 
Nora. This was held up by the lack of a customer pilot tria l. To remedy this, the previous LOI 
was extended for 6 months to the end of 2012, and a customer pilot trial is currently ongoing. 
SenSevere has identified and engaged contract manufacturers and is currently capable of 
delivering on orders of up to 1000 sensors. Through interactions with the plant, a two-product 
marketing strategy was identified. Initially, a high precision chlorine header hydrogen 
monitoring system will be marketed first , to be fo llo\Ned by a less precise per-cell hydrogen and 
other process variables monitoring system. The cost of marketing should be low due to the 

-
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existing sales network owned by De Nora, and the eminent need for these products, <!S 
confirmed by SenSevere's interaction with 3 of the 4 largest chlorine operators in the world. 

Closeout: Strategic Path Forward 

Throughout the course of this project, SenSevere was able to move from laboratory 
demonstrations of our -technology to a completed product currently in a pilot deployment. 
Moving forward, SenSevere aims to complete the. pilot test in March, en route to commercial 
sales of the product via our distributor, De Nora . SenSevere projects to complete negotiations of 
the distribution agreement with De Nora by January 2013. The initial target customer is PPG 
Natrium. 

On other fronts, SenSevere aims at exploring other commercial opportunities for our technology. 
We have identified the need for hydrogen sensors within the nuclear, automotive, energy, and 
other electrochemical industries as good points of entry. De Nora will serve a strong partner for 
exploration and penetration into other electrochemical industries. SenSevere is currently 
engaged in discussion with EPRI for exploration into the nuclear field . We are currently looking 
for partners for all of these potential sensor markets 

-
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LIST OF ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND SYMBOLS 
 

Acronym Description 
CPO Collaborative Project Order 
AFRL/RX Air Force Research Laboratory, Materials and Manufacturing Directorate 
WBI Wright Brothers Institute 
PA NanoCenter Pennsylvania NanoMateials Commercialization Center 
TAC Technical Advisory Committee 
SOW Statement of Work 
OPV Optionally Piloted Vehicle 
PL Photoluminescence 
FTIR Fourier Transform Infrared 
NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
CNT Carbon Nanotube 
CF Carbon Fiber 
CB Carbon Black 
t-CNT Treated Carbon Nanotube 
TGA Thermal Gravimetric Analysis 
NanoRDC NanoResearch, Development and Consulting LLC 
MPIs Materials Performance Indices 
MIL Military 
ANSI American National Standard 
NHA Nickel Coated Copper Alloy 
NCU Ultra-high Strength Copper Alloy 
MTS Modular Wire Takeup System 
OPV Organic Photovoltaic 
PET Polyethylene Terephthalate 
HTL Hole Transport Layer 
ITO Indium Tin Oxide 
PEN Polyethylene Naphthalate 
PI Polyimide 
PC Polycarbonate 
IPA Isopropyl Alcohol 
ROIC Return on Invested Capitol 
SPS Strategic Polymer Sciences, Inc. 
SJM St. Jude Medical 
PSU Pennsylvania State University 
ICD Implantable Cardioverter Defibrilator 
VDF Vinylidene Fluoride 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND SYMBOLS (cont’d) 
 

Acronym Description 
TrFE Trifluoroethylene 
CFE Chlorofluoroethylene 
CTFE Chlorotrifluoroethylene 
PP Polypropylene 
CARTS Capacitors and Resistors Technology Symposium 
ERC Engineering Research Center 
HIS Human Interface Software 
TPU Thermoplastic Urethane 
DOPA Dihydroxyphenylalanine 
VER Vinyl Ester Resin 
UPR Unsaturated Polyester Resin 
PCB Printed Circuit Board 
JDA Joint Development Agreement 
SFIL Step and Flash Imprint Lithography 
CIS CMOS Image Sensor 
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 
SAAD Sective Aluminum Area Deposition 
AES Auger Electron Spectrometry 
TE Transmitted Electron 
HAADF High-Angle Annular Dark Field 
SE Secondary Electron 
SEM Scanning Electron Microscope 
STEM Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope 
iLS Industrial Learning Systems 
HRG Horizontal Ribbon Growth 
XRD X-ray Diffraction 
LXPM Liquid X Printed Metals 
σ Conductivity 
OFET Organic-based Field Effect Transistor 
PET Polyethylene Terephthalate 
PV Photovoltaic 
ARC Anti-reflective Coating 
PECVD Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition 
DSSCs Dye Sensitized Solar Cells 
IV Current Voltage 
TCO Transparent Conductive Oxide 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND SYMBOLS (cont’d) 
 

Acronym Description 
GaAS Gallium Arsenide 
NWA Nanowire Array 
FE Finite Elements 
BMS Bayer MaterialScience 
PU Polyurethane 
TPU Thermoplastic Urethane 
PHEV Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle 
EV Electrical Vehicle 
UPS Uninterrupted Power Supply 
DoD Department of Defense 
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
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